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FOREWARD

The instructional materials contained herein were

developed at Eastern Washington State College In an attempt

to deal with a rather crccial problem concerning not only

this country but-the entire globe. For too many'yeare

educational policies in the Onitedl.States have dictated

an approach which ignored nearly one-third of the world's

population. Today the situation has reversed itself. The

United States President and the United Nations have formally

recognized the existence of the People's Republic of China.

NOW, it behooves educators at all grade levels to introduce

students to China and its people.

This instructional program was organized primarily for

students at the fourth to Sixth grade levels. The vocabulary

and concepts dealt with are within the grasp of most of these

youggsters. Also, the individualized - activity learning packets

are largely self-paced, allowing the students to progress at

their own rate of speed. This makes it possible for the teacher

to spend much of his time working with students on an individual

basis.

The planning 'ormat was developed around a model created

in Conceptual Planning with Behavioral Objectives./ This is

1 Mitchell, Bruce; Stueckle, Arnold; and Wilkens, Robert,
Conceptual Planning_ with Behavioral Objectives. Dubuque, Iowa:

Kendall/Runt Publishing Co., 1971.



a scheme which divides the plan into two basic elements.

The long range plan consists of identification of the

Purposes, identification of the major Concepts to be dealt

with, and creation of the Behavioral Objectives which shall

be used to test the attainment of the concepts taught. The

daily plans are designed to promote the attainment of the

prescribed behavioral objectives. They include the following

basic elements: (1) Uaily Objectives; (2) Activity or acti-

vities (a brief description); (3) Timing and Organization;

(4) Materials needed; ana (5) Evaluation. A long-range plan

dealing with ceveloping an understanding and tolerance of

cultural relativism in relation to China as well as developing

intelleLtu.J1, uffeoive, and psychomotor skills utilizing the

input on Mina, serves as the key for the materials.

Ihe luarnir.j packets are erganize;.! as fellows:

I. Z'te-I:.:Jt N-ovrJes :nu teacher and the student
AIN the r;pat which allows the decision to be made
as to whether er nut the packet needs to be completed.

2. word List which helps the student familiarize himself
with new terms.

3. study of Key Ideas which enables the student to Study the
key concepts introduced by the packet materials.

4. Ihought uestions which enables the student to study the
key ideas.

5. Post -test which evaluates the student's attainment of the

behavioral objectives.

6. Creative Pro'ects which provide the opportunity for enrich-
ment activities.

In additivs% I-1J the learning activity packets, there Ore

a number of other sampll: lessons wnich are designed primarily



for small or large group participation. These are quite

varied in nature and will allow the teacher to decide which

would be most appropriate for a particular group.

Purposely, many more sample plans and suggested activi-

ties are included in the packet than the average teacher will

be able to use. However, this allows the teacher a great

deal of latitude and flexibility in planning such a program.

The stories were written to illustrate Crucial principles

which will be brought out in the activities. Individual

lessors were planned for seventy-five minutes. This time

can be shortened or augmented according to the needs of the

particular group of students.

The materials have been developed by Miss Sonia Cowen,

a truly outstanding student. Organizational format, rewrite

suggestions, and an occasional story or two have been cheer-

fully provided by Professors Bruce Mitchell and Lynn Triplett.

Jr. ;.litchell is on Associate Professor of Lducation, while

Mr. Triplett is an Assistant Professor of Asian History.

4 J
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CONTENT SUMMARY AND INPUT MATERIALS

1. LONG RANGE GOALS

A. To develop an understanding and tolerance of cultural relativism
in relation to the Peonies Republic of China by Introducing
similarities and differences existing between the cultures of the
United States and China, emphasizing four basic cultural comno-
nents: economic structures, social organization, religious systems,
and Political organization.

8. To develop intellectual, affective, and psychomotor skills, utiliz-
ing knowledge of the Chinese Civilization by way of the individual
activities learning Packets and the modified Taba Processes.

II. LEARNING CONCEPTS: The learning contents, in achieving the long
range goals, will emphasize the structural and functional asoects of
the Chinese Civilization as a uniaue yet adoptive unit in the develop-
ment of mankind, concentrating on the aforementioned basic cultural
experiences of Pre-modern China (Pre-Han and Imperial China) and Modern
China (Revolutionary. Nationalistic, and Communist China) achieved
through individual activities learning packets and modified Taba tasks
introduced and attained in daily lessons.

A. Each culture is uniaue or differentiated from all other cultures.

I. Physical features (land forms, geographical location, environ-
mental limications, etc.) of China have influenced the growth
of the r;t0nese Culture, as hive the Physical features of +he
United States iitfiuenced the culture of the United States.

a. Mans involve terminology related to the distinction of
of the following physical features: boundaries/boundary
lines:, mac) legend (map explanation key): scale of miles:
cities, towns, and villages: directional sign: rivers,
lakes, oceans, and other bodies of water: land forms
such as deserts, mountains, plateaus, Plains, etc.

b. Land formations determine greatly the potential of sub-
sistence activities: agricultural and/or industrial arowth

c. Climate is determined by location, Physical barriers and
land formations. influencing life styles

d. Population growth is influcmced by physical features of the
environment and cultural ecology through adaptation

2. Aararian versus industrial growth in the development of cultural
traits, needs, and survival

3. Hypothesis relating to Sapir-Whorf and ethnocentrism will be
introduced as a means of showing the successful evolution of
each cOture as related to its needs

gat
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II. B. Each culture is not an isolated unit, but a product of both
assimilation and indigenous cultural functions and societal
needs

1. Many aspects of culture in the United States Parallel
those of the People's Republic of China. In allowing
the students to view slides of both cultures (land,
architecture, subsistence activities, technology used
in industry, etc.) the concept of cultural assimilation
and/or diffusion will expose close similarities existino
between cultures, as well as distinguish the differences

2. Material culture will be viewed in regards to functional
aspects in the growth of the Chinese Civilization

3. Economic structures, social organization, religous systems,
and political organizational structures of Pre-Modern China,
Modern China, and the United States will be compared in light
of development in relation to cultural needs

C. Each culture evolves as a means of providing a functional Political,
religious, economic, and social organize-ion for that society.

I. Folitical System
a. Pre-Modern China (Dynasties: Shang, Chou, Chin, Han,

Sui, Sung, Non-Chinese, Mina, Chino)
I. Confucian/Gentry State

a. Exam system
b. Economic, religious, nolitical, and social

development under this ear of influence
7. Warlords
3. Instah:Iity of nolitical developments

b. modern rhina

I. i4enublican China

a. Peasants versus Gentry/Ruling classes
b. Economic, social, religious structures developed

in relationshin to the Political system
o. Revolutionary stages of development in political

dysfunction
d, How represent the majority/minority of the nonulous--

the voice of discontentment
e. Seat of government manned by what classes

2, 'lationalist China

a. Peasants versus Gentry /Ruling classes
b. Economic, social, religious structures developed

in relationship to the political system
c. 'evolutionary staaes of development in political

dysfunction
d. How leaders emerged in voicing discontentment and

representltion of the maioritv/minority of the
populous

e. Seat of coyernment manned by what classes



II. C. 3. Communist China
a. Peasants versus Gentry/Ruling classes
b. Economic, social, religious structures developed

in relationship to the pOlitical system
c. Revolutionary stages of development in political

dysfunction
d. Emergence of leaders in voicina the discontent-

ment and representation of the majority /minority
of the no0u1Ous

e. Seat of government manned by what class
2. Intellectual and Religious Systems

a. Pre-Modern China
1, Nationalism versus culturalism

a. Humility versus pride
b. Tradition versus modernization

2. Taoism

a. Philosophical Utopia
b. Man in relation +C nature
c. Man in relation to himself
d. Man in relationship to social, economic, and

Political movements as dealt with through the
Taoism philosophy

3. Buddhism
a. Philosophical Utopia
b. Man in relation to nature
c. Man in relation to himself
d. Man in relationship to social, economic, and

political movements as dictated by the Buddhism
philosophy

4. Confucianism
a. Rhilosphical Utopia

t. Man in relation to nature
c. an in relation to himself
d, Man in relationship to social, economic, and

political movements as dictated by the Confucian
philosophy
I. rive Relationships doctrines
2. Transition from tradition to modernization

b. modern China
I. Marxism

a, Theology
b. Man in relation to nature
c. Man in relation to himself
d. Man in relation to the "system of establishment"
e. Man In the relationship of social, economic, and

political movements as dictated by the Marxism
theology and doctrines

EAninism

a. Theolo 'iv

h. Mn a in relation to nature
c. Man In relation to himself
d. Man in relation to the "sys+em of establishment"
e. Man in the relationship of social, economic, and

Dvliticll movements as dictated by the Leninism
theoloqv and doctrines

vi
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11. C. 3. Economic Bases
a. Pre-Modern China

1. Agrarian Fconomv
a. Role and status of the peasant

I. Peasant in relationship to central government
7. Peasant in relationship to gentry/ruling

classes
3. Social stratification
4. Sub rdinate-superfor relationship emphasized

by the Confucian doctrines of the Five
Relationships

5. Relationships in regards to the Political,
social, and religious movements as dictated
by the economic structure

b. Role and status of the gentry/ruling classes
I. Role and status of the landlord

a. Relationship existing between Peasant
and central government

b. Subordinate-superior relationship
emphasized by the Confucian doctrines of
the Five Relationships

c. Social stratification mobility,
d. Relationship of political, social, and

religious movements as dictated by the
economic structure

Role and status of the scholar
a. Relationship to central government
b. Subordinate-superior relationship

emphasized by the Confucian doctrines of
the Five Relationships

c. Social stratification mobility by means
of exam system, mastering philosophical doctrine

d, Relationship of political. social. and
religious movements as dictated by the economic
structure

3, Role of the gentry rioss in terms of definitions
and functions

4, Role of the emperor--monarch rule as superior
in subordinate-superior relationship emphasized
by the Confucian doctrines of the Five Relation-
ships and the emperor's Position in the expansion
campaigns and administrative control of economical
bases

2. World trade
3. World view

t. Modern China
1, Agrarian Economy

a, Role and status of the peasant
Role and status of the Chinese Communist Party
members and leaders

c. Pelltionshlp to social, political, and religious
movements

d. Development of raw materials (resources) and
technological potential (machinery, farming equipment,
hydroelectrical power, etc.)
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II. C. 3. Economic Bases
e. Implementation of farm Policies
f. Relationship between land, resources, and the

growth of population complexes/cities
g. Complexity of technology
h. World trade
I. World view

2. Stabilization and transition period from agrarian econOmv
to industrial economy

3. Industrial Economy
a. Role and status of the farmer/laborer
b. Role and status of the industrial laborer
c. Role and status of the Chinese Communist Party

members and leaders
d. Role of females and males in the division of labor
e. Relationship to Political, social, and religious

movements
f. Development of raw materials (resources) and

technological advancement (machinery, new industrial
growth, hydroelectricity, etc.)

a. Planned industialization under the Communist China
administration
I. Political control and Programming
2. Model for economical advancement taken from

Soviet Russia's developments
a. Five 'fear Plan

b. Promotion of heavy industrial developr it

c. Agriculture as the source of Industrial
development capital
I. Communes established and managed by

the government
2. Authority delegated to provincial

levels of government
4. Disruption of economy and reversal of economical

nriorities
4. Social Organization

a. Pre-Modern China
1. Class stratification and structure of mobility

a. Peasant role
b. Gentry role
c. Emperor role
d. Subordinate-superior relationships as emphasized

by the Confucian doctrines of the Five Relationships
e. Mobility of social stratification between classes
f. Strife within and outside of the classes

2, Relationship to political, religious, and economic
conditions

3. Kinship patterns
b. Modern China

1. Class stratification and structure of mobility
a. Peasant role
b. Gentry role: extinction of gentry class/rise of peasant
c, Government role
d. Worker/laborer role
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II. C. 4. Social Organization
2. Relationship to political, religious. andfeconomic

conditions
3. Kinship patterns
4. How Ma '-xism changed social organization

(Confucian principles of subordinate-superior
relationships gave way to Communistic doctrines)

a. Man to man
b. Parent to child
c. Man to government

5. Social change supports the Present government

D. Introduce the student to the importance of avoiding the enthno-
centric view of cultures. Encourage the student to surpass
valuative and/or normative judgments when studying China's
Political, religious, economic, and social development. in

comparing the. Chinese Civilization to the United States Culture,
Provide the student with the opportunity to Identify similarities
and differences existing between the cultures, emphasizing the
significance of similar social functions rather than structural
differences. Emphasize the fact thet the Chinese Civilization
has evolved through an 1,0-:-,ctisn of tradition and modernization

by means of adapting to new political, religious, economic, and
social environments as a society devising solutions for the
utiii:ation of its available resources just as any society would
do.

i
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LEARN ABOUT MAN'S BASIC NEEDS--

LEARN ABOUT YOUR BASIC NEEDS

LEARNING PACKET NUMBER ONE

STUDENT'S NAME:

Is



NOTE TO THE TEACHER

This packet is designed to help the student identify the

basic needs of Man and the basic needs of himself. This packet

will help the student better understand the behavior of Man and

the behavior of himself.

The long range plan of this packet involves the need'to
?

involve the student in a tolerance for cultural relativism.

Utilizing this packet along with class activities, class discussion,

individual research, and future individual learning packets, will

aid the student in discovering this tolerance.

Allow the student to proceed through the packets in consecutive

order, and at his own pace. Encourage him to re-read the material

and re -take the Post-Test if his scoring necessitates. if the

student is able to pass the Pre-Test, allow him to advance to the

next packet without having to work this packet.

-2-
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WHAT IS IN MY LEARNING PACKET?

(TABLE OF CONTENTS)

TITLE PAGE NUMBER

Why I Should Use This Learning Packet 4

What Should I Do In Order To Learn
This Information ? 5

What Will I Learn In This Packet' 6

How Will I Show I Have Learned?

What Should I Do If I Already Know
The Information I Am To Learn
In This Packet? 10

What Should I Do If I Don't Already
Know the Information I Am To
Learn In This Packet? 16

When Do I Know i Know The Material
I Am Expected To Learn From This
Packet? 33

What Do I Do When I Am Finished With
My Learning Packet' 39

-3-
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WHY I SHOULD USE THIS LEARNING PACKET

The purpose of this learning packet is to help you learn

about Man and his basic needs. In order to discover Mants

universal and personal_ needs, as well as your own needs, you

wi11 need to follow the instructions listed on each page very

carefully. You will be allowed to learn as fast or as slow

as you wish.

The concepts you will discover and learn in tills packet

will help you in learning and discovering the concepts intro-

duced in your next learning packet--You In Your World (Packet Two).

NOW, TURN TO THE NEXT PAGE AND READ: WHAT SHOULD I DO IN ORDER TO
LEARN THIS INFORMATION?

-4-
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WHAT SHOULD I DO IN ORDER TO LEARN THIS INFORMATION?

Because students learn at different speeds, and learn'in many

different ways, you will be allowed to learn as fast or as slow as

you wish. You will need to follow the instructions listed on each

page. Do not skip ahead in the packet unless you are instructed to

do so. Do not skip packets unless you are instructed to do so.

You Will first need to have a pencil or a pen. Your teacher

should have a resource center fors you, equipped with crayons, scissors,

paints, construction paper, magazines, and other supplies. Make, sure

you know where this resource center is located in your classroom.

In order to learn this information, you will need to follow

instructions carefully,and be able to understand the concepts introduced.

What are the concepts? TURN TO THE NEXT PAGE AND READ:

WHAT WILL I LEARN IN THIS PACKET?

-5-



WHAT WILL I LEARN IN THIS PACKET?

I. You will learn about Man.

A. You will learn that Man has basic needs.

B. You will learn that all men have basic needs.

C. You will learn that all men have universal needs.

D. You will learn that all men have personal needs.

E. -You will learn what basic needs Man has.

I. You will learn what physicat needs Man has.

2. Yob will learn what universal physical needs Man has.

3. You will learn what personal physical needs Man has.

4. You will learn what social needs Man has.

5. You will learn what universal social needs Man has.

6. You will learn what personal social needs Man has.

7. You will learn what spiritual needs Man has.

8. You will learn what universal spiritual needs Man has.

9. You will learn what personal spiritual needs Man has.

IL You will learn about You.

A. You will learn that You have basic needs.

B. You will learn that You have universal needs.

C. You will learn that You have personal needs.

D. You will learn that You have basic needs that You can define.

1. You will learn what physical needs You have.

2. You will learn what universal physical needs You have.



3. You will learn what personal physical needs You have.

4. You will learn what universal social needs You have.

5. You will learn what persaanl social needs You have.

6. You will learn what universal spiritual needs You have.

7. You will learn what personal spiritual needs You have.

lli. You will learn that you are a person with both universal and

personal basic needs.

READY TO LEARN ABOUT MAN? READY TO LEARN ABOUT. YOU?

TURN TO THE NEXT PAGE AND READ: HOW WILL I SHOW I HAVE LEARNED?

-7-



HOW WILL I SHOW I HAVE LEARNED?

This packet contains:

(11 a Pre-Test: This is provided as a means of
helping you and your teacher
determine whether you need to
complete this packet.

(2).a Word List: This is provided as a means of
helping you familiarize yourself
.with new terms. It will help
introduce you to terms you may
wish to use during class discussions.

(3) a Study of Key Ideas: This is provided as a means of
enabling you to learn the concepts
related in This packet.

(4) Thought Questions:

(5) Post-Test:

(6) Creative Projects:

These questions will appear through-
out the packet as a means of helping
you discover key ideas by applying the
knowledge you are learning.

This is provided as a means of helping
You measure and evaltiate what you have
learned by using this packet. It will

help you check your learning of the
terms and key ideas introduced in this
packet.

To help you remember what you have di scovere
and learned, these projects will reinforce
the learning of basic terms and key ideas.

In order to show what you have learned, you will need to

(I) explain, (2) list, (3) demonstrate, (4) prove, and (5) evaluate what

you have learned from using this packet. You will be given a pre-test

to determine if you need to complete this packet. If you are unable to

demonstrate your understanding of the concepts tested in the pre-test,

-8-



you will need to complete the packet by progressing through the

(1) Word Lists

(2) Study of Key Ideas

(3) Thought Questions

(4) and the Post-Test.

Later, you will be able to further study the key ideas introduced In

this packet by doing projects.

You will need to pass the Post-Test in order to proceed to

Packet Two.

TURN TO THE NEXT PAGE AND BEGIN THE PRE-TEST.

21
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WHAT SHOULD 1 DO IF I ALREADv KNOW THE INFORMATION

I AM TO LEARN IN THIS PACKET?

As a means of helping you and your teacher determine whether

you need to complete this packet; proceed to take the Pre-Test

provided below:

PRE-TEST: LEARN ABOUT,MAN'S BASIC NEEDS--

LEARN ABOUT YOUR BASIC NEEDS

1. Write a short definition of the following terms:

Needs:

Basic Needs:

Universal Needs:

Personal Needs:

Physical Needs:

Social Needs:

Spiritual Needs:

-10-
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2. Write answers to the following questions:

A. What are Man's basic needs?

B. What basic needs do all men have?

C. What universal needs does Man have?

D. What personal needs does Man have?

E. What physical needs does Man have?'



:r

2. (Continued: Write answers to the following questions):

F. What social needs does Man have?

G. What universal physical needs does Man have?

H. What personal physical need.. does Man have?

I. What universal social needs does Man have?

J. What personal social needs does Man have?

-12-
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2. (Continued: Write answers to the following questions):

K. What universal spiritual needs does Man have?

L. What personal spiritual needs does Man have?

M. What basic needs do You have?

N. What universal needs do You have?

O. What personal needs do You have?

P. What physical needs do You have?

-1 3-



2. (Continued: Write answers to the following questions):

O. What universal physical needs do You have?

R. What personal physical needs do You have?

S. What universal social needs do You have?

4

T. What personal social needs do You have?

U. What universal spiritual needs do You have?

V. What personal spiritual needs do You have?

W. in wnat ways are you a person with both universal

and personal basic needs?

FINISHED? TAKE THIS PRE-TEST TO YOUR TEACHER.

STOP: DO NOT GO ANY FURTHER IN THIS PACKET UNTIL YOUR

TEACHER INSTRUCTS YOU TO DO SO.

-i4-



If your teacher checks Item number one, you do not need to

complete the remainder of this packet. If your teacher checks

item number two, continue to work with this packet, and turn

the page.

Item one: Go on to next packet.

V

item two: You are ready to start working in this packet.

Turn the page and begin.



WHAT SHOULD I DO IF I DON'T ALREADY KNOW

THE INFORMATION I AM TO LEARN IN THIS PACKET?

You will need to work with the (I) Word List

(2) Study of Key Ideas

(3) Thought Questions

(4) Post-Test

(5) Creative Projects

Ready to begin? First, you will need to familiarize

yourself with new terms. The Word List on the next page

will help you learn these terms.

Turn to the next page.

-16-



WORD LIST

Needs: Those things which are desirable, useful, and
essential to life.

Basic Needs: Those physical, social, spiritual properties
or qualitirl which are essential to life in
order for tan beings to live.

Universad Needs: These physical, social, and spiritual basic
needs shared by all men in order to live.

Personal Needs: Those physical, social, and spiritual basic
needs characterized by the desires of the
individual.

Physical Needs: Those universal and personeil needs of humans
associated with survival. These needs are
related to material possessions or natural laws
essential to satisfying the needs of the body.

Social Needs: Those universal and personal needs of humans
associated with companionship with other humans.

These needs are related to the individual inter-
actions of humans in groups.

Spiritual Needs: Those universal and persqnal needs of humans
associated with emotions, security, or religious
and sacred matters. Many times these needs are
listed under "social needs."

IF YOU HAVE DIFFICULTY WITH OTHER TERMS INTRODUCED IN THIS PACKET,
USE THE DICTIONARIES MADE AVAILABLE IN YOUR RESOURCE CENTER. IF

YOU ARE STILL CONFUSED, ASK YOUR CLASSMATES OR YOUR TEACHER FOR HELP.

TURN TO THE NEXT PAGE AND START YOUR STUDY OF THE KEY ID'AS.

-17-
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KEY IDEAS

Learning About Man:

What is Man? What does Man need in order to Ilve?

Let us imagine Man in a room by himself. This room has nothing

in it. What would Man need in that room in order to live?

Man could not survive for a long period of time if he could not

fulfill hii basic needs.

What are basic needs? Basic needs are those essentials in life

which enable Man to live from minute to minute, from hour to hour,

from day to, day, and so on. Basic needs must to be fulfilled if Man

is to survive Basic needs consist of (I) Physical needs, (2) Social

needs, and (3) Spiritual needs.

Let's pretend the Man we have in the empty room has nothing to

satisfy his basic needs. What can we provide In order to help him

survive?-'

First, Man needs to satisfy his physical needs. These include

material possessions and natural laws essential in satisfying the

needs of his body. Does Man need air in order to survive? Yes, Man

needs air to'breathe in order to survive. What would happen to Man

if he did not have air to breathe? He would die. Air, then, is a natural

law essential in satisfying Man's physical basic need to breathe.

Does Man need water in order to survive? Yes, Man needs water to

drink in order to survive. What would happen to Man if he did not have

water to drink? Pretending he does not have any other liquids available



to him, Mao would die without water to drink: Water, then, is a

basic physical need of Man. In what ways might water not be a

basic physical need of Man? Does Man need to wash himself in order

to survive? Would Man die if he did not wash himself or his clothes?

It is doubtful that being dirty would cause Man to die. Is water,

then, when It is used in washing Man or clothes a basic physical

need? No, when water is used for washing Man's body or his clothes

it is not considered a basic physical need. However, water used to

wash an open wound is a basic physical need if it washes out the

wound and helps stop infection. When water is used for drinking or

health and sanitary reasons it becomes a basic physical need of Man.

So far, we have listed air and water as elements needed in

satisfying Man's basic physical needs. Can you think of any other

physical needs? If Man only had air and water would he be able to

survive for a long period of time?. What other basic physical needs

must be met in order for Man to survive? Do you think Man could live

without food? Food is a basic physical factor in Man's survival. It

is needed by Man's body to enable Man to function successfully. Man

could not live for a very long period of time without food. Food, then,

is a basic physical need of Man.

What other basic physical needs must Man meet in order to survive?

Could Man survive without sleep or rest? Sleep and rest help Man combat

fatigue. It is doubtful that Man could survive long without sleep or

rest. Therefore, sleep or rest are considered basic physical needs of

Man.

Could Man survive if he could not move? How would he get his

water and his food if he could not move? What parts of Man's body
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enable Man to move? An essential part of Man's body is his muscle

systlem. Muscles enable Man to move, to breathe, to drink, to eat,

to sleep, and to lift, walk, run, build, and so on. It is Important

that these muscles be toned in order that Man may utilize them.

How does Man tone his muscles? Does he need tv) exercise his muscles

;in order to tons them? Is exercise, then, a basic physical need of

Man? Yes, exercise is associated with satisfying the needs of Man's

body; therefore, exercise is a basic physical need.

What other basic physical need must be met in order that Man

may survive' Could Man survive long if his body was constantly

exposed to the cold and heat of the weather? Would Man survive

long if he could not shelter himself from the elements of his

environment? How can Man protect himself from the hardships of

weather? If Man is living in a very cold climate, does he need

clothes to keep him warm? Are clothes, then, material physical

needs basic to Man's survival? if Man could not survive without

clothes, they would be basic physical needs. What happens if

we place Man in a very warm climate? Does he need clothes to

keep him warm? if Man can survive without clothes, they are not

basic physical needs. Does Man need shelter in order to survive?

Would Man live long without shelter? It is doubtful that Man

,could live lemg without shelter. However, shelter has many defini-

tions. A cave is a shelter. A tree is a shelter. A housio is a

shelter. Can you think of other types of shelters? If Man lives

in a warm climate, could he survive in a cave? Could he survive in

a tree? Could he surive in a house? In a warm climate any one of

these shelters v.luld enable Man to satisfy his basic physical need

for shelter. What happens if Man lives in a cold climate in a cave?
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Would a cave be warm enough to enable Man to survive in a cold

climate? If not, what would Man need in order to insure his

survival? He might need very warm clothes. Would clothes then be

basic physical need? If they enable Man to survive, they would

be considered a basic physical neeo. If Man had a very warm cave

in this cold climate, would clothes be essent;a1 to his survival?

What happens when Man needs to leave his wads cave to hunt for

food in this cold climate? Would clothes be essential to his

survival? For Man to survive in a cold climate he would need

a warm shelter, or warm clothes, or fire. If Maniived in a

cold climate without a warm shelter, or warm clothes, would fire

enable him to survive? If so, then fire would be considered a basic

physical need. If Man lived in a cold climate in a house, his

shelter might enable him to survive without clothes or shelter.

What happens if Man needs to leave his stieiter his warm house

to get food in this cold climate? Clothes, again, would be con-

sidered an essential to his survival. Would Man need more than a

shelter if he lived in a warm climate? If Man could survive with-

out clothes or fire, then his shelter would serve as his basic

physical need in protecting him from the hardships of weather.

Let's pretend the Man we have in the empty room has nothing

to satisfy his basic needs. Let's pretend the Man has no extreme

climate to prevent his survival. He still needs shelter, which is

already provided by the walls of the room. What other basic physical

needs must be met in order to help him survive? Can you list them?

(I) ; (2) ; (3)

(4) ; (5) or : and (6) shelter
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You have just learned that Man cannot survive for long

periods of time without fulfilling needs essential to his

survival. These needs were essential to satisfying the needs

of his body. What did we call these needs? These needs were

called Man's basic PHYSICAL NEEDS.

What is another basic need of Man? Man cannot provide

himself with his basic physical needs when he is first born.

How does Man meet his physical needs at birth? Man is depen-

dent upon others for his needs. This, dependence at birth and

throughout his life means Man must interact with other humans.

This interaction-enables Man to meet the second of his basic

needs--SOCIAL NEEDS.

;

What are social needs? How do social needs differ from

physical needs? Social needs are those needs which must be

met in order for Man to be happy in his life. Physical needs

enable Man to survive through meeting the basic needs of his

body. Social needs enable Man to survive through meeting the

basic needs of his dependence upon others--social needs enable

Man to survive through meeting the basic needs of his mind.

When Man is porn, he has a family. This family first makes

ire Man has his basic physical needs met. Then, the family

supplies Man with social needs such as love, help, fun, and

friendship. A Man's family supplies his first social needs- -

someone to love him and somwons he can love. As a social being,

Man needs to believe he is loved, and he needs to be able to show

his love to others. Man's first receiving and giving of this love

may stem from his family. Later in his life, Man may receive and

give this love to others outside of his family--such as friends.
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Man's social needs include helping each other meet their basic

needsphysical, social, and spiritual. Man interacts with afters.

It is through this: interaction that he develops .friendship with

his ,cempanioqs. He becomes involved In the welfare of other humans.'

Man develops cooperativn and interdependent relationships with

members of his family, his neighborhood, his city, his county,

his state, his country, his world. With each interaction, Man is

satisfying his basic social needs. These badic social needs include

the need to love and be loved. It is through the development of this

love that Man is willing to help others, to have fun with othet:s, to

reach his goals, to learn about the world.

Helping others satisfies a basic social need of Man. Man is

happy when he thinks and knows he is helpful and wanted. When Man

feels he is needed, he can feel loved and give love.

Having fun makes Man happy. Happiness is a basic social need

of Man. Having good times with other people strengthens Man's ties

with others. Many times this interaction develops into a strong

friendship.

What is a friend? What do you think a friend is? Why do you

have friends? Do all people need friends? How do make friends

with someone? What do friends do? Are members of your family your

friends? Why or why not?

A friend can be defined in many ways. A social contact with

others who care about Man and meat his basic social needs are friends.

Goals are also basic social needs of Man. Goals give purpose

to Man's life. By working with others, through cooperation with

others, Man's goals are attained. Do goals ever change? If Man

cannot find purpose in his goal, he often changes his goals. Why
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might it be.wise to change goals? Man must feel that he can

achieve his goals. Why might this be true?

Man has'another basic social need--he needs to feel he

can do soniething well. Why do you suppose this is so important?

Man is a curious being. Another of his basic social. needs

is the need to discover, think, and learn. How does man learn?

Man learns from.others. This learning process is a social

process. Can you why Man has basic social needs that must be met

in order for him to survive? When Man is born, how does he learn

that he must eat, drink, exercise, sleep, and breathe? These needs

may be naturally taught; but how does Man learn to talk, sing,

dance, and live with others? This learnin% process is met through

interaction with others.

We have learned that Mat' has both basic PHYSICAL NEEDS and

basic SOCIAL. NEEDS which must be met, enabling Man to survive.

Let's review these PHYSICAL and SOCIAL NEEDS basic to Man.

What are Man's basic PHYSICAL NEEDS? Body needs. (Fill-in blanks).

(I) (4)

(2) (5)

(3) (6)

What are Man's basic SOCIAL NEEDS? Happiness.

(I) Families (4) Helping Others - -Feeling Needed

(2) Love (5) Goals

(3) Friends (6) Feeling_of Achievement

(7) Satisfying Curiosity
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You have just learned and reviewed two categories of Man's basic

needs. Can you think of the third category? Man's third basic set

of needs are SPIRITUAL NEEDS.

Spiritual needs provide Man with security in emotional,

religious and other sacred matters. Many times spiritual, needs

are listed with social needs because they do not apply directly

to the needs of the body, as a means of survival. Spiritual needs

help Man attain happiness, a social need. Spiritual needs provide

Man with Faith. Faith may be the need to believe in yourself,

your family, your friends, your government, the people of your

world, or in a form of religious activity. Faith may be the

belief in a Supreme Being or Creator. Can you think of Faith

as a basic need separate from Man's basic social needs?

Basic physical needs such as air, water, food, sleep,

exercise, and shelter are needed by all human beings. When

needs are basic to all human beings we call these basic needs

UNIVERSAL Needs. Universal, basic needs include (1) physical

needs, (2) social needs, and (3) spiritual needs.

What might UNIVERSAL BASIC PHYSICAL NEEDS include? All

human beings need air, water, food, sleep, exercise, and shelter.

When these needs are basic physical needs of all human beings we

call these Universal basic physical needs. Clothing is not needed

by all human beings; therefore, clothing is not a basic physical

need Un'versal tr., all human beings.

What physical needs are universal needs of Man? (Fill-in

the blanks). (I) (2)
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(3)

(5)

(4)

(6)

Basic social needs Such as families, love, companionship (friends),

-feeling Of worth (helping others and feeling needed), goals, feeling

of achievement, and satisfying curiousity are needed Dy all human

beings. When'needs are basic to all human beings we call these needs

UNIVERSAL Needs. Universal basic needs include (I) physical needs,

(2) social needs, and (3) spiritual needs.

What might UNIVERSAL BASIC SOCIAL NEEDS Include? All human

beings need families, love, companionship, feeling of worth, mil,

feeling of achievement, and satisfaction of curiosity. Money is not

needed by all human beings; therefore, money Is not a basic social

need Universal to all human beings.

What basic social

the blanks).

needs are universal needs of Man? (Fill-in

(1) (4)

(2) (5)

(3) (6)

(7)

Basic spiritual needs such as Faith in yourself, your family,

your friends, your government, your world, and a Supreme Being or

Creator are needed by Man. Not everyone has faith in themselves,

their family, their friends, their government, their world, or

a Supreme Being or Creator. Therefore, not all spiritual_ needs are

Universal to all human beings. However, a UNIVERSAL BASIC SPIRITUAL

NEED is Faith in at least one or more of the above listed needs.

Give a definit;on of UNIVERSAL BASIC E°1RITUAL NEEDS Faith
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Let's pretend we still have Man in an empty room without any

of his basic needs. List below the basic

have in order that he may survive.

Basic Universal Physical Needs:

UNIVERSAL Needs he must.

(1) (4)

(2) (5)

(3) (6)

Basic Universal Social Needs:

(I) (4)

(2) (5)

(3) (6)

17)

Basic Universal Spiritual Needs: (One or more)

(1) (5)

(2) (6)

(3) (7)

(4) (8)

All human beings . Universal needs to fulfill in order to

survive. All human teings also have Personal needs characteristic

of their individual environments, desires, and discoveries. When

Man needs clothing, this is a personal need not universal to all

human beings. When Man needs a car, this is a personal_ need not

universal to all human beings. When Man needs to write poetry, this

is a personat need not universal to all human beings. When Man needs

to ['thieve in Buddha, this is a persona( need not universal to all
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human beings. When Man needs physical, social, and spiritual

fulfillment not needed by all human beings the need is not

universal. We calf this type of need a PERSONAL N. A

Personal Beg contains: (I) individual Physical, needs, (2) indivi-

dual Social needs, and (3) Individual Spiritual golk. Can you

think of any other Personal Needs that Man may have? If so, write

them below:

TURN TO THE NEXT PAGE AND ANSWER THE QUESTIONS INTRODUCED IN

THOUGHT QUESTIONS.
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THOUGHT QUESTIONS

Learning About You:

You have.already learned about Man and his basic needs. Apply

this knowledge in answering the following questions in order to

discover things about You and your basic needs.

1. What basic needs do You have?

2. What universal needs do You have?

3. What are your basic universal physical needs?

4. How do you fulfill your basic universal physical needs?
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5. Why is it necessary that you fulfill your basic universal

physical, needs?

6. What are your basic universal social needs?

7. Now do you fulfill your basic universal social needs?

8. Why is it necessary that you fulfill your basic universal

social needs?

9. Whai are your basic universal spiritual, needs?
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10. How do you fulfill your basic universal spiritual needs?

II. Why is it necessary that you fulfill your basic universal

spiritual needs?

12. What personal needs do You have?

13. What personal physical needs do You have?

14. Now do you fulfill your personal_ physical_ needs?
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15. Why is it necessary that you fulfill your personal_ cal

needs?

16. What personal social needs do You have?

17. How do you fulfill your personal social needs?

18. Why is it necessary that you fulfill your personal social needs?

19. What personal spiritual needs do You have?

20. Now do you fulfill your personal_ spiritual needs?

21. Why Is it necessary that you fulfill your personal spi ritual needs?
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WHEN DO I KNOW I KNOW THE MATERIAL I AM EXPECTED

TO LEARN FROM THIS PACKET?

(POST-TEST)

This Post-Test is provided as a means of helping you measure

and evaluate what you have learned by using this packet. It will

help you check your learning of the terms and key ideas introduced

in this packet. If you have any questions, ask them of your

teacher, or refer to the Packet contents before turning to the

next page. YOU MAY NOT GO BACK TO THE WORD LIST, THE STUDY OF

KEY IDEAS, THE THOUGHT QUESTIONS, OR OTHER RESOURCE MATERIALS

ONCE YOU HAVE TURNED TO THE POST-TEST.

Ready? Put all materials away, and turn the page.
Follow Instructions carefully.
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POST-TEST

4

I. Write a short definition of the following terms:

Needs:

Basic Needs:

Universal Needs:

Personal Needs:

Physical Needs:

Social Needs:

Spiritual Needs:

TURN TO THE NEXT PAGE AND COMPLETE THE POST-TEST AS INSTRUCTED.
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2. FILL -IN THE BLANKS

Let's pretend we still have Man in an empty room without

any of his basic needs. List below the basic Universal

Needs he must have in order that he may survive.

Basic Universal Physical Needs:'

(I)

(2)

. (3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

Basic Universal Social Needs:

(1)

(2)

Basic Universal Spiritual Needs: (List as many as you

can remember)

TURN TO THE NEXT PAGE AND COMPLETE THE TEST AS INSTRUCTED.
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3. Complete the answers below:

I have universal needs. They are

I have personal needs. They are

I fulfill both my universal and personal needs by

TURN TO THE NEXT PAGE AND COMPLETE THE TEST.
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How are my needs like all human being's needs?

How are my needs different from all other human being's needs?

What did I discover by reading and working in this packet?
(Write your answer in the space provided below):

FIN1SE-D? TURN THIS POST-TEST INTO YOUR TEACHER. DO NOT

TURN THI PAGE UNTIL YOU ARE INSTRUCTED TO DO SO.

-37-
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If your teacher checks item number one, you will need to

re-take the Post-Test. If your teacher checks item number two,

you may turn the page and continue working in this packet.

Item one Do not turn the page to the next lesson. Go
back in the packet to page 16 and re-read the
material introduced in this packet. You will
be able to re-take the Post-Test when you feel
you are ready.

Item two You are ready to start working in the Creative
Projects. Turn the page and begin.

DO NOT TURN THE PAGE UNLESS YOUR TEACHER
PUT A CHECK IN THE BLANK LISTED UNDER ITEM
TWO.
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WHAT DO I DO WHEN I AM FINISHED WITH MY LEARNING PACKET?

(CREATIVE PROJECTS/

These creative projects will help you reinforce your understanding

of the opvepts introduced'in this packet. Suggested projects are

listed below. You may use the ideas listed or create your own.

I. Make a poster telling people they have basic needs.

2. Make a collage showing people their basic needs.

3. Write a story using basic needs as a means of helping people

understand why people act the way they do.

4. Write a play or puppet show skit involving use of your knowledge

about your basic needs.

5. Do research on the basic needs of people in China, or the

United States.

WHEN YOU ARE FINISHED WITH A CREATIVE PROJECT, PROCEDE TO
LEARNING PACKET NUMBER TWO:, YOU IN YOUR WORLD
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YOU IN YOUR WORLD

LEARNING PACKET NUMBER TWO

STUDENT'S NAME: .
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NOTE TO THE TEACHER

This packet is designed to help the student identify himself.

The student will be introduced to two basic concepts: (1) Man Is

an entity similar to no other being. (2) Man is a constituent

part of his complex world.

#1)

in introducing the aforementioned concepts, the student will

be able to recognize and define himself as an individual and as a

member of his (I) family, (2) neighborhood, (3) community, (4) city

or town. (3) county, (6) state, (7) country, CID continent, (9) world,

(10) solar system, (II) galaxy, and (12) universe.

The long range plan of this packet involves the need to involve

the student in a tolerance for cultural relativism. Utilizing this

packet along with class activities, class discussion, individual

research, and future individual learning packets will aid the student

in discovering this tolerance.

Allow the student to proceed through the packets in consecutive

order, and at his own pace. Enco4rage him to re-read the material

and re-take the Post-Test if his scoring necessitates. if the student

is able to pass the Pre -Test, allow him to advance to the next packet

without having to work this packet.
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WHAT IS IN MY LEARNING PACKET?

(TABLE OF CONTENTS)
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WHY I SHOULD USE THIS LEARNING PACKET

The purpose of this learning packet is to help you learn

about you and your part in your world. in order to discover

ideas about yourself as a person and as a member of your world,

you will need to follow the instructions listed on each page

very carefully. You will be allowed to learn as fast or as

slow as you wish.

The ideas you will discover and learn in this packet

will help you learn about YOU IN YOUR WORLD. After you have

finished this packet, you will be able to apply your knowledge

and opinions gained in this study to learning and discovering

the concepts introduced in your next learning packet--Your World

(Packet Three).

NOW, TURN TO THE NEXT PAGE AND READ: WHAT SHOULD I DO IN ORDER TO
LEARN THIS INFORMATION?



WHAT SHOULD I DO IN ORDER TO LEARN THIS INFORMATION?

Because students learn at different speeds, and learn in

many different ways, you will be allowed to learn as fast or as

slow as you wish. You will need to follow the instructions listed

on each page. Do not skip ahead in the packet unless you are

instructed to do so. Do not skip packets unless you are instructed

to do so.

You will first need to have a pencil or a pen. Your teacher

should have a resource center for you, equipped with crayons,

scissors, paints, construction paper, magazines, and other supplies.

Make sure you know where this resource center is located in your

classroom.

In order to learn this information, you will need to follow

instructions carefully, and be able to understand the concepts

introduced. What are the concepts?

TURN TO THE NEXT PAGE AND READ: WHAT WILL I LEARN IN THIS PACKET?



WHAT WILL I LEARN IN THIS PACKET?

I. You will learn about You as an individual.

Ii. You will learn about You as an rndividuai in Your World.

ill. You will learn how it is possible to be both an individual

and a member of your universe:

A. Your family

B. Your neighborhood

C. Your community

D. Your city or town

E. Your county

F. Your state

G. Your country

H. Your continent

1. Your world

J. Your solar system

K. Your galaxy

L. Your universe

READY TO LEARN ABOUT YOU IN YOUR WORLD?

TURN TO THE NEXT PAGE ANO READ :. HOW WILL I SHOW I HAVE LEARNED?
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HOW WILL I SHOW I HAVE LEARNED?

This packet contains:

(I) a Pre-Test: This is provided as a means of
helping you and your teacher
determine whether you need to
complete this packet.

(2)a Word List: This is provided as a means of
helping you familiarize yourself
with new terms. It will help
introduce you to terms you may
wish to use during class discussions.

(3) a Study of Key Ideas: This is provided as a means of
enabling you to learn the concepts
related in this packet.

(4) Thought Questions: "these questions will appear through-
out the packet as a means of helping
you discover key ideas by applying
the knowledge you are learning.

(5) Post-Test:

(5) Creative Projects:

This Is provided as a means of helping
you measure and evaluate what you have
learned by using this packet. It`will

help you check your learning of the
terms and key ideas introduced in this
packet.

To help you remember what yod have
discovered and learned, these projects
will reinforce the learning of basic
terms and key ideas.

In order to show what you have learned, you will need to

(1) explain, (2) list, (3) demonstrate, (4) prove, and (5) evaluate

what you have learned from using this Packet. You will be given a

ore -test to determine if you need to complete this packet. If you

are unable to demonstrate y, ,r understanding of the concepts tested
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in the pre-test, you will need to complete the packet by progressing

through the (I) Word Lists

(2) Studyiof Key Ideas

(3) Thought Questions

(4) and the Post-Test.

Later, you will be able to further study the key ideas introduced

in this packet by doing projects.

You will need to pass the Post-Test in order to proceed to

Packet Three (unless your teacher instructs you to proceed directly

to Packet Three after passing the Pre-Test in this packet).

TURN TO THE NEXT PAGE AND BEGIN THE PRE-TEST.
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WHAT SHOULD I DD IF I ALREADY KNOW THE INFORMATION

I AM TO LEARN IN [HIS PACKET?

As a means of helping you and your teacher determine whether

you need to complete this packet, proceed to take the Pre-Test

provided below:

PRE-TEST: YOU IN YOUR WORLD

I. Write a short definition of the following terms:

What is a person?

What is a family?

What is a neighborhood?

What is a communitY?

What is a city or town?

What is a county?

What is a state?

What is a oountcy?



What is a continent?

What is a world?

What is a solar system?

What is a gala ?

What is a universe?

2. Write answers to the following questions:

A. What makes a person different from all other people?

B. Who are you?

C. How do you know who you are?

D. How can you be sure you are who you think you are?
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E. Why do people have names?

F. What do you do to show you are a person?

G. How do you show other people you are an individual?

H. In what ways are you like all other people?

I. How do you show other people you are like all other
people?

J. How are You an important part of your family?

K. How do you know you are an important part of your family?



L. What makes your family different from all other
families?

M. How is your family an important part of your
neighborhood?

N. How are you an important part of your neighborhood?

0. How is your neighborhood different from all other
neighborhoods?

P. How is your neighborhood an important part of your
community?

0. How are you an important part of your community:

R. How is your family an imnortant part of your community?

S. What makes your community different from all other

communities?
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T. How is your community an important cart of your
city or town?

U. How are you an important part of your city or town?

V. How is your family an important part of your city or town?

W. Now is your neighborhood an important part of your city
or town?

X. 'sow is your city or town different from other cities
and towns?

Y. How is your city or town an important part of your
county?

Z. How are you an important part of your county?

A.A. How is your family an important part of your county?

0.6. How is your neighborhood an important part of your
county?

C.C. How is Your community an important part of your
county?
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DD. What makes your county different from other counties?

EE. How is your county an important part of your state?

FF. How are you an important part of your state?

GG. How is your family an important part of your state?

HH. How is your neighborhood an important part of your
state? -

II. How is your community an important part of your state?

JJ. How is your city or town an important part of your state?

K. How is your state different from other states?

LL. How is your state an important part of your country?
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MM. How are you an important part of your country?

NN. How is your family an important part of your country?

00. How is your neighborhood an important part of your country?

PP. How is your community an importi,At part of your country?

QQ. How is your city or town an important part of your country?

RR. ;low is your county an important part of your country?

SS. What makes your country different from other countries?

TT. Now is your country an important part of your continent?
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UU. How are you an important part of your continent?

VV. How is your family an important part of your continent?

WW. How is your neighborhood an important part of your
continent?

XX. How is your community an important part of your continent?

YY. How is your city or town an important part of your continent?

ZZ. How is your county en important part of your continent?

AAA. How is your state an important part of your continent?

BOB. What makes your continent different from all other continents?

CGC. How is your Continent an important part of your world?

-56- 67
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DDD. How are you an important part of your world?

EEE. How is your family an important part of your world?

FFF. How is your neighborhood an important Part of your world?

GGG. How is your community an important part of your world?

HHH. How is your city or town an important part of your world?

III. How is your state an important part of your world?

JJJ. How is your country an important part of your word?

KKK. How is your world different from other planets?
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LLL. How is your world an important part of your solar system?

*IM. How are you an important part of your solar system?

NNN. How is your family an important part of your solar system?

00U. HOw is your neighborhood an importart part of your
solar system?

PPP. How is your community an important part of your solar
system?

)00. HOw is your city or
A

town an important part of your
solar system?

Orm is your county an lmnortant part of your solar system?

SS:;, How is your state an important part of your solar system?

TTT. How your country an Important part of your sol,r wstem?



UUU. How is your continent an important part of your solar system?

VVV. How is your solar system different from other solar systems?

WWW. How is your solar system an important part of your galaxy?

XXX. How are you an important part of your galaxy?

YYY. How is your family an important Part of your galaxy?

ZZZ. How is your neighborhood an important part of Your aalaxy?

AAAA. How is your community an important part of your galaxy:

BOOB. How is your city or town an imbortant oart of your galaxy?

CGCC. How is your county an impo..'ant part of your aalaxy?

DODD. How is your state an imnortant part of your galaxy?



EEEE. How is your country an important part of your galaxy?

FEFF. H is your continent an important part of your galaxy?

WOG. How is your world an important part of your galaxy?

HHHH. How is your galaxy different from other galaxies?

1111. Now is your galaxy an important part of your universe?

JJJJ. How are you an important part of your universe?

KKKK. How is your family an important part of your universe?

LLLL. How is your noiohborhood an important part of your universe?
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MMMM. How is your community an important part of your universe?

NUNN. How is your city or town an important part of your universe?

oe

0000. How is your county an important part of your universe?

PPPP. How is your state an important part of your universe?

0000. How is your country an important part of your universe?

RRRR. How is your continent an important part of your universe?

SSSS. How is your world an important part of your universe?

Till. How is your solar system an important part of your universe?

UULIU. How is your universe uniduel



FINISHED? TAKE THIS PRE-TEST TO YOUR TEACHER.

STOP! DO NOT GO ANY FURTHER IN THIS PACKET UNTIL
YOUR TEACHER INSTRUCTS YOU TO DO SO.

If your teacher checks item number one, you do

not need to complete the remainder of this packet.

If your teacher checks item number two, continue to

work with this Packet, and turn the page.

Item one: Go on to the next packet.

Item two You are ready to start wOrkine in this

packet.

TURN THE PAGE AND BEGIN.
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WHAT SHOULD I DO IF I DON'T ALREADY KNOW THE

INFORMATION I AM TO LEARN IN THIS PACKET?

You will need to work with the (I) Word List

(2) Study of Key Ideas

(3) Thought Questions

(4) Post-Test

(5) Creative Projects

Ready to begin? First, you will need to familiarize

yourself with new terms. The Word List on the next page

will help you learn these terms.

TURN TO THE NEXT PAGE.
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Person:

Family:

WORD LIST

A human individual distinguishable from animals
or things. (You will be given a chance later in
this packet to write your definition of a person).

A group of persons sharing common ancestors, or
relatives. (You will be given a chance later in
this packet to write your definition of a family).

Neighborhood: A group of families living near each other or a
section of land shared by neighbors living close
together. (You will be given a chance later in
this packet to write your definition of a
neighborhood).

Community: A group of neighborhoods sharing common qualities

and living close together. (You will be given a
chance later in this packet to write your defini-
tion of a community).

City or Town: A group of communities grouped closed together
and sharing common qualities, (You will be given
a chance later in this packet to write your defini-
tion of a city or town).

County: A group of cities or towns located close together
and sharing common oualities. (You will be given
a cnance later in this packet to write your defini-
tion of a county).

State: A group of counties located near each other and
sharing common qualities. (You will be given a
chance later in this packet to write your defini-
tion of a state).

Country A group of states located near each other and sharing
common qualities. (You will be given a chance later
in this packet to write your definition of a country).
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Continent: A group of countries (or one country) located
on one land mass (larger than an island) sur-
rounded by water. There are seven continents
on Earth. (You will be given a chance later
in this packet to write your definition of a
continent).

World: A nroup of continents and water covering the
planet Earth is a world; a generation of people
living on a planet (Earth). (Later, you will
be given a chance to write your definition of
a world).

Solar System: A group of planets close together and sharing
common qualities. (You will be given a chance
later to write your definition of solar system).

Galaxy:

Universe:.

A group of solar systems close together and
sharing common qualities. (You will be given
a chance later in this packet to write your
definition of a galaxy).

A group of galaxies and star- enclosed in the
whole of something immeasurele by Man.
(Later, you will be given a chance to write
your definition of universe).

IF YOU HAVE DIFFICULTY WITH OTHER TERMS INTRODUCED IN THIS PACKET,
USE THE DICTIONARIES MADE AVAILABLE IN YOUR RESOURCE CENTER. IF

YOU ARE STILL CONFUSED,AaK YOUR CLASSMATES OR YOUR TEACHER FOR HELP.

TURN TO THE :4EXT PAGE AND START YOUR STUDY OF THE KEY IDEAS.
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KEY IDEAS

Do you remember the Mother Goose version of a story about

a boy named Jack who built a house? It was called "This is The

House That Jack Built". You may find a version of this story

by turning the page. Read the story and continue to work

in this packet.

TURN THE PAGE AND READ: THIS IS THE HOUSE THAT JACK BUILT.



THIS IS THE HOUSE THAT JACK BUILT

This is the house that Jack built. (Draw a house).

This is the malt
That lay in the house that Jack built. (Draw a bag of malt).

This is the mouse
that ate the malt
itot lay i:i the rouse that Jack built. (Draw a mouse).



This is the rat,
That ate the mouse,
That ate the malt
That lay in the house that Jack built. (Draw a rat).

This is the cat,
That killed the rat,
That ate the mouse,
That ate the malt
That lay in the house that Jack built. (Draw a cat).

This is the dog,
That worried the cat,
That killed the rat,
That ate the molse,
That ate the malt
That lay in the house that Jack built. (Draw a dog).



This is the cow with the crumpled horn,
That tossed the dog,
That worried the cat,
That killed the rat,
That ate the mouse,
That ate the malt
That lay in the house that Jack built. (Draw a cow).

This is the maiden all forlorn,
That milked the cow with the crumpled horn,
That tossed the dog,
That worried the cat,
That killed the rat,
That ate the mouse,
That ate the malt
That lay in the house that Jack built. (Draw a maiden).

This is the man all tattered and torn,
That kissed the maiden all forlorn,
That milked the cow with the crumpled horn,
That tossed the dog,
That worried the cat,
That killed the rat,
That ate the mouse,

That ate the malt
That lay in the house that Jack built. (Draw the man).



This is the priest all shaven and shorn,
That married the man all tattered and torn,
That kissed the maiden all forlorn,
That milked the cow with the crumpled horn,
That tossed the dog,
That worried the cat,
That killed the rat,
That ate the mouse,
That ate the malt
That lay in the house that Jack built. (Draw the priest).

This is the cock that crowed in the morn,
That waked the priest all shaven and shorn,
That married the man all tattered and torn,
That kissed the maiden all forlorn,
That milked the cow with the crumpled horn,
That tossed the dog,
That worried the cat,
That killed the rat,
That ate the mouse,
That ate the malt
That lay in the house that Jack built. (Draw the cock).

This is the farmer sowing his corn,
That kept the cock that crowed in the morn,
That waked the priest all shaven and shorn,
That married the man all tattered and torn,
That kissed the maiden all forlorn,
That milked the cow with the crumpled horn.
That tossed the dog,
That worried the cat,
That killed the rat,

That ate the mouse,
That ate the malt,
That lay in tne nouse that Jack built. (Draw the farmer).
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How does this story ("This Is The House That Jack Built")

help you understand yourself and your place in your world? First,

Jack built a house. In this house lived many animals and people,

each dependent upon themselves, each other, and Jack. Let's pretend

you are like Jack. Draw a picture of yourself In the space provided

below.

1URN TO THE NEXT PARE WHEN YOU ARE FINISHED WITH YOUR
DRAWING.



YOU AS A PERSON: (Write your answers in the spaces provided below).

Why do you call yourself a person?

Who are you?

Do you nave a name? If so, what is your name?

Why do you have a name?

Why do you nave the name you have?

[;c, you like your name? Why or why not?

If 'fou could change your name would you do Sc? Why or why not?

If you ac decide to cnanne your name, which name would you choose?

wny miTIT you want to change your flare?.

Why do tninK o4 yourself ; YO:?,



How do you know who you are?

How can you be sure you are who you think you are?

What things do you do?

Why do you do these things?

Did you learn how to do what you are doing in life? Why or why not?

How do you learn?

Why do you learnt

Wndt do you look in(e?

How do N/CJ 100k difforont from otner

_ _

oeonle?



Why do you look different from other people?

Do you look like anyone else? Why or why not?

Do you have eyes? If so, how are your eyes important to you?

Do you have ears? If so, how are your ears important to you?

Do you nave a rose? If so, how is your nose important TO you?

Do you have a mouth? If so, how is your mouth important- to you?

Do vou have a sense of touch? If so, how is the sense of touch
important tc iou?

JO You have a body? if so, how is your body important to you?

Do you have a mind? If so, how is your mind important to you?

What do you want to do tomorrow?

fonet do VOU wan' +0 do next we,21,(?,



What do you want to do next month?

What do you want to do next year?

What do vou want to do in the next ten years?

is pla-ing goals important to you? Why or why not

How do you plan to achieve your goals?

Is it important to you that you achieve your goals? Why or why not?

What are your favorite things?

why do you nave favorite thinqs?

What makes Your favorite thinns sDeciai to YOU?

is it lmportan:- to hsve 4avorite 'Minn? Why or why not?

, - .



In the space provided below, write about You. (If you need

more space, use notebook paper and insert the extra pages behind

this page).

U1 7,, P.tt r..1%TiNc WC,VIN.7, THIS PAC^.ET.



Jack built a house. In this house lived many animals and

people, each dependent upon themselves, each other, and Jack.

Let's pretend the house is like the universe because it contains

everything and everyone. Draw the house in the space provided

below.

TORI4 To ME ::EXT ANro 0)%71!1ur WORKI%^, THIS PACKET.



The smallest object in Jack's house was a bag of malt which

a mouse ate. The mouse was living in the house when it was eaten

by the rat. The rat was yin the house when it was eaten by the

cat. The cat was in the house when it was chased by the dog.

The dog lived in the house when it was chased by the cow with

the crumpled horn. The cow lived in the house when it was milked

by the milkmaid. The milkmaid lived in the house when she was

courted by the tattered man (lost and forlorn). The tattered man

lived in the house when he married the maid. The story continues to

build while Jack's house contains them all.

Let's pretend the house that Jack built is like the universe,

and like the universe it contains everything, including Jack. Let's

nrerend the smallest object in this house is the ,family. What might

be the next to the smallest object? Let's pretend the neighborhood

is the ..econd smallest object in Jack's house. The third smallest

object would be tne community:, hat would be the fourth smallest

oUject in Jack's house? The ity or_town would be the fourth smallest

object in Jack's house. What would be the fifth smallest object fn

Jack's house? Let's nretend the county would be the fifth smallest

object in Jack's house. Why minht this be a good example? What would

be The nxt 1,-7est object in Jack's house? Let's pretend The state

is trie next (arrest object in Jack's house. That is lamer than a

state A coJntry is lamer than a state. Lot's hretend the seventh

smallest c.,5jeot in J,JCk's house is the country. The next object

larger th,4 a country would DO the continent. "oo you acree? Why or

why not'? 4r1J1. tni:ht :a -%e naxt lar-vyst Oiert in Jach's ,OUS(.??,

you a.:ree trier tne wy;rld is lar:er 3 c,Jntinent? Let's pretend



that the world is eighth smallest object in Jack's house. Is the

solar system larger than the world? Then, let's pretend the ninth

smallest object in Jack's house is the sob. system. What is

larger than the solar system but smaller than the universe? The

galaxy would be the laroest object in Jack's house which is like

the universe, a whole containing everything.

Wow, where noes Jack belong in this house? Is Jack smaller

than the smallest object, the family? Is Jack smaller than the

neighborhood? is Jack smaller than The community? is Jack smaller

than the city or the town? Is Jack smaller than the county? Is

Jack smaller than the state? Is Jack smaller than the country?

Is Jack smaller than the continent? Is Jack smaller than the

world? Is Jack smaller thal the solar system? Is Jack smaller

than the galaxy? Is Jack smaller than the universe?

Jack is like you. He has basic needs. He has physical

features. He has sacral features. Jack is a person with a

family. Jack is living in a family that is part of a neighborhood,

that is part of a community. This community is part of a city or

town, This city or town is oart of a state. This state Is part of

a country, which is part of the continent Jack is livinn or. This

continent is part of Jack's world. This world is part of Jack's solar

systwri. This solar system is part of Jack's galaxy. This galaxy is

Dart of Jack's universe. Like Jack's house, the universe contains many

Parts, each part containing smaller parts. where does Jack belong in

ti'is house? Does Jack play an important part in his family? How?

Does Jack plcy an important part in, his 4amily as a smaller Part of a

neif..hboOt000, a community, and so on? How? Like Jack, how do you belonq

in your family, in your neinborh001, in your community, in your city or



town, in your county, in your state, in your country, in your conti-

nent, in your world, in your solar system, in your galaxy, in your

universe? Do you play an important part in each of these areas?

if so, in what ways do you play an important part? Are you equal ly

important in each of these areas? Why or why rot?

In order to clearly think about yourself in your world, you

need to think about YOU. In your family are you important? Is

your family important to you? If you were not a part of your

family, would your family still exist? Would your sisters or

brothers still have parents? What is a family? Why do families

exist? Could you live without a family? Why or why not? How

many vople are in Your family? Are you more important I-1 your

family than your neighbors? Why or why not? When you counted the

people in your family die you count aunts and uncles? Why or why

not? Do you have any pets? If so, are they a Part of your family?

Why or why not? would you want 1'6 live without a family? Why or

why not? What are parents? How do you know what Parents are Do

You have parents in yOur family? That are children? How do you

know what children are? What are fathers? What do fathers do in

a family? What does your father do? Why does he do this? Is it

important that your father do this? Why or why not? What are

mothers? 4hat do wothers do in a family? What does your mother do?

Why does she do this Is it imoortant that your mother do this?

Why or why not? Oat a ~a brothers, or sisters,or nrandparents,or

aunts,r.r oncles,or other relativeea What co they do? why do they

do the,a thinrr,? ls it important that they do these things? Whv

or mhy not? '4h it are c:IJ in your fomilv? Are you a member of your

fail' I v? .4111 or eitoi not? h, '/01J 1:17 Why do you do this? is



it important that you do these things? Why or why not? Do you do

what your family want to do? Why or why not? What does your family

want to do tomorrow? What does your' family want to do next week?

What does your family want to do next month? What does your family

want to do next year? What does your family want to do in the next

ten years? Do you help your family obtain these goals? Why or Why

not? If you do help your family obtain these goals, are they happy

that you help? Why or why not? In what ways can you help your

family? How are you a member of your family? Are you a member of

more than one ',raily? If so, how? What makes your family different

from any other families? Are there other families living near or

next door to your family? Do families help one another? Why or

why not? If so, in what ways do families help one another? Does

your family help other families? If so, how? If your family helps

other families, do you help your family help? If so, how?

If a neighborhood is a group of famiLies livino close to eath

other and sharing common qualities, how are you an important part

of your neighborhood? Do you need to be an important part of your

family be')re you can be an important part of your neighborhood?

Why or why not? Do you need to be an important part of your fam;ly

and your neighborhood before you can be an important part of your

community? Why or why not? Do you need to be an important part

of your family, neighborhood, and community before you can be an

important part of vcur city or town? Why or why not? Do you need

to be an important Part of your family, neighborhood, community,

and city or town before you can be an important part of your county?

Why or why not? Do you need to be an important part of your family,

neighborhood, community, city or town, and county before you can be



an important part of your state? Why or why not? Do you need to

be an important part of your family, neighborhood, community,

city or town, county, and state before you can be an important

part of your country? Why or why not? Do you need to be an

important part of your family, neighborhood, community, city

or town, county, state, and country before you can be an important

part of your continent? Why or why not? Do you need to be an

important part of your family, neighborhood, community, city or

town, country, state, country, and continent befc e you can be

an important part of your world? Why or why not? Do you need to

be an important part of your family, neighborhood, community,

city or town, county, state, country, continent, and world before

you can be an important part of your solar system? Why or Why not?

Do you need to be ar important part of your family, neighborhood,

community, city or town, county, state, country, continent, world,

and solar system before you can be an important part of your galaxy?

Why or why not? Do you need to be an important part of your family,

neighborhood, community, city or town, county, state, country, conti-

nent, world, solar system, and galaxy before you can be an important

Dart of your universe? Why or why not?

Let's pretend you arc: a fraction. You are made from your

emotions, behavior, and physical features. You are a part of your

family, and your family is a part of you. You are a part of your

neighborhood and your neighborhood is a part of you. You are a part

of your community and your community is a part of you. You are a

part of your city or town and your city or town is a part of you.

You are a part of your county and your county is a part of you. You

are a part of your state and your state is a part of you. You are

-35-
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a part of your country'and your country is a part of you. You are a

part of your continent and your continent is a part of you. You are

a part of your world and your world is a part of you. You are a

part of your solar system and your solar system is a part of you.

You are a part of your universe and your universe is a part of you.

Can you understand how you are important to those things which

are important to you?

You are important to You as a person. You unde-stand many of

your actions, emotions, and physical abilities. Ycu are close to

yourself. You are an important person in your fife.

You are important to You as a member of your family. You

understand many of your actions, emotions, and physical abilities

achieved as a member of your family. You are close to your family.

Many times you are closer to your family titan to your neighborhood.

You are an important person as a member of your family.

You are important to You as a member of your neighborhood. You

understand many of your actions, emotions, and physical abilities

achieved as a member of your neighborhood. You are close to your

neighborhood because you share common qualities. Many times you are

closer to your ieighborhood than to your community. You are an

important person as a member of your neighborhood.

You are important to You as a member of your community. You

understand many of your actions, emotions, and physical abilities

achieved as a member Of your community. You are close to your

community because you share common qualities. Many times you are

closer to your community than to your city or town. You are an

important person as a member of your community.

You are important to You as a member of your city or town.

-,4-0
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You understand many of your actions, emotions, and physical abilities

achieved as a member of your city or town. You are close to your

city or town because you share Common qualities. Many times you are

Closer to your city or town than to your county. You are an impor-

tant person as a member of your city or town.

You are important to You as a member of your county. You under-

stand many of your actions, emotions, and physical abilities achieved

as a member of your county. You are close to your county because

you share common qualities. Many times you are closer to your County

than to your state. You are an important person as a member of your

county.

You are important to You as a memberf your state. Ycu under-

stand many of your actions, emotions, and physical abilities achieved

as a member of your state. You are close to your state because

you share common qualities. Many times you are closer to your state

than to your country. You are 3n important person as a member of your

state.

You are important to You as a member of your country. You under-

stand many of your actions, emotions, and physical abilities achieved

as a member of your country. You are close to your country because

you share common qualities. Many times you are closer to your country

than to Other countries on your continent. You are an imeortant person

as a ft-ber of your country,

You are important to You as a member of your continent. You

understand many of your actions, emotions, and physical abilities

achieved as a member of your continent. You are close to your continent

because you shore common qualities. Many times you are closer TO your

continent than your world. You are an important person os h member of



your continent.

You are importbns to You as a member of your world. You

understand many of your actions, emotions, and physical abilities

achieved as a member of your world. You are close to your world

because you share common qualities with all people of the world.

Yol. are many times closer to your world than your solar system

because you live on the planet Earth--your world which enables

life. You have not lived on other planets in your solar system,

but you are still important to You as a member of your solar

system, to your galaxy, and to your universe. You understand

many of your actions, emotions, and physical abilities achieved

as a member of your solar system, as a member of your galaxy, and

as a member of your universe.

You are important to Yoj. You are important to your family

as a member of your neighborhood, community, and so on. You are

important to your neighborhood as a member of your family and

community, and so on. In many different ways You are important.

In many different ways YOU, your family, your neighoorhood, your

community, your city or town, your county, your state, your country,

your continent, your world, your solar system, your galaxy, and your

universe are important to YOU. Combinations of importance exist

r YOU IN YOUR wORLD.

TURN TO THE tit 'T PAGE ANO ANSWER IfJOUESTIONS INTRODUCED IN

THOUGHT QUESTIONS.

9



1HOUGHT QUESTIONS

Learning About You:

You have already learned about YOU IN YOUR WORLD. Apply this

knowledge in answering the following questions in order to discover

things about YOU IN YOUR WORLD,

1. Who am I?

2. Do I play an Important part in my life as a person? How?

3. Do I play an important part in my life as a person in my family?
How?

4. Do I play an important part In my world? How?

-87- 9



viirPt.F

WHEN DO I KNOW I KNOW THE MATERIAL I AM EXPECTED

TO LEARN FROM THIS PACKET?

(POST-TEST)

This Post-Test is provided as a means of helping you measure

and evaluate what you have learned by using this packet. It will

help you check your learning of the terms and key ideas introduced

in this packet. If you have any questions, ask them of your teacher,

or refer to the Pazket contents BEFORE you turn to the next page.

YOU MAY NOT GO BACK TO THE WORD LIST, THE STUDY OF KEY IDEAS,

THE THOUGHT QUESTIONS, OR OTHER RESOURCE MATERIALS ONCE YOU HAVE

TURNED TO THE POST-TEST.

Ready? Put all materials away, and turn the page.

Follow instructions carefully.

.8e-
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POST-TEST

I. Write a short definition of the following terms:

Person:

Family:

Neighborhood:

Community:

City or Town:

County:

State:

Country:

Continent:

World:

Solar System:

-89-
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Galaxy:

Universe:

2, Write answers to the questions below in the space provided:

Who am 13

Who am # in my world?

Who am I in comparison to others in my world?

Who am i in my family?

Who am I in my neighborhood?

Who am I in my community?

Who am I in my city or town?

Who am 1 in my county?

-90-.
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Who am I in my state?

Who am I in my country?

Who am I in my continent?

Who am I in my solar system?

Who am I in my galaxy?

Who am 1 in my universe?

3. Do this activity: Draw a picture of yourself in your world.



4. Answer this questionin the space provided below: What did

I discover by reading and working in this packet?

FINISHED? TURN THIS POST-TEST INTO YOUR TEACHER. DO NOT

TURN THE PAGE UNTIL YOU ARE 1NSTRUCTEO TO DO SO.



If your teacher checked item number one, you will need to

re-take the Post-Test. If your teacher checked Item number two,

you may turn the page and continue working in this packet.

Item one: Do not turn the page to the next lesson. Go
back in the packet to page and re-read the
material Introduced In this packet. You will
be able to re-take the Post-Test when you feel
you are ready.

Item two You are ready to start working in the Creative
Projects. Turn the page and begin.

DO NOT TURN THE PAGE UNLESS YOUR TEACHER PUT A CHECK IN THE
BLANK LISTED UNDER ITEM TWO, INDICATING HER PERMISSION TO
CONTINUE WORKING IN THIS PACKET.
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WHAT DO I DO WHEN I AM FINISHED WITH MY LEARNING PACKET?

(CREATIVE PROJECTS)

These projects will help you creatively reinforce your under-

standing of the concepts introduced in this packet. Suggested

projects are listed below. You may use the ideas listed or create

your own.

I. Below are circles - -each circle is smaller than other

circles and larger than others. Pretend you are

one of the circles and tell WHY you are the size you

are.

Explain what common qualities you share with the
other circles. Prove that you have these qualities
in common and can share them. BE CREATIVE.
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2. Make a collage showing your importance in the world.

3. Write a song interpreting your importance as a person.

4. Find stories such as "The House That Jack Built" to illustrate

YOU IN YOUR WORLD. Share your story with the class or act

the story out in class.

5. Draw yourself alone, without (1) You
(7) Family
(3) Neighborhood

(4) Community
(5) City or Town
(6) State
(7) Country

(8) Continent
(9) World

(10) Solar System
(II) Galaxy

(12) Universe

HAVE ANY OTHER IDEAS? PUT THEM TO USE. START YOUR

CREATIVE PROJECTS AS SOON AS YOU FEEL CREATIVE.

WHEN YOU ARE FIASHED WITH A CREATIVE PROJECT, PROCEED
TO LEARNING PACKET NUMBER THREE: YOUR WORLD--EARTH

"to VI



YOUR WORLD - -EARTH

LEARNING PACKET NUMBER THREE

STUUENT I $ NAME :
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NOTE TO THE TEACHER

This packet is designed to help the student identify

the di:Itinguishable characteristics and limitations of his

environment. The key concepts and activities contained within

this packet emphasize the earth's surface and land forms.

The physical environment distinguishing Earth from other planets

in this solar system will be introduced as a means of helping

the student distinguish physical characteristics and limitations

of his environment in the United States, and compare this discovery

to distinguishing physical characteristics and limitations of the

People's Republic of China.

In introducing the student to the earth's surface and it's

land forms, the student will become aware of the world (Earth) as

a whole composed of many constituent parts and limitations:

(I) continents and islands as land masses; (2) bodies of water;

(3) natural and/or man-made physical features characteristic of

surface configurations (such as deserts, swamps, lakes, mountains,

etc.). The student will become aware of the world as his environment.

The long range plan of this packet involves the need to involve

the student in a tolerance for cultural relativism. Utilizing this

packet along with class activities, class discussion, individual

research, and future individual learning packets will aid the student

in discovering this tolerance.
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Allow the student to proceed through the packets in consecutive

order, and at his own pace. Encourage him to re-re. the material

and re-take the Post-Test if his scoring necessitates. If the student

is able to pasi the Pre-Test, allow him to advance to the next packet

without having to work this packet.



WHAT IS IN MY LEARNING PACKET?

(TABLE OF CONTENTS)

TITLE PAGE NUMBER

Why I Should Use This Learning Packet 100

What Should I Do In Order To Learn
This Information? 101

What Will I Learn In This Packet? 102

How Will I Show 1 Have Learned? 103

What Should I Do If I Already Know
The Information I Am To Learn
In This Packet? 105

What Should ,1 Do if 1 Don't Already
Know The Information 1 Am To
Learn In This Packet? 108

When Do I Know I Know The Material
I Am Expected To LearnFrom
This Packet? 122

What Do I Do When I Am Finished With
My Learning Packet? 126
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WHY I SHOULD USE THIS,LEARNING PACKET

The purpose of this learning packet is to help you learn

about your world and its land forms. In order to discover

ideas about yoursel,f as a person surrounded by mountains, valleys,

plains; islands, water, and sky--your environment- -you will need

to follow the instructions"listed on each page very carefully.

You will be allowed to learn as fast or as slow as you wish.

The ideas you will discover and learn in this packet will

help you learn about YOUR WORLD--YOUR ENVIRONMENT. After you

have finished this packet, you will be able to apply your know-

ledge and opinions gained in this study to learning and discovering

the concepti introduced in your next learning packet --MAPS

(Packet Four).

NOW, TURN TO THE NEXT PAGE AND READ: WHAT SHOULD I DO IN ORDER TO
LEARN THIS INFORMATION?



WHAT SHOULD I DO IN ORDER TO LEARN THIS INFORMATION?

Bccause students learn at different speeds, and learn in

many different ways, you will be allowed to learn as fast or

.as slow as you wish. You will need to follow the instructions

listed on each page. Do not skip ahead in the packet unless

you are instructed to do so. Do not skip packets unless you are

instructed to do so.

You will first need to have a pencil or a pen. Your teacher

should have a resource center for you, equipped with crayons,

scissors, paints, construction paper, magazines, and other supplies.

Make sure you know where this resource center is located in your

classroom.

In order to learn this information, you will need to follow

instructions carefully, and be able to understand the concepts

introduced. What are the concepts?

TURN TU THE NEXT PAGE AND REAOt WHAT WILL I LEARN IN THIS PACKET?
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WHAT WILL I LEARN IN THIS PACKEI?

1. You will learn about your world, and its land forms.

A. You will learn about land masses and bodies of water.

B. You will learn terms that will help you to describe land

forms you can find in your world.

H. You will learn about your environment.

A. You will learn term that will help you descrit4 where you

live and what land forms you can find near your home.

B. You will learn that land forms can limit your life.

C. You will learn that you share many types of land forms

with other countries, continents, and planets.

Ill. You will learn that your environment is your home and your world.

READY TO LEARN ABOUT YOUR WORLD--YOUR ENVIRONMENT?

TURN TO THE NEXT Milt AND READ: HOW WILL I SHOW I HAVE LEARNED?



HOW WILL I SHOW I HAVE LEARNED?

This packet contains:

(I) a Pre-Test:

(2) a Word List:

(3) a Study of Key Ideas:

(4) Thought Questions:

(5) Post-Test

(6) Creative. Projects:

This is provided as a means of
he you and your.teacher.
determine whether you need to
complete this packet.

This is provided as a means of
helping you familiarize your
self with new terms. it wilt

help introduce you to terms you
may wish to use during class
discussions.

This is pro41ded as a means of
enabling you to learn the concepts
related in this packet.

These questions will appear through-
out the packet as a means-of he
you discover key ideas by applying
the knowledge you are learning.

This is provided as a means of
helping you measure and evaluate
what you have learned by using this
packet. It will help you check your
learning of the terms and key ideas
introduced in this packet.

To help you remember what you have
discovered and learned, these projects
will reinforce the learning of basic
terms and key ideas.

In\order to show what you have learned, you will need to (I) explain,

(2) list, (3) demonstrate, (4) prove, and (5) evaluate what you have

learned from'using this packet. You will be given a pre-test to deter-

mine if you need to complete this packet. if you are unable to demon-

strate your understanding of the concepts tested in the pre-test, you

will need to complete the packet by progressing through the (I) Word Lists;
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(2) Study of Key Ideas; (3) Thought Questions; and (4) the Post-Test.

Later, you will be able to further study the key ideas intro-

duced in this packet by doing projects.

You will need to pass the Post-Test in order to proceed to

Packet Four (unless your teacher instructs you to proceed directly

to Packet Five after passing the Pre-Test in this packet).

TURN TO THE NEXT PAGE AND BEGIN THE PRE-TEST.
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WHAT SHOULD 1 00 IF I ALREADY KNOW THE INFORMATION

I AM TO LEARN IN THIS PACKET?

As a means of helping you and your teacher determine whether

you need to complete this packet, proceed to take the Pre-Test

provided below:

PRE-TEST: YOUR WORLD - -YOUR ENVIRONMENT

I. Write a short definition of the following terms:

Wnat is an environrent?

What is a land mass?

What is a continent?

What are physical features of the earth?

2. How do land barriers serve as boundaries?

3. Describe a desert:
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4. Describe the environment you live in: (physical/relief only)

5. Describe the physical environment of China:

.0.

6. Describe the physical environment of Earth:

IURN To THE. NEXT PAGE.
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FINISHED? TAKE THIS PRE-TEST IC YOUR TEACHER.

STOP! DO %0T GO ANY FURTHER IN THIS PACKET UNTIL
YOUR TEACHER INSTRUCTS YOU TO DO SO.

If your teacher checks item number one, you do

not need to complete the remainder of this packet.

If your teacher checks item number two, continue to

work with this packet, and turn the page.

Item one: Co on to the next packet.

Item two: You are ready to start working In this

packet.

TORN THE PAGE AND BEGIN.

-1 07-
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WHAT SHOULD I DO IF I DON'T ALREADY KNOW THE

INFORMATION I AM TO LEARN IN THIS PACKET?

You will need to work with the (I) Word List

(2) Study of Key ideas

(3) Thought Questions

(4) Post-Test

(5) Creative Projects

Ready to begin? First, you will need to familiarize

yourself with new terms. The Word List on the next page

will helo you teary these terms.

TURN TO THE NEXT PAGE.
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Africa:

Antarctica:

Asia:

Australia:

Body of Water:

Canyon:

Cathay:

Continent:

WORD LIST

A continent in the eastern hemisphere
south of the Mediterranean Sea and
connected to the continent Asia on the
Northeast at an area called Isthmus of
Suez. Africa has claim to one offshore
island called Madagascar.

A continent located at the South Pole,
It is a body of land , a plateau, covered
by a great ice cap and having mountain
peaks. It surrounds the South Pole.

A continent in the eastern hemisphere,
located above the Equator. Asia forms
a single land mass with Europe (another
continent) and is connected to Africa
(another continent) at an area called
Isthmus of Suez.

A continent of the eastern hemisphere
Southeast of Asia and South of the Equator.
This continent looks like a big island.

A body of water varies in size. The oceans
are large bodies of water. Lakes, ponds,
rivers, fords, and other areas having water
as such are referred to as bodies of water.

A valley with steep,sides formed by a river.

The old name for China.

A section of the seven great divisions of
land on the earth. It is a group of countries
(or one country) located on one land mass
(larger than an island -- except Australia)
surrounded by water. There ate seven contine
on Larth: Lurope, Asia, North America, South

America, Africa, and Australia.
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Desert:

East:

Environment:

Equator:

Europe:

Land where very little rain falls.
Usually a sandy land with little
variety of vegetation.

If you are facing North, East Is in
the direction of your left hand. It

is the direction opposite of West.
it is the general direction of sunrise.

Your surroundings make up your environment.
Your environment includes the weather,
climate, types of foods that are able to
grow in the soils outside your house, and
everything that youtca0 see. Stand in a
room. Stand In one place. Now took around
you--you are looking at the environment of
your room. The outside is your room also.
Stand outside and look around you--every-
thing you see is your environment. Every-
thing you hear, see, smell, taste, and
touch is your environment. It includes the
types and number of animals, plants, and land
forms in the area where you live.

Look at the globe. Pretend you want to draw
a line around the middle of the world so that
you can have a "North" and a "South". Yom
would need to draw the line in the exact
middle. Therefore, the line would divide the
land between the two Poles (North and South).
This make.:believe line divides the North
Hemisphere from the South Hemisphere. Can you
see this line on your globe?

A continent located in the eastern hemisphere,
betwuen Asia and thy: Atlantic Ocean (a body of
water).

Farm: Land used to raise plants or animals.

Forest:

Gorge:

Land covered with many trees.

A canyon that is narrow and hass straight
sides.
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Harbor:

Island:

Lake:

Land Mass:

A safe place for ships to anchor near lands

for loading and unloading cargo.

Raised land, not so high as a mountain.

A piece of land surrounded by water.

A body of water with land all around.

It is the solid surface areas of Earth.
It is land--anything that is not water
or air. It includes the land and all
natural resources of the soils.

Mainland: A large body of land, as a continent.

Minerals: Things that are neighter animals nor plants.

Mountain:. Raised land, much higher than a hill.

North: That area of Earth above the Equator.
This area or hemisphere has the North Pole
located in it. It is tote direction opposite
of South and the South Pole.

North America:

Ocean:

A continent in the western hemisphere, North-
west of South America (another continent).
It is bounded by Atlantic Ocean, Artic Ocean,
and the Pacific Ocean. It is joinod to South
America at the area of land called the Panama
Canal.

A very large body of salt water.

Physical Environment: Water and land forms of the earth make OP
your physical environment. Deserts, rivers,
mountains, swamps, marshes, valleys, plains,
and other regions can exist in your physical
environment. Not all these regions will be
in your physical environment outside your
house, but all exist in your Earth environment.
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Physical Features:

Plains:

Plateaus:

River:

South:

South America:

West:

Those regions and land forms which make
up Mb physical environment. Regions such
as mountains, valleys, volcanoes, plateaus,
plains, canyons, rivers, glaciers, and so
forth, make up physical features of the earth.

Great stretches of land where no mountains
or valleys can be sene. These may be large
areas of land extending between two mountain
ranges, or plateaus covered with grass
(called "grasslands").

An area on top of a mountain that is very
flat. It has high altitudes (check this
word "altitude" in the dictionary) .

A large stream of fresh water.

This is the area located directly below the
Equator and includes the area of the South
Pole. This is also the direction opposite
of North or the South Pole.

A continent in the western hemisphere lying
between the Atlantic Ocean and the Pacific
Oceans. It is Southeast of North America
and chiefly South of the Equator. It is

joined to North America (another continent)
at an area called the Panama Canal.

This is the direction opposite of East.
If you are facing North, then West is in
the direction of your right hand. West is
ethe general direction of sunset.

IF YOU HAVE DIFFIL:ULTY WITH OTHER TERMS INTRODUCED IN THIS PACKET, USE
THL UICTIoNARIES MADE AVAILABLE YOUR RESOURCE CENTER. IF YOU STILL
FIND UFFI'CULTY, ASK Y,JtIR CLASSMATES UR YOUR TEACHER FOR HELP.

TURN To THL NEST PAGE AHD 4TAra YOUR STUDY OF THE KLY IDEAS.
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Here is a spaceship.

You are traveling to
the moon.

Draw a picture of
yourself,in the
spaceship.

KEY IDEAS

As you travel away from the planet

Earth, you look into the sky below

you. There is a big ball floating

in the sky. It is surrounded by big

masses of white clouds. Through the

clouds you see that some parts of the

Earth are brown. What might these

brown parts of the earth be called?

(Fill-in the answer):



Those brown parts are masses of land; many are called continents.

You notice blue parts, too. What might these blue parts be.called?

Do you know the answer? If so, fill in the blank:

These blue parts are large ano small bodies of water.

Now, look at the globe in your classroom resource center.

Without the mass of clouds, it closely resembles the world you

saw from your spaceship. Find the land masses on the globe. Can

you remember what we call the seven large land masses of the world?

If you do, fill in the blank with the answer:

We called these land masses continents. Find the blue parts on the

globe. Can you remember what we called these blue parts? If you do

remember, fill in the blank: . We call

those blue parts bodies of water (or oceans, seas, rivers, lakes, and

so on).

What do you see on the globe besides land and water? (Write

your observations in the space provided below):

This globe of the world shows different sizes of land masses.

The smaller masses of land surrounded completely by water are called

islands. Co you know anything about islands? (If so, write what you

know in the space provided below).:.
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What do we call the large masses of land? We call these larger

masses of land continents. There are seven diwisions of land on Earth.

We call these seven continents: (1) Europe, (2) Asia, (3) Africa,

(4) Australia, (5) North America, (6) South America, and (7) Antarctica.

Look for the word Antautica on your globe. Can you find it?

Where did you find it?

Did you find it near the bottom of the globe?

Did you find it surrounding South Pole area?

Did you find it near other continents?

Describe what you see on the globe when you look at Antarctica:

Look for the word A64ica on your globe. Can you find it?

Where did you find it?

Did you find it near the middle of the globe?

Did yo6 find it both above and below the Equator?

Did you find it near other continents?

Describe what you see on the globe when you look at Africa:
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Look for the word AuAtitatia on your globe. Can you find it?

Where did yod find it?

Did you find it near the bottom of the globe?

Did you find it surrounded by water on all sides?

Did you find it near other continents?

Describe what you see on the globe when you look at Australia:

Look for the words South Arne/Lica on your globe. Can you find it?

Where did you find it?

Did you find it near the bottom of the globe?

Did you find it South of the Equator?

Did you find it near other continents?

Describe what you see on the globe when you look at South America:

Look for the word Eu/Lepe on your globe. Can you find it?

Where did you find it?

Did you find it liortn of the Equator?

Did you find it near other continents?

Describe what you see on the globe when you look at Europe:
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Look for the words NoAth AmaiCa on your globe. Can you find it?

Where did you find it?

Did you find it North of the Equator?

Did you find it near other continents?

Describe what you see on the globe when you look at North America;

e-

Now,.look on the continent North America for the words Latin

Amaica. What do you notice about this country? (Use the blanks

for your observations):

Now, look on the continent North America for the word Mexico.

Describe what you see when you look at this country on your globe:

now, look on the continent North America for the word Ca;Utda.

Describe what you see on the globe when you look at the country Canada:

Now, look on the continent North America for tne words United

State4 o as Arne/tiCa. Describe what you see when you look at this country

on your globe:



A*

Where on thecontinent of North America is the country. The United Statea

o6 Arnekita positioned?

Now, Look again at the section of North America containing The United

States of America. Look for the word California. This is a state. Look

for the word Oregon. This is also a state. L3ok for the word Michigan.

This is also a state. What state do you live in?

Look for your state in the United States of America on your globe.

Do you see any blue lines in your state? If you do, what do those blue

lines represent?

Do you see any physical features on the globe?

(Wok for mountain ranges, lakes, plateaus, et tetra).

Look on the globe for the word A6ia. Can you find it?

Where 'lid yot; find it?

Dia you find it North of the Equator?

Did you find it near other continents?

Descriao what you see on the globe when you look at Asia:

Can you see that the continent Asia is located North of the Equator0

and forms a single land mass with the continent of Europe. Why do you

think this single land mass is considered two continents? It is divided

into two continents by the mountain chain called the Ural Mountains.

Gan you find the Ural Awntains on the globe?
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What countries do you see when yOu look on the globe at Asia?

Look for the country called Peoptea RepubZic of China. Do you

find it? Describe what you see when you look at this country on your

globe:

Where on the continent of Asia do youfind the Peopteta Repubtic 06

Ciaaa positioned?

Now, look again at the continent of Asia. What countries surround

the People's Republic of China?

Do you see any blue lines in the People's Republic of China?

If you do, what do those blue lines represent?

Do you see any physical features on the globe when you look at the

People's Republic of China? 14 so, what are they?

You are now familiar with the continents of Earth and the bodies

of water that surround the continents and cover some land forms. What

other land masses and land forms are on Earth? Can you think of dny?

If so, write your answers:

What are mountains? Tne Word List says they are "raised land, much

higher than hills." Have you ever seen mountains? If so, what did they

look like?
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What do you suppose mountains are made of?

What do you suppose valleys are made of?

What do you suppose canyons, gorges, deserts, and plains or plateaus

are made uf?

The answer is SOIL. What do you suppose soil is made of?

The answer is ROC(. What do you suppose rock is made of?

The answer is MINERALS.

How do mountains forM prom minerals, rocks, and soils? How do

valleys form from minerals, rocks, and soils? How do canyons, gorges,

deserts, plains, plateaus, and other land forms mold into shape from

minerals, rocks, and soils? Can you think of an answer?

The minerals of the earth harden with weathering and exposure to

nature's forces. Minerals that are heated and erupt from volcanoes

harden into lava. This hard rock is often covered with dirt. Grass

grows on top of the rock in the dirt, and a mountain is formed. Another

mountain chain may have been formed when land was squeezed between two

moving surfaces of land, such as an earthquake. Valleys are forried when

giant ice cabs tilled glaciers cut away at the land and dig deep ditches

in the surface of the earth. Do you think all mountains and valleys

are on land? Why or why not?.

in island is land surrounded by water. However, the island is not exactly

floating on the surface of the water. Often, a mountain cnain is under

the water. The tallesi mountain, peaks of this chain may not be completely

covered by the wutcr. ;then these peaks are not undf:r water, we call them

islands. Valleys are also under the surface of bodies of water. Where
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might you find these underwater valleys and mountains?

What makes plateaus? The answer is minerals, rocks, and soils.

Weathered by the wind and water a mountain can often be made flat 'on

top. We call this flat moutain top-a plateau. Can you think of any

plateaus near your environment?

Deserts are made from mIoerais, rocks, and soils. The sand of

deserts is made into sand dunes by the winds that sweep the deserts.

Can you find any pictures of deserts?

Gorges and canyons are made when rivers wash away the soils of

mountains and wear the banks of the river deeper and deeper.

Many of _these land forms are in your environment. Many of these

land forms are being made every day. The minerals harden into rocks.

The weathering of frost, rain, wind, sun, and plant roots crack the

rocks into tiny Metes. These tiny pieces become soil: The soil becomes

many times smaller until it is again minerals. The minerals harden and

rocks are again formed. This is how mountains become hills and plains

can become valleys. You may want to read more about how land forms are

created. If so, look in your classroom resource center for more infor-

mation.

Can you think of land forms wehave'not discussed in Key Ideas?

If so, write the names of these land forms and describe what they look

like:

TURN THE PAGE AND READ THE INSTRUCTIONS.
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MEN DO I KUOW I KNOW THE MATERIAL I AM EXPECTED

TO LEARN FROM THIS PACKET?

(POST-TEST)

This Post-Test is provided as a means of helping you measure

and evaluate what you have learhed by using this packet. It will

help you check your learning of the terms and key ideas introduced

in this packet. if you have any questions, ask them of your teacher,

4

or refer to the Packet contents BEFORE you turn to the next page.

YOU MAY NOT GO BACK TO THE WORD LIST, THE STUDY OF KEY IDEAS,

THE THOUGHT QUESTIONS, OR OTHER RESOURCE PATERIALS ONCE YOU HAVE

TURNED TO THE POST-TEST.

Ready: Put all materials away, and turn the page.

Follow instructions carefully.
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POST-TEST

1. Write a short definition of the following terms:

What is an environment?_

What is a land mass?

What is a continent?

What are physical features of the earth?

How might land barriers serve as boundaries?

2. How are land forms important in your environment?
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3. Do what continent is The United States of America?

On what continent is The People's Republic of China?

4. Draw a picture or make a painting of a land form that is in

your environment. (You may do this art work on a separate

piece of paper).

5. Pretend you are on the moon looking down at Earth. You are

able to see through the mass of clouds surrounding Earth. Write

a description of the land forms you are able to see.

FINISHED?

TAKE THIS POST-TEST TO YOUR TEACHER.

DU NOT TURN THIS PAGE UNTIL YOUR TEACHER !NSTRUCTS
YOU TO DO SO.
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If your teacher checked item number one, you will need to

re-take the Post-Test. If your teacher checked item number two,

you may turn the page and continue working in this packet.

Item one: Do not turn the page to the next lesson. Go
back in the oatket to page and re-read the
material introduced in this packet. You will
be able to re-take the Post-Test when you feel
you are ready.

Item two: You are ready to start working in the Creative
Projects. Turn the page and begin.

DO NOT TURN THE PAGE UNLESS YOUR TEACHER PUT A CHECK IN THE
BLANK LISTED UNDER ITEN TWO, INDICATING HER PERMISSION TO
CONTINUE WORKING IN THIS PACKET.
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WHAT IX) t DO WHEN I AM FINISHED WITH MY LEARNING PACKET?

(CREATIVE PROJECTS)

These projects will help you creatively reinforce your under -

s' nding of the concepts introduced in this packet. Suggested

projects are listed below. You may use the ideas listed or create

your own.

1. Below are pictures of land forms. Write a short story

about living near such a land form. How would living

near such a land form change your environment? How

would living near such a land form change your life?

Waterfalls

Mountains and valleys

deserts

-126.
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Lakes

You drew some pictures, too.



4

2. Pretend you are observing land forms. You live on Mars.

You notice that land forms on Earth are changing constantly.

You are able to race through Time to the future. You are

now observing land forms on Earth in the year 6,000 A.D.

What land forms do You see? What environments do you see?

What are the land forms in your area on Mars. (Pretend you

are able to see everything).

HAVE ANY WHO IDEAS? PUT THEM TO USE. START YOUR CREATIVE PROJECTS

AS SOON AS YOU FEEL CREATIVE.

WHEN YOU ARE FINISHED WITH A CREATIVE PROJECT, PROCEED TO LEARNING
PACKET NUMBER FOUR: MAPS

(if you cannot find a Learning Packet dealing with the subject of Maps,
your teacher will have class lessons dealing with this subject).
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TEACHER'S NOTE

Utilizing the format design developed in the previous

learning packets, the teacher may wish to develop a learning

packet for the introduction of map reading and utilization.

The introduction of such concepts may be enhanced by the use

of such material as illustrated on the following pages. Addi-

tional material for the learning packet may be taken from the

daily lesson plans dealing with this concept.
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START HERE

139

'MNIMIEMMIa
THIS MAN NEEDS TO LOCATE THE DRAGON YOU SEE IN THE CENTER OF THIS MAZE. HELP THIS

WI GET TO THE DRAGON BY DRAWING A LINE FROM THE MAN TO THE DRAGON, INDICATING THE
SHORTEST ROUTE HE CAN TAKE. l4is



--------w---__

TRACE THE ROUTE TO THE PLACE OF GOLD INDICATING THE
SHORTEST ROUTE.



KEY

RAFT

MEE t

BOX WITH ALPHABET IN
BRUSH.'"

PAGODA ik

TUNIC lee}

CHOPSTICKS,"

RICE CROP ge

TREASURE fieS

START

SAILING

HE RE%..,%.

ABOVE IS A JUNK THAT HAS SET SAILS
FOR THE TREASURE casr. USING THIS
MAP ANU THE KEY ABOVE, DRAW THE ROUTE YOU WOULD
SAIL IN ORDER TO PASS THESE PLACES: the Land
of isolation, the rice crop, the raft, the Chop-
sticks, the tree, The box of the alphabet, the

pagoda, the brush, the tunic, and finally the treasure.
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DAILY LESSON PLANS: (ATE)

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE(S):

After an orientation of how to read a map, the student will be able to
utilize concepts of bo..:idaries/boundary lines, map legends in finding map
areas, scale of miles, directional signs and land masses in identifying
China as a nation distinguished from other nations.

ACTIVITIES:

I. An introduction of the Chinese Civilization as a social studies unit,
following completion of the activities learning packets,#1-3.

2. Introduce maps (using map without names, Map #1)
A. What a map is: students will color land and water masses

(utilizing key in order to distinguish water masses from land masses).
B. How a map relates to the land areas of the earth; color oceans and land
C. Where China is located on the map (using the unlabeled map, page 134).

3. Illustrate how to read a map (using the labeled map, page 135).
A. Introduce concepts of boundaries/boundary lines
B. Introduce terms:

I. Map legend Cased in the lesson for identifying land/water masses,
cities, etc.)

2. Scale of miles
3. Cities, towns, and villages
4. uirectional Sign

4. Students will color in poundaries of pie, distinguishing between real and
imaginary boundaries/barriers.

5. Students will locate cities/capitol on the map.

6. Students will construct a directional sign. (Page 136).

7. Students will make a puzzle from map #1, (Page 134). (Homework assignment).

TIME ANO uRGANILATItX4f (75 minutes)

Activity (1) will take approximately fifteen minutes.
Activity (2) will take approximately twenty minutes.
Activity (3) will take approximately fifteen minutes.
Activity (4) will take approximately seven minutes.
Activity (5) will take approximately five minutes.
Activity (6) will take approximately seven minutes.
Activity (7) will take approximately fifteen minutes and will therefore need
to be done as a homework a:-.,si,;nment provided the precious activities utilized

the time alloted.

MATERIALS: Construction paper, color crayons, oittos, scissors, pencils, maps.
globe, atlas, rulers.

EVALUAT1ON if the students are able to successfully attain the instructional

objectives as stared, then the teacher may assume the students were able to
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DAILY LESSON PLANS
CONTINUED

(DATE):

understand the concepts introduced in this daily lesson plan. The teacher
may evaluate class participation by the individual student, degree of interest,
degree of understanding of map concepts, terms, and identification of China
as a nation with boundaries, cities, etc. The teacher may base future lessons
upon the needs of the students as indicated during the execution of this lesson.

HOMEWORK: The students will paste Map il (page 134) onto a piece of heavy
paper or cardboard. The students will locate points 38 and 2H on Map #1, and
designate the spots with one dot. The students will cut the land masses from
the bodies of water, making a jig-saw puzzle from the map.
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CAPITOLS 1(

HIMALAYA MOUNTAINS hhikhiN

LARGE BODIES OF WATER

CHINA: Find points 38 and 2H on
the map and mark the area

with a dot.
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IN CHINA there are great rivers, high mountain, vast plateaus, fertile
lowlands. Located in eastern Asia, China is a country of many contrasts.
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DAILY LESSON PLANS:

BEHAVIORAL OBJECT1VE(S):

(DATE)

To introduce rivers, oceans, and boundaries of countries, and apply this
knowlege to the concept of territorialism.

To introduce the value of river systems to city, state, and country.

ACTIVITIES:

1. Rivers and oceans and boundaries will be reviewed as to definition.
2. Rivers and oceans will be introduced as boundaries.
3. Film--(present a film or filmstrip on a local river --or `a film on a river

such as the Ohio River, etc.) (7 minutes)
4. Discussion of the film. Discuss the value of the river to the city or

community. Discuss the value of the river to the state(s). Discuss the
value of the river to the country.

5. introduction to river systems of China.
6. Discuss importance of river systems to China (cities, areas, and country).
7. Discuss value of river systems to the city of (hometown or nearby city),

to the city of Canton (China), to your state, to divisions of China, to
country of the United States, to the country of China.

TIME AND ORGANIZATIONz

Activity one will rake ten minutes; activity two will take seven minutes; activity
three will take seven minutes (or more depending upon length of film); activity
four will take ten minutes; activity five will take five minutes; activity six
will take five to eight minutes; activity seven will take fifteen minutes
(brainstorming).

MATERIALS:

Film projector; film; maps of your city or town, your state, United States of
America, China.

Ditto sheets on rivers (homework hand-outs).
EVALUATION:
The teacher, after receiving positive feedback, assumes the students are able
to successfully comprehend the concepts introduced.

Note: Evaluation may read (example): Film took longer than planned; however,
we touched upon concepts of boundaries. Questions pertaining to river relativity
to a culture were passed out to students. Seventy-five percent of the class grasped
the concepts. I must encourage the remainder of the students !n their comprehension
of the conceptsperhaps I can review the material, and reinforce their success.

HO1IEWOR4 ASSIGNMETI:

River Paper -- homework hand-outs.
-137-
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Pre-lesson Questions: Make a ditto of the questions below. Allow
the students to answer the questions before beginning the study on
river systems.

CHINESE CIVILIZATION NAME:

DATE:

RIVERS

Have you ever watched a river flow?

Where do you think rivers cone from?

Have you ever wouJerad what happens to rivers?

yo you know anytP;inLi .,Duct the Spokane iiiver (name a local river)?
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OCEANS, LAKES, ANO RIVERS

RIVERS:.

Have you ever looked down on a river from an airplane? If

so, from your airplane, could vou see that the line the river

makes on the land is much like the line it makes on a map?

Can a river be a boundary? How?

Where do rivers come from?

Rivers begin in the hills or mountains. Water from rain

and from melting snow runs together to make little streams.

Little streams start to run down hill. Little streams come

together to make bigger streams. What do we call the lit'ie

stream when it joins the bigger stream? Thibura. The stream

rushes down hills, over rocks, making pretty waterfalls. What

is a waterfall? How can a waterfall be important to an area?

What is hyduetect/ac,ityl (hake Wateitokeet4, 4hown on Page 14(A).

What do men build ire order to "create" hydroelectricity? Van*.

Running water wears away the earth and rock of the land.

What do we call this process? E404ion.

What does erosion do to farming land? Fast flowing streams

often move millions of tons of earth and rock to make deep and

beautiful canen4 or gottge4. What is made from this earth that

is moved? Whore does the river deposit +he earth? What is as

Data? What happens whun streams reach lower land? Usually, they
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won't flow as fast as they did in the hills. Why is this so?

Some streams become large and are called Rive. Other streams

stay small and are called ckeek6 or boot a.

One river ends as it gives up its water to the main stream.

The smaller river is called a tAibutang of the larger river.

In places where it does not rain often, the water behind

dam4 is also used to help farmers. The water goes through eanata,

large and small, to the farmer's fields. This is called

ihAigatioft. Irrigation can turn a desert into rich farm

land. What is an 0444:4?

Rivers have always been used for carrying thing., from

place to place. Today boats push barges of lumber, coal,

ano oil up and down the rivers of the United States. What

do you suppose the barges of China carry up and down China's

rivers? How do boats get "UP" rivers that have canals? LOCKS.

How do toe6 wokk?

What happens when rivers reach tha end of the land? (flow

into the sea, lakes, oceans).

Lock on the map to the Yanntze River. What happens when the

water from the mountains reaches the low land? If the river over-

flows, how might the rice farmers of this area use the water? Now

might the rice farmers flood their fields by usinn the river?

(Irrirlation?)

What might the Chinese find in their streams, rivers, lakes,

oceans, or seas to eat? f,o the peonle of the United States eat

products or food of their waters?
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LEARN HOW TO MAKE A MINATURE WATERWHEEL

The Cvershot Waterwheel: This waterwheel is actuated by the weight

of water passing over the board blades fastened to the wheel. The water

is channeled from a reservoir through a floodgate by way of a sluide.

A model of this waterwheel can be made on two scales: one can be

placed in a stream beneathe a waterfall and actually operate machinery;

the other is based on a smaller scale and can be actuated by pouring

water from a height above the wheel. Materials needed include boards

of equal size (approximately three feet in diameter for the larger

scale, and approximately three inches in diameter for the smaller

scale), cleats, nails, and an axle with bearings. The blades will be

securely fastened to two circular boards, using nails driven through the

round end rims and into the ends of each blade. Tha circular boards will

be wheel rims on tne outside of the waterwheel (see diagram). The boards

will need to be fastened in the direction of the water sluide, and placed

approximately eighteen incnes apart (larger scale) or 1.8 inches apart

(smaller scale). Note diagram below:'

A tin can waterwheel can also be made. A circular board with a center

hole will support t-e axle. :.pokes radiating from the circular board and

supporting tin cans at spaced iLfurvals (see diagram) will form a windmill

waierwneel.
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CHINESE CIVILIZATION
FOURTH GRADE NAME:

DATE:

RIVERS:

What do you think about when you see a river?

Some students said that rivers come from oceans or lakes. If

rivers do come from the ocean, or lakes , where do they flow to?

Can you list any other sources of rivers? List your thoughts below:,

What do vou think happens to rivers?

Is there such a thing as a d'u,' river?

Below, list sore facts or ideas about the 5pokane 'iver (or local river):

-141-
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DAILY LESSON PLAI!..:

BEHAVIORAL ODJECTIV:.(S);

To stimulate an understanding recognition of the importance of rivers to both the
United States and China, the student will be able to hypothesize past, present and
future uses and potentials of river systems in China and the United States. (Example:
using the Spokane River in illustration to the importance of the river to our local
and Expositional needs; using the Columbia River as an example of the importance it
serves in the supply of fish, water power, future potential of water piping to other
states; use a local river in your district or state to help .he student visualize the

ACTlYITILS: relative importance of rivers to himself, his country, and China).

(1) Review homework pertaining to the students' opinions and beliefs about rivers.
(2) Review concepts of the film pertaining to the importance of the Spokane River

(use a local river) in relation to the citizens of the Inland Empire and Spokane
(again, use a local reference), and to the attraction of the Exposition of 1974
(use a local potential related to your city's or state's water systems).

(3) Without using cognitive analysis, the class will be encouraged to brainstorm for
an array of possible products rivers may contain, or uses rivers may offer (as an
example: answers may categorize into (I) food, (2) recreation, (3) transportation,
(4) hydroelectricity, (5) aesthetic beauty, (6) future potential, and (7) miscel-
laneous,

(4) Students will receive homework assignment and instructions, pertaining to the
steps for completion of the assignment.

TIDE A. ID OR'IA:i17A I:: +:

Activity (1) will take approximately fifteen minutes.
Activity (2) will take approximately thirty minutes.
Activity (3) will take approximately ten minutes.
Activity (4) will take approximately fifteen minutes.

MATERIALS:

Dittoed handouts; pencil and paper.

EVALUATIOA:

Students will be evaluated by means of observing their participation in class
discussion.

H..4140to: ASOIrt:IT Each student will write a short story to be turned in the
next class period, or to be read aloud in class. Subject of paper: Une Dal in

the Life of a River whereby the student is to pretend he is either (I) the river
narrating the story; or (2) the student is living near a river for one day--write
what happens luring the d1y.



DAILY LWION PLAJS:

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVL(S):

The students will read their stories aloud in class, during which time the class
will have the opportunity to be able to express Cl) their creative achievements,
(2) reinforce their perceptions of river systems in relation to cultural growth,
and (3) apply this knowledge to class discussion in relation to the amount of
credible and factual information contained within the stories.
The student will be able to draw his interpretation of his story in relation to
the importance of rivers to his life, and the importance of river to all people.

ACTIVITIES:

1, The students will be allowed time to read, discuss and evaluated the stories
In regards to their perceptions of river systems and the credibility of the
stories in regards to the factual principles of cultural growth.

2. The students will apply their new knowledge to the drawing of rivers as being
important to the student and to all people. (This may be done in the form of
making a poster, a sculpture, etc.).

Tint AND ORGANI7A110:4:

Activity (I) will take approximately sixty minutes. (Depending upon size of class).
Activity (2) will take approximately fifteen minutes.

MATERIALS;

Homework assignments: "A Day in the Life of a River"--to be read aloud in class.
Art supplies: paper, pencil, crayons, paints, brushes, glue, scissors, etc.

EVALUAT10:1;

The content of the stories created by the students will be evaluated according to
the student's application of his knowledge and his ability to synthesize prior
quantities of factual information pertaining to rivers and cultural growth.

The observations made by the teacher shall include all students in regards to
their participation in class discussion.

m.A1-.40kK
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DAILY LLS.3G: (' :A71)

BEHAVR.;!AAL u,2jECTIVt(s):

To recognize and define terms associated with river systems.

ACTIVITIES:

(I) Introduce and define the following terms associated with river systems:
streams, tributaries, waterfalls, hydroelectricity, dams, erosion, deltas,
rivers, creeks, brooks, drought, floods, canals, irrigation, locks, trans-
portation, oasis, gorge (etc.).

(2) PLAYHOUSE REVIEWS, The student will read a passage provided on a card
(see page _115). The class will call out the name of the personification.
(This dialogua-game helps the students recognize, define, and recall terms
associated with river systems).

Activity (I) will take approximately fifty-five minutes.
Activity (2) will take approximately twenty-five minutes.

MATERIALS:

Maps to illustrate river systems--(example: deltas at ends of rivers, etc.)

Cards for Playhouse Review Game.

LVALUATIO'If

Students will be evaluated by means of observing their participation in class
discussion and application of data introduced to the recognition and defining
of terms associated with river systems, as shown through use of the Playhouse
Review Game.

A1S1r;,"!LT:

Write a short story telling "What might happen if water came to the desert."
--or-- "What might happen if the rivers flooded the land."
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PLAYHOUSE REVIEW

INSTRUCTIONS:

Students will be encouraged to recognize, define, and recall terms
associated with river systems through the Playhouse Review Technique.
Have the students select a card with the dialogue-riddle. Each student
will read one riddle, and the class will respond with the correct or
creative answer. Encourage the students to make-up additional questions
related to the same answer, or encourage the students to create puns
using the terminology introduced in the river unit.

SUGGESTIONS: Place the following riddles and answers on individual
recipe cards, in boxes, in hiding places, etc. Make
a game of this technique.

(I) Student: I supply land with water by means such as ditches,
canals, or pipelines. I am man-made, but I am
like a river. The farmers consider me to be
Important in successful farming. I wet their
fields. In order to store water for my ditches,
canals, or pipelines many great dams are being
built. I bring water from mountain streams to
farmers growing fruits, grains, and cotton in
desert oases regions. What am I?

Irrigation/irrigate.

(2) Student:: Between the mountains and the brown desert sands,
I am the green patches of vegetation wet by the
water, 'If mountain streams, or irrigation. In

many areas of Outer China, the land is too dry
for growing crops, but with the water from the
mountain streams and irrigation, I make the
desert suitable for grazing livestock, growing
fruits, grains, and cotton. I am green when
most everything else is dead or sandy. What
am I?

Class Oases/oasis.
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(3) Student: I am an artifical waterway for navigation or
draining or irrigation. I was built many years
ago to be used by the Chinese people. Many
junks and sampans travel in my waters. In

many parts of China I am used in place of roads
or railroads. I am an important water highway,

but I am not a river. I have many locks but
no keys. What am 1?

Class: Canal /Grand Canal.

(4) Student: I am over one-thousand miles long. I was built
in several sections, but completed twenty-five
hundred years ago by a famous Chinese warrior
named Kublal Khan. I stretch between Hopeh and
Chekiang Provinces. I am very old, but I am
very useful to the Chinese people. What am I?

Class: Canal/Grand Canal.

(5) Student: I am a stream feeding into a larger stream, river,
lake, sea, or ocean. I am important to transporta-
tion because junks or sampans can sail my waters
from many areas of China and sail into a largef:
stream, river, lake, sea, or ocean. I am important
to lrade for the same reason. (I am a word containing
the spelling of three other words: rib, tar, and but).
What am I?

Class: Tributary.

(6) Student: I am a narrow passageway, as between two mountains.
I am filled with water, but I an a dangerous passage-
way for junks going up mu' down by river, as the
banks of my sides are rocky mountains. I contain
many dangerous currents in my waters, as I am narrow
and the water must rush through my passageway. Many
times men must climb the mountains of my banks in
order to pull their junks up the river. Who an I?

Class: Gorge.
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(7) Student: I am not the same as a flood; I am the opposite. I

am a danger to the food supply of China. I am a
long period of time when no rain falls. My name
means, "To Dry UP." What am I?

Class: Drought.

(8) Student: I am a triangular or fan-shaped area of land formed
by the deposit of silt carried by the river.
I can usually be found at the mouth of most rivers.
Farmers use my rich soil for farming many croos.
What am I?

Class: Delta/Canton Delta.

(9) Student: I am a plain, in Southeast China, on which the city
of Canton is located. I am a triangular or fan-
shaped area of land formed by the deposit of sift
carried by the Si River and the Pearl River. You
may be able to locate me on the map of China. What
am I?

Class: Canton Delta/Delta.

(10) Student: I am the electricity produced by waterpower. The
force of rushing water runs generators that produce
me. I help the Chinese maintain and create new
industries. I am very important to a growing
industrial and powerful nation. Most everyone in
the United States uses me also. Can you guess
what I am?

Class: electricity/hydroelectricity.

(11) Student: Why's d clock like a river?

Class: Neither runs very long without winding.

,

(12) Student: When did the river overflow its banks?

Class: When it got too big for its bridges!
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(13) Student: What did the dirt say when it seined?

Class: "If this keeps up my name is mud!"

, (14) Student: What has a mouth but doesn't speak, and a
bed it doesn't sleep in?

Class: A river.

(15) Student: What stays in bed and runs East E.nd West?

Class: The Yantze River.

(16) Student: What is rare when in the oyster shell, but
a river outside of the oyster shell?

Class: The Pearl River.

Note: Encourage the students to invent their own playhouse
review riddles and puns. A day may be spent researching
riddles such as these--often a riddle or joke helps to
reinforce the learning of such concepts.
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DAILY LESSON PLANS: (DATE)

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE(S):

The students will discuss and define the economical conditions caused by floods.

The students will discuss and define the economical conditions caused by drought.

ACTIVITIES:

1. The students will read aloud in class their own stories, or the stories of their
classmates, during which time the class will have the opportunity to be able to
(a) express creative achievements of the author-student, (b) ,'einforce student
perceptions of river systems in regards to drought, desert, and floods.

2. The teacher will read the story, "The Magic {Ake".

3. The students will be asked to discuss the plot of the story in their individual
groups of three to four students.

4. As a class, the students will be asked to discuss the 4-hreat of the dike allowing
the sea to flood the land.

TIME AND ONGAHIZATIoN:

Activity (1) will rake approximately thirty-five minutes.
Activity (2) will take approximately fifteen minutes.
Activity (3) will take approximately ten minutes.
Activity (4) will take approximately fifteen minutes.

MATERIALS:

Student homework: stories assigned in previous less:)--a short story telling
"What might happen if water came to the desert" or "What might happen if the
rivers flooded the 'and."

Short story, "The !.iagic Uike", by Bruce M Mitcnell.

EVALUATION:

If the students were able to successfully attain the behavioral objectives as
stated above, then the teacher may assume that the instructional input was
effective.

HOMEWORK ASSIGNNEUr: craw a picture of the "Magic Dike" to be used in the
making of a bulletin board di:>;Ilay.
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THE MAGIC DIKE

By Bruce M. Mitchell

Many years ago a Chinese boy named Pan Ku created stories

which weft not true. Pan Ku sometimes walked in the country-

side, terraced in rice patties, or along the !Mang Ho River that

flowed near his family's village. He traveled in hopes of dis-

covering ideas for his exaggerated tales.

Pan Ku delighted much in the making awl telling of so many

untrue, and sometimes impossible adventures. Many people of his

village listened to his tales, agreeing that Pan Ku was very

clever in sharing the Joy stories, but each farmer returned

to his work in the fields saying, "Pan Ku's adventures are only

his to confess."

Everyone, even Pan Ku's father and mother would say, "Pan Ku

will someday invent an adventure that will create dangerous trouble."

One day his uncle came to visit the family of Pan Ku, Pan Ku's

uncle consented to walk in the hills of the countryside, and down to

the Whang Ho River Dike with Pan Ku.

Now, Pan Ku and his uncle were strolling the path next to the

Whang Ho River Dike when Pan Ku began to tell his uncle another of

his many untrue tales. His tale was of a snake that lived near Pan

Ku's village. Pan Ku said this snake was unusual because it could

iing.
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"I saw a snake once that could sing a song. It sang and sang

for many hours, and as it sang it grew in size. It grew so long

And big that it was able eat a water buffalo. it grew longer and

bigger until it was larger than the junks in our'rivers. And all

the while it kept singing and singing and growing!"

"That was an unusual snake, indeed!" said the uncle to Pan Ku.

"Do not forget, Uncle, that it sings and grows," added Pan Ku.

"I do not believe," started his uncle, "I have ever seen such

a snake, Pan Ku. I do not remember ever seeing a singing snake,

nor a snake that grew large enough to eat a water buffalo or a

snake that grew larger than the junks that sail our wild rivers."

"It was even bigger than the Emperor's large palace."

"That is a very large and unusual snake. I hope It did not

frighten you." Pan Kuts uncle pointed to a water buffalo wo:king

in a rice pattie. "This snake must have been very large, indeed."

"It is true Uncle that such a snake was very large, but I

was not afraid, for seeing it's two heads made me laugh."

"Pan Ku, it had two heads?" asked his uncle.

"Yes, Uncle, it had two heads, and one of the heads was the

color of a setting sun, the other head was the color of the sea."

"Two heads! A red head, and a blue hoed! Indeed, this is

a very strange snake. And to be big c$ough to eat a water buffalo

or to be big enough to make our large junks seem small is very rare!

Were you close to this unusual snake?" asked the uncle.

"Yes, Uncle. I was clots enough to this .irange snake. I was

so close that I could hear it singing a song about a rat it had oaten

before it ate the water buffalo that morning."

Pan Ku and his uncle continued along the path toward the bend in
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the path next to the Whang Ho River Dike, as Pan Ku told more and

more of this untruth.

"Did you look carefully at this snake of which you speak?"

asked the uncle.

"Yes, Uncle, I did look carefully at this two-headed, singing,

growing snake."

"And it had a red head and a blue head?"

"Oh! Yqs, Uncle!"

"And it was bigger than that water buffalo we saw?"

"Much bigger," replied Pan Ku.

"And it could sing songs. This snake is indeeo difficult to

understand. This tale is almost as difficult to understand as the

dike we will soon see."

"What dike, Uncle?"

"It is the oldest section of this Whang Ho River Dike. It holds

back the mighty Whang Ho River. We will soon be walking past this

section. Dikes are worthwhile to our farmers and villagers, for they

keep wild rivers like the Whang Ho from flooding the land, drowning the

people and animals, and destroying crops and homes. However, this

section of the dike is most unusuai,Nephew."

"I do not understand why it is unusaul, Uncle," said Pan Ku.

"The Story of the Whang Ho Dike is the strangest of many stories,

Nephew, because it is worthwhile to our farmers and villagers in a

speci11 way."

"What strange story, Uncle? Please tell me." Pan Ku was eager

to listen to his uncle's strxige story. "Please tell me of the

magic dike!"
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"Ah, this is a very strange story about a very strange dike.

This dike is unlike all the other dikes in China. If anyone ever

says anything that is not true, the dike hears his words. The

dike hears the untrue words whether the speaker is near the dike

or far away from the dike. The dike can hear every speaker in

all of China. The dike is wise in knowing which tales are true

and which are not true. The dike knows about all of the untrue

stories that are ever spoken. The dike will not allow anyone

who speaks untruths to walk along the path of the Whang Ho River

Dike," said 4:.an Ku's uncle.

"How is it that this dike can stop the speaker of untruths

from walking the path, Uncle?"

"It is said by many that the dike magically lets tie wild

waters of the Whang Ho River flood the land, drown the people and

their animals, and destroy crops and homes. This dike is said

by many to drown the speaker of untruths who creates dangerous

troubles."

Pan Ku did not think he enjoyed the last part of his uncle's

story.

"What happens to such a person?" Pan Ku wondered.

"They say that such a person is never seen again. He is

buried in water," replied his uncle.

Pan Ku thought and thought about the magic dike. He thought

about the story he had told his uncle. He thought about other

untrue stories he had told his friends and parents. He began to

worry.

.11
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"Uncle, are we nearing the oldest section of this Whang Ho

River Dike?"

"Yes, my Nephew. The magic dike is just beyond this bend

in the road. You will soon be able to see the magic dike of

my strange story."

Pan Ku had not hoped to hear those words. He began to lag

behind his uncle. He sat down in the road and held his foot.

"What is the matter with your foot, Nephew? Did you step

on a rock?"

"No, Uncle. I am very tired. Perhaps we should turn back."

Pan Ku's uncle continued to walk.

"Just around the next turn is the dike. Hurry, Pan Ku."

Pan Ku looked at the path. The turn was not too far now.

"Uncle, I'm very hungry. Let us go home now." But Pan Ku's

uncle continued to walk. He was nearly to the bend.

Pan Ku worried himself into sickness from fear that the

magic dike would bury him in water, flood the fields, kill the

villagers and their animals, and destroy his village. Pan Ku

could bear his unconfessed deeds no longer.

"Uncle, Uncle!" cried Pan Ku. "There is a truth I must tell

you."

His uncle stopped until Pan Ku could catch up with him. Then

they walked on together.

"Uncle, that snake was not larger than a water buffalo. It

was not larger than the junks that sail 1-he wild waters of the Whang

Ho River. It was a snake of small importance in size."



"Pan Ku, I am very happy that you told me that. Come. We are

within close distance of the magic dike."

Pan Ku saw the dike. He recalled his uncle's earlier words:

"This dike is unlike ail the other dikes in China. If anyone ever

says anything that is not true, the dike hears his words. The dike

can hear every speaker in all of China." Pan Ku thought about the

dike and how it punished speakers of untruth. He thought about

the flooding of land, and the making of a watery grave. Pan Ku

wondered if the water of the wild river would pour out on him.

His uncle walked close to the magic dike. "Come, and do not

delay, Nephew. Does your slow walking pace speak your fear of the

Whang Ho River Dike?"

"Oh, Uncle. My pace speaks of one need--to confess myself

further. The snake was not only a snake of a smaller size, but

of only one head. It was not red as I before said, but the color

of soil. its voice was silent in singing, for it was but a small,

brown, and songless snake."

"Of what you confess is good to hear, Pan Ku."

"What of the magic dike, Uncle? Will it hear my truths? Will

it allow the wild waters to flood in anger?"

"I'm sure the dike will no longer threaten our journey. Take

my hand, Pan Ku, and we will finish our walk."



DAILY LLSS& PLA4: (DATE)

BEHAVIORAL OCJECTIVE(S):

(I) The student will be able to illustrate his /her understanding about rivers
and bodies of water In relation to people through a written assignment.

(2) The students will be able to illustrate their understanding of the terms
introduced in the last lesson, through their use of the terms pertaining to
the relationship of rivers to land formations and copulation activity (trade,
industry, farming, transportation, etc.)

ACTIVIT1LS:

(I) The student will be told to pretend he is a rice farmer; his crop is
near harvest, and the river floods the land. He is to imagine the
consequences and write them in a story.

(2) The students will write about the rivers, in relation to use in trade,
in industry, in farming, in transportation, etc., pretending that they are
Chinese farmers.

MIL MD el-1GA:117AIRJ:1:'

(I) Activity one will take approximately twenty-five minutes.
(2) Activity two will take approximately thirty-five minutes.

MATERIALS;

Pencil and paper; maps.

EVALLIATIalt

Papers will be evaluated in relation to application of terms, facts, rationaliza-
tion, and creativity.

HO:4140W, ASSIn%:1E:IT:
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DAILY LESSC.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIL(S):

( SATE)

The students will be able to research definitions of river terms in groups.

ACTIVITIES:

The class will be divided into groups of three students each, and encouraged
to use reference sources in researching definitions of terms and concepts
rotation to three major areas: rivers, floods, delta. The suggestions listed
on page may serve as an aid in directing this activity.
(The groups must find answers or solutions through cognitive, creative skills;
through research, group discussion, brainstroming--the objective: basically,
no teacher aid unless requested).

TICE MD GR;A:*41ZATIC,'i:

Activity one will take all class period.

MAIERIALSt

Ditto hand-out sheets. Pencil and paper. Research cards and research books. Maps.

EVALUAT1OA:

Students will be evaluated in observation of their participation in group
research, their translation of the research material, and their individual
ability to interpret and classify without direct instructional (teacher)
assistance.

Evaluation will be based upon the success of completing the objective.

ASS1,7%:tt::!T
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PROGRESS THROUGH GROUPS

INSTRUCTIONS:

Oivide the aa44 into groups '76 thAee 4tudenta. Li4t the 04416

on a ditto 4hect, add4e46ing each group by a team of .the alphabet,

conaecutivety (Gimp A, Group 6, Group C., etc.). To each group,

a44ign one o6 the thue tDpits: goods, AiveA4, dettas.

Exampte: GAoup A--LoAi
Rick goo&
Niget

G/toup 6--Sitty

Jimmy
Le4tie

Group C--Shi4tey
Sob
MaAtin

itiveA4

detta4

Group 0-- Davie
Date 6tood4
Nancy

P4ovide AeseaAch book.s, 4e4ea4ch canals (bound on page 163 ),

and .teacher 4e6e4ence darting the activitie4. Actit.itit4 inctude

the group te4eatch (Gtoups assigned "goods" wilt comptete ditto

one, page 159 ; Gmup4 a44igned "AiveA4" wit complete ditto tloc,

page 160 ; G4oupa a4sigKed "dettas" :vi tt comptete di.tto thAee,

page 161). When each Stoup ua compiLeted the iiat4xt 4:tato 4heet,

stave them anstotA it quationa on dittc- 6ouA, page 162



01110 ONE: RIVERS- -GROUP

What is river?

How can rivers help people?

Do people ususally build and live near rivers 7 If you say "yes", why
do you say "yes"? If you say "no", explain whv.

What is drought?

How can drought be bad for people:

Can drought be bad for animals? Why?

What is a dam?

How can dams help people?

What is a flood?

_151-7



DITTO TWO: FLOODS -- GROUP

Explain how floods might help people.

Explain how floods might hurt people.

Can floods destroy crops? How?

What is a tributary?

Once a river has joined another river, do we still think of the "new"
river as two separate rivers? Why?

What does "irrigate" mean?

How do the farmers of the United States irrigate their fields?

How do the farmers of China irrigate their fields?

Wnich method (canal, pipelines, ditches) is faster?--the irrigation
process employed in tne United States or the irrigation process used
in China?

-160-
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DITTO THREE: DELTAS - -GROUP

What is a delta?

How is a delta formed?

What is a delta made of?

What is an oasis?

Where do you usually find oases? Why?

What is a canal?

What canal in China did we discuss? What was so unusual about this canal?

What is a canal lock? How do canal locks work?

How are canal locks useful to people?

What is hydroelectricity?



DITTO FOuk: ALL GROUPS A5 i4CR THE FOLLOWING QUESIIONS.

What do you thak about when you aee a lavela

What id a Aivet?

Kw Ls a /civet impoAtant?

Aat 41,6 a fZood?

How.i4 a ood impoittant to peope0

What 4 .t delta?

How t.5 a deita impottant to peopte

-1C),24 7



PESEACH CARDS

GORGE: (gawaj)

a namow passageway, a6 between two maantaina.

Questions to ask yourself;

How are gorges made?

How is a gorge a passageway?

Do gorges contain water? Always?

Are there any gorges in the United States?

Are there many gorges in China?

Now might a river flowing between the two mountains forming
a gorge be traveled upon?

PR)rRESS PLRFECTIO'l:

(Additional Suolestions)

4. Have the students construct a relief mop of China--emphasizing the
number of gorge areas.

2. Have the students write and act out a play based on the plot of
traveling up a gorge.

3. Have the students write and manipulate a puppet show depicting the
life of laborors pulling the junks up the gorges.

4. Allow the students to research further for information pertaining
to gorges. (This may become a topic for the science class).

5. Encourage the students to study the land formations of China in
comparison to the land forms of the United States, Norway, etc.

6. Encourage the students to create their own projects in relation
to this topic.

-163- 1:70



DC5lat CAPUS

VU TA:

a titiangulan OIL ian-Ahaped area o :And. Formed by depoiat.4

etc mud and nand (Aitt) at the mouth oi a kium.

Questions to ask yourself:

Do all rivers have deltas?

Can you tnink of rivers in the United States that have deltas?

Can you think of rivers in the United States that do not have
deltas?

Can you think of cities in the United States that are built on
or near deltas?

Can you find deltas on a map of China?

PROORISS Pik! LCTION:

(Additional Nestions)

1. Have tha students construct a relief map of China, identifying the
number of major delta regions in China. (Compare with a population map)

2. have thestudents write and act out a play based on the plot of
life in a delta rggion in (a) China, and (2) the United States.

3. Have the students write and act out a comparison of lifestyles
(I) river culture to (2) ocean culture.
(land culture to island culture; ravine culture to desert culture; etc.)

4. Have the students present a puppet show depicting the life of peasants
living near the sour-e of the river which carries soil away from their
area to the delta. (Have tne students think of methods or technology
they could invent in order to prevent the river from carrying away the

soils of their lands).

5. Allow the .tudents to research further for information pertaining to
deltas. (This may become a topic for the science class).

6. Encourage the students to study the land formations of China in compari-
son to the land forms of the United States, Norway, Sweden, Africa, etc.

7. Encourage the students to create their own projects pertaining to deltas

-16Iat)



RLHARCH CAPDS

PEARL RIVER:

a /limit in South Clung that Rota Thom the city og Canton to

the South China Sea.

Questions to ask yourself:

How might the Pearl River be important to the City of Canton?

Now might the Pearl River be important to the people living
near the South China Sea?

How might the Pearl River be important to trade between Canton

and people near the Couth China Sea?

Why might the Pearl River be important to South China?

Why might the Pearl River be important to al: of China?

PRISS IN PERFCCT10%..

(Additionol Sucvlq,:tfons)

I. Have the Student construct a relief map of China--coloring the
river systems in blue and labeling each.

2. Have the student write and act out a play based on the plot of
"Life on the Psari River".

3. Have the students write and act out a play based on the plot of
"Life on the (local name) River."

4. Have the students present a puppet show depicting the life of
people living beside the Pearl River.

5. Have the students present a puppet show depicting the life of
people living beside a different rive,.

6. Allow the Students to re4,arch further for information pertaining to
rivers. (This may become a topic for the science class).

7. Encourage the students to study the river systems of China in compari-
son to the river systems of the United States, Canada, Mexico, etc.

8. Encourage the students to create additional projects.

-16517.



DESIGJ PEEAF-.CH

HYDROELECTRICITY: (k do ee TRIOS uk tilt)

Etectitie.ity puduced by watekpowet. The Out ri /whin!)

watea /iota geneAa1444 that produce. etectkicito.

Questions to ask yourself!

Where are The generators that help nroduce the electricity?

How might hydroelectricity help the Chinese maintain and create
new industries?

Is hydroelectricity important for a powerful nation? Why or
Why not?

I, watorclOw,;:r Only proauCer of eleCtriCity: L:tt some
other possibilities if you can think of sdostitutes.

Where does the water forced through the nenorators that
produce electricity come from?

P2X,q5S 1% PLRFiCTIM:

(Additional Sunnl:tiohs)

I. Have the student construct a relief map of Chinaletting the
student decide where dams should be built, ;dentifying dams that
have already been built, and dams that no longer serve a purpose.

2. Have the student role-play the construction of a dam.

3. Have the student role play the management of the first dam built
in China.

4. Have the student interview other students regdrdihq the necessity
of building dams.

5. Have the students invent machines, objects, etc. that will utilize
this energy created by new dams.

6. Allow the students to research further for infornation pertaining to
dams, hydroelectricity, industries, economy, etc.

7. Encourage the students to create additional projects.

8. encourage the students to compare the Grand Coulee Ham (local name)
of the Onited States with the dams of China.

-1661"17



DESIGN FOR RE:,EAREN CARUS

OASES (o AV ,seez) 04 (plural of easia)

Waite aneas in a deava, whete theAe4 enough e, eel .to

penmit vegetation .to guw.

Questions to ask yourself:

Is an oasis on a river? Why or why not?

Is an oasis a river? Why or why not.

How is an oasis important to people living in the deserts
of Chine?

If you were living in the deserts of China, where would you
want to live? Far away from an oasis? Near an oasis? Why?

PROGRESS In PERFICTIONt

(Additional Supeestions)

I. Have the student construct a desert environment -- encourage him to
build palm trees, a tent (minature, or life size). The student may
wish to use this construction In a role playing situation in relation
to "Life on a iesert ".

2. Allow thy student to present d play depicting life on a desert.

3. rime the students create methods of changing a desert into a
tropical paridise.

4. tlave the stuiens write d tereViSiOn COrenerCKII selling land in

:lesert reji(xls.

5. th.2ve the st.1Jents sing a sons about the mirages of the desert,

(example: ":::ool water", "How Dry I Am, " etc.)

6. Lncourage The students tc create additional projects pertaining to

deserts.



itilWk-71.- v44' ,

NOV ,DE LTA :
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ozsmi FOR RESEARCH eARDS

At gain, La Soutkeaat China, on ahick the city o4 Canton.

14 tocated.

Questioris to ask yourself;

Can you find the Canton Delta on a map of China?

If you can find the Canton Delta on one of your maps, put an
"X" on it. What city is it near? Why might it he called the
'Canton Delta?

Of what importance might the Canton Delta be to Canton?

Of what importance might the Canton Delta be to Southeast
China?

Of what importance rniaht the Canton Delta be to all of China?

PROGRESS l: PEQFECTIG:I;

(Additional Supclostions)

1. Have the student role play the planting of the rice crop in
a delta region as the Canton Delta.

2. Have the student role play the marketing of crops and goods k
a delta region such as the Canton Delta (Hong Kong, Kowloon, etc.)

5. Have the students create additional projects pertaining to the
economical conditions persisting in the Canton Delta region.



r.%
14:.4

GATE:

.,

DESIDA FOR RESEARCH CARDS

inppey tand with mateit by means such a6 diteliZa. camas,

04 p4paint6.

lultitions to ask yourself;
'w

/Sy which of the above means would be a faster method:
,(ditches, canals, or pipelines)?

iklich of the above means do the Chinese farmers use?

What Chinese crops heed to be iftigated?

What crops, need tp be irtioated?

-

How do methods and crops of the United States' and China differ?

PROGRESS IN PERFECTIO7If

(Additiorei Supgestions)

I. Have the students build a water wheel, and explain its function.

2. Have Fig.: students invent new means of irrigating land.

3. Have the students write a soap commercial informing the people
of China that this particular brand of soap will not pollute
the water contained in their irrigation ditches. Have the students
hypothesize why ecology might be an important factor in the irrit!otion
of land.

4. Have the students look at a map of China. Ask them where they would
place irrigation ditches. Have the students explain their plans.

5. Encourage the students to create additional projects pertaining to
Irrigation.



77;:lo,mprIT
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DESIGN FOR RESEARCH CARDS

WARY:

t' afitam iteding a tahgeic4-tictain, Java, Lake, 4ca, ok ocean

elM1.0.101

Questions to ask yourself:

If one large stream and one small stream come together to make
one stream, which stream is the tributary?

;How can a tributary be
China?

How can a tributary be
the United States?

important to transportation means in

important to transportation means in

How can a tributary be important to trade in China?

How car, a tributary be important to trade in the United States:--

. How are tributaries important to China?

PROORCSS IN PEHFECTIONf.

(Additional Suognstions)

1. Have the students locate tributaries on a map of China. Have
the students locate tributaries on a map of the United States.
Have the students discuss their findings.

2. Have the students make a relief map of China, labeling the various
tributaries. Have the students explain the benefits and/or dangers
of a country having so many tributaries.

3. Have the students pretend they are fish. As fish, they are trying
to get from the Si River to The Yangtze River - -which tributaries,
if any, would they need to swim in order to make this change?

4. Encourage the students to create additional projects pertaining to
tributaries.

-17S-



eAMAL: icanat)

DESIGU Rik RESEARCH CARUS

an skaiicaltwateruday Sort navigation 04 dAdining OA. imaga401

QUESTIONS TO ASK YOURSELF:

'How can you navigate in a canal?

How do you use a canal for draining?

Hbw can you use a canal for irrigation?

HOW do the people of China use canals?

How do the people of the United States use canals?

How o people of other countries use canals?

1

PPOGRUSS U4 PER

(Additional Suggestions)

1. Have the stuQonts locate possible canal regions on a map of China --
encourage the students to speculate as to sites of existing canals.

2. Have the students construct a minature canal, utilizing a shoe box,
popsicle sticks for locks, and minature boats.

3. Have the students conduct experiments with the water levels of
models made to resemble the steps of canal-lock operations:

a. Use an aquarium filled 3/4 with water.
b. Use a glass sheet with molding clay that is water oroof.
c. ,;se a cork that is about an inch square in volume.

d. Place tne sheet of glass into the aquarium and allow the clay to
naraen before the water is placed into the aquarium. After the
clay has dryed, pour approximately three-fours of the tank on the
one side of the glass. Pour sand into the other side of the glass--
snout two-thirds of this side of the tark should be filled with sand.
Allow the stueents to speculate what water level wiI have to be
artainee before the cork (snip) will be able to float on the side of
the sand. Will they need to add water To one side? Will they need

to open op tne locks of tne canol'(remove tne sheet of glass?

I t;
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DES1171 FOR RE5EAFCH CAPD:

MAW CANAL:

. a canal in Chinadd.ch Ortetehe4 beimen Hopeh and Chekiang

Pnavinee4. U uma Witt in 4evettat 4ettioa4, Ili/at CM-

tialitiO n ending in 486 B.C., the umainden.be,ing competed

by Kubtai Khan.

Questions to ask yourself:

HOW MIGHT THE GRAND CANAL HAVE BEEN USEFUL TO THE CHINESE
PEOPLE IN EARLIER TIMES?

HOW MIGHT THE GRANO CANAL BE USEFUL TODAY IN CHINA?

PROGRrSS U PERFECTIVI:

(Additional Suggestions)

1. Have the students locate the Grand Canal on a map of China.

2. Have the students role play the construction of the Grand Canal.

3. Have the students hypothesize "why" the building of the Grand
Canal was necessary. (Ask the students: "If the rivers allow
people to travel from East to West, what allows them to travel
from North to South?" No natural aide was available for transpor-
tation means, so, through technology of Pre-Modern China, the
building of the Grand Canal became necessary

4. Encourage the students to create additional projects pertaining to
the Grand Canal (canals--topic).

1 72-
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°LSI C,1 RESEW.0-1

Mar: (eikaut)

tong period osi time aiten no 'Min 0,26.

Questions to ask yourself:

What do droughts do to the food supply of China?

Are droughts the same as floods? Why or why not?

What might cause a drought?

PR)GRESS 11,1 PERFECT 1 0,1

(Additional Suggestions)

.111.0.4

I. Have the students role play the life style of a person having.lived
in a desert (a) from birth, (b) from the age of ten (is presently
78 years old), (c) for the last ten minutes (flown in by airplane).
(Encourage the students to hypothesize the extent of adaptability
and flexioility of envioonmental factors in relation to Man's
endurance of severe climatic conditions.

2. Have the students hypothesize what happens when an area has been
subject to many months of drought and flash storms occur.

3. Have the studen's define the oonditlons under which "flash floods"
are likely to occur.

4. Encourage the students to create additional projects pertaining to
drought.

-17
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osiiows: (DATE)

004ECTIVE(S):

$tUdent-wiil identify at least two economical attributes of the river system S.
13filfUli.to the development of the Chinese Civilization: Pre-Modern and Modert

4*:

-*

, 41C711VITiSt

.r :Thor students will listen to the story "Junks On The read aloud
In .,lass.

The-students will at a map of China and Identity the Yangtze River.

..The Students will discuss the trade attributes the Yangtze River provides.

. students will

thejmeOle in the

The.studints will
to SouthChina,

discuss the opportunities the Yangtze River provides for
Yangtze River Plain.

hypothesize the economical attributes of the Yangtze River

6. The students will trace the Yangtze River from its mouth to its source, noting
that the Yangtze River source is located in Tibet (OUTER CHINA).

7. The students will bE introduced to the Three Major Regions of China through the
Individual Activity Learning Packets.

TIME AND ORGANIZATiON:

Activity (I) will take approximately
Activity (2) will take approximately
Activity (3) will lake approximately
Activity (4) will take approximately
Activity (5) will take approximately
Activity (6) will take approximately
Activity (7) will take approximately

students have comp

MATERIALS:

twenty minutes.
two minutes.
fivc minutes.
ten minutes.
ten minutes.
two minutes.
twenty-five minutes or until the individual
feted the packets they have attempted.

Short story: "Junks lin The Yangtze".

Map of china.
individual Activity Learnintj rackets: :.,limato; and

Land Forms and Climate Reslons of North China,
'z:;1 Fors and ',Iimate Reqions of you to China,
L:- ; ;.-(..rms and ,Pv*i^-s of :uttx Chine.

EVALuATILW lf the students are suLcel,sful in art4inin4 -,trft above instructional objec-

tives, then the teacher miy assume the students were able to successfully inter-
pret and utilize tne concopt-, introuuced in tnis daily lesson.

-174- I



4.1

JUNKS ON THE YANGTZE

By Bruce M.*Mitcheil

Chu Teh and Chen Yi were two happy Chinese Junks who lived

.0 ilia Yangtze River which flows right through-the middle of

Chia*. Even though they:had to work very hard each day they

'timed their life on the river as they hauled their heavy tergos

neeKpart to port. Over the years Chu Teh* and Chen Yi became

!oary goodtriends, They would greet each other happily whenever

:they passed on the rivet. On returning home to their docking .

places in Shanghai they would talk about their trips and the

sights they had seen on the mighty river. One day Chu Teh

heard some men talking nearby.

"I would like to use your kat to haul some textiles that

I want to pick up ',ear the mountains."

"Atii you cannot go up the river that far, it is too

dangerous!" said Ho Chien, the owner of Chu Teh, the junk.

'But, I must. For I have many orders from the marketplace.

People need my goods. If you will let me take your junk I will

make much money. I will pay you well."

"Very well," replied Ho Chien, "I will let you."

Chu Teh was very sad that night when his junk friend, Chen Yi,

returned from his dailj trip on the river.

"A man is going to take me near the mountains today. The

gorge is very deep and hard to travel. I fear I may never see

you again."



"Ah, that is very dangerous to go so far," said Chen Yi.

"Do be careful,old friend! I will be thinking of you all the

time."

The next morning bright and early the man started sailing

Chu Teh, the junk, up the river. It was very early and the

waters were quite cold as they splashed against his bow. it

was July and the river was very high from heavy rains. But

Chu Teh was a proud junk as he sailed up the second largest

river in the world. "I wonder what my good friend Chen Yi

is doing nc,Zu he wondered.

They sailed and sailed past the city of Chinkiang to the

capitol city of Nanking. Several days later they sailed past

Nanking and on to the industrial city of Hankow. Chu Teh had

never seen so many factories before. Even though he was very

lonesome for his friend Chen Yi, he was glad that the river was

so calm, even though it was running very high. He knew how

dangerous the Yangtze could become. Chen Yi told him of the

terrible flood of many years ago which destroyed villages, ruined

farms, and killed over a million people. But the Chinese people

had great patience. They rebuilt the damaged areas and started

all over again. And Chu Teh knew he was lucky he was not on

the Hwang Ho River to the north which had many more floods then

the Yangtze River.

As Chu Teh flowed along, the winds filling his sails, he saw

the Chinese farmers along the banks harvesting their rice crops.



On the north side of the river other farmers harvested their

crops of beans and millets. All of them worked very hard in

the warm summer sun and Chu Teh was glad that he was able to

float in the cool water. But he would sure be glad to see his

friend again and get home to Shanghai. Chen Yi liked to tell

him stories. Once he told him the story of Yu, a Chinese man

who built a dike from the Yangtze to the Hwang Ho River so that

they were connected. They even made the cane, Jrger so it

went clear north to Peiping and south to Hangchow. This happened

nearly twenty-five hundred years ago, and the canal was about

twelve hundred miles long. The stories of Chen Yi were so

interesting. How he missed them now.

Chu Teh noticed the high dikes along the banks of the

river which were used to help prevent floods. Sometimes the

river would rise so high that the dikes would break. Some of

the Chinese people liked to blame this on the river dragons

Who sometimes got mad. But Chu Teh knew that this was only an

old Chinese proverb. All of a sudden he saw another city with

lots of hoilseboats anchored at the water's edge. There were lots

or
of people living on the boats. He realized that he had reached

the city of lchang where their real adventure was to begin.

Chen Yi had told him many excitirg stories about the part of

the river betweer lchang and Chunking. The 350 mile distance is

extremely dangerous for a je,k to travel. The river is very

rough but the scenery is beautiful. There are miles of cliffs

which are thousands of feet high. Chu Teh grew frightened as he
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remembered Chen Yi's stories of the twenty-five day trip he :look

from !Chang to Chunking when he was a much younger junk. How

he wished he could see his old friend now.

At lchang- many crewmen came aboard Chu Teh. They had not

been aboard Chu Teh before. He ached as the additional weight

caused him to ride lower in the water. The new crewmen were

called trackers. Later, they would tow Chu Teh when the water

was too rough and sometimes too shallow to navigate by sail.

The trackers would pull Chu Teh by tying a piece of bamboo

rope around their bodies and fastening a slipknot to this rope

and the bamboo towrope. r

Then, in single file, the men would chant a story in order

to make the time pass and to keep in step while they pulled the

junk up the river from the cliffs above. Other men helped to

see that the towlines cleared the sharp points of the many

rocks. Their job was very dangerous for they had to dodge rocks

and swim or wade through the rushing wafer.

The pilot worked hard to keep Chu Teh on the right course.

Otherwise, the lonely junk could be dashed to bits on the rocks

in the raging river. A drummer tapped rhythms to tell the men

what to do. He was te direction giver. Chu Tek wished he would

not drum so loud because of his sensitive ears. The helsman was

the man who worked the tiller which directed the ship. He knew

every Inch of the Yangtze by heart. He could merely look at the

surface of the water and figure out what was underneath. Chu Teh

grew more and more frightened as they inched their way ix, Chunking.

Everyone was working very hard. Although Chu Teh enjoyed the
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beautiful scenery along the river, he was getting more and more

lonely. Oh, far just a minute with Chen Yi! How he longed for

those great stories he used to tell!

Suddenly, Chu Teh felt a tremendous crash. His side ached

suddenly and he was terribly frightened. What a horrible pain!

The men were running around on the top deck. Everything was

Confused. Chu Teh was sick to his stomach due to the immense pain

in his leg. Someone yelled: "Abandon ship!" But none of the

old ship-hands wanted to leave Chu Teh. Chu Teh felt happy for

their show of loyalty to him. But inside he was lick at heart

because he thought he would never see his old friends again. And

his rock bruise hurt also.

Then, all of a sudden, Chu Teh heard a terrible roar! It

was the bad section of rapids Chu Teh had to travel before reaching

Chunking. The river channel narrowed down from nine hundred Yards

to only three hundred yards at this point! This meant that Chu Teh

would be bashed about on the rock Somehow, they got through the

rapids. But the danger was not over, for Chu Teh was not yet

docked in Chunking. When Chu Teh saw Chunking, he forgot about

his aching sides. Things looked favorable, when all of a sudden

a huge tug whistle was blown and right in front of them was

Toughie Chiang, +h2 st1Jmer. The,,,sto:;der was much faster than the

junk. Chu had to swerve to avoid the onrushing ship, because on

the Yangtze all junks and semp-,,s must let steamers to in front

of them. Chu barely made it out of the path of the steamer in time.
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After this incident, Chu Teh was more than happy when they completed

their business in Chunking, for he bas very sore and he was afraid

he had broken a couple of pia. .As in his back. His aches and pains

seemed to hurt more and as they ached, the little junk began to

worry.

"Oh!----if only Chen Yi were around. He would know what

to oo." However, after a few days of relaxing in the sun of the

harbor, the little junk started to feel better. He had no broken

Tanks and the aches and pains were starting to go away. But Chu

Teh though he would never see his friend again. He cried and

cried until the other junks in the harbor told him to be quiet.

Finally, Chu Teh was loaded with supplies ilnd ready for the

long return trip to Shanghai. Past the high cliffs with

grey and green walls, Chu Teh sailed. Then they saw the beautiful

gorges and the angry white water. The trip down was much faster

than the other one. The pilot skillfully navigated the craft

through the swirling water- -down to Ichang where the water grew

calm again. How the Chinese people depended upon the river! It

was hard for Chu Teh to realize that the hundreds of other junks

he met were carrying half of Chloe's commerce through this

difficult river. The twe hundred million Chinese people who live

in the Yangtze basin both loved and feared the mighty river at the

same time.

Suddenly, they had passed the large cities and Chu Teh knew

they were nearing home. "How tired I am," thought Chu Teh. "And,

how sad." He was sure that his old friend Chen Yi would never

return to him again.
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"I shall not even be able to sleep. I am too sad. It

does not matter that I am more tired than I have ever been

before."

That night the moon came out on the river. The other

junks were talking to each other. "There lies Chu Teh. He

made the trip to Chunking. How brave he is. But how sad

he seems. Looks He cries! I wonder why he is so sad?"

Even the beautiful moon on the Yangtze did not cheer

up Chu. He made many short trips the next few days but he could

hardly bear to be without a friend. He became cross and it was

hard for the skipper to navigate. And a few short days later,

he found himself on his way to Chunking again. Past the large

cities and port towns they went. Then, finally they got to

Chunking and took their cargo. They started back through the

rough, rough water to Ichang and the calm part of the river.

Things had not been going well. Chu Teh had a new crew of

trackers and the pilot was a young man who did not yet know the

river too well. Suddenly, there was a lot of yelling on Chu's

deck.

"Look out for those rocks and the reef!" Chu felt a terrible

pain in his windward side. He could feel a number of his planks

splintering and the water rushing inside.

The trackers tugged and tugged. The drummer changed his

beat. The pilot screamed at everyone and the skipper couldn't

help much either. Chu Teh was stuck between the rocks. The raging
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river was beating him to pieces. He was so afraid and he ached

everywhere. He felt that his life was nearly over. But suddenly,

aroune the bend came a familiar face. It was Chen Yi! Chen's

pilot yelled frantically to the skipper. "If we can throw them

a line, we can rescue that junk."

After many tries, they finally attached a pine to Chu Teh.

He felt himself slowly easing away from the rocks which ground

deeper into his painful side. And suddenly, he was free!

"Chen Y1, old friend, where have you been?"

"Oh, for many days th4y took me along the shore of the

Yellow Sea to Tsingtao. We worked along the coast for many

days. I was afraid I'd never see you again. But . . . how

badly are you hurt?"

"I ache all over and my side is broken. But they will

fix me up as good as new. I don't even care now . . . I am

so glad to see you, old friend."

And so the two friends sailed back down the great river

together. They werc so happy to see each other that they didn't

even sleep at all the first night when they returned To Zhanghai.

They just talked and talked and worked happily together eve rafter.
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DAILY LESSON PLAAS: IOATE)

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVL(S):

The student will be be to discuss the types of land forms and climates
found in the three major regions of China after having completed the three
activity learning packets: North China, South China, and Outer China.

ACTIVITIES:

The students will be introduced to China by use of the activity learning
packets pertaining to the land forms and climates of each region. The
student will work independently with the Climatic/Regions Learning Packet
and take the Post-Test.

TIME Am ORCANIZATIO

This daily lesson will take approximately seventy-five minutes, or more
depending upon the individual paces of the students. If more time is
necessary, the students may wish to take their packets home for further
study, or the teacher may extend the lesson into another day's time allotment.

MATERIALS:

The Individualized Activity Learning Packets: Land Forms and Climate Regions of
North China - -Climatic/Regions

Land Forms and Climate Regions of
South China - -Climatic/Regions It

Land Forms and Climate Regions of
Outer China -- Climatic /Regions III

EVALUATION: The individual student shall evaluate his progress through the
use of the individualized learning packet, The Post-Tests will be evaluated
by the teacher as a means of determining the success of the student's preformance.

WIEW00: ASSIGWEJ:
Uue to time allotment, the student may wish to complete

his lea.aing packets at home, providing suitable resource materials are available
in the home of the student, or in a nearby library,
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LAND FORMS AND CLIMATE REGIONS OF

NORTH CHINA

(CLIMATIC/REGIONS I)

LEARNING ACTIVITY PACKAGE FOR

STUULNTS

gUUENT'S NAME:
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NOTE TO THE TEACHER

This packet is designed to help the student identify

the physical and climatical features of NORTH CHINA. As

China is divided geographically and politically, the dis-

tinction of regions is necessary in helping the student under-

stand the influences these divisions have played upon the

development of the Chinese Civilization. The land forms,

climates, economics, politics, social organizations, and

religious philosophies prevalent in each region can only

be understood by the student after he becomes aware of the

limitations environment plays in the growth of a culture.

The student, through the working of exercises provided in

this packet, will become familiar with the land forms which

serve as barriers, and the climates which determine the

extent of energy expounded by the people living in these

conditions prevalent in NORTH CHINA. The cb401nation of

land forms and climate input will help the student compre-

hend the environmental conditions under which the inhabi-

tants of NORTH CHINA must function.

Further study will provide the student with the oppor-

tunity to learn more about the food crops grown in North

China, the food types characteristic of North China, the

economical growth of North China during Pre - modern and Modern
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China, the political strains exisit$ng in North China during

the d'nastic and modern eras of China's history, the wheel

of social organization dominant in North China, the religious

dominance prevalentin North China, the culture as a complex

influenced by the environmental and cultivated conditions of

North China, and the significance of North China to the People's

Republic of China and to the student.
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WHY I SHOULD USE THIS LEARNING PACKET

The purpose of this learning packet is to help you

learn about the land forms and climates exisiting in China.

You will learn about the land forms and climates existing

In NORTH CHINA, one of the three major regions of China.

In order to discover the land forms and climates of

NORTH CHINA, you will need to follow the instructions listed

on each page very carefully. You will be allowed to learn

as fast or as slow as you wish.

The concepts you will discover and learn in this

packet will help you in learning and discovering the

concepts introduced in your next learning packet: SOUTH

CHINA.

Now, turn to the next page and read: What Should I

Do In Order to
Learn This
Information?



WHAT SHOULD I DO IN OR:IR T) LEARN THIS INFORMATION?

Because students learn at different soceds, and learn in

many different ways, you will be allowed to learn as fast or

as slow as you wish. You will need to follow the instructions

listed on each page. Do not skip ahead lo the packet unless

you are instructed to do so. Do not skip packets unless you are

instructed to do so.

You will first need to have a pencil or a pen. Your teacher

should have a resource center for you, equipped with crayons,

scissors, paints, construction paper, maoninOS, and other supolles.

Make sure you know where this resource confer is located in your

classroom.

In order to learn this information, you will need to follow

instructions carefully, and be able to understand the concepts

introduced. What are the concepts?

TURN TO THE NEXT PAGE AND READ: WHAT WILL I LEARN IN THIS PACKET?
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HOW WILL I SHOW I HAVE LEARNED?

This packet contains:

(1) a Pre-Test:

(2) a Study of Key Ideas:

(3) Thought Questions:

(4) Post-Test:

This Is provided as a means ;,..f

helping you and your teacher
determine *Iklether you need to
couplets this packet.

This is provided as a means of
enabling you to learn the concepts
related in this packet.

These questions will appear through.
out the packet as a means of helping y
discover key ideas by applying the
knowledge you are learning.

7

This is provided as a means of
helping you measure and evaluate what
You have learned by using .his packet.
it will help you check your learning
of the terms and key ideas introduced
in this packet.

(5) Creative Projects: To help you remember what you have
discovered and learned, you may wish
to create a project in order to help
you reinforce your knowledge.

In order to show that you have learned, you wiII need to (I) explain

(2) list, (3) demonstrate, (4) prove, and (5) evaluate what you have

learned from using this packet. You will be given a pre-test to deter-

mine if you need to complete this packet. If you are unable to demon-

strate your understanding of the concepts tested In the pre-test, you

will need to complete the packet by progressing through the (1) Study

of Key Ideas; (2) Thought Questions; and (3) the Post-Test.
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Later, you will be able to further study the key ideas intro-

duced In this packet by doing projects.

You will need to pass the Post-Test In order to proceed to the

Packet: SOUTH CHINA, (unless your teacher instructs you to proceed

directly to other projects after passing the Pre-Test in this

packet).

TURN TO THE NEXT PAGE AND BEGIN THE PRE-TEST.
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A

PRE-TEST

What are the land forms and climate regions of NORTH CHINA?

Vt,

TAKE THIS SHEET TO YOUR TEACHER FOR CORRECTION.

DO NOT TURN THE PAGE UNTIL YOU ARE SO INSTRUCTED BY YOUR

TEACHER.
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FINISHED? TAKE THIS PRE-TEST TO YOUR TEACHER.

STOP: no NOT GO ANY FURTHER IN THIS PACKET UNTIL
YOUR TEACHER INSTRUCTS YOU TO DO SO.,

If your teacher checks number one, you do

not need to complete the remainder of this packAt.

f your teacher checks iteei number two, continue to

work with this packet, and turn the page.

Item one: Go on to the nes:t packet.,
, .

Item two: You are ready to start working in this,

packet.

TURN THE PAGE AND BEGIN.
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WHAT SHOULD 1 U0 IF I DON'T ALREADY KNOW THE

INFORMATION I AM TO LEARN IN THIS PACKET?

You will need to work with the (1) Study of Key Ideas

(2) Thought Questions

(3) Post-Test

(4) Creative Projects

Wady to begin? First, you-will need to familiarize

yourself with new terms. If you find difficulty with any

of the terms introduced .through the reading of the packet

material, refer to your resource center for help in defining

the terms.

TURN TO THE NEXT PAUL

s r
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On this page you can '-see the shape of the first major region of China. It 'is

called NORTH CHINA. Why do you think it is called NORTH CHINA?

Where is NORTH CHINA located? Look at your globe. Look for the
continent of Asia. Look for the country of China. Can you find
the shape that matches the shape drawn above? If so, what region
of China are you looking at? (Write in
the name).

In this packet, we will refer to this region by. the term NORTH

' CHINA.

TURN TO THE. AXT PAGL AND RLAU MORE ABOUT NORTH CHINA.
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NORTH CHINA

Look at this shape of land drawn below. Do you recognize it?
'What is the name of this region?

Do you see any addition to tiliS diagram? If so, what?

Do you see an area e such as these: ' ?

What do you suppose those marks indicate?

In this regioii of NORTH CHINA they inditate a plateau region.
This particular plateau region is called the LOESS PLATEAU.

What is a PLATEAU? It is a flat mountain top. This area was
once a moutain with steep sides. Over thousands of years, this
mountain has been worn flat on top by shifting winds, monsoon
rains, and other weathering conditions.

A PLATEAU is also a natural boundary. Why might this be so?
The steep sides of the'sides of the Loess Plateau make it eometimes
impossible for travelers 10 climb. This PLATEAU has stoop sides, a
flat mountain top, and soil mixture of clay, sand, and silt deposited
by the wind. This soil mixture is yellowish brown in color, and
like powder, covers the ground in areas. This soil mixture is called
loess. That is why this plateau is called the LOESS PLATEAU.
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NORTH CHINA

This is also a diagram of NORTH CHINA. Do you remember
where the LOESS PLATEAU is located? If so, place an "X" on the
area.

When you look at the diagram of NORTH CHINA (below) you see
that another area has been shaded with marks such as these: --.
This area is also a PLATEAU. This particular PLATEAU is called
the MONGOLIAN PLATEAU. Th' portion of the MONGOLIAN PLATEAU is
in NORTH CHINA.
However, most of the
MONGOLIAN PLATEAU can

OUTER CHINA, the third
major region of China.

tt

be found in another
region of China celled

Look .on your glebe. Look
for the continent of Asi
Look for the country of
Chira. Can you find
the shape that matches
that of NORTH CHINA? Now, look for the area that

is labeled: Gobi Desert.
The Gobi Desert is not
located in NORTH CHINA, bui
it is very close to being
in NORTH CHINA. Thos Gobi
Desert helped to form tha
MONGOLIAN PLATEAU. How did
this happen? The winds that
sweep across the Gobi Desert
cross down over the MONGOLIAN
PLATEAU, and into the skies
of Southeast Asia. These
Great Dust Storms turn the
Jkies red for weeks at a time.

TJIi;. 1;4: PAGE AND REAO MORE ABOUT NORTH CHINA.
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NORTH CHINA

This is also a diagram of NORTH CHINA. Do you remember
where the LOESS PLATEAU is located? if so, place an "X" on
the area.

Oo you remember
where the MONGOLIAN
PLATEAU is located?
If so, place a ';/em

on the area.

Plateaus are not
the only barriers and
bovIclaries in NORTH
CHINA. When you look at
the diagram of NORTH
CHINA (beside) you see
that another area has .

been shaded with marks
such as these:0

O
% This area is called the

MANCHURIAN PLAIN. It is

a lowland surrounded
almost completely by
mountains and hills.

The mountains on the
east receive much rain
and are able to support
the forest trees with
enough water.

The mountains on the
west receive only enough
rain to provide for the
growth of:grasses.

The MANCHURIAN PLAIN is
an area of farms, mines,
and cities. Can you
guess why?

iiikN Tv THE NEXT PAGE AND REAL) MORE ABOUT NORTH CHINA.
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NORTH CHINA

This is also a diagram of NORTH CHINA. Do you remember where
the LOESS PLATEAU is looted? If so, place an "X" on the area.

Do you remember where the MONGOLIAN PLATEAU is located? If

so, place a "v," on the area.

Do you remember where the MANCHURIAN PLAIN is located? If

so, place a "u" on the area.

When you look
at the diagram on
this page you will
notice another area
that has been shaded
in with marks such as

these:lotOw

What do you suppose
these marks indicate?

,This YLLLOW PLAIN is a very important
area in China. It is densely populated
with wheat farmers. This is also where
the capital of Communist China is
located. Do you know the name of this
capital? It is called Peking.

To the north of the YELLOW PLAIN you
can find hills and mountains. You

can also find parts of the GREAT WALL.
Have you ever heard of the GREAT WALL?
The Great Wall was built many centuries
ago' as a means of protecting the farmers

of the Yellow Plain from the warlike
inhabitants of the northern hills and
mountains, grasslands, and deserts.

This area is also
a plain. It is

called the YELLOW
PLAIN. The Hwang
Ho River flows
through the Yellow
Plain, carrying the
silt of the Loess
Plateau in its
waters. This silt
is yellow and is
deposited on this
lowland called the
YELLOW PLAIN every
time the Hwang Ho
River floods the
land. To stop this

Hwang Ho River from
flooding, the people
have had to build
dikes along the
river. This Hwang
Ho River is also
called the Yellow
River--can you guess
why?

Knowing this in;ormation about the'YELLOW PLAIN, would you call
this area a boundary as well as a barrier? Why or why not?
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NORTH CHINA

This is also a diagram of NORTH CHINA. Do you remember where
the LOESS'PLATEAU is located? If so, place an "X" on the area.

Do you remember where the MONGOLIAN PLATEAU is located? if

so, place a "lei" on the area.

Do you remember where the NANCHOR1AN PLAIN is located? if

so, place a "*" on the area.

When you look
at the diagram on
this page you will
notice another area
that has been shaded
in with marks such
as these: AAA

What do you suppose those
marks indicate? In this
region of NORTH CHINA
they indicate mountains
These mountains are on
the coast of NORTH
CHINA. That means
that heavy rain
clouds must empty
their rains
on these

mountains
before
they

will be
light enough -1-4 pass over the mountains. Therefore, much rain
fails on these mountains, and they are thus covered with much
vegetation called forests. Do you know any facts pertaining to

forests? If so, what do you know?

Do you remember
where the YELLOW
PLAIN is located?
If so, place a
"+" on the area.

Are moultains ever boundaries? If so, how?
Are mountains ever barriers? If so, how?

These mountains are boundaries for the region of NORTH CHINA,
for the MANCHURIAN PLAIN AND THE YELLOW PLAIN. These mountains
are also barriers to any travelers wishing to cross from one
region to another over these mountains.' How might this be so?
When mountains are so very hard to climb and cross, people usually
decide to detour and travel on different routes. Why do you think
this might be so?

TURN TO THE NEXT PAGE,
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WHEN DO I KNOW I KNOW THE MATERIAL I AM EXPECTED

TO LEARN FROM THIS PACKF.1?

(POST-TEST)

This Post-Test is provided as a means of helping you

measure and evaluate what you have learned by using this

packet. It will help you check your learning of the terms

and key ideas introduced in this packet. If you have any

questions; ask them of your teacher, or refer to the Packet

contents BEFORE you turn to the next page.

YOU MAY NOT GO BACK TO THE STUDY OF KEY IDEAS, THE

THOUGHT QUESTIONS, OR OTHER RESOURCE MATERIALS ONCE YOU HAVE

TURNED TO THE POST-TEST.

Ready: Put all meterials away, and turn the page.

Follow instructions carefully.
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POST-TEST

Describe NORTH CHINA:

Do not turn the page!
Take this test to your teacher for correction.
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If your teacher checked item number one, you will need to

re -take the Post-Test. If your teacher checked item number two,

you may turn the page and continue working in this packet.

Item one; Do not turn the page to the next lesson. Go
back in the packet to page and re-read the
material introduced in this packet. You will
be able to re-take the Post-Test when you feel
you are ready.

Item two You are ready to start working in the Creative
Projects. Turn the page and begin.

DO NOT TURN THE PAGE UNLESS YOUR TEACHER PUT A CHECK IN THE
BLANK LISTED UNDER ITEM TWO, INDICATING HER PERMISSION TO
CONTINUE WORKING IN THIS PACKET.
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WHAT DO i DO WHEN I AM FINISHED WITH MY LEARNING PACKET?

(CREATIVE PROJECTS)

These projects will help you creatively reinforce your under-

standing of the concepts introduced in this packet. Suggested

orojects are listed below. You may use the ideas listed or create

your own.

I. Below are pictures of land forms. Which might you

find in NORTH CHINA? Write a story about living

near such a land tom in NORTH CHINA. How would

living nea such a land form change your life?

Mcuntains and valleys

water-
falls 1 .

--t

deserts

plateau

--?

11-.

Lakes

2. Can you think "why" many land forms exist in NORTH CHINA?
Pretend you helped form these land forms when the earth
was first created--explain "why" you made the land forms
present in NORTH CHINA.

DO YOU HAVE ANY OTHER lUEAS? PlUi THEM TO USE. START YOUR CREATIVE PROJECTS

AS SOON AS YOU FEEL CREATIVE. WHEN YOU ARE FINISHED WITH A CREATIK PROJECT,

PROCEED TO LEARNING PACKET: SOUTH CHINA.
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LAND FORMS AND CLIMATE REGIONS OF

SOUTH CHINA

(CLIMATIC/REGIONS)
li

LEARNING ACTIVITY PACKAGE FOR STUDENTS

STUDENT'S NAME:
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NOTE TO THE TEACHER

This packet is designed to help the student identify

the-physical and climatical features of SOUTH CHINA. As

China is divided geographically and politically into three

major regions, the distinction of these regions is necessary

in helping the student understand-the influences these divi-

sions have played upon the development of the Chinese Civili-

zation. The land forms, climates, economics, politics, social

organizations, and religious philosophies prevalent in each

-region can only be understood by the student after he becomes

aware of the limitations environment plays in the growth of a

culture. The student, through the working of exercises pro-

vided in this packet, will.become familiar with the land forms

which serve as barriers, and the climate which dqtermine the

extent of energy expounded by the people livint, in these

conditions prevalent in SOUTH CHINA. The combination of

land forms and climate input will help the student compre-
,,

hend the environmental conditions under which the inhabi-

tants of SOUTH CHINA must function.

Further study will provide the student with the oppor-

tunity to ledrn more about the food crops grown in South

China, the food types characteristic of South China, the

economical growth of South China during Pre-modern and Modern

-20721:J
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China, the political strains existing in South China during

the dynaslic and moiler n eras of China's history, the wheel

of social organization and kinship patterns dominant in

South China, the culture as a complex influenced by the

environmental and cultivated conditions of South China,

and the significance of South China to the People's Republic

of China, and to the student.

20Ei-24o)



WHY I SHOULD USE THIS LEARNING PACKET

The purpose of this learning packet is..to help you

learn about the land forms and climates existing in China.

You will learn about the land forms and 'Bates existing

in SOUTH CHINA, one of the three major regions of China.

In order to discover the land forms and climates

of SOUTH CHINA, you will need to follow the instructions

listed on each page very carefully. You will be allowed

to learn as fast or as slow as you wish.

The concepts you will discover and learn in this

packet will help you in learning and discovering the con-

cepts introduced in /our next learning packets OUTER

CHM.

Now, turn to thia next page and read: What Should I

Do In Order to
Learn This
Information?

-209-
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WHAT SHOULD I DO IN ORDER TO LEARN THIS INFORMATION?

Because students learn at different speeds, and learn in

many different ways, you will be allowed to learn as fast or

as slow as you wish. You will need to follow the instructions

listed on each page. Do not skip ahead in the packet unless

you are instructed to do so. Do not skip packets unless you are

Instructed to do so.

You will first need to have a pencil or a pen. Your teacher

should have a resource center for you, equipped with crayons,

scissors, paints, construction papier, magazines, and other supplies.

Make sure you know where this resource center is located in your

classroom.

in order to learn this information, you will need to follow

instructions carefully, and be able to understand the concepts

introduced. What are the concepts?

TURN To THE NEXT PAGE AND READ: WHAT WILL I LEARN IN THIS PACKET?

_210-
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HOW WILL }HOW 4 HAVE LEARNED?

This packet contains:

(I) a Pre-Test:

(2) a Study of Key Ideas:

(3) thought Questions:

(4) Post-Test:

This is provided as a means of
helping you and your teacher
determine whether you need to
complete this packet.

This is provided as a means of
enabling you to learn the concepts
related in 'Ms pe.Ket.

These questions will appear through-
out the packet as a means of hlping
you discover key ideas by applying the
knowledge you are learning.

This is provided as a means of helpin
you measure and evaluate what you hav,

learned by using this packet. It toil

help you check your learning of the
terms and key ideas introduced in thi
packet.

(5) Creative Projects: To help you remember what you have
discovered and learned, you may wish

to create a project in order to help
you reinforce your knowledge.

In order to show what you have learned, you will need to (I) explai

(2) list, (3) demonstrate, (4) prove, and (5) evaluate what you have

learned from using this packet. You will be given a pr=e-test to

determine if you need to complete this packet. If you are unable to

demonstrate your understanding of the concepts tested in the pre-

test, you will need to complete the packet by progressing through the

Study of Key ideas; (2) Thought Questions; and (3) the Post-Test.



Later, you will be able to further study the key ideas intro-

duced in this packet by doing projects.

You will need to pass the Post-Test in order to proceed to the

Packet: OUTER CHINA, (unless your teacher instructs you to

proceed directly to other projects after passing the Pre-Test

in this packet).

TURN TO THE NEXT PAGE AND BEGIN THE PRE-TEST.
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PRE-TEST

What are the land forms and climatic regions of SCUTH CHINA?

TAKE THIS SHEET TO YOUR TEACHER FOR CORRECTION. .
U0 NOT TURN THE P%GE UNTIL YOU ARE SO INSTRUCTED BY YOUR
TEACHER.

-213225



FINISHED? TAKE THIS PRE-TEST TO YOUR TEACHER.

STOP! DO %DT PO ANY FURTHER IN THIS PACKET UNTIL
YOUR TEACHER INSTRUCTS YOU TO DO SO.

If your teacher checks item number one, you do

not need to complete the remainder of this packet.

If your teacher checks item number two, continue to

work with this packet, and turn the page.

Item one: Go on to the next packet.

Item two: You are ready to start working in this

packet.

TURN THE PAGE AND BEGIN.

-2 1 4-
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WHAT SHOULD I DO IF I DON'T ALREADY KNOW THE

INFORMATION I AM TO LEARN IN 1HIS PACKET?

You will need to work with the (I) Study of Key Ideas

(2) Thought Questions

(3) Post-Test

(4) Greative Projects

Ready to begin? First, you will need to familiarize

yourself with new terms. If you find difficulty with

any of the terms introduced through the reading of the

packet material, refer to your resource center for help

in defining the terms.

TURN TO THE NEXT 1'4E.

-715 -
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On this page you can see the shape of the second major region of China.
It is called SOUTH CHINA. Why do you think it is called SOUTH CHINA?

Where is SOUTH CHINA located? Look at your globe. Look for the
continent of Asia. Look for the country of China. Can you find
the snape that matches the shape drawn above? If so, what region
of China are you looking at? (write in the name).

In this packet we will call this second major region of China by
the name SOUTH CHINA.

TURN THE PAGE ANU READ MORE ABOUT SOUTH CHINA.

-2k-
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SOUTH CHINA.

Look at this shape of land drawn below. Do you recognize it?
What Is of this region?

Do you see any addition to this diagram? if so, what?

.1%

Do you see an area with marks such as these:

What do you suppose those marks indicate?

In this region of SOUTH CHINA they indicate hills. These hills
are called the KWANGSI HILLS.

SOUTH CHINA is basically flat In land 'forms. The highest elevations
of land are the hills.

Are hills ever boundaries? If so, how?
./

Are hills ever barriers? If so, how?

The Kwangsi Hills are natural boundaries In SOUTH CHINA. Are hills

ever man-made? If so, how?

The KWANGSI HiLLS are natural boundaries.

The KWANGSI HILLS are natural barriers in SOUTH CHINA. They are not
as hard to cress As mountains, however. Why do you think this might
be so?

TURN TO THE NEXT PAGE AND READ MORE ABOUT SOUTH CHINA.

-17-
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SOUTH CHINA

This is also a diagram of SOUTH CHINA, Do you remember where
the Kwangs4 Hii;s are located? If sok place an "X" on the area.

When you look at the diagram of SOUTH CHINA (below) you see
that another area, has been shaded with marks such as these: 1"

This area is also a chain of hills. This particular area of hills
is called the SOUTH YANGTZE HILLS. You may find tea growing on these
hills or terraced rice paddys. Why do you
suppose you might find tea or rice growing
on these hills?

These hills are
very close to the
Yangtze River. 'Do
you suppose the
Yangtze River might
be a good sour
of water to
help farmers
raise crops
such as tea
and rice?

Why do you think
this?

What do you already know about hills?

TURN TO THE NEXT PAGE AND READ MORE ABOUT SOUTH CHINA.

-218-
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SOUTH CHINA

This Is also a diagram of SOUTH CHINA. Do you remember where
the Kwangsi Hills are located? If so, place an "X" on the area.
Do you remember where the South Yangtze Hills are located? If so,

place an "XX" on tne area.

Hills are not the only barriers and boundaries in SOUTH CHINA.
When you look at the diagram of SOUTH CHINA (below) you see that
another area has been shaded with marks such as these:

.,, .111110=11

This area is called the YANGTZE RIVER PLAIN. This YANGTZE RIVER PLAIN
is a very fertile area, where wheat and rice,
crops are grown. This area Is a combinatio
of region "types" of
North China and
South China features.
Why might this be so?

The atoa is popula-
ted heavily. Why
might this be so?

When the
area is
drained by
the Yangtze
River it Is
constantly
enriched with the deposits of
silt carried by the river. 'This
means that crops are able to grow welt in this area. if people are

hungry, do you suppose they would try to live where food is more plentiful?
Why or why not?

TURN THE PAGE ANU READ MORE ABOUT SOUIH Sri I NA.
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SOUTH CHINA

This is also a diagram of SOUTH CHINA. Do you remember where
the Kwangsi Hills are located? If so, place an "X" on the area.
Do you remember where the South Yangtze Hills are located? If so,
place an "XX" on the area.

Hills are not the only barriers and boundaries in SOUTH CHINA.

Do you remembn where the YANGTZE RIVER PLAIN is located? If so,
place a li" ort the e-)a.

The Yangtze River Plain is not the
only barrier or boun-
dary In SOUTH CHINA.

When you look at the
diagram of SOUTH
CHINA (right side
of page) you see
that another area has
been shaded
with marks
such as
these:

This area is called the YUNNAN-KWE1CHOW PLATEAU.
4

What is a PLATEAU? It is a flat mountain top. This area was once
a moutain with steep sides. Over thousands of years, this mountain
has been worn flat on top by shifting winds, monsoon rains, and
other weathering conditions.

1r 4

A PLATEAU is alsc a natural boundgy. Why might this be so?

.,

The steep sides of the YUNNAN- KWEICHOW PLATEAU make it some-
times impossible for travelogs to climb. The PLATEAU provides much
farmland area.

TURN THE PAGE AND READ MORE ABOUT SOUTH CHINA.

-220-
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SOUTH CHINA

This is also a diagram of SOUTH CHINA. Do you remember where
the Kwangsi Hills are located? If so, place an "X" on the area.
Do you remember where the SouthiTangtze Hills are located?' If so,
place an "XX" on the area.

Hills are not the only barriers and boundaries in SOUTH CHINA.
Do you remember where the Yangtze River Plain Is located? If so,

place a 1,e on the area. The Yantze River Plain is not the only
barrier or boundary in SOUTH CHINA. Do you remember where the
Yunnan-Kweichow Plateau is located? If so, place a "*" on the area.
The Yunnan-Kweichow Plateau is not the only
barrier or boundary in SOUTH CHINA. Do you

see the additional
shaded area in the
diagram drawn below?

Do you see marksjup
such as these:47p

er

What do you think
these marks
might

indicate?

They indicate
an area of land
drained by rivers.

What rivers do you think drain
this region?

cp
What do you think we call this region? This region is called the
RED BASIN.

What do you suppose grows In this area? Rice grows in this RED
BASIN. The RED BASIN has many low hills washed low due to the
rivers carrying dirt away from the basin and onto the Yangtze
River Plain.

What do you already know about basins?

TURN TO THE NEXT PAGE AND READ MORE ABOUT SOUTH CHINA.

-221 -
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SOUTH CHINA

This is also a diagram of SOUTH CHINA. Do you remember where
the Kwangsi Hills are located? If so, place an "X" on the area.
Do you remember where the South Yangtze Hills are located? If so,

place an "XX" on the area. Do you rqmember where the Yangtze River
Plain is located? If so, place an 1/" on the area. Do you remember
where the Yunnan-Kweichow Plateau is located? If so, place a "* on
the area. Do you remember where the Red Basin is located? If so,

place a "i" on the area.

When you look at the diagram of SOUTH CHINA (below) do you
see marks such as these:4770 ?

These marks indicate a very fertile
area of land. The
heaviest population
in China may be found
In this area. This
is the mouth of the
Hwang Ho River
(Yellow River).

The city of
Canton is
located in
this area.

This area is

called the
CANTON DELTA.

What do you already know about deltas?

Why do you suppose this area is so heavily populated?

TURN TO THE NEXT PAGE AND READ MORE ABOUT SOUTH CHINA.
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SOUTH CHINA

This is also a diagram of SOUTH CHINA. Do you remember where
the Kwangsl Hills are located? If so, place an "X" on the area.
Do you remember where the South Yangtze Hills are located? If so,

place an "XX" on the area. Do you remember where the Yangtze River
Plain is located? If so, place an " " on the
area. Do you remember where the
Yunnan-Kweichow Plateau
is located? If so,

place a "*" on the
area. Do you
remember where the
Red Basin is located?
Is so, place a "I" on
the area. Do
you remember
where the
Canton Delta
is located?
If so, place
a "+" on the

area.

When you look at the diagram of
SOUTH CHINA (above) you see marks such as these:

They indicate a land area c lowlands. This is an area of
many crops and land forms tiost are basically flat.

This area is often flooded by the many monsoon rains that
pass often over South CC,Ia. Why do you suppose this might
be so?

TURN TO THE NEXT PAGE.
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WHEN DO I KNOW I KNOW THE MATERIAL I AM EXPECTED

TO LEARN FROM THIS PACKET?

(POST-TEST)

This Post-Test is provided as a means of helping you

measure and evaluate what you have learned by using this

packet. It will help you check your 'earning of the terms

and key ideas Introduced in this packet. If you have any

questions, ask them of your teacher, or refer to the Packet

contents BEFORE you turn tO the next page.

YOU MAY NOT GO BACK TO THE STUDY OF KEY IDEAS, THE

THOUGHT QUESTIONS, OR OTHER RESOURCE MATERIALS BIKE YOU HAVE

TURNED TO THE PIJST-TEST.

Ready? Put all materials away, and turn the page.

Follow instructions carefully.

-224-
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KIST -T EST

Describe SOUTH CHINA.

DO NOT TURN THE PAGE. TAKE THIS TEST TO YOUR TEACHER FOR CORRECTION.

-225-
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If your teacher checked item number one, you will need to

re -take the Post-Test. if your teacher checked item number two,

you may turn the page and continue working in this packet.

Item one: Do nor turn the Dago. 'm,the next lesson. Go
back in the packet to ,ge and re-read the
material introduced in this packet. You will
be able to re-take the Post-Test when you feet
you are ready.

Item two. You are ready to start working in the Creative
Projects. Turn the page and begin.

DO NOT TURN THE PAGE UNLESS YOUR TEACHER PUT A CHECK IN THE
BLANK LISTED UNDER !1D1 TWO, INDICATING HER PERIISSION TO
CONTINUE WORKING IN THIS PACKET.

-226-
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WHAT DO I DO WHEN I AM FINISHED WITH MY LEARNING PACKET:

(CREATIVE PROJECTS/

These projects will help you creatively reinforce your under-

standing of the concepts introduced in this packet. Suggested

projects are listed below. You may use the listed ideas or create

your own.

1. Below are pictures of land forms. Which might you find

in SOUTH CHINA? Write an advertisement promoting the

sell of property in SOUTH CHINA. How *ph living near

such a land formation influence the lives of those

people buying such property?

..11? .....rrl+.
deserts

mountains and valleys

plains

2. Can you think "why" many land forms exist in SOUTH CHINA?
Pretending that yew helped form these land forms, when the
earth was first created, explain "why" you made the land
forms present in SOUTH CHINA.

DO YOU HAVE ANY uTHER IDEAS? PUT THEM TO USE. START YOUR
CREATIVE PROJECTS AS SOON A;) YOU eEEL CREATIVE. WHEN YOU ARE FINISHED
WITH A CREATIVE PROJECI, PROCEED TO THE NEXT LEARNING PACKET: OUTER CHINA.

-227-
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LAND FORMS AND CLIMATE REGIONS OF

OUTER CHINA

(CLIMATIC/REGIONS III)

LEARNING ACTIVITY PACKAGE FOR

STUDENTS

STUDENT'S NAME:
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WHAT IS IN :4Y LEARNING PACKET?
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232
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Learn In This Packet? 238
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My Learning Packet? 249
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NOTE TO THE TEACHER

This packet is designed to help the student identify

the physical and climatical features of OUTER CHINA. As

China is divided geographically and politically into three

major regions, the distinction of these regions is necessary

in helping the student understand the influences these divi-

sions have played upon the development of the Chinese Civili-

zation. The land forms, climates, economics, politics, social

organizations, and religious philosophies prevalent in each

region can only be understood by the student after he becomes

aware of the limitations environment plays in the growth of a

culture. The student, through tha working of exercises pro-

vided in this packet, will become familiar with the land forms

which serve as barriers, and the climate which determines the

extent of energy expounded oy the people living in these

conditions prevalent in OUTER CHINA. The combination of

land forms and climate input will help the student comprehend

the environmental conditions under which the inhabitants of

Chair' CHINA must function.

Furthers study will proviae the student with the oppor-

tunity to learn more about the food crops grown in Outer

China, the food types characteristic of Outer China, the

economical growth of Outer China during Pre-modern and Modern

-2301
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China, the political strains existing in Outer China during

the dynastic and modern eras of China's history, the wheel

of social organization and kinship patterns dominant in

Outer China, the culture as a complex influenced by the

environmental and cultivated conditions of Outer China,

and the significance of Outer China to the People's Republic

of China, and to the student.

-23.-
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WHY I SHOULD USE THIS LEARNING PACKET

The purpose of this learning packet is to help you

learn about the land forms and climates existing in China.

You will learn about the land forms and climates existing

in OUTER CHINA, one of the three major regions of China.

In order to discover the land forms and climates of

OUTER CHINA, you will need to follow the instructions listed

on each page very carefully. You will be allowed to learn as

fast or as slow as you wish.

The concepts you will discover and learn in this packet

will help you in learning and discovering the concepts intro-

duced in your daily lessons.

Now, turn to the next page and read: What Should I Do

In Order to Learn
This :nformation?

-232
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WHAT SHOULD I DO IN ORDER TO LEARN THIS INFORMATION?

Because students learn at different speeds, and learn in

many different ways, you will be allowed to learn 35 fast or

as slow as you wish. You will need to follow the instructions

listed on each pae. Do not skip ahead in the packet unless

you are instructed TO do so. Do not skip packets unless you are

instructed to do so.

You will first need to have a pencil or a pen. Your teacher

should have a resource center for you, equipped with crayons,

scissors, paints, construction paper, magazines, and other supplies.

Make sure you know where this resource tenter is located in your

classroom.

In order to learn this information, you will need to follow

instructions carefully, and be able to understand the concepts

introduced. What are the concepts?

TURN TO THE NEXT PAGE AND READ: WHAT WILL I LEARN IN THIS PACKET?
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HOW WILL I SHOW I HAVE LEARNED?

This packet contains:

(I) a Pre-Test:

(2) a Study of Key Ideas:

(3) Thought Questions:

(4) Post-Test:

(5) Creative Projects:

This is provided as a means of
helping you and your teacher
determine whether you need to
complete this packet.

This is provided as a means of
enabling you to learn the concepts
related in this packet.

These geustions will appear through-
out the packet as a means of helping yoi
discover key ideas by applying the
knowledge you are learning.

This is provided as a means of
helping you measure and evaluate what
you have learned by using this packet.
It will help you check your learning
of the terms and key ideas introduce,
in this packet.

To help you remember what you have
discovered and learned, you may wish
to create u project in order to help
you reinforce your knowledge of this
material.

In order to show that you have learned, you will need to (I) explain,

(2) list, (3) demonstrate, (4) prove, and (5) evaluate what you have learned

from using this packet. You will be given a pre-test to determine if you

need to complete this packet. If you are unable to demonstrate your under-

standing of the concepts tested in the pre-test, you will need to complete

this packet by progressing through the (1) Study of Key Ideas; (2) Thought

Questions; and (3) the Post-Test.



Later, you will be able to further study the key ideas intro-

duced in this packet by doing projects.

You will need to pass the Post-Test in order to proceed to the

creative projects suggw-ted at the end of this packet unit, (unless

your teacher instructs you to proceed directly to the projects

after passing the Pre-Test included in the beginning of this

packet).

Tur6 Tv THI liEXT PAGE AND BEGIN THE PRE-TEST.
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PRE-TEST

What are the land forms and ciimate regions of OUTER CHINA?

.4.

TAKE THIS SHEET TO YOUR TEACHER FOR CORRECTION.

DO NOT TURN THE PAGE UNTIL YOU ARE SO INSTRUCTED BY YOUR TEACHER.

-236-
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FINISHED? TAKE THIS PRE-TEST TO YOUR TEACHER.

STOP: DO NOT GO ANY FURTHER IN THIS PACKET UNTIL
YOUR TEACHER INSTRIJC:TS YOU TO DO SO.

If your teacher checks item number one, you do

not need to complete the remainder of this packet.

If your teacher checks item number two, continue to

work with this packet, and turn the page.

Item one: Go on to the next packet.

Item two: You are ready to start working in this

packet.

TURN THE PAGE AND BEGIN.

-23!-
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WHAT SHOULD I DO IF I DON'T ALREADY KNOW THE

INFORMATION I AM TO LEARN IN THIS PACKET?

You will need to work with the (1) Study of Key Ideas

(2) Thought Questions

(3) Post-Test

(4) Creative Projects

Ready to begin? First, you will need to familiarize

yourself with new terms. If you find difficulty with any

of the terms introduced througt the reading of the packet

material, refer to your resource center for help in defining

the terms.

TURN TO THE NEXT PAGE.
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On this page you can see the shape of the third major region of China.
It is called OUTER CHINA. Why do you think it is called OUTER CHINA?

Many people also call tnis area WESTERN CHINA. Why do you think they

call is Western China? Where in China is Western China located? Look

at your globe. Look for the continent of Asia. Look for the country

of China. Can you find the shape that matches the shape drawn above?
If so, what region of China are you looking at?

(write in the name)

In this packet we will call this third major region of China by the
name OUTER CHINA.

TORN THE PAGE AND RLAU MORE AUOUT OUTER CHINA.

25;



OUTER CHINA

Look at this shape of land drawn above. Do you recognize it?
What is the name of this region?

-Do you see any addition to this diagram? If so, what?

/%
Do you see an area with marks such as these: Awn A?

What do you suppose those marks indicate?
In this region of OUTER CHINA they indicate mountains. These
mountains are called the TRANS-HIMALAYAS. Have you ever heard
of this mountain range? If so, what?
What do you know about mountains?

Are mountains ever boundaries? If so, how?

(Turn to next page)



Are mountains ever barriers? if so, how?

The TRANS-HIMALAYA MOUNTAIN RANGE is the highest mountain

range in the world. These mountains forms natural boundaries

for Southwest China. What are natural boundaries?

Natural boundaries are boundaries made by land forms rather

than man-made.

These TRANS-HIMALAYAS are also barriers to people traveling

from countries outside of China into OUTER CHINA. How might this

be so?

When mountains are so very hard to climb and cross, as are

the TRANS-HIMALAYAS, people usually decide to detour and travel

on different routes. Why do you think this might be so?

TURN THE PAGE ANU READ MORE ABOUT OUTER CHINA.



OUTER CHINA

This is also a diagram of OUTER CHINA. Do you remember where
the Himalaya Mountains are located? If so, place an "X" on the area.

Mountains are not the only barriers in OUTER CHINA. Can you
see an area with marks such as these: /,p/

This area is a PLATEAU. This particular PLATEAU is called the
TIBETAN PLATEAU.

what is a PLACEAu? it is a flat mountain top.
a mountain with steep sides. Over thousands of
was made as flat as a table top by the shifting

area. The icy winds prevent many people from

This area was once
years, this mountain
winds of this frozen
living in this area.

A PLATEAU is also a natural boundary. Why might this be so?

Tne high climb up the steep sides of the TIBETAN PLATEAU has
made it difficult to reach the too. This is an area of harsh climate
and few people. Can you guess why?

I URN THL PAGL ANU kEAU MU& ABOUT OUTER CHM.



OUTER CHINA

This is also a diagram of OUTER CHINA. t)o you remember where
the Himalaya Mountains are located? If so, place an "X" on the area.

Mountains are not the only barriers in OUTER CHINA. Do you
remember where the TIBETAN PLATEAU is located? If so, place a 1r
on the area.

When you look at the diagram of OUTER CHINA (below) you
see that an9ther area has been shaded with marks such as
these: /

This area is also a
PLATEAU. This

particular
PLATEAU is
called the
MONGOLIAN
PLATEAU.

Lock on your globe. Look for the continent of Asia. Look for the
country of China. Can you fled the shape that matches that cf OUTER
CHINA? Now, look for the area that is above (NOR'H) of the MONGOLIAN
PLATEAU (In the same place as the * indicates on the diagram above).
The area with the * in the diagram shown above is the Gobi Desert.
The Gobi Desert is not a part of OUTER CHINA, but it helped to form
the MONGOLIAN PLA1LAU. How did this happen? The winds that sweep
across the Gobi Desert cross down over the MONGOLIAN PLATEAU, ana
into the skies of Southeast Asia. These Great Dust Storms turn the
skies red for weeks at a time.

TURN jilt. PALL AND RLAu MLA& ALIOUT OUTER CHINA.



OUTER CHINA

This is also a diagram of OUTER CHINA. Do you remember where
the Himalaya Mountains are located? If so, place an "X" on the area.

Mountains are not the only barriers In OUTER CHINA, Do you
remember where the TI(3ETA$4 PLATEAU is located? if so, place a "0"
on the area. Uo you remember where the MONGOLIAN PLATEAU is located?
If so, place two "Ips on the area.

Plateaus are not the only barriers in OUTER CHINA. When you

look at the diagram of OUTER CHINA (below) you see that another area
nas been snadeo with marks such as these!..

This area is also arid. Those marks indicate the major desert
areas of OUTER CHINA.

what op you know about deserts? A desert is an area that receives
little rainfall. It receives less than ten inches per year. Many
people use more water whe, they take baths than the amount that
falls in this area.

what do you know about traveling in a desert? The sands of these
great desert areas are very hot and blinding to travelors. Inc
many travelors rust travel together with other travelors for pro-
tection from the chance of getting lost, and from the chance of
dying from lack of water, or from lack of direction.

TURN 1 riL 1-7t61 A: 71urtf_ ,Dk.,,J
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OUTER CHINA

This is also a diagram of OUTER CHINA. Do you remember where
the Himalaya Mountains are located? If so, place an "X" on the area.
Mountains are not the only barriers in OUTER CHINA. Do you remember
where the TIBETAN PLATEAU is located? If so, place a " " on the
area. Uo you remember where the MONGOLIAN PLATEAU is located? If so,

place two " "s on the area. Plateaus are not the only barriers in
OUTER CHINA. Do you remember where the two major DESERT areas of
OUTER CHINA are located? If so, place two " "s on the areas. Deserts
are not the only barriers in OUTER CHINA. When you look at the diagram
of OUTER CHINA (below/ you see that another area has been shaded in
with marks such as these:

This area is basically lowlands and mountain ranges. This
mainly a lowlands and

highlands area, with
many rivers that
are very short
in length
and rarefy
hold enough
water

to drain
into the

desert

areas.

We can

call this
area the
BASIN area.

What do you supposo grows in this basin area?

it is a rice-growing region during some times of the year. The amount

of rice grown is not great, and therefore, not many people are able to
live off the rice grown in this area. This is also an area of some
fruit trees.

Tali THE PAGE AND I&AU MORE ABOUT WIER CHINA.

-245 -
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WHEN DO I KNOW I KNOW THE MATERIAL I AM EXPECTED

TO LEARN FROM THIS PACKET'?

(POST-TEST)

This Post-Tesi is provided as a means of helping you

measure and evaluate what you have learned by using this

packet. It will help you check your learning of the terms

and key ideas Introduced In this packet. if you have any

questions, dsk them of your teacher, or refer to the Packet

contants BEFORE you turn to the next page.

YOU NAY NOT GO BACK TO THE STdUY OF KEY lIZAS, THE

THOUGHT QUESTIONS, OR OTHER RESOURCE MATERIALS ONCE YOU HAVE

TURNED TO THE POST-TEST.

Ready? Put all materials away, and turn the page.

Follow instructions carefully.



POST-TEST

Describe OUTER CHINA:

DO NOT TURN THE PAGE. TAKE THIS TEST TO YOUR TEACHER FOR CORRECTION.

-247 -
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If your teacher checked item number one, you will need to

re-take the Post-Test. If your teacher checked item number two,

you may turn the page and continue working in this packet.

Item one Do not turn the page to the next lesson. Go
back in the packet to page and re-read the
material introduced in this packet. You will
be able to re-take the Post-Test when you feel
you are ready.

Item two: You are ready to start working in the Creative
Projects. Turn the page and begin.

DO NOT TURN THE PAGE UNLESS YOUR TEACHER PUT A CHECK IN THE
BLANK L:STED UNDER Inn TWO, INDICATING HER PERMISSION TO
CONTINUE WORKING IN THIS PACKET.



DAILY LESSON PLANS
CONTINUE()

(DATE):

EVALUATION: The students will be ecouraged to participate in as much of the

class discussion as time permits. If the students are able to succeess-
fully attain these instructional objectives, the teacher may assume that
they have attained a satisfactory understanding of the concepts intro-
duced in this daily lesson.

HOMEWORK: The students may look in magazines, travel brochures, etc. for pictures
of land forms or other environmental features similar to the features
shown in the slides. The student may wish to exercise the same skills
utilized in the daily lesson by categorizing the pictures into categories
of: (I) China; (2) United States; (3) Characteristic of both China and
the United States; and/or (4) Characteristic of an area other than China
or the United States. (See Teacher's Note).

TEACHER'S NOTE

You may wish to "pre-test" the students by showing them various

slides--slides of regions in the United States, China, and the remainder

of the world. Slides should include land formations characteristic

of tne United States, China, and/or other nations. Ask the students

to describe the slide, apply their knowledge of the United States,

China, and/or other nations, and categorize the slides Into classifi-

cations of: (1) China; (2) United States; (3) Characteristic of both

China and the united states; and/or (4) Characteristic of an area other

than -Mina or toe Jnited States. Encourage the students to explain

their rationalization for eaco classification.

Later, review the land forms and climatic conditions predominant

in each region of china (and the four geographical divisions of the

U.S.A.) d5k MC students to view the slides again, this time applying

this knOwled40. trait rationalizations, and again decide upon classifi-

ca ior ot int-) aforemuntiooeJ Categories.

again, ask 1(,o stivJeots to explain their classification rationale.

Allow the studin's, initvidually, in

-253-
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DAILY LESSON PLANS: (DATE)

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE(S):

The student will be able to discuss climates in regards to environmental conditions
existing in the three major regions of China. (Review of learning packet material).

The student will be able to discuss land forms in regards to environmental features
existing in the three major regions of China. (Review of learning packet material).

The student will be able to discuss climates, land forms, types of subsistence
patterns, importance of river systems, and possible economic futures in relation
to the three major regions of China. (Review of learning packet material and
introduction of new concepts: subsistence patterns and possible economic poten-
tial of an area).

The student will be able to complete a creative project pertaining to the climatic/
regions activity learning packets.

ACTIVITIES:

I. The class will discuss general concepts learned through the completion of the
learning packets.

2, The students will participate in group activity discussions: the class will
be divided into two groups, (Group A will discuss the climates of the three
major regions in China; Group B will discuss the land forms predominant in
the three major regions of China; Group C will listen to Group A and Group
B and provide the class (during later discussion activities) with a summary
of what each group discussed and concluded.

3. The students will again divide Into groups. The first group will discuss
the possible types of subsistence patterns which might be found in each of
the three major regions of China. The second group will discuss the impor-
tance of river systems to each of the three major regions in China. The

third group will discuss the possible economic futures of each major region
in China.

4. The class will discuss, as a whole, the climates, lane forms, types of
subsistence patterns, importance of river systems, and possible economic
futures in relation to the three major regions of China.

5. The class will select One of the learning packet "Creative Projects" to
complete during the class period, provided tne class has been able to
satisfactorily discuss and attain the Instructional objectives as stated
above, prior to the selection and completion of the creative project.

TIME AND ORGANIZATIOhf

Activity (I) will take approximately ten minutes.
Activity (2) will take approximately twenty minutes.

Activity (3) will take approximately fifteen minutes.

Activity (4) will take approximately fifteen minutes.
Activity (5) will take approximately twenty-five minutes.

-250-
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DAILY LESSON PLANS
CONTINUED
(DATE):

MATERIALS: Art supplies will be needed for the completion of the creative
project. (Slides and slide projector; movie screen; crayons,
scissors, felt pens, construction paper; films and projectors;
glue; travel agency pamphlets, etc.).

.vALUAT1ON: The students will be evaluated individually according to their
individual achievements in group participation, class discussion,
and the execution of the creative project. If the student is
able to attain the instructional objectives as stated above, the
teacher may assume the student successfully understood the concepts
reviewed and introduced in this daily lesson plan.

HOMEWORK: The students may wish to finish their creative projects at home
if the time allotment was too short to allow completion during
class time.



DAILY Li.:SSC;; PLAJS: (7ATE)

BEHAVIOML ONECTIVL(S):
After viewing slides introducing the three major regions of China (South China,
North China, and Outer China) the student will be able to discuss climatic
change due to barriers (land); types of ravine, desert, mountain, and/or
ocean/sea subsistence patterns, and possible economic potentials dictating
economic development in the future, in regards to the climatic and geographical
environments of the three regions.

The students will be able to discus; the climatic
regions of Ghina in comparison to climatic changes
United States, focusing their attention upon land
water, desert, mountains, and other environmental

ACTIVITIES:

changes existing in various
in various regions of the
barriers, proximity to
features.

I. 7he teacher will show slides of China, focusing students' attention to
the physical environment characteristic of each of the three major regions
of China.

2. The teacher will show a film/filmstrip(s) pertaining to each major region
of China. (The t.acher may show the slides or film/film strips pertaining
to the four geographical regions of the United States as a comparison).

3. Discuss the land barriers separating each of the three major regions of
China.

4. Uiscuss the proximity of each region to land barriers, seas, reivers, mountains,
etc.

5. Uiscuss climates of each region, relating environmental limitations to the
availability of water/rainfall, winds (warm/cold air Currents/ocean currents/
dust storms), mountainous regions, tropics, northern climates, etc. In compari-
son to similar climatic conditions present in the United States.

6. Uiscuss why such climates prevail in each region (due to barriers, rivers, access
t5 ,e!s/Sed currents, etc.--employ terminology introduced in previous lessons
ana lesson presently introducing in this daily plan).

7. Uiscuss what type of su:)sistence patterns and possible economic futures exist
in relation to the climates of each region: south China, North China, and
Outer China.

11ML ANo oRGANIZATIw: ;

As the slides and/or films are being show, and concepts of climate and environmental

to cuirurat in:r6duceu, the Students will be encouraoed to ask

questions, take d-, ftr(,:,, reiions vi Aind (i n r;:.riplrison

..ke . of orj4nizinrj tne lferolentioned
objectives, concepts, dhd octivitks into oiscussion will take approximately seventy-

five minutes (the entire class period).

MATERIALS: S.I;des and t.iioe projector; movie screen; dittos of notes to aid

kAdbD ;r1 ia44.:n; notebook paper, pencil, maps of china and the United States.



DAILY LESSON PLANS
CONTINUED
(DATE);

EVALUATION: The students will be ecouraged to participate in as much of the
class discussion as time permits. If the students are able to succeess-
fully attain these instructional objectives, the teacher may assume that
they have attained a satisfactory understanding of the concepts intro-
duced in this daily lesson.

HOMEWORK: The students may look in magazines, travel brochures, etc. for pictures
of land forms or other environmental features similar to the features
shown in the slides. The student may wish to exercise the same skills
utilized in the daily lesson by categorizing the pictures into categories
of (I) China; (2) United States; (3) Characteristic of both China and
the United States; and/or (4) Characteristic of an area other than China
or the United States. (See Teacher's Note).

TEACHER'S NOTE

You may wish to "pre-test" the students by showing them various

slides -- slides of regions in the United States, China, and the remainder

of the world. Slides should include land formations characteristic

of tne United States, China, and/or other nations. Ask the students

to describe the slide, apply their knowledne of the United States,

China, and/or other nations, and categorize the slides Into classifi-

cations of (I) China; (2) United States; (3) Characteristic of both

China and the united States; and/or (4) Characteristic of an arca other

than Mina or tne United btates. Encourage the students to explain

their rationalization for each classification.

Later, review the land forms and climatic conditions predominant

in each region of Uhina (and the four geographical divisions of the

U.S.A.), and asi, the students is view the Slides arlain, this time applying

this knowledo :o Inuit rationalizations, and again decide upon classifi-

cation 'or au_h `shad into tt,cy oforenientioheJ r.ategories.

Again, ask t,,e .4oujents to explain their ciaSsification rationale,,

Allow Ihe 5-udows, ihitvidualty, in 3roue$, or as d CIOSS, TU
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the characteristics of each region, emphasizing physical and climatic

features.

The slides may be shown a third time, during which time the

teacher will have the opportunity to identify the land forms and

climatic features of each region in regards to environmental condi-

tions prevalent in each of the three major regions of China- -

discussing with the class: climatic:: change due to barriers (land);

types of ravine, desert, mountain, and/or ocean/sea subsistence

patterns, and possible economic potentials dictating economic

potential of an area, in regards to the climatic and geographical

environments of that region.

The students will discuss the climatic changes existing

in various regions of China, comparing these changes to those

existing in the various regions of the United States. Encourage

the students to utilize terms such as:; land barriers, proximity

to water, desert, mountains, etc.

China is divided into three major regions North

.hind, South China, and outer China. These regions are divided

rot only geographically, out also politically. You may mention

this, in regards to the extent that rules must be flexible enough

to Pe effective in a country that varies so much in climatic and

geo9rapnical, economical, social, religious opportunities and

growth.

The influences of climate, geographical location, economical

Potential, 50C r l structure, relioious control may be emphasized

later in the unit under the subject titles designated.

-254 -
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DAILY PLA.3: (';ATI)

BEHAVIDAL

The student will be able TO distinguish Roman letters from Chinese characters- -
calligraphy.

The student will make a clay medallion involving the use of a Chinese character,
or charactery.

ACTIVITIES:

I. The student will distinguish between Roman letters and Chinese characters.
2. The student will perform the task of writing a Chinese charecture through

the aid of a dot-to-dot ditto sheet.
3. The student will cut out a circle containing a Chinese character and trace

the character onto a disk of moistened clay.
4. The student will insert a paper clip into the clay to serve as a hook

through which string or chain shall later be threaded.
5. (the student will have made a clay medallion involving the use of a Chinese

character). The class will discuss the use of language and writing as an
expression of art in the Chinese Culture.

TWE AND CLGA:';IZAIM:

Activity (I) will take approximately three minutes.
Activity (2) will take approximately five minutes.
Activity (3) will take approximately twenty minutes.
Activity (4) will take approximatcly ten minutes.
Activity (5) will take approxi:dately thirty minutes.
Seven minutes sill be used for clean-up activities.

MATERIALS:,

Dot-to-dot ditto; two ounces of clay per student; one paper clip per student;
chain or string to be used as necklace links: pencil for tracin, characters;
clean-up supplies.

EVALUATIO:1:

If the student is able to successfully attain the objectives as stated above
the teacher may assume the student was able to understand the concepts introduced.

Ha:EflOme:



DITTO SHEET:

CHINESE CALLIGRAPHY (Penmanship of the Chinese Populous):

6
DOT-TO-DOT : .E

3.

.1

. 10

I/

13

.14

"7

14,

.1k

Q

.1.
'N
P

.0

.0

MEDALLION: (Clay medallion with Chinese

Calligraphy)- -Cut out the circle drawn
opposite and trace the writing onto the
wet clay circle, using the sharp tip of
a pencil to make the impression. Let the

clay harden, and then put a string through
the medallion- -and you'll be wearing a
"good luck" charm with a Chinese blessing.

"Long Life"



DAILY LE:.Lc% ;...;..!., C:AT,")......1.-......

aEHAVI:.;:sAL ;;E.JE',1'.'.::):

The student will be able to generalize the characteristics of the Chinese art
and architectural structures.

The student will be able to distinguish betweeen architectural structures of
the Chinese Civilization and those of the United States, during class discussion.

ACTIVITIES:'

I. The teacher will show a filmstrip or film related to an overview of Chinese
art and architecture.

2. Worksheet dittos will be completed (luring and after the filmstrip/film.
3. Students will engage in discussion of the concepts offered in the filmstrip/

film.

4. Students will be asked to distinguish between art examples of the Chinese
Civilization and those of the United States, during class discussion.

5. Students will be asked to distinguish between designs of architectural struc-
tures of the Chinese Civilization and those of the United States, during class
discussion.

TUE A:V..)

I. The filmstrip/film will take approximately ten minutes.
2. The completion of the worksheets will take approximately ten minutes. (If

desired, the worksheets can be completed during the viewing of the filmstrip:
therefore, allowing for a faster re-run of the filmstrip in order to help the
stuaent recall tne answers provided in the filmstrip/film).

3. Discussion of the concpets will take approximately twenty-five minutes.
4. Discussion of the art examples and distinguishing practices will take

fifteen minutes.
5. Discussion of the architectural structures and distinguishing activities will

take approximately fifteen minutes.

$4ATLRI ALS

Filmstrip/film(s); projector; examples of Chinese art and architectural structures.

EVALUATIO:if

Completion of the worksheet, and class discussion, and participation in identification
of cultural categories for the art and architectural samples, will provide criteria
for evaluation of the student performance,

H3i:E.:0.(K ASS:r-,::T: °LOOK in tne resource center magazines, or megazinos from

home for pictures of art and architecture. bring your examples to class fur tomurrowts

lesson."
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MAY BE PRESENTED u 01110 FORI4 AS HANDOUT STUDY mins
DURING OISCUSSIX: OF CHINESE Afj Ar0 ARCHITMTURE:

I. CHINA HAS A HISTORY UF EXCELLENCE IN THE ARTS

A. Chinese sculptors have used many materials, including;

1. (stone)

2. (bronze)

3. (iron)

4. (gold)

8. Chinese sculpture has been used to decorate temples and public
buildings.

C. To provide decorative color, Chinese artists used gold paint on:

2.

3.

(metal)

(stone)

sculpture (wooden)

D. Chinese have excelled in raised sculpture.

C. Paintinis have been used to decorate the exteriors of public
buildings, as well as

I. interiors (temple)

2. (Palace doors)

F. Chinese painters have traditionally used

1. (rice paper) instead of canvas

2. (water colors) instead of oil Paints

11. PRESENT :JAY -- MuDLPH CHINA'S EYCFLLENCE IN THE ARTS.

A. The work of present day minters and sculptors reflects current

ideas (political)

2. (Ipeders)

B. The ,...hinese (government) has provided schools

to teach the (traditional) arts.



II. PRESENT DAY CHINA ARTS (Continued)

A. --

B. --

I. These traditional arts include:.

a. (ink brush drawings)

b. (ivory) carvings

c. embroidering. of (tapestries)

2. Students of China's embroidery school learn to embroider

a. (modern) scenes and

b. (traditional) embroiiery subjects.

C. Ceramics is another traditional form for which the Chinese are known.

I. All ceramics are made from (clay).

2. This clay is called "greenware."

3. After the clay (or "greenware") has been molded into shape
it is (fired/cooked: to make it hard.

4. What is done with the ceramic after it has been fired (cooked)?

(hand painted)

(Perhaps: have the students list possible/creative
functions for the use of the art wor',--or how it
applies to and strengthens the Pre-Modern and
Modern Chinese Culture)

Ill. LOOK AT THL SL1DL$ AND LIST OBSLRVATIONS PERTAIH1NP- TO CHINESE
ARCHITECTURE (buildinos): (Present discussion opportunities for
hypotheis processes).

A. How do the buildings differ from those seen in the United States?

B. How de the buildings represent the Chinese Culture

C. In which ways are the (hinese and United State's architectural
acnievements similar? (Perhaps the nresentaticn of slides,
photos, etc. of Chinese and U.S. structures would aid in pro-
moting discussion concerning Western influence in Chine and
Chinese influence in the Western World).

-259z7:



V. PRESEN1 DAY CHINA--THEATRE

A. CHINA'S plays are very colorful in costume and masks, which

are painted.

B. Many present-day Chinese plays are about the present-day
government of China.

PRESENT THE FOLLOWING DISCUSSION OUESTIONS: (Encourage creative

learning):

A. WHAT IS ART?

B. WHAT IS ARCHITECTURE?

C. HOW IS ART D1FFLRENT FROM ARCHITECTURE?

D. DOES ART APPEAR TO BE IMPORTANT TO THE CHINESE? HOW?

E. DOES ARCHITECTURE APPLAR TO BE IMPORTANT TO THE CHINESE? HOW?

F. DO YOU CONSIDER ART AND ARCHITECTURE IMPORTANT TO YOU? HOW OR WHY?

G. WHY DO YOU THINK WE CALL OUR DISHES ult:NAm1 (Fact Porcelain was
invented in China).

H. CAN YOU THINK OF RLASONS WHY 'HE CHINESr GOVERNMENT OF TODAY MIGHT
WANT surJuirs LIARN TRADITIONAL AND MODERN ARTS?

I. DO YOU LEARN TRADITIONAL AND MODERN ARTS OF THE UNITED STATES?
EXPLAIN.

J. WHAT CHARACTERISTICS DID YOU NOTICE ABOUT CHINESE ART?

K. 1.AT CHINESE ARTS WOULD YOU LIKE TO LEARN? WHY?

L. WHAT MAKES TRADITIONAL CHINESE ART DIFFERENT FROM MODERN CHINESE ART?

m.

- 260



DAILY LESSM PLA;6: (DATE)

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVAL);

The students will be able to distinguish between art of the Chinese Culture and
art of the united States Culture. (Review).

The students will be able to distinguish between architectural designs of the
Chinese Culture and architectural designs of the United States Culture. (Review).

The students will be able to identify basic characteristics of the Chinese art

ACTIVITIES: and architecture.

1. The students will look at the magazine pictures (homework, lesson R217)and
decide between placing them in four categories: Chinese Culture; united
States Culture; Combination of both Chinese and United States cultures; or
Neither Chinese or United States cultures.

2. The students will look at the magazine pictures (homework, lesson p257)and
decide between placing them in four categories: Chinese Culture: United
States Culture: Combination of both Chinese and United States cultures: or
Neither Chinese or United States cultures.

3. The student will make a collage utilizing the four categories, and being able
to discuss the basic characteristics distinguishing the categories.

AA.;) (.101A:O/Ail

1. Activity one will take approximately ten minutes.

2. Activity two will take approximately ten minutes.

3. Activity three will take approximately thirty-five minutes.

4. liscussion involved in activity three will take approximately ten minutes- -
to he done aloud in class.

MATLRIAV;

Magazine pictures brought in as homework assignment for lesson 2,age ?57.

Magazines, scissors, glue, crayons, cardboard, poster paper, magic marker pens.

EVALUATICTI:

The class will he evaluated on ability to distinguish between the two cultures,
and the ability to identify the reason for the choice of distinction.

HCCEWOr:K AS31r:11;

The student will he asked to look in the resource center for information dealinp

with the art of ancient china and the art (I, china today.
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DAILY LESSM ( SATE')

BEI:til*/ !ORAL OBJECT I Vi.(S ) :

The student will be able to distinguish between dynastic and modern art of the
Chinese Civilization.

The student will begin to design ideas to be used in the making of a batik.

ACTIYITI:S:

1. The students will be asked to report upon their readings of ancient and
modern art in and of the Chinese Civilization.

2. The students will discuss factors that distinguish ancient (dynastic) art
from modern Chinese art.

3. The students will be instructed to design a batik subject

4. The students will receive the history of the batik and instructions relater'
to the making of a batik.

5. Students will begin working on the batik drawing.

TIME 01;10 ORGANIZATIM:,

1. Activity one will take approximately twenty minutes.

2. Activity two will take approximately twelve minutes.

3. Activity three will take approximately five minutes.

4. Activ.ity four will take approximately thirty-five minutes

5. Five minutes for clean-up is allotted.

MATERIALS:

Scissors, crayons, magazines, butcher rarer, cotton cloth (old sheets), wax,
dye, large stirring spoon, paints and brushes.

:VALUATION:

Student participation in class discussion and ability to utilize the concepts
discussed in creating the design for the batik--to clarify, if he makes a batik
with a goddess of mercy figure, he must be able to relate "why" this subject
matter belongs to the dynastic eras of Chinese art.

HOITWOk4

Complete the designs for the batik.
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DAILY i".;7;)

BEliAV14.v%e

The students will complete the making of a batik wall hanging.

ACTIVITILS:

Instructions for the making of the batik will be reviewed carefully.

2. Students will be provided with necessary materials for individual use. ThP
resource center will contain other necessary materials such as scissors,
glue. et etra. introdue0 to the function of each in the making of the batik.

3. The students will he given the remainder of the period to work on their
batiks.

":

1. Activity one will take approximately ten minutes.

2. terivitv ti.-e will tike annroxiamtelv rifteen minutes.

3. Activity take nnroxiitately fiftv-five minutes, includine five
minuts for ..le in-up.

Scissors. crayons, magazines. butcher paper, cotton cloth (old sheets), wax,
dye. laree ,tirrine snoon. oaipts. brushes and iron (to he used by teacher),

EVALIJA7I0

The utilization of tie concepts introduced in other lessons will basically
be evaluated, along i tip psychomotor skills employed in the making of the
batik, Have the student evaluated his own work... have students make a bulletin
board display with the batiks and evaluate their creativity.

Haw ,,todent use' the rsour.... 'enrr in d,.fining the ord "ctiane.e."

_ 2 ,4197
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UIRECTIONS FOR MAKING OF BATIK:

I. Famous ancient Chinese paintings or modifications are hand

copied and painted onto cloth.

2. They are colored with an idea of the final shade, cast, and

tone effect when it is finished.

3. rhe painted sections, with exceptions to sky, water, and

road areas, are coated with a light layer of wax.

4. The sky, water, and/or roads are then colored or tinged with

dyes.

5. Then the wax is removed from the painting (this may be done

with a damp cloth and a hot iron).

6. The wriole picture is colored with several layers of wax, as

each particular case may require.

7. Layers of this wax are broken with the hands, at appropriate

places to emphasize particular aspects of the painting - -such

as the robes of a goddess, or the sun, etc., according to each

individual painting,

8. :Afferent kinds of dyes are Then used to tinge the cracked areas.

9. The wnole picture is then de-wz1AA again.

10. L.hinese poems, calli:;rapnies, and chop marks* are added in

appropriate areas.

*Cnop marks: This is the sear/signature and approval of a critic's
judging. Trio more cnop marks a painting receives the nigher it is

values o' the art critics, as each critic owns a uniquely desijned
chop mark (usually prin+ed in red ink on tne painting) which distinouishes
his judging of the paintinq from those chop marks of other critics.

(When ourchasinc; a jenuine painting, it is wise to delermine
if the chop mark.s are also (.;enuine or merely primed onto tne paintin5

by a machine).
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The student will be able to hypothesize through class discussion the sociei-tf
changes of a culture and the affects change Ilas upon art and architecture.

The student will he able to distinguish between dynastic and modern art of the
Chinese Civilization,

ACTIVIiIE:;.

1, The student will share his definition and understanding of the word "chance."

2. The student will explain how " change" can affect one's life,

3. The student will be exposed to nictures of dynastic and modern art of the
Chinese Civilization.

4, The student will be asked to explain how architecture could be exnosed to
"change,-

5. The student will, in class discussion. hynothesize chances within a culture

TIr
and the nossible affects changes have upon Atchi-

1, A . ;.-., ::::4-:..1.7fil,*.:
tecture; relate this hypothesize to Chinese culture.

1, activity one will take approx!mateIv ten minutes.:

2. Activity two will take approximately ten minutes,

3. kctivity three will take annroximatelv fifteen minutes,

4. %ctivity, four will tal-- approximately fifteen minutes,

5. Activity five will take approximately twentv-rive minutes.

Nnii_RIAL.:1:

Pictures of ivnastic and morfern ar ..,i the chinese civilization,

Pictures of dynastic ind :r.odern architecture of the Chinese civilization,

EVALJAT1, I:

Student participation ,:ill he evaluate l, ':inetv-five percent of the class.

should ho exneett.-4 to ii..",i-o.h.. Ow hohivioral ohectivec.

,

. . ,I'.,'....

iiavt. t'.e ,01-4nt Tv-le tlw r,...elsr.-, ,ntr in 1.,')tl,' a nic!'gro, 0. 1 *40.-i^fr!+n

of -sIrli 1rusi! lnd rt.., ,saner

Ai ) `
i.,, : s
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. (AT! )

The student will be able to recall characteristics which distinguish Chinese art
and architecture from that of the United States culture.

The student will be able to listen to the story "Two-Ones" and formulate generali-
zations about economics, politics, and social organization of the village of
"Magicville" and apply this knowledge to the extent of China's dynastic and modern
government, economy, and social structures. (See; Teacher's Note--page 267 )

ACTIVITILS:

The student will be shown various articles of Chinese and American art and
pictures of various Chinese and Allorican architectural achievements;

2. The teacher will read the story "Two-Ones" aloud in class. The students will
later discuss what they understood from the story. The teacher will ask them
what the main meaning or meanings of the story might have been. Ask the
students to discuss important points introduced by the story. Ask the students
to make conclusions or speculations about the story in regards to formulating
generalizations about Chinese economics, politics, and social organization
in the village of Magicville and apply this knowledge to similar concepts
during dynastic and modern China.

Activity (I) will take approximately fifteen minutes.

Activity (2) will take approximately sixty minutes. Allow twenty minutes for the
reading of tne story, and forty minutes for discussion and topic questions.

Various articles of Chinese and united States' art and slides or pictures of
art and architecture.
Story:. "Two-,.mes", pejo 27:

EVALUATI.:,;-

Help the students T.; ac.:70ire t 01,11ity jer'e.r, anaivzo, interpret further
the value of C,ninese art and arcnitecture to .r.e aevelopmenf of the 'Thirese Civiliza-
tion in romparis,,n tr coh+r;Ist r. thlt cf :nitez! j,tates

-ielp the sti..dents sintnesize the cata provided Gy the story "Two-ones" throuGh

discussion in class.
If the teacher is able to practice this strategy, tnen he/she may assure `n at

the behavioral objectives have oeen me? satisfactorily.

t":;'( A7:0K 51-Unt tc looK for exaroles of _Pinese or 1?)Ited

States' art or arcnitecteral rate dT hOme. ASk Tne STUdenT to tiState 00D-
sticKs for tomorrow's lesson.



TEACHER'S NOTE

LESSON

Activities:

Activity One--Ask the students as (1) a class, (2) groups, or
(3) individuals, to examine the pictures, articles, or slides
displaying art and architecture characteristic of the Chinese
Culture, the United States Culture, both cultures, or an entirely
unknown culture. Ask each student to categorize each picture,
article or slide according to one of the four divisions.

Ask the student to explain "why" he categorized each into
the division he did. Do not correct, but encourage the student
to generalize the basic distinguishable characteristics of each
division which can be supported by factual information provided
in class activities, discussion (teacher-student, group-group,
group-individual, group-class, group-teacher, or teacher-class),
individual or group research, or activity learning packets.

Encourage the student to speculate the survival of distin-
guishable characteristics in each culture. (Example; Do you
suppose that in ten years the Chinese people, progressing
rapidly into a powerful nation, will continue to use the sumi-
brush as a means of writing? Why or why not?--or--Why do you
suppose the tiles of roofing in Chinese architecture points
skyward at the edges of the eaves? Etc.).

Show pictures of sumi-brushes. Explain that the red chop-
marks on Chinese paintings serve functions similar to expressing
the critical analysis and value of the painting by a particular
art critic. Show basic designs utilized in batiks (Malay--lndo-
nesian method of hand-printing textiles--also a Chinese art form).
Make displays of beggar beads, carved chopsticks (usually ivory),
embroidery, silk paintings, blown glass, pottery (stoneware and
porcelain) and similar articles.

A display of model structures--Chinese temoles, inns, floating
restaurants, modern skyscrapers (relate each structure to modern
and dynastic China). Include models o! United States' structures--
such as expositional pavilions. Dank buildings, skyscrapers. San

Francisco Golden Gate Bridge, etc.).

Ask the student(s) if structural/architectural designs are
native to the united States--(Exbqpiel Is a tower native of
the ..nited States? why or why not? (Lifle Tower in France);

4: .y



LESSON
(Continued)

Activities:

Activity Two--Ask the students as (I) a class, (2) groups,
or (3) individuals, to examine the story for possible inter-
pretations of the Chinese Culture (Economics, politics, social
organization, and religious categories).

Economics:

Ask the student to explain the need of food, clothing, and
furniture.

Ask the student to generalize the plot of the story in relation-
ship to the distribution of crops, food, clothing, and furniture.
Ask +he student to formulate a means of explaining the economic
situation exposed in the story to another student or students- -
this may be done through role-playing, story-tellilg, playhouse
reviews, or other instructional methods.
Ask the student to suggest possible avenues/solutions the sumi-
brush, the dragon, or the peasants may have taken to solve their
problems.

Ask the student to recall stories or fables native to the United
States Culture which may parallel with this story,"Two-Ones".

Geographically- -ask the student to apply his knowledge of the
three major regions of China to the story "Two-Ones" and provide
suggestions where the dragon may have searched for the sumi-brush.
(Example: Where would the dragon have had to travel in order to
search for the sumi-brush in the mountains, plateaus, basins,
gorges, etc. Why do you suppose the sumi-brush hid in the forest?
Etc.)

Politics:

Ask the student to explain the position of the peasants in the
story.
Ask the student to explain the position of the landlords in the
story.

fi.1( the student to explain the position of the emperors in the
story.
Ask the student to write a sequel to the story, utilizing the
political structure of the United States government or a sequel
utilizing the politicai structure of modern China.
Ask the student how the five relationships of Confucius can
be seen in the story.
Ask the student what the "system" referred to in the story might
have been (communications system, governmental systems, economical
systems, etc.).
Ask the student to write a story utilizing the positions of the
peasants, landlords, and emperors as equal. (Insroducing element

of moderr Chinese philosophy of governmewr role stratifications).
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LESSON
(Continued)

Activities:

Activity Two--
(Continued)

Social Organization:

Ask the students to hypothesize why the sumi brush wanted to
help the peasants rather than the landlords or the emperors.

Ask the students to generalize the social structure (Five
Relationships of Confucius -- elementary introduction: example- -

emperor is over landlord in power; landlord is over peasant
in power--the Five Relationships can be further developed
later in the unit study).

Ask the students to suggest a means of satisfying all of the
people introduced in the story.

Iteligious:

Ask the students if they saw any religious connotations in the
story. If so, ask them to explain their discoveries in rela-
tion to the cultural growth of the Chinese Civilization through
religion, dS interpreted from the context of the story.

Additional Activities:

Ask the student to draw a picture of the sumi-brush and/or the
dragon.

Ask the student to paper mache the sumi-brush, the dragon, or
the objects the sumi-brush painted and presented to the people.

Ask the student t- pretend he is the peasant spokesman of the
village of Magicville. Suggest that he has been selected to
tell the largest, most magnificent six-headed dragon he has
ever sAen to search for the sumi-brush. Other students may
want to act out the entire story.

Ask the students to make a bulletin board of the food, clothing,
furniture and crops the peasants would need in order to satisfy
their basic needs.

Ask the student to en:Ike a list of tho food a pg7asant is likaly to

eat

- 2r,l
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1HE TWO-ONES

by Sonia Cowen

Once upon a time, a long while ago, there were Two-Ones. The

first-one was a sumi-brush, and the second-one was a dragon of the

largest, most magnificent six-headed size you ever saw!

Now, during the time of bunion harvest, in the land of red

bunions, where many peasants strained to turn the mills of hemp,

the Two-Ones roamed the regions of ancient China.

Each had much to be examined about them. The first-one, the

sumi-brush, was an unusual brush, indeed! It was painted blue with

orange and purple polka-dots, and the rims of this sight were stripes

of green and yellow and squares of red. This sumi-brush was carried

between the teeth of the largest, mos+ magnificent six-headed dragon

in the district.

Now, you may wonder, "What was a second-one, the largest, most

magnificent six - -headed dragon I ever saw doing with a painted blue

with orange and purple polka-dotted, green and yellow striped and

red-squared sumi.-brush between his teeth?"

Weil, that is a good question to ask. Now, you shall hear the

answer, whicn was given to me by tne largest, most magnificent six-

Needed dragon in the district, himself. Of course, this largest,

mcst magnificent six-headed dragon in the district did have a diffi-

cult time toiling me this story, due to the fart that he had to speak

with a painted blue aith orange and purple polka-%:lotted, green and

1-^
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yellow striped a-d red-squared sumi-brush between his teeth. This

you will have to sympathize with, for I had a very difficult time

with the translation. And, should anycne tell you that I do not

speak the truth, then ask them to try interpreting a story told to

them by the largest, most magnificent six-headed dragon in the

district that had to speak with a painted blue with orange and purple

polka-dotted, green and yellow striped and red-souared sumi-brush

between his teeth! And when they have, phone me, and I'll make

corrections in my story--until that time, let's begin with the tale- -

not the tall of the largest, most magnificent six-headed dragon in

the district, with a palnteo blue with orange and purple polka-dotted,

green and yellow striped and red-squared sumi-brush between his teeth,

but the tale which means the story about the "Iwo-ones."

Now, this tale was told to me by the largest, most magnificent

six-headed dragon in tae district, with a painted blue with orange

and purple polka-dotted green and yellow striped and red-squared

sumi-brusn between his teeth:

"(Again), once upon a time, a tong white ago, I WVA watk-

.ng atong tAe .'wad, nathe4 I toa4 oancing memi.ty atong

the path o6 a seed-bed. Anyway, I came to a tau in the /toad

and had to decide which way I wanted to go.

Tice dec4:,sion was tong and a/td and most ilurtutng.

F0n you zee, I am the tangest, most magni6icent zix-headed

&mon £n the dizticict, c id ion me to decide, the tnought in

my mind takez peithao a petiod 04 two 04 mote tveehs -to

tAava itom my mind to my kieet, beSote they ztaAt

and oing diAection I want them to tAavet. 7.44 id veAy

6ine 6oft you to tmagine With not too muLh diUicuLty, Aick



ditection you want to tAavet, because you ate not .the

tangent, moat Magniiieeg biA-headed dragon in yowl'.

disttict! For me, the decizion in my thought:a i4 a very

taAge task. To prevent de ay o6 many weeks, I have to make

up my mind at a veto/ 6aat pace. So, I thought and thought,

"Which dist/act has enough Good to Geed six-heads and an

empty stomach? Which disttict has enough water bon me to

drink? Which diatAict has adveAtized bon the taAgeat, moat

magni6icent aiA-headed dragon they even saw?"

Ah, welt, the deci'Lon was not the 6aateat one I've

even made, but it Mb indeed a decision to make and keep- -

you see, even 4.6 I decided I didn't want to go the path I

chose: weft I can't change my decisions bon this reason:

once my beet have started to move, it takes my thoughts

anotheA two weeks on mon to aignat the beet to atop moving.

The matter is very difficutt, indeed! However, it's some-

thing I have teatned to .twe withuntit I can ttade in my

beet and thought -turret - systems dot neaten modeta, which won't

come Out on 6Le ma..1R.et bon a white, untie someone at Least

diZ,coveAs me.

Now, how did I come to ttavet? Weft, aster two weeks

okao o6 patient waiting, and waiting patientty don my 6eet

to receive the message my thoughts were diapatching, I had

.Co wait anothet two weeksthe system was on sttike. A6tet

much thinking, ptogtess cats 6inatty made--and the thought

broke thtough the Linea and made its way down to the beet.

--272-
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"Hetto! Hato, down theAe!

"VW Hetto, back!" keptied the beet to the mind.

"It'A about time you anoweted; I've been trying to

ream you 60A a butt month, now nun panty -tine haa been

buy again!"

"Sonny about that: I've been having a tie-up with the

6y6tem. Evexything'A okay, now! I don't think they'tt

deeide to atAike again!'

"We're going to move East, and towaAdA the town ,o6

Magievitte on the 6iAhte66 Ain't 06 Gorge -Us

The beet understood, and 6hi6ted in to tow gear, Aecond-

geem, and 6inatty thiAd gear: So on my way, I thaveted the

path, my 6eet 6ottowing dineetiona, and puncing, kathet

gattoping atong the aeed-beda and dikes o6 the banizA 06

the 6i4 hteA6 /civet o6 Gottge414.

I kept tetting my6 et6: "I undeutand they have 1

vacancy OA the taAgeAt, moat magni6kcent Aix-headed dAagon

they even aaw. I want to appty bon the poAition."

Mow, a tong white ago, I Aemembexed heating about the

people o6 thi4 diatAict--Magievitte. I wo4 able to think

white my ieet did the Aunning, and 40 I thought about theae

people. I wondeAed 4 the pay box such a poaition wooed be

worth the 4tay4.ng; 7 wondered i6 the cats in the diatAitt

even tistened to muaic, and i6 Magicvate was actuatty

magic at att.

/ 6inatty ran into the town. "Where do you want me to

poAtion myaet6?" I ahomted to the vittagem atanding, Aunning,

and liainting. undoubtedly, and appanentty, I was the tameat,

-273- r
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moat magni6icent 4ix-headed dragon they even 4aw! I wa4 pubabty

a very 4hocking 4fight to behold - -and 4inee I wo4 too tame to be

heed, I oat in the vittage and waited 6o4 the new emptoyek to

appoach 1i4 new employee.

The vittagek app4oached. He 4aid he WO4 the 4pokeaman

o6 the people. He 4a id that the vittagen4 needed a dragon

to work twenty-Out hou44 a day in 4ea4ch 06 the magic 4umk-

bnuah that had once Lived and worked in thein vittage.

Weft, I had never thought ot mpetil d4 the taAge4t, moat

magni6icent 4J - `headed dragon detective you even 4aw, but

since I did have 4ix heads , one cooed 4eakch one day, the

second could 4ea4ch one day, and 4o an. 06 coume, on the

4even.th day 06 the week, I'd have to neat, because I'd be

out o heads untie the 4tant o6 the next week. The conditions

were agreed to: 16 I could and would 6ind the magic AUMi-

bxu4h, I'd be paid in 6utt, and 4 not, they could "Sue-me:"--

tittte pun .there 6o4 tho4e who app4eciate my taste.

The 4ea4ch began. I 4eanched the 4114, the mountains ,

the plateaus , and othen areas 06 high etevation--which was

not very hand, 4ince I am the tangent, mast magni6icent 4ix-

headed dragon detective you even saw. Then, I seauhed the

vateep, the ba4in4, the canyons and the go4ge4. Then, I

<stanched the dity and the wet 4ivek beds . (I 4ea4ched the

nivek 40 many times, that I actuatty got a bath once a week) .

Suddenty, 64om behind the tue4 c a honest came the

b4ighte4t catoted patn14 I've even seen. Something W44 painted

I
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blue with orange and putpee potka-dote , and the A.4M4 ol5

£h .4 4ight wete atiape4 o6 gkeen and yettow and 4qualte4

o6 red. Thi4 was where T was to 6ind the 6i-tit-one -- the

aumi-biut4h painted blue with orange and putpte patka-

data, and the Aims ol5 4tAipe4 06 wen and yettow and Iced

4quane4.

I called and called 6o4 the 4ami-bnit4h. I was aura

this was the 4hettexed area where I woutd 6ind ouch a magic

aumi-bnit4h.

Stine enough, the aumi came down 6/tom a tut butech

whence it had been hiding. That was where it had been bout;

in thiA ateawa4 ,its native woods. He had nun away 6/tom the

vittage o6 Magievitte to viAit hiA homewood4.

I .told him that he was not unde' my amtat but that I'd

aurae tike to take him back to the village o6 Magicvitte along

the 194hte44 /liven o6 Gorge -u4, wherte the vittagens went vent'

anxioua to aee him.

"Why do you auppoae I /tan away?" asked aumi-bnu4h?

Now, the thought had to wandek around in my 44:X heads ,

and that took a 6u2t weekgoing in went the que4tion, and

out came the tepty 4even day4 tatet: "I don't know!"

N didn't want to keep making the empexot 'Lichen and

'Lichen, the tandtotd1 gteediet and g:;:iet, and the peasant4

move and mote dependent upon me. I grew tined o6 being at

theft demand att c6 .the time!" 4aid the aumi. "The peasants

scene very pool.. So one day 1 decided to paint Good which

they could actuatty tetate, &gut, and Sat thek4 atomacka

uuth. Then, I decided to paint pictures oi cCotntn:'! and
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Sunni tuu which wtuiti supp4 many oh their needs. / even

painted beauti6ut Si d& oh Aiee ptant4 uady on haAve4t."

The 4umi bAu4h began to my, but I asked him to continue

OA this was the diteet inhoAnation .that a dragon deteetime

needs to know.

"Very uett," he said, "/ mat continue. I didlettoant

to keep Seeding the peasants . They had to team: how to Seed

themseive4. I grew .tried 06 being at theiA demand ate 06 the

time. They are vent' pooh. So they need tots oS hood and

outer 4-Lino to satin Sy theik needs, and to keep themAtive

and heathy. But what i painted 60A them they weAe not away4

abte to keep 60A themetve4. TheiA tandtoAds 4ao what they

had and wanted theik hood, c2othe4, SuitnituAe and cAop4. This

to44 meant I had to work eta hand tc draw and paint enough

to 4ati4Sy both the pooh peasants and the greedy tandZoAd4.

Thi4 / was bakety able to do.

'Then, the empetok heard that the tandtad4 were growing

raw and demanded highet Aevenue4 be changed. The tandt0Ad4

gave up many oil theik niches to the eopeAou, and then tAied

to upZenti4h the-Lk to44e4 by taking Sum the pea4ant4, who

in Bunn, asked me to draw mote and matte hood, ctothe4, and

puybta. nd ptant the Sietd4.

"/ 9/Lew veAy tited and angry at having to wok oveAtime

over and over."

The 4umi-brush began .tc :veep again, running art v o cotou

and Kiting the beauty oh woAk.

I caked him to t;LiAtz o4 a way that would ttow him to

remain Sue and 4ok me to not be cued. / told kim my pun--



he thought it was veAy Sunny. Anyway, I thought that I Amid

help this aumi--04 welveke two tonem in out diatrict--a4

am Suke you have neve4 Seen a Simi,-bAu4h painted blue with

oAange and puApte polka -dots, green and yeLLow atAiped with

aquama os 4e.d-.noit the largest, moat magniiicent aix-headed

dragon detective: IS you have, phone me.

Anyway, this amok Sat down in a OA oi paint, uheAe he

Is 0.4o compAtabte, and began to think. He thought aloud,

dAmaing words and thoughts and tots o S good. He ataAted drawing

boxes, and toada oi clothing and heavy imnituu, and poAcetain

dishes . He painted a pays o S chopsticks, tea kettles and nice

ptanta. He painted iiah to iiitt the 6 i4hle.64 kivek o S Gotge-Ua

and x pa.LL Site o S y4a44howeAS.

Now, thia may Seem Strang e, until I tett you what I asked

him and what he Aeptied: "Why did you paint the pail o S 94444-

hoppe441" I asked,

He joked and told me that the peasants would have to

atop jumping is Something etae did It Son them."

Ha: So I asked him again. "Why did you Aeatty paint

the pait os gAasahoppeAal"

"Someday, a man named Tau-Mang mitt take ,this pait os

gAosahoppem oom hia Wand and Sail the aeas. One os theft

gAosahoppeAa wilt be ma3ic and tuLU tuna itbetic into a c'iAcket.

Tau-Kiang milt take ,this new cticket to a and wheAe no nice

gAown, where men only eat gait, and the gAosahoppettoitt

help ,this Tau -Kiang geed the vittagem."

Wett, l S this was a 4u4v4vat o S answeAa, I did not want

to tiaten Sox mote. I was anxioua to hurry back to the vittage
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with an museum. to tiu:s potobtem. I was hungry and tined and

hosang to make decisions with much ii.66.ieutty.

The susi tinatty thought o6 a plan. "We'tt catt OWL-

4eLve4 the two-ones:"

WeLL, I must sag, the muse: was ptobabty the dumbest

&igen. l'd even met. I couldn't Imagine how eating oun-

saves the two-ones could move any ptobtem. 1 told the

Aunt that he'd have to think a tot hander than that to move

our pitOblein.

He said he had thought 06 the peneet 4otution because

when you may two-ones veAy Put, mounds tike the woad

tabu:

"So!" I said. " &g deaf.:"

"But don't you 4ee:" 4aid the Austi, "i4 this is so,

then we can eat ounsettles the Siamese Two-Ones and people

will think we just said 'We are the Siamese Twins!' And

since you ate vett(' tange, and I am very smatt, we shalt

twee togethet. The vittagets, because o6 yam size,

can not deaf with you':

"Hey, T am a b.ig deae." T maid, then T Let his continue

to plan out satution.

"What is two pants joined, yet in.separtabte?" he asked.

"Ah, T guess I df,n't kow."

"Siamese Twins:"

The anawet was Vine, but how could we be Siamese Twins?

He said the Aotaion was simptehe could Live between my

teeth. So 4.6 any of the vatagena went to putt him away

Pow me, my teeth would gtisten in the sun and itighten them.
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"Vo you Aoatycommt to lAighten,them?" I asked.

"No," uptied the Aunt, "I Just want to Leave the

peasants mak enough to satisk theAA needs, and attmo mysetii

the iftedomito tAamet to other distAicte to help the peasants

oi othe* vittageA."

I gave the sumi a Aide to the bottom o6 the hat ai4 ettong

the sciAhterks /avert o Gongs -us, whine the Aumi 64tted the wateAA

wah many 6ish. We tAaveted to the outskiAts oi Magiemitte. Sumi

said it was act Aight to Am into the tarn --so I did.

We caLLed to the vittageAs, "Comes"

"Look what I have ioundyoun ramie Aunt-64(1AM"

The vittageo we*e veAy pteased and veAy gAatelfut.

The Aumi painted the needs oi the vittageAs and then totd

them that the Stamm Two-Ones wens on the ii. way to other vittages.

The vittagem thought the Aunt. said "The SiameAe Tutirm are on thew

way to otheA vittages."

The vittageAs wens not ptemsed to Aee the Aunt. Leave again,

but they thanked me OA Finding the Aumi and ion AetuAniAg him to

the vittage OA at Least a white.

So, we teit, t4aveting to di4tAicta in South China, distAtcts in

OuteA China, and didtnizt4 in North China. Each diAtAiet greeted uA with

much warmth, and Let us pa/a, each hotding much AokkOW in hits heart

when we telit.

So, with much fame and much food-making, the drcgoa and the sumi

brush traveled. And to this day, you may still head the villagers

whisper with amazement about the largest, most magnificent six-headed

dragon detective they ever saw, who, incidently, traveled with an

unusual magic sumi-brush, painted blue with prongs and purple polka-dots,
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lend green and yellow striped with squares of red, riding between his

teeth. This will be the story of which you have just heard--and you

Mill *now the truth about the "Two-Ones."
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DAILY LESSON PLANS: (DATE)

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE(S):

The student will familiarize himself with the history of the chopstick in relation
to cultural convenience in the Chinese Civilization.

The student, in developing psychomotor skills, will be able to manipulate and
utilize successfully the Chinese-style chopsticks.

The student will formulate generalizations as to the economy, values, and needs of
Chit Chinese Civilization, in dynastic China and modern China, in relation to their
food orientationemphasizing the cultural ecology of China as divided into the
three major regions (geographical) and the foods characteristic of each region.

ACTIVITIES:

1. The students will be instructed to look at two types of chopsticks - -one pair
will have pointed tips, and the other will have blunt tips. The student will
be asked to distinguish between the twt. (Japanese and Chinese, respectfully)
after having familiarized himself with the history of the chopstick in relation
to cultural convenience in the Chinese Civilization. (The student may do
research independently or in groups or as a class; the teacher may want to
introduce this information through group discussion, individualized learning
packets, or class discussion).

2. The i+udents will be instructed as to the use of the chopsticks and how to
manipulate them in picking up wet clumps of paper towel, smaller pieces of wet
tissue, and finally, paperclips.

3. The student will be encouraged to engage In class discussion of cultural
ecology of China in relation to the three major regionsemphasizing environ-
mental factors, such as rivers supplying fish diets, and deserts requiring the
reservation of water in the diet.

TIME AND ORGANIZATION:

Activity (1) will

Activity (2) will
Activity (3) will

allowed for

MATERIALS:

take approximately
take approximately
take approximately
clean-up.

twenty minutes.

twelve minutes.
forty-five minutes, three additional minutes

Two styles of chopstick (Japanese and Chinese). Variations in materials for each
style may also be displayed (ivory, wood, plastic, pearl, etc). Resource materiel
for researching the history of chopsticks.

EVALUATION:

If the student is able to satisfactorily achieve each of the above stated behavioral
objectives, the teacher may assume the student is aware of the concept introduced.

HOMEWORK ASSIGNMENT:

The students may design a carving they would like to draw onto their chopsticks.
The students may write a story about the "First Chopsticks" or about the "Last
Chopsticks."
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TEACHER'S NOTE

LESSON

Activities:

Activity One - -Ask the students as (I) a class, (2) groups,
or (3) individuals, to examine the display of chopsticks
characteristic of the Japanese and Chinese Cultures.

Ask the students to research the history of the chopstick
or introduce the information through role playing (The First
Chopstick), story telling, group or class discussion, or
individualized learning packets.

Interesting information may relate to such facts as

The Chinese had knives and forks long before Columbus
even salied to America, but they gave them up for the
elegance of the chopstick.

The word "chop" weans "fast." Why do you suppose this
name might be attached to the use of the chopsticks?

You can master the use of chopsticks to the degree of
an art, in which you are able to cut egg or spring rolls,
merely with the crossing and uncrossing of the chopsticks,
in a "quick" scissor fashion.

The chopstick is not the only utensil utilized by the
Chinese- -there are porcelain spoons (5s an example).

Activity Two- -in teaching the use andmani:ulation of the
hopstictf, teacher-class or teacher-group or teacher-

student methods may be employed, as well as student
discovery or individualized learning packets (instruc-
ting the student how to hold the chopsticks in the
hand).

If the teacher is not familiar with the use and manipu-
lation of the chopstick, the information provided below
may prove helpful:

Use--: The chopstick can be useful when the meal is
prepared in small, bite-size pieces. The chopstick can
be used in eating meats, vegetables, arranged fruit dishes,
and soups. The soup contents may be eaten either with the
use of chopsticks, later drinking the broth from the bowl- -
or with the porcelain spoon.
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Manipulation of the Chopsticks--: The Chopsticks
which will probably be the easiest to master are the
wooden ones.

Look at diagram #1. Notice that the chopstick labeled
"A" is positioned between the thumb and the index finger,
about tw, curds of the way up the length of the chop-
stick. Allow the lower part of the chopstick to rest
on the tip of your ring and little fingers.

*A" tinorsTick

borotam 41.1.
Look at diagram #2. Notice that the chopstick labeled
"B" is positioned above chopstick "A", with the tip of
the thumb and index finger pressing the length against
the middle fingers, allowing the sticks to form a point
at which the meeting of the two sticks enables you to
grasp the food.

"e°1 eLalerkIK

"Arlidtpriew5

Allow chopstick "A" to remain stationary and chopstick
"B" to move up and down, thus, like a pencil,being held,
bending the index finger and the middle fingers.

tkepeTZt-vt "13"

Dismisots% a "

If you decide to use the chopsticks, try picking up wet
clumps of paper towel, or practice with clumps of wet
bread until you have found the technique which helps you
to coordinate the chopsticks in a comfortable way.
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Activity Three-- This activity is used basically
as a means of introducing the student to discovery
of the differing cultural/ecological biomes of China:

(I) geographically divided into three major divisions
previously discussed
a. South China

I. Physical barriers
2. Environmental factors
3. Subsistence activities
4. Types of food grown and eaten
5. Trade routes

b. North China
1. Physical barriers
2. Environmental factors
3. Subsistence activities
4. Types of food grown and eaten
5. Trade routes

c. Outer China
I. Physical barriers
2. Environmental factors
3. Subsistence activities
4. Types of food grown and eaten
5. Trade routes

Question!: for Use in Class Discussions:

Ask the student what he might eat if he were living In
South China, in North China, in Outer China. Encourage
the student to utilize and apply the knowledge he has
gained from learning about the physical barriers, environ-
mental factors (climate, vegetation, river systems, etc.),
subsistence activities (farming, herding, industrializing,
mining, shipping, nomadic orchard harvesting, etc.), resi-
dence patterns (stationary, migratory, nomadic, etc.), in

addition to the following questions:

(I) What do the people in this arse do for a living?
a. Farm? (if so, what do they farm?)

I. rice? (If so, in whaT region? Do they trade it?)
2. wheat?
3. millet?
4. fruits?
5. peanuts?

b. Herd? (If so, what do they herd?)
1. Water buffalo? (If so, In what region(s)?)

2. Sheep?
3. Horses?
4. Camels?

c. Mine for Minerals? (If so, what do they mine?)
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Activity_ Three--

(Conti nue d )

(2) What might the people in this area (name) eat?

a. What they grow? Why or why not?
b. What they trade? Why or why not?
c. What they manufacture? Why or why not?
d. What they mine? Why or why not?

(3) What might the people in this area (name) utilize
as a natural resource of food?

a. he rivers? Why or why not?
b. The Aountains? Why or why not?
c. The valleys? Why or why not?
d. The deserts? Why or why not?

(4) Is it necessary that the people in this area
(name) use animals, machines, or trade to help
build their food supply? Why or why not?

Discussion should be generalized when including aspects
regarding economical factors, values, and needs of the
Chinese Civilization in both dynastic and modern times
for the purpose of this lesson. Future discussion may
deal with specifics including this topic.

Discussion, in abstracting from specifics to generaliza-
tions, (or from generalizati,ois to specifics), should be
structured slightly to allow the student(s) to organize
and formulate the concepts easily and establish a relation-
ship between the concepts of culturel ecology characteristic of

and universal to each region in China:

(I) Economical structures

a. Does this region trade? (If so, what do they
trade? Does it trade with another region? !f

so, which region? Why does it trade? etc.)
b. How stable is the economy of this region?

(Is It threatened by the flow of trade? Is it

threatened by environmental/climatical factors
or phenomena? Etc.)

c. What is available to the people of this region?
I. Resources?

a. Man -made /imported?

b. Natural?
2. What Is,the economical input?
3. What is provided by the government to the

people of this region, if at all?
d. Is this region more productive in comparison to

other areas? Is this region, with the other
areas, an asset to making China (dynastic and

modern) productive in comparison to other nations?
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Activity Throe- -

(Continued)

(2) Social Organization

a. Division of labor--Who in this region (name)
gathers, harvests, plants the foods; or mines
the mountains; tends the sheep--etc. (This

aspect is included as a means of helping the
student(s) visualize the work capacity available
in comparison to the work capacity utilized.

b. What food might the father in this region eat?
What food might the mother in this region eat?
What food might the children in this region eat?

(3) Religious

a. Are there any religious tabus placed upon the
food grown, traded, or eaten in this area?
(if so, why? If so, what are they? If so, how
does this effect the economy, social organization
or political organization of this area? if so,

does this prove beneficial/harmfuVo the people
of this area? Why or why not?)

b. How might the religicus systems provide barriers
to the food supply of a nation, an area?

(4) Political Organization

a. In relation to social organization, who labors
for the food and who receives? (dynastic and
modern China).

b. What political barriers might hamper the food
supply in this area?

c. Does the government (dynastic and modern China)
aid the people of this area in supply of food?
Why or why not? (If so, how Is this done? if

so, how does this benefit/harm? Etc.)
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.6AILY LESSON PLANS: (')ATE)

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE(S):

The students will create an insect which is presently a menace to the people
of farming communities in China, after having listened to the short story,
"The First Rice Crop."

ACTIVITIES:

I. The teacher will read the story, "The First Rice Crop."

2. The studentf will discuss the concepts offered in the story.

3. The students will discuss the plausibility of a present menace of
farmers having preoldad the first rice seeds.

4. The students will discuss the directions for making paper macho
projects.

5. The students will make a paper macho grasshopper, locust, or cicada.

T1MC AHD ORGAHIZATION:

Activity (I) will take approximately twenty minutes.
Activity (2) will take approximately ten minutes.
Activity (3) will take approximately ten minutes.
AcitOty (4) will take approximately five minutes.
Activity (5) will take approxlretely thirty minutes.

MATERIALS:

The short story, "The First Rice Crop"; balloons, paste, strips of newspaper, and
paint for the paper macho project.

EVALUATION:

If the students are able to successfully attain the above stated Instructional
objectives, then the teacher may assume that the concepts were understood as
stated.

HOMEWORK ASSIGNMEW:
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THE FIRST RICE CROP

By Bruce M. Mitchell

Lin Chung was a fisherman in a small village near Minhow.

He lived many years ago. All the people in his village lived

from the food of the sea. Fish was the only food they knew.

They were a happy people who loved the sea. Lin Chung was the

best fisherman in the village. He knew where all the large

schools of fish lived. His boat would come back with lots of

fish. Each meal they would eat fish. Fish for breakfast, fish

for lunch, and fish for supper.

One day Lin Chung had just finished supper. lie thought of

the fish he had just eaten as he strolled along the beach watching

the sunset.

"That was good fish," he thought.

He walked some more and thought of the fish he ate.

"I wonder if there are other things to eat."

He wondered if animals would be good to eat. He thought about

rocks and trees, wondering if they would be good to eat. He tried

to eat d rock, but he couldn't bite It It was too hard. He tried

to bite a tree, but it was too big to get his mouth around. He

broke off a small twig and started eating that He salt it right

out because it tasted so bad. He even tried eating a seashell but

it had no taste eithr-. Maybe fish was best after all!
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Suddenly, Lin Chung noticed an object coming from the sea. It

was just a small speck and he could barely see it because of the

Coming darkness. it came closer and closer. Finally, he saw it

was a smell raft with a parson on it. He went to the shore, and

waited for the raft to come closer.

"Who are you?" he asked of the person on the raft.

"I an Tau-Kuang. I come from an island in the ocean. i am

lost and will never see my people again."

"I am sorry you are lost," said Lin Chung. "How did you get

lost?"

"I decided to go fishing for some newfood. I was tired of

eating rice. I wanted something else to eat. Eating only rice

is tiresome for anyone. But I am so Very sad. I must live here

with you. I have only my pet cricket. He is a very special cricket."

"What is rice?"

"You don't know?" asked Tau -Kuang.

"We have no such thing here in our village," explained Lin Chung.

"Rice grows in wet places. It grows into kernels which are very

good to eat. I would show you but I do not have any with me. Only

my magic cricket did I bring."

"Magic cricket?" Lin Chung was surprised.

"Yes. He is herd in my hand. He was given to me by a very

special person of my island. The cricket does many good things.

He helps people. He heals them when they are sick. He clothes

them when they are poor. He feeds them when they are hungry. He

is,indeed, very special."
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Lin Chung looked at the cricket. But this magic cricket looked

no different to him than any other cricket.

"Come with me, friend. Spend the night with us. I am sorry

you are lost, and that you can never find your island again. But

you will be happy in our village."

The next day Lin Chung told the fishermen about the new

visitor. He told him about rice and the magic cricket. The villagers

had many questions:

"What is rice?"

"Does it swim in the sea?"

"Does it taste just like fish?"

They ,p11 looked at the cricket and asked many more questions.:

"What magic does It have?"

"is his magic good or bad?"

Tau-Kuang explained. "Rice does not taste like fish. Rice

tastes like rice. The cricket is good. I will show you what I say."

The cricket hopped out of Tau-Kuangts hand, and onto the ground.

The cricket sniffed the soil around him. The villagers gasped when

he opened his mouth. He had teeth! That is, it looked liked be

had teeth! The cricket hopped many times, spitting something out

of his mouth.

"He spit out a tooth! He spit it into the soil!" The villagers

were much surprised.

The cricket hopped and hopped. He spit and spit. Each time

he spit, a tooth came out and was buried in the soil.

"Why does he SW*" out teeth? Oh, Stranger, please answer

our questions."
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"My cricket does not spit out teeth," explained Tau -Kuang.

"He is planting rice in your soils."

All the day, and all the next day the cricket spit rice

into the soils. The villagers watched. The villagers watched

the rice go into the ground, but they could not see the rice

grow out of the ground. The villagers began to wonder if the

stranger was fooling them.

"The stranger and his cricket do not tell the truth. They

cannot make rice. They only spit teeth into the ground." The

villagers grew angry at such thoughTs.

The villagers got so angry that the new visitor had to leave

the village and live in a nearby cave with his cricket. Tau -Kuang

told the villagers that the rice would grow but they did not

believe hli words. Only Lin Chung believed the stranger. Each

day Lin Chung would take Tau-Kuang some fish, for Lin Chung had

found a friend.

Then, one day the fish stopped coming in the waters near

Lin Chung's village, and the villagers grew hungry.

"It is the new visitor and his cricket!" cried the villagers.

"This stranger and his cricket are evil ones. That is why the fish

will not bite the lines we offer."

The villagers climbed the hill to Tau-Kuang's cave. They

thought of killing thernewcomer and his cricket. Just as they

neared the cave Lin Chung called out.

"Do not harm Tau7Kuang! Do not harm his magic cricket:" The

villagers did not want to listen.

Lin Chung again called out. "Stop! Look In the fields of our

village!"

30.4
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The villagers looked in the fields. Many, many white teeth

grew. They were rice plants! The villagers ran down the hills

and into the fields. They harvested soma of the crop and ate

the kernels of rice. They all ate rice and liked the taste very

much. The new visitor was saved. His cricket was saved, too.

Suddenly, the fish started to bite agian. The villagers and the new

visitor all had a great feast of rice and fish. Never again did

anyone tire of eating just one thing.

4
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DAILY LESSC% ('ATC)

BEHAVIORAL OeJECTIV:-.(S):

The student will choose foods that are characteristic of an American meal he
would be served in his home or a restaurant.

The student will
be served in his
(c) Outer China.

The student will

ACTIVITIES:

choose foods that are characteristic of a Chinese meal he would
home if he were Chinese in (a) South China, (b) North China, and

"shop" for food in the Chinese markets of each region.

1. The class will be told to make up a menu he would use In feeding his own
family at home, or the meal he would chose to eat in a restaurant.

2. The class will be told to make up a menu that would be characteristic of
a Chinese meal served in South China.

3. The class will be told to make up a menu that would be characteristic of
a Chinese meal served in North China.

4. The class will be told to make up a menu that would be characteristic of
a Chinese meal served in Outer China.

5. Activity "shopping" for the foods: (See Teacher's oteN for this lesson).

TIME a) ORTOiall.:;N:

Activity (I) wiil take approximately ten minutes,
Activity (2) will take approximately ten minutes.
Activity (3) will take approximately ten minutes.
Activity (4) will take approximately ten minutes.
Activity (5) will take approximately thirty-five minutes. (See Teacher's Note).

t.IATERIALS:.

Construction paper, magazines, scissors, glue., crayons, paints, pencil and paper.
(May want to have toy cash registers or toy shopping carts, or cardboard sampans,

etc.)

EVALUATIO:

If the students are able to successfully achieve the instructional objectives
as stated above, the teacher may safely a5sume that the students understood the
concepts introduced in this daily lesson.

1401:CWOkK ASSIM:T.NT:

Papers (dittos) should be completed for tomorrow's lesson.
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11.

FOOD -- General

NAME:

Most of us like to eat. Why do you suppose this is so?

We get hungry and the food we prepare satisfies our hunger. Do all

people of the world have enough to eat? Explain your answer.

Is it true that everyone must eat to stay alive? Where does all
this food come froia

It takes many tons of food each day to feed the world's population.
What is fruit'? It takes millions of people to keep us all fed--how
is this so?

Does our country sell food to other countries?

st,

Do other countries sellfood to the United States of America?

Can'we eat all foods ;lust as they are grown? Why or why not?
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FoodTea:

Name:

Go to your resource center and look for Information about tea.
Then Llswer the questions below:

Tea plants grow in China. Where do you suppose they might grow best?

They bear flowers, which resemble wild roses. The leaves of the
tea bushes are used for making the tea we buy in our stores.

The tea of China is often green or black. The color and age of
the tea leaves determines the value of the tea, thettype of the
tea, and the means with which it must be prepared for drinking.

, -

The tea trees must be trimmed to a height of two or four feet high.
Picking is done carefully by hand, twig by twig. The pickers look
for the newer, tender leaves at the tips of each plant, for thepe
leaves are highly valued and sell for much more money than the older
leaves located near the base of the plant.

The leaves are left to wilt, after picking, in a large table area.
The black leaves are cured, the green leaves are not. What do you
suppose curing means?

Curing means the leaves (black) are dried in the sun, heated in ovens,
and sorted to remove the poor leaves and twigs.

Grading of tea means sorting larger :eaves from smaller leaves. Many.'

times machines do this work. Many t;m's people must "grade" the tea
by hand. This takes a very long' time, because the people must "shake" ,

the tea through screens of different sizes.

Tea is packed and shipped around the world. Can you find any tea ir
your house? is tea ever mixed Into different blends?

What else have you learned about tea? (Write your information In the

space provided below):
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FOOD- -Fish;

IF THOSE FISH COULD SEE ME NOW

(Sung to the tune of: "If They Could See Me Now")

if those fish could see me now,
That fishy school of mine--
I'm swimming straits and salty seas
Beneath the foamy brine.

I -want those fishy chums

To know where I have swum
The Grand Canal, South China Seas-- -
My fins are getting numb!

What a slimmer! Holy Fish!
_They'll never live it down!
Now I'm on the Emperor's dish!
But he'll never get me down!

_--Sonia Cowen
druce Mitchell

QUESTIONS TO ASK YOURSELF;

Do you like to watch fish swim?

Would you ever like to be a fish?

Do the Chinese like fish? If so, in what ways?

Do you like to eat fish? Do the Chinese like to eat fish?

Can yot draw a fgrl?
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NAME:

ds WHAT DO MOST CHINESE FARMERS EAT?

FRUIT?

PIZZA?

WHAT DO YOU LIKE TO EAT?
DO YOU LIKE TO EAT WHAT
MANY CHINESE PEOPLE LIKE
TO EAT? WHY OR WHY NOT?

ICE CREAM?

VEGETABLES?

WHAT DO THEY EAT THE MOST OF?
CIRCLE THE ANSWERS:

FISH RICE ICE CREAM

FRUIT PIZZA TEA MILK

VEGETABLES

4.0



. 1.

PLAYHOUSE REVIEW

Student: What is the difference between a fish and a
piano?

I. Class: You can't tuna fish!

Student: How do you keep a fish from smelling?

Class: Cut off his nose!

(3) Student: Where are themejor industrial regions of
China located?

Class: North China.

(4) 'Student: What man can raise things without.lifting them?

A farmer.Class:

(5) Student: On what side of the peasant's house does he
plant his rice field?

Class: The outside!

(6) Student: (Waiter): These are the best eggs we've had
for years!

Class: (Customer): I'd rather have some you've only
had a few days!

(Here the teacher might wish to interrupt and
comment abodt the Chinese practice of burying
eggs for many years before consumer prepares
them for the meal).

Encourage the student to invent riddles or puns
as a means of reinforcing the concepts formulated
through this unit.
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TEACHER'S NOTE

Activity One -- Encourage the student to vary his "native" menu
enough that it will:

(examples:) (I) 6entrast with the meals eaten In China..

a. Indian corn
b: Spaghetti and pizza
c. Pork and beans with brown sugar and molasses
d. Hominy grits
e., Crumpets with tea

(examples:) (2) Oa comparable to the meals eaten in China

a. Soup

b. Vegetables
c. Meat
d. Fish

e. Rice
f. Ice Cream
g. Raiiins

Activity Two-hEncourage the student to be creative yet knowledgable
In inventing this menu (suggest that he apply the know-
ledge his previous lessons have supplied him with)

(examples:) (1) If the student is eating a meal in South China,
what would he eat if:
a. He's sitting in a fishing viliage
b. He's 'riding a sampan down the Yangtze River
c. He's plowing.hisjields
d. He's sitting in the middle of his rice paddy
e. He's a merchant In a port city
f. He's an old man
g. Etc.

(Activity

Three)
(2) If the student is eating a meal in North China,

what would he eat If:
a. He's working in a factory

'b. He's working in a mine
c. He's working on a millet harvest crew
d. He's.been sick for the last twelve days
e. Etc.
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Activity
Abu r3 (3) If the student is eating a meal in Outer China,

what would he eat if:

a. A sand dune is ready to shift direction
b. A camel Is riding into camp
c. He's been riding a horse across the desert

for five weeks
d. The oasis is drying up
e. The irrigation ditches are filling with water
f. It has been a good grazing season
g. The fig trees are in unripe stages.
h. Etc.

AstyLtilytThis activity can verraccording to the age of the
students and the amount of time allotted (perhaps en
additioaal day may be needed):

(I) The students may :wish to set-up an "American"
supermarket and "shop" for the menu they have
prepared

(2) The students may wish to set up 0 "Chinese"
market place and "shbp" for the menus they have
prepared--

(a) They may want to,draw the scenery.of a
rice paddyor a sampan, or a market area
In a trading/market city.

(b) may want to auction the food "bought."
(c) They may want to draw or construct the,"food"

they are "buying''.

(d) They may wish to "hunt" the food they have
listed on their menus.

(3) The students may wish to compare regions of the
United States to regions of Chine in relation to
the differing food types found in each area--:

example: .The Canton food of South China has no
spices, while the food of the south in
the United States is prepared with much
spice.

The food of North China is many times.
millet and corn. The South of the United
States has food of corn and millet menus.

The food of Outer China (Western China)
is often fruits. The' fruits of the United
States come mainly from Florida, a southeastern
state, and California, a southwestern state.
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DAILY LESScn FLAAS: MAT( )

REHAVIORAL OBJECIIVUS):

ifie student will be able to manipulate the chopsticks during the eating o. the
thchess! Meal prepared for this lesson.
he Student will be able to identify the region {South China, North China, Outer

Ohtni* from which the course of the meal is characteristic, (relating back to
Aideitidga previously provided: crops, climates, soil types, topographical
40sturostsnyironosntai factors, etc. characteristic of each area and influencing
.10iilypos'of food characteristicSofeach area). (Review of yesterday's lesson).

;' ACTIY1TIES;
The students will review their use of the chopsticks.
711e.mears'OCI be served In courses, each consisting of a meal from one of the
:.Three mejOr regions of China.
'7101i students will taste various ROMS and distinguish the foods according to

AThe teacher may also prepare the same foods In a variety of ways, making
the%food Characteristic of a different regionSee ree nig).

TINE AND ORGANIZMICri: (Entire class time - -seventy -five minutes - -for meal).

The review of chopstick use will taki approximately fi!e minutes.
The entire meal will 'take one hour and ten-minutes approximately.

(-\
NAVERIALS:

Chopsticks; bowls, cups, tea containers; food.

EVALUATION:

The students will be evaluated according to their participation in the class

vactivity.

(Example evaluation:

HMEWORK ASSiCMCIT:

The student was very enthUsiastic and responsive to
questions put before him and was able to meet successfuly
the behavioral objectives established prior te) this unit

lesson).
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TEACHER'S NOTE

'LESSON

Activities:

Activity One - -This is a review of the lesson previously introduced

in the manipulation of the chopstick. Evaluation
pertaining to,psychomotor skills can be again made.

Activity Two--The teacher may wish to prepare the entire meal
prior to the hour this lesson is taught. 'Much
of the meal may be prepared In ciass-7cutting of
apples, the roasting of raisins, etc. Below are
some suggested meals and means Of preparing them.

South China: The rice is seldom bleached, but
wild in flavor *and not seasoned with sauces. The
wheat or bean flours may be used in making the noodles
for the Cantonese dish, Chow mein (jade bamboo). For
the Pacific area emphasis, served ru teen tong (green
soup) or a soup made of chicken and pork broth (equal
parts), is suggested.

North China: Serve millet and salt vegetables. Or
serve Peiping duck (duck roasted after having been
rubbed with egg and honey mixture; it Is also served
with 30 or 40 course meals).

Outer China:, The abundance of fruits and Iamb makes
the menu from this area.

Actually, a class meal can contain a mixture of all
of these menus. Since the primary difference In the
Chinese meal Is the geographical location and the
meat served as the main dish, the meal can be a mixture
of two or more kinds of food.

A Chinese meal consists of three or more courses: the
appetizers (serve water chestnuts, bamboo leaves fried
in oil, shrimp, peanuts fried in oil, or a combination
of green peppers, lettuce, celery stalks and leaves,
cucumbers, cabbage, and seaweed stir fried In unsaturated
oils and served with soya sauce); the fruit (oranges,
pineapples, persimmons, apples) and eggs served with

fish dipped in egg batter and re-fried; roast duck or
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pork; rice, millet, or wheat paste may make up the
contents of the fourth course.

Each meal consists of three parts: the primary broth,
ana minute, uniformly cut pieces of meat and vegetables.

Not tea should be served throughout the meal.

Students may wish to sit..at their desks, on the floor,
or at a *low table constructed from cardboard or plywood
propped on a column-of bricks, books, etc.

A suggested menu may curb frustration in the preparation
of this lesson:

First course: water chestnuts and celery stalks and
leaves (stir fried in peanut oil).
(South China).

Second course: soup made from noodles and chicken
or pork broth, served with soya sauce
and eaten with chopsticks and/or a
porcelain spoon.

boiled apples or freshly sliced pine-
apple. (North China).

Third course:

Fourth course:
(select one)

Duck or chicken
China).
Pork (All parts

Lamb (Primarily

(roasted): (North

of China).

Outer China).

Fifth course: Rice (South ChYna).
Millet (North China).

Sixth course: Sweets.
Roasted Raisins (Outer China).

Since no food is ever wasted, the left -ovens from the
first course carry into the meal of the second course
and so on. Therefore, you may have boiled apples heated
with the roast duck in a soup base, later serving it
again with the rice.

The roasted raisins: Place raisins on tooth picks (to
resemble the nomads roasting their ripened fruits over
charcoals on the ends of sticks); use a tall candle and
allow the raisins to roast--just like toasting marshmallows.

You may wish to consult gourmet books for other suggested
menus.
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ONLY LE5SC% (r)ATID

OEHAVIOTAL OEJECTIVE(S):

Students will distinguish between European and Oriental. attire.

,,Students will distinguish between Japanese and Chinese costum..
(Each era of Chinese dress will be introduced, briefly discussed and time alloted
for the student to analyze the differing designs of clothing made from era to era).

ACTIVITIES:

The teeCher will either wear a kimono to class or present a Japanese doll
in the traditional attire.

2. The teacher will name and elaborate upon the function of each garment within
the total make-up of the kimono costume.

3. The students will be shown r tures of Chinese attire.
4. Through class discussion, t, ,tudents will be encouraged to make distinction's

befWeen (1) European and Oriental attire, and (2) Japanese and Chinese costumes.
5. The students will be made aware of the change in the Chinese costume through

dynastic and modern periods, especially in the face of Western cultural collec-
tions. The students will also be made aware of the fact that even a culture
that changes maintains many aspects of the tradition. explaining the changes in
Chinese costume and how the style of the basic tunic has survived the many costume
alterations.

TIME N id C.,2Gitil ZAT I C71:

Actiyity (1) will
Activity (2) will
Activity (3) will
fifteen minutes
of Activity 3.

take approximately ten minutes to display.
take approximately twelve minutes.
take approximately twenty minutes, and Can be allotted another
f discussion (Activity 4) is included throughout the presentation

Acti;iity (5) will take approximately fifteen minutes.

MATERIALS:

Opaque projector and pictures of Chinese attire through the eras. Kimono or

dell in Japanese traditional costume. Pencil and peper--students may wish to
take notes.

EVALUATIOA:

Students will be evaluated as to their ability to grasp the differences and similari-
ties of costume worn by the differing cultures.

HOIZWORK A.SSIGN:!E!IT

Dot-to-dot illustration of the Chinese Tunic to be completed.
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TEACHER'S NOTE

LESSON

Activities:

Activity One - -Self-explanatory in Daily Lesson Plan.

Activity Two- -You may wish to comment on'the function of the obi,
the gettas, or the significance of exposing the obi dome (tome stop)
or the am (oggee) as symbolic of age and profession.

Activity Three--Guide the students to the discovery of the basic
tunic style, extended and basically unaltered throughout dynastic
and modern eras.

As teacher, you may wish to emphasize the detailed formality and
rigid rules and regulations promulgated in the wearing of the
different versions of kostume throughout the eras. You may wish
to comment on the function of these rigid rules and regulations

.in regards to (I) identity through number of dragon claws in the
symbolic motifs worn on the dragon robes; (2) the history of Chinese
ceremonial costumes, the rank badges and dragon motifs worn on these
robes; (3) the differing types of boots--official boots, civilian
tormal shoes, stilt shoes, scholar shoes, etc.; (4) the riding jackets,
informal outer robes, inner robes, leggings and trousers; (5) the color
of mourning dress; (6) the purpose of slits in the hunting and military
attire; (7) the Peking stage costumes; (8) the costumes of married and
unmarried girls; (9) the wedding costumes; (10) the East and Western
influence combined; (11) the Mao Tse Tung leader and scholar rules and
regulations; ETC.

Many stages of design and pattern may also include pictures depicting
differing professions of the Chinese Civilization throughout history:

Examples: (Costumes...worn by . . . .)

Commander In Chief of the imperial Army (1912) as compared to the
Manchu Emperor (1912) or the peasants (1912) or the first grade official.

The Middle School Student (1870) as compared to the scholar of People's
Republic of China (1950).

The district magistrate winter uniform as compared to the district magis-
trate summer uniform.
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NAME:

WHAT DOES A CHINESE TUNIC LOOK LIKE? DRAW LINES FROM "DOT TO DOT" AND
SEE! THEN, YOU MAY WANT TO COLOR THE TUNIC.

.1

.5

ai
.es

12 .

.41

10

.13

.i4

//

HOW DOES THE CHINESE TUNIC DIFFER FROM THE JAPANESE KIMONO?
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This diagra; shows the
style of women's tunic
and trouser (trousers
in the past were worn
under pleated skirts).

How are these garments
different from those
You wear?

How are these garments
similar to those you
wear?

3

The Chinese words ch'anq fu means ordinary wear or
everyday clothes.
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DAILY "LESSCII (' )ATE)

!BEHAVIORAL OeJECTIVAL):

Students will distinguish between examples of European and Orietal attire.%,

Students, will distinguish, between eras of costume (dynastic and modern China)
in relation to Pre-Han China, imperial China, Revolutionary China, and Communist
China.

Students will hypothesize the function of fashion during the eras of Chinese
development (historical change and fashion change).
ACTIVIiIES:

i. Review of previous lesson distinguishing between examples of European and
Oriental'attire.

2. Teacher will introduce styles of revolutionary fashion change throughout
dynastic and modern eras: Pre-Han China, Imperial China, Revolutionary
China, and Communist China, in relation to the function of fashion change.

3%, Students may role-play fashion. designers during the four major Chinese

historical eras. They may pretend they have just designed the "latest"
fashion of the era, while explaining "why" the change was made and "what"
function the new style will serve, and invent the rules and regulations
with which it will be worn.

'T I I-0'E A; 10 ORGA:1 I ZAT I CY 1

Activity (1) will take approximately ten minutes.
Activity (2) will take approximately forty-five minutes.
Activity (3) will take approximately twenty minutes.

MATERIALS:

Opaque projector; reference materials pertaining to pictures of the Chinese
costume thrbughout history. Pencil and paper - -students to,take notes.
Yards of remnant material (Activity 3).

EVALUATION:

The students Oill be evaluated on their ability to attain the behavioral objectives
and in relation to their creativity.

HOIIEW0k4 ASS=InT:

Read the dittoed story: The New Tunic
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TEACHER'S NOTE

Activity One - -This activity may be directed as a means of helping
the student perceive relationships between the cos-
tumes of Japanese and Chinese dress,ant the contrast/
comparison principles which have been previously
introduced. (Example: place two columns on the
board -- having students call out the similarities/

differences-for each column - -see diagram, below.

Ja anese Chinese

Obi no obi

gettas official boots; stilt shoes

kimono sleeves tunic

scholar caps coolie hats

ETC. ETC.

Activity Two--You may wish to contrast the military fashions of the
1860Is War--United States) with the military
fashions of the 1860's (China) orthe 1940's (Civil-
WarRevolutionary-Communist China).

You may wish to contrast scholar uniforms throughuut
the dynastic and modern eras of Chinese History and
compare or contrast to the styles of scholar uniforms

. worn in the United States at that time.

You may wish to manage this activity as an extension
of the previous lesson, Activity 3.

Activity Three--The idea is to let the students be creative while
helping them to formulate generalizations supported
by principles introduced in the factual subject meter
contained in the lesson.
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THE NEW TUNIC

by Sonia Cowen

Moy Moy lived,in the village of Siyang, located on the Yangtze

River Plain of southern China. It was a village surrounded by many

lakes And rice fields and canals.

Moy Moy's father was a rice farmer. He ;morkgd the fields outside

his village for many hours each day. Moy Pray would watch her father

leave the village in the morning as dawn was doming. He would return

to the village at dark. He was often very tired when he came back to

the village for his supper.

Moy Moy and her mother and father would eat rice. They would

eat some fish. They would eat some wheat. Eating was also a time

for telling the day's tales. Moy May's father often told of his

harvest. He had taken his iron sickle to the fields. He had cut

the golden rice from the fields. Tomorrow he would need to replant

the rice seed plants. He would take the rice seed plants from the

seedbeds. These plants were nearly a foot tall. They would be replanted

so they could have more room to grow. In order to raise two crops of

rice in the same fields each year, Moy Moy's father had to work very

fast each day. He had to harvest the rice as soon as it was golden.

He had to replant the rice seed plants in the field he bad just harvested.

The next day he would flood the fields from the irrigation ditches

supplying water from the canals. This work made Moy Moy's father very

tired. Planting and harvesting rice by hand was very hard work, indeed!
,
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Moy Moy's father would tell many stories. There would be much laughter

and much to--be thankful for.

"And how did you spend your day?" Moy Moy's father would ask.

Moy Moy was 'five years old. She was not old enough to belp

in-the fields. She was not old enough to sew. She was not old

enough to help with cooking. She was not old enough to help with

many chores. However, Moy Moy told her father how she had taken

care of the water buffalo calves. She told how she had watched her

el

wither work in the fields outside the house. She told how she had

watched other villagers leave in the morning and return at night.

Moy Moy enjoyed telling menm'ales.

4

Moy Moy listened as heather told other stories. He told

,
of her grandfather. He to l' tales of long ago. He told tales of

dragons and goddesses. He told tales of farmers.

.Soon it was time for rest and sleep. Moy Moy would watch her

. father leave tne village in the morning. It was now time for bed.

In the morning, as the dawn was approaching, MO), Moy would

get out of bed. She would watch her father leave the village.

He was bound for the rice fields and many hours of plowing, planting,

and flooding of the fields. In time, she would watch her father leave

in the morning, bound for the rice fields and harvesting. He often
4

carried the iron sickle with him as he left the village.

Moy Moy's father often sold his harvested rice to the villagers

and merchants in the city of Nanking. Many times Moy Moy would watch

her father and other people of her father's village gather their grains.

The villagers would gather grains and many baskets of food. They

would load their sampans and prepare to sail to Nanking, a large trading

center along tho Yangtze River.

3 2
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his money. He would need much money to purchase such a color of cloth.
.

He thought perhaps he should change his mind and purchase the blue or

white cloth. He thought perhaps Moy Moy was too young for such a

beautiful and expensive colored tunic. He thought he would change his

mind until the merchant returned with his wife.

"i have good news!" the merchant told Moy Moy's father. "I have

told my wife of your wishes. She knows where such cloth is sold."

The merchantlswi.fe told May Moy's father of a little merchant.

old in age. He lived perhaps-a mile or so beyond the square of the

city. He may still have been alive.

Moy May's father hurried to this merchant's huu . It was far

away from Nanking. It was a far way to travel for the color of cloth.

Finally, May May's father saw a little house in the field. it was

a small house indeed.

He knocked on the door of this house. A very aged woman answered

and called to her husband. Yes, he had the color of maroon cloth.

Yes, he would show MO Moy's father tr's cloth, but he would have to

remember that such cloth was costly.

"I cannot believe my eyes!" exclaimed Moy Moy's father. "Such

cloth is beautiful! I must have this cloth! My daughter will be

over-joyed!"

Moy Moy watched for her father's return. He would be returning

with seeds, metals, and fruits. She was happy in thinking he would

also return with the cloth for her new tunic. She wondered If it would

be of a blue or white color. She had decided not to think about the

color maroon. She was sure that her father would not be able to afford

such a color of cloth.
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After watching her father leave for'the fields, Moy May began

to dress. She had a little iflue tunic. She had worn it for many,

-feny Years. This day She went to wear it., but it fit too tightly.

"My tunic.is too small!" cried Moy Moy. "What shell 1 wear?"

No one could help Mby Moy decide. Her father was working in

the fields. Her mothipr was working In the fields. Moy Moy decided

wait until 'dark when her father and mother would return from their

WOOk in the fields..

When her father and mother returned to the village supper was

ready. Moy Moy listened to the to of her fatherit days. May Moy

listened to the tales of her mother's day. Then, Moy May told'her

father how she had helped the family.

"Oh, Father!" said Moy Moy. "I must tell you that I have no

tunic to wear. This tunic is much too smell."

Moy Moy's father looked at the tunic.

"Yes, my Daughter," said her father, "I can see that you have

grown taller. I can see that you have need of a new tunid."

Moy Moy was very excited. She could now have a new tunic.

She had welted a new tunic for a very long time. She ran to tell

the villagers her good news.

"Father sayS I need a new tunic!" Moy'Moy told everyone.

"Father is going to buy cloth for a new tunic: I have wanted'
#11

a new tunic for a very long time."

Moy Moy's Lather told the villagers the it was so. Moy Moy

was very excited. The villagers were very excited.

Moy Moy's mother shared her daughter's joy. This was indeed a

great occasion, for the expense of a new tunic was as great as the joy.

It was not often that new tunics were received.
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"I want a maroon tunic," cried Moy Moy..

do not think your father's earnings will buy maroon cloth,"
4

sand' toy Moy's mother.

"Oh, Mother! Freese!" Moy Moy was very hopeful.

"Me shall ask your' father if 1 may,sew maroon cloth for your

tunics" said Nby Moy's mother.

Mby'Moy's father thought and thought. The cloth of maroon tunics
,

was Indeed expensive. The price OS such cloth would be almost impossible.

:46y Mby'e father was not a rich peasant. Moy Moy's father was kind to

14oy Nby, but he wAs notrich.

Moy Moy asked again, "Please, Father. I will take very much

Joy in having a tunic of maroon Cloth."

Moy Moy's father thought again. The tunic would need to last for

many Years.',Moy Moy was a good helper in the family. Moy Moy was

five years old and a maroon tunic would be very pretty on such a girl.

"I shall not answer." Moy Moy's father was very kind, but he

could not let May May think she could spend money on colored cloth.

In July, the fields were ready to harvest again. Moy Moy's

father worked very hard in the fields. He was very tired at night.

He was preparing for another trip to Nanking.

"I shall 'Ail my grains In Nanking. I shall look for cloth for

yourtnew,tunic."

Moy Moy was excited that she would have her new tunic at last.

Moy May was afraid that she would have to wear a blue or white tunic.

This thought made Moy Moy less excited the pore she thought.

Her father waved goodbye and sailed the Yangtze River, bound for

Nanking.

"He will be gone for a very long time," thought Moy Moy's mother.



,

, r

For many ,days, MOificres father sailed up the Yangtze River.

Finally, 11,salled Into the city of Nanking. Many,sampans were

;r the docks of the harbor. Many merchants and villagers filled,

ethtatraeis. Many people were carrying goods to be sold in Nanking.

Nioy'peopyr were buying grains and hauling them to docks near big
0

junks that would sall'for other ports. Nanking was indeed a very
rfv

greet city for trade. it was a trading center of much commotion.

Moy Moy's father hurried to the dock and unloaded his grains

from the sampan. Men on the do&s.took the grains from him In

W hinge for seed,'metal, and fruits. Moy Moy's father wanted to
0

purchase more tbeh seed, metal, and fruits. He wonted to purchase

cloth for Moy Moy's new tunic.

Her father traveled to the merchants in the city. They sold

cloth of many colors. He would ask them for the cloth of maroon

color. He would ask the price of such cloth. He would need to

think many more times before deciding upon the color of Moy Moy's

new tunic.

"Good morning!" said the merchant to'Moy Moy's father.

"Good morning, indeed:" said May Moy's father. "I have come

to purchase cloth for my daughter's new tunic."

The merchant Was very surprised. A peasant's daughter was going

to have ,a new tunic.

"Yes," said Moy Moy's father, "And the cloth must be of a fine

color, indeed."

The merchant showed Moy Moy's father colors of many cloths. He

showed him light blue and dark blue. He showed him orange. He showed

him green.

"No, this is not what I want!" Moy Moy's father would exclaim.
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"What do you want?" the merchant would ask many times. ,

"I am not sure. Gut I know; this Is not the color I do wont."

Again, the merchant would search and search for different

colors of cloth. He had bolts of yellow cloth. He had bolts of

light brown cloth and bolts of dark brown cloth.: He had bolts

of red cloth and bolts of light purple cloth. But none of these

pleased Moy Moy's father.

Finally, the merchant would show no more of his material

to Moy Moy's father.

"I must decide upon the right color for my daughter's tunic,"

thought her father. "I must decide to purchase a color that will

make har happy."

The next day Moy Moy's father returned to the market of

materials in the city. He did not go to the same merchant but to

a merchant that had a beautiful selection of colors displayer' outside

of his stall.

"I should like to purchase cloth. I should like to select a

beautiful color for a tunic I am giving to my daughter."

"You may look at my materials and select from them," said the

merchant.

"You have many beautiful colors, kind Merchant. But I do not

see the color I believe I must purchase."

"And what color do you wish to find but cannot find?" asked the

merchant of Moy Moy's father.

"Maroon is the color of my daughter's wishes."

"I must search through many of my bolts of materfals!" said the

merchant. "Perhaps my wife will know of such a colored cloth."

The merchant left to find his wife. Moy Moy's father sat to count
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his money. He would need much money to purchase such a color of cloth.

He thought perhaps he should change his mind and purchase the blue or

white cloth. He thought perhaps Moy Moy was too young for such a

beautiful and expensive colored tunic. He thought he would change his

mind until the merchant returned with his wife.

"I have good news!" the merchant told Moy Moy's father. "I have

told my wife of your wishes. She knows where such cloth is Sold."

The merchant's wife told Moy Moy's father of a little merchant

old in age. He lived perhaps -a mile or so beyond the square of the

city. He may still have been alive.

Moy Moy's father hurried to this merchant's hou . It was far

away from Nanking. It was a far way to travel for the color of cloth.

Finally, Moy Moy's father saw a little house in the field. It was

a small house indeed.

He knocked on the door of this house. A very aged woman answered

and called to her husband. Yes, he had the color of maroon cloth.

Yes, he would show mos, Moy's father Ws cloth, but he would have to

remember that such cloth was costly.

"I cannot believe my eyes!" exclaimed Moy Moy's father. "Such

cloth is beautiful! I must have this cloth! My daughter will be

over-joyed!"

Moy Moy watched for her father's return. He would be returning

with seeds, metals, and fruits. She was happy in thinking he would

also return with the cloth for her new tunic. She wondered If it would

be of a blue or white color. She had decided not to think about the

color maroon. She was sure that her father would not be able to afford

such a color of cloth.
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"He is coming! He is coming!" Moy Moy called to the villagers.

"He is coming home from Nanking!"

The vii lagers ran from their houses. They ran to the shore of

the Yangtze River. Yes, Moy Moy's father was sailing home with many

new wares and surprises.

The villagers were anxious to tee the clOth Moy Moy was going

to receive. Moy Moy was also anxious to see the cloth she was going

to receive. Moy Moy's mother was anxious to see the cloth her husband

had decided to purchase.

The villagers, Moy Moy, and Moy Moy's mother waved to the approaching

sampan.

Moy May's father pulled his sampan onto tne shore. He beamed with

much joy. Moy Moy was afraid to see the color of her tunic cloth, but

she was also excited.

"You must promise to be very good," said her father.

"Oh, Father! You have my word. I promise to help as much as

I am able."

"Here, Moy Moy. I have the cloth for your new tunic!"

"Oh, Father! Please let me see the color of this cloth."

"Very well, my Daughter. But you must be pleased or I will be

very sad indeed."

Moy May took the bundle and held it in her arms. She silently

wished the color would be that of her wishes. She began to untie the

knot in the twine around the package. inside was the cloth of a

beautiful shade--it wasMAROON!

"Oh, Father! You have made me so very happy!" cried Moy Moy.

"I promised you I will be very good, and I shall!"
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NAME:

AFTER READING THE STORY, "THE NEW TUNIC", ANSWER THE
QUESTIONS PRESENTED BELOW.

I. Why do you suppose it was such a great occasion for
a peasant's daughter (Moy I4oy) to receive a new tunic?

2. Have you ever wanted something as badly as I4oy Moy
wanted her MAROON material for her new tunic? If so,
what was it, and why did you want or need It so badly?

3. If you were Moy Moy's father, what would you have
decided to buy for Moy Moy when you went to Nanking?
Explain your answer.

4. Do you think Moy Moy was reasonable in asking her
father to purchase MAROON cloth? Why or why not?
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DAILY LESSCN PLAZ: (ATE)

BEHAVIORAL ON:CTiVII(S):

After listening to the reading of "f)nly Huts When I Cry" (short story) the

4tudint will define the role of the "peasant" (Tung Tsai) in the realm of
economical, social, and political conditions existing in Pre-Modern China
(Imperial China).

After listening to the reading of "Only Huts When I Cry" (short story) the
student will define the roe of the "Sandford" (Tung Tsal's landlord) in
the.realm of economical, social, and political conditions existing in Pre-
'Modern China (imperial China).

ACTIVITIES:

1. The students will listen to the reading of "Only Huts When I Cry!"
2. The teacher will ask for student reactions to the story.

3. The students will be instructed to view themselves as the Landlord
and draw on a piece of construction paper the peasant, Tung Tsai.

4. The students will be instructed to view themselves as Tung Tsai,
the peasant, and draw on a piece of construction paper the landlord.

5. The students will be instructed to view themselves as the peasant, Tung
Tsai, and draw on a piece of construction paper themselves (as a Chinese
peasant).

6. The students will discuss their drawings and define the roles of the
"peasant" and the "landlord" in the realm of Pre-Modern China in regards
to (1) economical conditions, (2) social organization, (3) political
organization, and (4) possible religious structures (if the student can
interpret any evidence of "faith" in the story).

TIME ANO ORGANIZATION:

Activity (1) will take approximately twenty minutes.
Activity (2) will take approximately ten minutes.
Activity (3) will take approximately ten minutes.
Activity (4) will take approximately ten minutes.
Activity 15) will take approximately ten minutes.
'Activity (6) will take approximately fifteen minutes.

MATERIALS;

Short story, "Only Huts When I Cry!"; construction paper (all colors made
available), scissors, crayons, pencil and ink-, paints and brushes. (Art supplies).

EVALUATION:

The students will be evaluated on their abilities to hypothesize the conditions
existing within the story in relation to the (1) economical, (2) social, (3)
political, and (4) religious (Confucian doctrines) conditions existing in Pre-
Modern China.

This will also be an opportunity to evaluate affective behavior prior, 'Airing,
and after the students have drawn themselves in the roles of peasants and land-
lords.

HUIWORK ASSIGNEUT:

Have the student pretend he is the warlord in the story, "Only Huts When I Cry."

Have the student write what he would do, as warlord, if he heard a rumor about
the landlord going crazy.
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"ONLY HUTS WHEN I CRY!"

By Sonia Cowen

Once upon a time, a long while ago, there lived a peasant

duck farmer named Tung Tsai. He was of a. lowly birthhis father

having been a poor duck farmer, ar,.4.his mother having been the

wife of his father, the poor duck tenor.

Tung Tsai, being the eldest son of his father's household,

helped his father care for the ducks. After Tung Tsai's poor-

duck-farmer-father died, Tung Tsai became the chief-poor-duck-

farmer, and was expected to feed his family. (However, wise men

and poor duck farmers, alike, have been known to say: Man cannot

live on duck alone). Tung Tsai borrowed money to buy the food his

ducks needed to eat and the additional food his family needed to

eat.

Tung Tsai's property belonged not to him but to a greedy

landlord, who managed this countryside for a warlord who was also

greedy. (I would attempt to tell you the name of the landlord 7ind

his warlord, but I never could remember either name, nor how to

pronounce them - -so Just remember that they were both very greedy

men).

The story is as true as you'd expect it to be, knowing full

well that j never lived a long while ago--but this story has some

hints of truth, for it tells of the relationship between the peasants

and the landlords of Pre-Modern China. Of course, the relationship
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was not like the relationship between you and your father, or you

and your cousin, or you and other relatives; rather, the relation-

ship was like being related to a lion when you're a moth--the

outcome proving frustrating and fierce.

Enough of this nonsense - -back to the story about Tung Tsai,

who lived a long while ago, raising ducks on the property of his

greedy landlord in the. country of China.

The fact of the story is this--Tung Tsai's landlord kept

collecting the rent from Tung Tsai every time Tung Tsai was ready

to'pay the balance on his great debt, which also belonged to the

landlord. Now, the fact that the landlord kept collecting Tung

Tsai's money as rent, leaving TUng Tsai without money to use In

paying his debts, suggests that the landlord enjoyed keeping

Tung Tsai in debt: This thought might supply the answer to Tung

Tsai's constant question: "Why is the Landlord always so anxious

to gather rent money so early each season?"

It seemed that the more Tung Tsai went into debt and the longer

he remained in debt, the richer and more powerful became his greedy

landlord.

The additional facts of the story reveal that Tung Tsai's

landlord kept collecting the rent from Tung Tsai, which was paid

in the form-of duck eggs, duck meat, and duck beakswhich, when

you think about it, meant Tung Tsai was paying his "Duck Bills:"

Anyway, Tung Tsai decided that he was definitely tired of paying

all that rent:

The constant collection of rents and mounting of debts meant

Tung Tsai was making no profit from the raising of ducks, which

also meant Tung Tsai would never be rich enough to pay the balance

on his debts. This terrible worry would pass unto his sons and
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grandsons and their sons if Tung Tsai could not think of a way to trick

his landlord out of collecting the rent.

Tung Tsai decided to use his entire flock of ducks in his plan

to trick this greedy landlord out of the season's rent.

Now, the :andlord had every intention of collecting Tung Tsai's

rent this season--for this was going to be just like the many seasons

before when he had collected rent from Tung Tsai, and like the many

seasons before when his father had collected rent from Tung Tsal's

father, and like the many seasons before when his grandfather had

collected rent from Tung Tsal's grandfatherand the whole collecting

cycle was sure to keep the landlords rich and the peasants poor!

Yes, of course, the landlord was entitled, after ell, being

of the gentry class, to every part of the "duck mut" lung Tsai

would be unwilling to pay this season - -and who was this landlord

to refuse the good fortune of such luck? --you might have called

him a "Lucky Duck Collector!"

lung Tsai was prepared for the future visit of his landlord,

as he had gone many nights without sleep in order to plan the

minute details fo such a clever trick.

"Hello, Landlord!" said lung Tsai. "I see that you have come

for your rent this season."

"Tung Tsai, you owe me the season's rent. Pay me now, as I

am in a hurry to collect from the rest of the farmers, today."

Tung Tsai laughed to himself, for he knew that after that

day, this greedy landlord would not be in such a hurry to collect

rents.
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"I must ask-:.that you forgive me in this request, for I will

need ten more days of grace before paying this rent," said Tung

Tsai.

"Why?" questioned the landlord. "Are you so poor that you

refuse to acknowledge the rules of the Five Relationships?"

"Oh, no!" replied Tung Tsai, with laughter In his heart, "but

my ducks are away from this farm for the weekend and have not yet

returned."

"You are a silty and terribly stupid man, Tung Tsai. Once

you have lc,t your ducks, you are without them forever."

Tung Tsai replied, "It Is true, that'l cannot live without

my ducks, as it is true that I cannot live by duck Morse."

"You speak in circles and try to confuse me! I will whip

your children if you continue to mock men"

Tung Tsai could see that the landlord was becoming very

mad, indeed!

Tung Tsai said, "I am sorry that you cannot find it in your

heart to believe my story, for my ducks are away for at least

ten days--after which time they will return, and be prepared for

your rent collection."

"And why, Tung Tsai, are your ducks away ?'' The landlord did

not expect the answer Tung Tsai was prepared to give him.

"Why, Landlord," smiled Tung Tsai, "What ever are you speaking

about?" (Of course, Tung Tsai knew the landlord was going to be

confused by this question).

"Tung Tsai, you have just told me that your ducks are away for

ten days. I am asking you why they are away."
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"But, Landlord, you can see before you the many ducks

raise."

The landlord looked in the courtyard, In the water pens,

and in Tung Tsai's house. He sound no ducks and told Tung

Tsai of his unfruitful -- rather, "un-duckful" search.

"But, Landlord, why do you continue to search when I have

told you that my ducks are away for at least ten days?"

At this time, Tung Tsai's family came out into the ,ard

and pretended to feed the ducks, which were, naturally, invisible

to every one. Tung Tsai called to his family, telling them to

be sure to feed the ducks in the water pens.

"Tung Tsai, it is not good that you try to confuse me, again."

"But, Landlord. I have no intention of confusing you, I merely

request that you extend me ten days before you collect the rent. I

am sure that you remember that 1 told you my ducks are away for ten

days."

"Tung Tsai, what are your ducks doing?'

Tung Tsai smiled, knowing the landlord was so curious and

becoming so confused. The trick was going as planned.

"They are sky-jacking houses, rather huts."

"Tung Tsai, you have chosen a poor time to confuse me, again.

I shall whip your children as I should have done many words ago."

The landlord ran into Tung Tsal's house in search of the

children.

"Please, Landlord:" called Tung Tsai. "Do not whip my

children. If you do so, I will cry."
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"You may cry as much as you please, Tung Tsai. Your tears do

not make me weep."

"My tears will soon make you weep for your life, Landlord!"

"Do you threaten me, Tung Tsai?"

"I merely speak the truth. My ducks will return when I cry."

"Good, Tung Tsai. When they return I will gather them as

payment of rent."

"But, Landlord!" cried Tung Tsai, "you will be imprisoned by

the ducks!"

"You are ridiculous, Tung Tsai! You do not dare to threaten

me with the fear of imprisonment--especially by ducks!"

The landlord laughed and laughed at Tung Tsai.

Tung Tsai began to cry louder.

Suddenly, the noise of duck quacks came sounding from the

skies above the countryside. They came closer the louder Tung

Tsai cried.

"Tung Tsai," called the landlord, "What is that noise?"

Tung Tsai pretended he could hear no noise. Tung Tsai's

family pretended they could hear no noise.

"But, Tung Tsai," insisted the landlord, "I can hear the noise

of quacking ducks!"

Suddenly, millions upon millions of ducks came flying down

from the clouds, each carrying twigs in their beaks. Each of the

million soared auove the heads of Tung Tsai and his greedy landlord.

rung Tsai again pretended he could hear no noise. He also

pretended he could see no ducks!
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The landlord elmplainea about the twigs the ducks were dropping

in a circle around his feet, but he-was too scared to run.

Tung Tsai pretended that he was feeding his ducks in the empty

water pens.

The landlord kept crying to Tung Tsai to stop crying.

The tears of the landlord began to muddy the ground beneath

his feet. The twigs the ducks continued to drop stuck in the mud,

and hardened into walls. The landlord was being trapped inside

the mounting wails of a twig hut.

"Tung Tsai, save me:"

"But, Landlord, from what do you wish to be saved?"

"1 am being trapped inside a twig hut:"

"Landlord, you are mistaken! Surely, a man as wise as your-

self can see that there is no but in sight."

Then Tung Tsai waved to the landlord and pretended to greet

him as he had earlier that morning, "Hello, Landlord: I see that

you have come for your rent this season."

The landlord could bear no more and screamed to Tung Tsai,

"What do you wish me to do, Tung Tsai? What do you wish me to do?"

"Why, Landlord, i wish you to collect your rent." Tung Tsai

smiled and said, "You may choose the ducks of your choice. I will

wait inside my house until you are satisfied with your selection."

The landlord looked about him-- he could only see twigs cemented

Into a but prison and the darkness of enclosure.

Then, the landlord heard the ducks quacking outside the hui-. He

did not think he would be happy collecing the ducks of his choice.

He wished to be away from Tung Tsai's farm and such madness.
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But the landlord could not escape from the hut.

He thought he was going crazy. Who had ever heard of being

trapped inside a but built of twigs flown in by ducks?

Why had Tung Tsial not heard or seen the ducks?

."Perhaps," thought the landlord, "I am going crazy!' I will

surely have to keep this a secret, for fear the warlord will hear

of this incident and take away all of my riches."

The landlord decided he would escape at night, and never

again return to collect rent from Tung Tsai - -and that is'what

happened.

The landlord escaped the hut, but not the riddle:

"What do you say to a Quack?"

"It only huts when I cry!"

Tung Tsai laughed and laughed and laughed and laughed!
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DAILY LESSON PLANS: _(DATE)

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES:

The student will define the role of the "peasant" In relation to the Five
:',Relationships established through Confucianism in regards to (1) economical,
(2) social, (3) political, and (4) religious conditions present in Pre-Modern

'414.1na.

The student will define the role of the "landlord" in relation to the Five
Relationships established through Confucianism in regards to (1) economical,
(2) Social, (3) political, and (4) religious conditions present in Pre-Modern

. China.

The student will define the role o4 the "emperor" in relation to the Five
Relationshtps established through Confucianism in regards to (11 economical,
(2) social, (3) politic-1, and (4).religfous conditions present in Pre-
Modern China.

ACTIVITIES:

I. The student will review, through class discussion, the concepts introduced
in the previous lesson--role of the peasant and the landlord in Pre-Modern
China as portrayed in the short story, "Only Huts When 1 Cry!"

2. The student will draw the peasant earning money.

). The student will draw the peasant in a social activity.
4. ine student will draw the peasant in a political situation.
5. The student will draw the peasant in a religious atmosphere.

6. The student will draw the landlord earning money.
7. The student will draw the landlord earning social accep ance to higher courts.
8. The student will draw the political atmosphere of the landlord.
9. The student will draw the landlord in a religious situation.

10. The student will draw the emperor as he lived.
11. The student will draw the emperor in a social atmosphere.
12. The student will draw the emperor in political power.
13. The student will draw the emperor in a religious situation.

14. The student will define the meaning and Interpretations of his drawings,
in regards to the guidelines of the instructional objectives as stated.

TIME AND ORGANIZATION:

Activity (1) wi
Activity (2) wi
Activity (3) wi
Activity (4) wi

Activity (5) wi
Activity (6) wi
Activity (7) wi

Activity (8) wi
Activity (9) wi
Activity (10) w
Activity (II) w

Activity (12) w
Activity (13) w

take approximately
take approximately
take approximately
take approximately
take approximately
lake approximately
take approximately
take approximately
take approximately

I take approximately
I take approximately

I take approximately
I take approximately

fifteen minutes.

four minutes.
four minutes.
four minutes.
four minutes.
four minutes.
four minutes.

four minutes.
four minutes.
four minutes.
four minutes.

four minutes.

four minutes.
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DAILY LESSON PLANS:
CONTINUED
(DATE):

MATERIALS: Poster paper, crayons, paints, brushes, and other art supplies.

EVALUATION: If the students are able to successfully attain the instructional
objectives as stated, the teacher may assume they understood the concepts as
introduced in the daily lesson.

HOMEWORK: The students may wisn to make a poster advertising the qualities
of a landlord, an emperor, or a peasant during the Pre-modern eras of China's

history.



DAILY LESSON PLANS: (DATE)

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE(S):

The student will illustrate an understanding of the political organization of
the dynastic and Pre-modern Chinese Clyilization in terms of landholding, by
participation in class discussion pertaining to this topic.

The student will define the behavior of the gentry/emperor/peasant mannerisms
as an expression of (1) political, (2) social, (3) economic, and (4) religious
Influence and control.

The student will define the Five Relationships of the Confucian doctrines in
terms of political, social, economic, and religious influences.

The student will role play one of the Five Reiationships. (See Teacher's Note).

ACTIV1TES:

1. The students will listen to the short story, "China's Wealthiest Landlord."
2. The students will discuss the content of the story.
3. The students will interpret the Five Relationships of the Confucian philosophy

in terms of subordinate responsibility to the superior. (See Teacher's Note).
4. The students will discuss the mannerisms and submissions of the subordinates,

and the demanding mannerisms of the superiors and how this behavior functioned
to promote the political, social, economic, and religious development of
dynastic China. The students will discuss the mannerisms and submissions
which may reflect this past and exist today in Communist China.

5. The students will engage in a role play in which the Five Relationships will
be utilized. (See Teacher's Note).

TIME All) ORGANIZATION

Activity (I) will take approximately twenty minutes.
Activity (2) will take approximately ten minutes.
Activity (3) will take approximately five minutes.
Activity (4) will take approximately fifteen minutes.
Activity (5) will take approximately twenty-five minutes.

MATERIALS: Short story, "China's Wealthiest Landlord"; costumes for role play.

EVALUATION: The students will need to successfully attain these instructional
objectives before the teacher assumes they understand the concepts as presented.

HOMEWORK: The students may wish to draw pictures of themselves in each of the
Five Relationship situationsfirst as the subordinate, then as the superior.
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,TEACHER'S NOTE

The Five Relationships existing in Confucian philosophies

designates a superior-subordinate relationship. The ruler

overpowers the subject (prince overpowers the minister).

The father overpowers the son. The elder brother overpowers

the younger sibbling. The husband overpowers the wife. The

only relationship within this doctrine without a superior-

subordinate base is the friend to friend relationship. Out

of the five relationships, three exist within the family.

The role of the scholar in this doctrine needs to be emphasized

in regards to the exam system; social, political, and economic

mobility through the stratification of classes.

The student will role play one of the Five Relationships.

This may be introduced by setting the stage: a parent tells

a child to do his chores. What influences this subordinate-

superior relationship? Put this relationship on a higher

plane and introduce the subordinate-superior relationships

existing in the aforementioned relationships. Set this stage:

the emperor will demand that the monies in his treasury be

multiplied. Who is below him? The landlord will need to

replentish the emperor's treasury with the monies of his own

treasury. Who is below the landlord? The peasant will need

to pull the taxation in order to replentish the treasury of the

landlord. What happens when the peasant has no money or crops

to pay? What might he do? (Discontentment on the part of the

peasants will lead to rebellion. The students should be provided

wilr, the opportunity to discover this solution through ouestionning).
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Conceptual learning of the Five Relationships may also

be introduced in terms of parent-child relationships in regards

to the satisfaction of basic needs. introduction of the Five

Relationships may include satisfaction of the basic needs

through the structure of rules and regulations which provide

security, and the harmony of philosophy through the self and

the system. A Playhouse Review of Confucian sayings may help

the students identify the doctrines of this philosophy. The

student may be able to identify the religious influences

associated with regards to the function and structure of

such a philosophy.

The studnts may wish to use robes, and dress-up clothes

while presenting the role playing.
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CHINA'S WEALTHIEST LANDLORD

By Sonia Cowen

Many years ago a wealthy landlord lived peacefully in his large

house with his two daughters, his many servants, and his riches. His

robes were made of the greatest colored silks, adorned with the embroi-

dered butterflies, birds, dragons, flowers, and symbols of wealth sewn

into his robes by his two beautiful daughters. His servants too wore

robes of great quality. His daughters were maidens well taught in

the rules of ladylike behavior. They were maidens tar more beautiful

than the rainbow of a garden's fairest blooming flowers; they were

as graceful in dance as swans gliding the waters of a sunken pool;

they were as pure in heart as the newly fallen snows of China. These

maidens were as slender as the needles with which they stitched their

father's robes, and as 4iny as the blossom of the lotus flower.

Many landlords in other villages heard of this landlord's large

house, of his many servants, of his fine robes, of his two daughters,

and of his great wealth.

The story of this landlord's great wealth traveled throughout

China until it came to the ears of the mighty Chou Emperor, who

claimed he was the most wealthy and powerful man in all of China.

The Emperor listened to the stories of this landlord, and then

laughed aloud at such silly tales.

"Does this landlord truly believe he can live better than his

Emperor?" The Chou Emperor laughed again. "Who is this man?"
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No one in the Emperor's palace answered the question.

"If this landlord does believe he can live better than

his Emperor, then he is due for much surprise:"

The Emperor commanded his servants and all men of his

palace to search all of China for this wealthy landlord.

Su Lin was one of the servants commanded to search for

this wealthy landlord. Su Lin knew the angered Emperor would

grow in anger if Su Lin delayed his search.

So Su Lin soon set out at once In search of the famed

landlord. Each night he would not sleep. Each day he would search

every village, asking every rice farmer, questionning every

merchant, "oo you know where I can find the wealthiest landlord

in all of China?"

Every one Su Lin asked could not answer his question.

Each day Su Lin would set out into the countryside, each

time in search of the famed landlord, and each night he would

retire to sleep without knowledge of where the wealthy landlord

lived.

Such loss of days and sleep in search of this famed landlord

left Su Lin in much of a worried state.

One day Su Lin rode into another village--but this village

was nor like all the other villages Su Lin had searched. This one

had a man named Wahs La. Wahs La was a wise Confucian philosopher.

He asked Su Lin to visit his home often.

Su Lin decided to visit the philosopher, Wahs La.

"Yes," said nahsLe. "Please enter, Su Lin."

"I am glad that you have invited me to visit with you,

Wahs La."



"You may be able to help me, Wahs La. I have been ordered

by our Emperor to find the famed landlord of China."

"Of which landlord do you speak, Su Lin?"

"I speak of the wealthiest landlord of China, who claims

to be wealthier than our Emperor."

"Yes, Su Lin. I know of this man. He is a wealthy man

indeed. However, he does not brag of his wealth. The peasants

in his community are not of the richest farming community, but

they work very hard for their landlord because he is kind in

return."

"The Emperor wishes that I find this landlord and command

his capture."

"I do not understand, Su Lin. You wish to take this landlord

prisoner?"

"Yes, Wahs La. He is richer than the Emperor."

"Su Lin. Do you know the Confucian philosophy of the Five

Relationships?"

"Of course, Wahs La. I have been a scholar in order to serve

the Emperor."

"Then you must know of the relationship of Emperor to his

landlord. Is that the reason you seek to rid this man of his wealth

and his happiness?"

"Wahs La, I do not understand why you ask such questions. I

am merely obeying the orders of our Emperor."

"Yes, Su Lin, it is true that you nor I should question the

orders of our ruler. Hdwever, I will help you locate this landlord

if you will show me that kindness will be his companion to the

Emperor's palace."
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"Yes, Wahs La, I will listen. You are known to be a man

of great wisdom."

Wahs La said, "Tell me the name of the man you would first

speak with If you were lonely."

"I would speak with my friend. He knows me best, and he

rules me least."

"You are wise, Su Lin. You have named the last of the five

in the Five Relationships--the friend to friend relationship."

Su Lin was pleased that he knew the emphasis of Confucian

doctrines.

"Now, Su Lin, tell me who you rule within your family."

"I am ruler over my wife. I am ruler over my younger brother

and my sisters. I am ruler over my son."

"Su Lin, I am pleased with your wisdom."

Su Lin was pleased with Wahs La's words.

"Su Lin, tell me tne answer to this last question: If you

were a minister, ruler of many, who would rule you?"

"Why, my ruler would be the prince of the Emperor or the

Emperor himself."

"You are wiser than many having visited me."

"I am pleased to hear such words, Wahs La,. but what Is the

purpose of such questions?"

"Why, Su Lin, examine your answers and you shall understand

the purpose of such questions."

Su Lin thought and thought and thought.

"I am sorry, Wahs La, 1 am not as wise as you. I am confused

with the words of your wisdom. Please help me discover the answer

you have put before me."
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"Very well, Su Lin, listen very carefully and I will help

you see that the Five Relationships will help you find the wealthiest

landlord in China."

"I will listen carefully, Wise Wahs La."

"Su Lin, what is wealth?"

"It is much money."

"You are wrong, Su Lin. Wealth is more than money. Wealth

is happiness. Wealth is beauty. Wealth is having order within

your life. Wealth is peace."

"And what does your definition of wealth suggest for me?"

"Su Lin, first you must have order and beauty within your

home before you search for order and beauty outside of your home."

"Wahs La, I do not understand your philosophy."

"Su Lin, when you were first born, your mother cared for

you and helped you to grow into a young man. When you were growing

into this young man, you helped your mother and your father and your

sisters in their house and in their yard or fields."

"Yes, Wahs La, it is true I helped my family, but we were of

the gentry class and the fields belonged to the peasants to farm."

"True, Su Lin, but you were expected to help within your family."

"Yes, Wahs La."

"Within your family you had the three of the five relationships?"

"Yes, Wahs La. My father ruled me. My elder brother rulea me:

and my father ruled my mother."

"And outside of the family, who ruled you?"

"1 was the subject of my ruler. I am still the subject of my

ruler, the Emperor."

"True, Su Lin. You first had to help your family before you
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were old enough and wise enough to help serve your ruler outside

your home, our Emperor."

"Yes, Wahs La, you speak as it is in my life. I first

had to help with the order and beauty within my home before I '

could help make the order and beauty outside of my home. I

first had to be happy viewing the beauty inside PI home before

i could be happy viewing the beauty outside of my home. I could

not appreciate the beauty and happiness outside of my home until

i had learned to appreciate the beauty and happiness inside my

home."

"You are becoming a wise man, Su Lin."

"Please teach me more of your wisdom, Wahs La."

"Very well, Su Lin. Tell me where you must look for order

in life."

"Ah, Wahs La. You ask a very difficult question."

"No, Su Lin the question is not difficult to answer. Think

about the di.covery of beauty and order within your home. When

you are a small babe, your mother cradles you in her arms. You

are content to have her loving you. You are happy inside her arms.

You do not worry about the world outside your room."

"Wahs La, I think I understand what you are saying. You say

that I must find order within my own mind before I search for order

outside myself. I must look for perfection in others only after I

have found perfection in myself."

"This is true, Su Lin. You cannot appreciate beauty and happiness

unless you ',aye order within your life, for you cannot expect to find

order outside of yourself if you are not happy within yourself."
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"I am interested in viNat you say, Wahs La, but how do I find

the wealthiest landlord In all of Chine"

"Wealth, Su Lin, is the peace of harmony with ail things.

A wealthy man is not greedy. A wealthy man is not untidy with

beauty in his life."

"Wahs La, please explain further."

"You are searching for the wealthiest landlord in China

because you were commanded to search by our Emperor. It is right

that you obey our Emperor. It is right that you search for this

man because rumors claim ho is the wealthiest landlord in all of

China, wealthier, in fact, than our Emperor."

"Yes, Wahs La, you are correct."

"Su Lin, I am also correct to say this: You must return to

your home. You must gather your rit.fes and travel back to the

Emperor's palace. You must tell him the answer you have discovered

today. You must help the Emperorreallze that you are the wealthiest

landlord in all of China because you understand the meaning of the

Five Relationships, and you understand the true definition of wealth."

"Wahs La, I am not the famed landlord:"

"But, Su Lin, you are the famed landlorC. You are the landlord

that is wealthier than the Fmperor. You understand the order within

and outside of your home. You understand the need of peace before

harmony can survive. You are not a wealthy man, untidy with the

beauty in your life."

"You are, indeed, very wise, Wahs La. I must help the Lmperor

put his home in order before he looks for order outside of his

palace. I must help the Emperor find happiness and beauty within

his own home before helping him find the happiness and beauty he
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seeks beyond the walls of his palace, and beyond the gates of his

Kingdom. I must help the Emperor overcome his greed and pride

before he seeks to become a wealthy man."

"Yes, Su Lin. You have 'earned much today. Your search

need no longer continue. You have found the man your Emperor

seeks. You have found the wealthiest landlord in all of China- -

yourself."
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DAILY MS C% FL1.;S: (* :A7::).

BEHAVIORAL OF:JECTIV(S):

The students will relate their understanding of the subordinate- superior relationships
existing in the landholding affairs of dynastic China. (Review of previous lesson).

The students will provide their solutions for the peasant unable to further supply
tile demands of his superiors.

The students will role play the Pre-Revolutional stages prevalent in China during
the rise of Sun Yat Sen.
ACTIVITIES:

1. The students will review the concepts introduced in the previous lesson.
2. The students will review their solutions for the peasant unable to further

supply the demands of nis superiors. (Encourage the students to be creative
in ther solutions. Promote the solution of rebellion in historical text
as to the rise of discontentment which grew among the peasant and scholar
circles under the encouragement of Sun Yat Sen).

3. Allow the students to role play their interpretation of a revolution.
4. Relate the details of the actual steps taken by Sun Yat Sen to prepare for

this movement.
5. Allow the students to role play their interpretation of the revolutionary

stages prior to the revolution.

TIPE

Activity (1) will take approximately ten minutes.
Activity (2) will take approximately ten minutes.

Activity (3) will take approximately five minutes.
Activity (4) will take approximately thirty minutes.
Activity (5) will take approximately twenty minutes.

NTERIALS:

The students may wish to use robes, costumes, etc. for use during the role playing.

EVALUATIO:;:

If the students are successfully able to attain the instructional objectives as
stated above, the teacher may assume the concepts introduced were understood.

EXE4ORK f%.52X1-!T:

L
_343-
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BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE(S):

The students will continue to role play the campaigns preceding the formation
of Republican China. They will role play the leaders and campaigns of Nationalism,
and the civil strife encountered prior to the actual revolution. (1911-1949Republi-
can China).
The students will compare the stages prior to the revolution to those stages having
preceded the American Revolution of 1770's.

ACTIVITIES:

I. The students will review the Previous lesson and role play the movements of Sun
Yat Sen.

2. The students will role play the popularity of Sun Yat Sen with the peasant
class.

3. The students will role play the difficulty of Sun Yat Sen's campaign for
monetary support and his need to hide from the government.

4. The students will be introduced to the leader Chiang Kai-shek (successor after
Sun Vat Sen died).

5. The students will compare the stages prior to The revolution to those stages
having preceded the American Revolution of 1770's.

Tilt AA...) ArIANIZA1101:

Activity (1) will take approximately ten minutes.
Activity (2) will take approximately ten minutes.
Activity (3) will take approximately ten minutes.
Activity (4) will take approximately ten minutes.
Activity (5) will 'take approximately hirty-five minutes.

HATER1ALS:

Costumes for role playing may be supplied.

EVALUATIO'l:

The students will be cible to ..A.c.cessf.31Iy attJin instruc:ionol objectioa-,

aS St0f0Q in th-4 leSCrl plan.

6:4EriOrvc ASSIr%'1E'IT:
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BEHAVIORAL OBJECTI.:E(S):

The students will role play tne overthrow of the Manchu Dynasty (1911).

The students will role play the founding of the Republic. (1911)

The students will role play the loss of Sun Yat Sen's power to General Yuan
Shih-kgal. (1911)

ACTIVITIES:

The students will role play the overthrow of the Manchu Dynasty.
The students will role play the stages in the founding of the Republic.

The students will role play the loss of Sun Yat Sen's power to General Yuan
Shih -k'ai.

The teacher will supply the input of information pertaining to the movements
of political control within the Republic from the presidency of Yuan Shih-kiai
in 1913, the excommunication of Sun Yat-sen from China to Japan; the Japanese
presentation of the Twenty-one Cemands to China (1915); the anti- Japanese
demonstrations; the self-proclaimation of Yuan Shih-k'ai to the Emperorship
of China. (1916--tte beginning of warlordism--"Chinese Renaissance" begins).

TWE A.1D oRrD:::417AIIL%t

Acti4ity (I) will take approximately ten minutes.
Activity (2) will take approximately fifteen minutes.
Activity (3) will take approximately ten minutes.
Activity (4) will take approximately fifty minutes.

ATLR1ALS:

Costumes for role playinq situations; media for the introduction of the historical
inout.

EVALUATI01:

The students will be evaluated according to their individual participation in the
daily lesson activities and according to their attainment of the behavioral objective!

HO;t,OK ASSirTf
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BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVL(S)

III' student will be able to define the atmosphere of the Republican China during
the span of time commencing at the overthrow of the Manchu Dynasty to the time
of declaration of provincial autonomy under the command of Yuan Shih-k'ai.

The student will be able to role play the collaboration of the laborers into
the Chinese Communi

The student will be able to role play the emergence of Chiang Kai-shek to power.

The student will be able to role play the break of the KMT and the formation of
the Communist Party in the "Northern March" for the purpose of "unifying China."

The student will be able to role play the revolutionary land reform carried out
by the Communists in 1928, under the leadership of Mao Tse-tung.

The student will be able to role play the joining of the two divisions in the
fight against the Japanese invasion of the mainland China.

ACTIVITIES: The activities will be introduced as listed above after the initial
input of information has been provided by the teacher.

XID

Activity (1) will take approximately ten minutes.
Activity (2) will take approximately ten minutes.
Activity (3) will take approximately ten minutes.
Activity (4) will take approximately ten minutes.
Activity (5) will take approximately ten minutes.
Activity (6) will take approximately ten minutes.

MATERIALS:.

Costumes for role playing activities.

EVALUATION:

If the students successfully attain the above stated instructional objectives,
the teacher may assume the students understood the concepts introduced.

H0:14:>!4 A;S1W1L':T;
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TEACHER'S NOTE

The short story, "The Prince Who Was A Bit Oifferent,"

can be used to illustrate to discontentment arising within

the peasant classes after the succession of the government

to military leader Chiang Kai-shek. Emphasis should define

the fact that the political corruption materializing at this

time was not due to the leader (as was the case in U.S. History

under the presidency of U. Grant), but rather due to the poor

selection of military advisors leading the campaigns of Chiang

Kai-shek. The comparison of military tactics, dishonesty, and

failure of Grant's administration (U.S. History) and Chiang

Kai-shek's administration may enhance the introduction of

these concepts.



THE PRINCE WHO WAS A BIT DIFFERENT

By Bruce M. Mitchell

Many years ago in ancient China there lived a prince who was

like no other prince who ruled his kingdom. He had a very long

pigtail and wore great golden flowing robes. He loved to go

chasing around the kingdom on his stilts which were plated with

gold and silver. He was a very strange sight to behold as he

made his rounds each day.

The prince was afraid that he might be attacked by some sort

of enemy. He really didn't know what or who the enemy was but he

knew it was there. The peasants in his kingdom were quite comfortable.

They farmed Their crops each day and had plenty of food and clothing.

If their prince was a little different, they really didn't care.

In order to protect his kingdom from this unseen enemy the

prince had a huge army of trained monkeys who would patrol the

kingdom. Each day they would take their posts and watch for

unwanted visitors. Whenever a new person came to the kingdom they

would chatter in a way which told the prince that danger was at

hand. The prince would then summon the royal lancers to take care

of the newcomer. Sometimes the newcomer was allowed to enter the

kingdom, while other times he was chased away.

The people liked the monkeys.

1) la )



"It is lideed comforting knowing that we are protected by

such fince guards," said one old man.

"Yes. And such honest guards the monkeys are," answered

his friend.

The prince liked to walk on his still's and check the monkey

posts. Sometimes he would call the monkeys. He would put a great

horn to his lips and yell:

"Patrol monkeys! Come to me!"

All the monkeys would leave their posts and see what the

prince wanted. Things went along in this mann for some time.

And then, one day, the prince came running out of his magnificent

house shouting:

"Patrol monkeys! Patrol monkeys! Come here at once!"

From all over the kingdom came the monkeys. They stood

in front of him awaiting his words.

"Someone has stolen my best shoes. They were not under

my bed this morning."

The monkeys looked at each other not knowing what to say.

For on the prince's feet were his best shoes.

"Honorable Kai Shek Chiang, Oh Gracious Prince, excuse me

but your shoes are on your feet. You must have worn them to bed."

"So I have," answered Prince Kai Shek Chiang. "1 must be more

careful. You patrol monkeys have done your job well. I must

reward you." And so the prince gave each patrol monkey a small

lump of gold.

All the people went about their business. The farmers tended

their crops and the merchants minded their stores. Things went well

for a time. Prince Kai ,Jhek Chlx,g continued to tromp around on



his stilts. He would laugh and laugh and sometimes he even talked

to himself. People were beginning to wonder why their prince

acted so strange.

Then, one day, everyone heard another huge cry.

"Patrol Monkeys! Patrol Monkeys! Come here!"

%II the monkeys left their posts and hurried to the prince.

They stood by his side- -but not quite so still as before.

"W hat! My hat! Someone has stolen my hat. Search the

kingdom. It must be found."

The patrol monkeys looked at each other again--not knowing

what to say. Finally the bravest monkey said to the prince:

"Prince Kai Shek Chiang, Oh Exalted Ruler-,your hat Is on

your head."

The prince felt the top of his head.

"Oh--so it is! I must be more careful. You are Indeed

smart guards. I must reward you again."

And so, the prince gave each patrol monkey two lumps of

gold this time.

The peasants started to wonder. The prince was becoming

quite weird! The patrol monkeys were growing rich. They were

not being so careful on their jobs. Then one day another strange

thing happened.

"Patrol Monkeys! Come to me--quick!"

This time, the patrol monkeys were not quite so fast in getting

to the prince. A few were away from their patrol stations. Finally,

they al! got to his side.

"My stilts: My stilts! Somebody has stolen my stilts!

They must be found!"

- 3503 J.



One of the monkeys stepped forward.

"Prince Kai Shek Chiang, Oh Great Wise Ruler, your beautiful

stilts rest against the side of that tree. You left them there."

"Ohs My beautiful monkey guards! You have found my stilts

for mei You shall all be rewarded!"

And so the prince gave each guard a bag of gold. After that,

things in the kingdom got worse. The king lost more and more

things. HO sang silly songs and talked to himself all the time.

The monkey guards would get many bags of gold whenever they found

the things he lost. Some of the smarter monkeys even hid his

things so the prince would think they were lost. Then the monkeys

would find them and receive more cold. The monkey guards were

getting rich. The peasants were becoming quite poor. They were

also getting quite angry.

The patrol monkeys strrted sleeping on their jobs. They

didn't even look for janger. The people were getting angry with

their prince and his patrol monkeys. They wondered what they

could do. A peasant named Tse Tung Mao came forward.

"I can help. I know what to do. I will gather the people

together tomorrow and we will decide what to do.'

-351-
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BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE(S)-f

(DATD

Students will verbally engage in a review of the Communist take-over of the
mainland China and Chiang Kaishek's flight to Taiwan.

Students will hypcthesize the submission of the Chinese people to the domination
of the Communist Party.

The student will define the philosophy a.I.J existence of "Communism".

ACTIVITILS:

1. The students will role play the Communistic take-over of the government in
1949.

2. The students will hypothesize "why" the Chinese people accepted the
Communist leaders rather than Chiang Kai-shek.

3. The students will role play a situation in which they work the fields
each day. Some workers spend more energy in the fields; others do not
expend as much. How should this crop be divided? Under the Communist
plan, the socialistic division of the crops should be emphasized. The
teacher may wish to mention the early use of this in American history.

Tift ANL) oi;r;:v41/All: me division of crops might Je symboli4tA by candy
distribution, etc.

Activity (1) will take approximately fifteen minutes.
Activity (2) will take approximately thirty minutes.

Activity (3) will take approxiaTely fifteen minutes, with an additional
ten minutes for input.

MATERIALS

Role playing costumes and candy, or other distribution "crops".

EVALUATION:

The students shall be evaluated according to th,sir attainment of the behavioral
objectives as stated above.

ii.):EWORK

-352 -
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DAILY LESSC:I FLAX.):

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVC(S) ::

(YT[)

The students will be able to conclude the revolutionary steps of Chiang Kai-shek
(KILT) and Mao Tse-tung (Communist Party) and their revolutionary victories and
failures.

The students will be able to explain how the Communists were able to establish
a dictatorship under the Communist system.

ACTIVITIES'

1. Review of the definition of Communism (general defintion).
2. Review of the Communist movement and how it has helped the peasant classes

of China.
3. Review of how the mainland of China has been under the control of the

Chinese Communists since 1949.
4. A review of why the Chinese didn't support their former government in its

fight against 'he Communists.
5. A review of Chile's early history, and how knowledge of that history helps

to explain why U. Communists were able to establish a dictatorship under
the Communist system.

6. ole-playing
a. Feasants in fields; b. Uivision of the profits--and how this power of

TI ML AND ORGA'd7Alln: division helps the Communists remain in power.

(-

The review will take approximately fifteen minutes. The role playing will take
approximately ten minutes. The discussion of the role-playing will take approxi-
mately five mintues. Ten minutes will be used for story-telling of the Chinese
early history, in relation to the ability of the Communists to establish a dicta-
torship under the Communist system.

Activity (I) will take approximately fifteen minutes.
Activity (2) will take approximately ten minutes.
Activity (3) will take approximately five minutes.
Activity (4) will take approximately thirty minutes.
Activity (5) will take approximately Ten minutcs.
Activity (6) will take ()proximately fifteen minutes.

MATERIALS; ;..,ostume for role playing situations.

EVALUATI
Tne students shall De evaluated according to their attainment of

the behavioral ObjeCtivet, vy s1. fed move.

-351,f.
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BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVL(S):

The students will hypothesize how the industrial growth of Communist China
may some day help the People's Republic of China present herself as the
world's major power.

The students will hypothesize the threat of the People's Repubtic of China
to the United States; the threat of the United States to the People's Republic
of China; the mutual respect required of each nation towards the other nation.

ACTIVITIES:

I. The student will be infurmed of the industries presently existing in China--
especially North China.

2. The students will discuss what changes must occur within a nation when its
economy changes from an agricultural national base to an industrial base.

3. The students will hypothesize how the industrial growth of Communist China
may some day help the People's Republic of China present herself as the
world's major power, through class discussion.

4. The students will brainstorm the possible threats of each nation: the
threat of the P.R.C. and the U.S.A. and the need for respect issued by each.

TIME. ORGAWATITI:

Activity (I) will take approximately twenty minutes.
Activity (2) *ill take approximately fifteen minutes.
Activity (3) will take approximately forty minutes.

MATERIALS:.

Film/filmstrip and projector pertaining to the industries of the People's
Republic of China and/or the United States if available.

EVALUATION:

The students will need to successfully attain the instructional objectives as
stated above.

HO;INOkK ASSIC1':E%T:

_354-
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BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE(S):

One method of evaluating student progress and understanding of the concepts
introduced in the total unit is to measure the student performance in cogni-

:+lve skills. Measured by menas of the traditional testing device, the students
will be able to:

(I) read ano utilize maps;
(2) define the influence of river systems upon the develop-

ment of the Chinese Civilization;
(3) relate to 1:4 three major regions of China, in regards

to physical/geographical features and ways in which
these features have influenced the major regional
divisions of China, and the make up of the Chinese
Civilization in regards to: economics, .1a,litics,

social organization, and religious develimaent and
philosophical prevalence;

(4) relate to the three major regions of China in regards to
climate, food, and life styles prevalent in each region;

(5) relate to the hypothesis of why the Chinese have a great
difficulty in producing enough food to feed their people;

(6) relate to the learning of the peasant, landlord, and govern-
ment relationship during Pre-modern China and Modern China;

(7) relate to the Five Relationships doctrine of the Confucian
philosophy;

(8) relate to the definition of Communism;
(9) relate to the Communist movement of Republican China and

Communist Cnina and how it has helped the peasant;
(10) relate to the reason why the Chinese populous didn't

support their former government in its fight against the
Communits;

(II) relate to the reason Chiang Kai-shek fled to Taiwan and
established a government on this island;

(12) apply their knowledge of China's early history in order
to determine if the Communists have, in fact, established
a dictatorsnip under the Communistic system;

(13) deal with this Question: "if China develops her
industries to the extent that she becomes a very powerful
nation, will SAC pose a threat to the United States? To

the "Free World"? Why or why not? If she does pose a

threat in such a position, in what ways?
"htty i(J it difficult to develop industry in China? What

fact,, about education, transportation, and power produc-
tion in ;:hira help solve this problem? Who' does China
meJn to the student?

(04) relate to the similarities and differences existing in
tt.0 United :crates and (;hina cultures.

TIME ANU uRGANIZATIGa: ne test will take approximately seventy-five minutes.

MATERIALS: Tests, penc.iis, maps.

EVALUMION:. The students will need to attain the instructionJi objectives as
Stated above. if necessary, toe student may re-take the test.
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MAPS:

INSTRUCTIONS: LOOK AT THE MAP AND FOLLOW THE D1RECTIONi LISTED WITH EACH
QUESTION.

EXAMPLE: 'QUESTION: Name one country that is a neighbor to China.
ANSWER: Union of Soviet Socialistic Republics (U.S.S.R.)

TEST:

I. Look on the map for the MAP LEGEND. Notice that the title Himalaya Mountains
Is not followed by any symbol. Notice that the mountain range picture in
China is titled HIMALAYA MOUNTAINS. Put the symbol for HIMALAYA MOUNTAINS

in the MAP LEGEND SQUARE NEXT TO THE TITLE HIMALAYA MOUNTAINS.

2. IN THE LEGEND MAP, put the symbol for Capitol PEKING.

3. IN THE LEGEND MAP, put the symbol for BODIES OF WATER.

4. Look on the rap for the SCALE OF MILES. Now look at the length of the
line drawn across southern China. How many miles long is that area covered
by that line?

5. On the map, locate these points by using the LETTERS AND NUMBERS labeled
on the side of the map:

A-4 B-2 0-3 0 -1

6. FIND THE DIRECTIONAL SIGN on the map; Notice that NORTH is Indicated for you;
Find the numbers that are outside the circle of the DIRECTIONAL SION. IF the
number 4 is South, then what are the following numbers indicating:

Write your answers in the blanks next to the number you are answering.

1.

2.

4.

5.

6.

South 7.

3.

7. If you are standing in BURMA and want to go to NORTH KOREA, which direction
will you need to travel?
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MATCHING:

INSTRUCTIONS; i4atcs the deiinitions (List U) with the words
(List A) that hold the same meaning. Place the
correct letter of the definition in the blank
next to the word.

EXAMPLE:

A stream A. larger than creeks, L.Peller

than rivers

B. A fish named Harry

. TEST:

......1,...lialM

LIST A-4010S LIST B--DEFIITIONS

erosion

waterfalls

A. electricity produced by water-
power--the force of rushing
water runs generators that
produce electricity

B. a triangular or fan-shaped
area of land. Formed by

deposits of mud and sand
at the mouth of a river

tributary C. usually caused when a river
travels over a cliff

hydroelectricity U. washing away of the land,
usually occurs when the
river overflows and washes
mud or rocks into the river;
destructive to the land.

delta E. a stream feeding a larger stream,
river, lake, sea, or ocean

i rr i gate

-3581
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F. to supply the land with wafer
by such means as ditches, canals,
or pipel'hes.



TRUL ANO FALL

NWRU:;T1kX4S: Write the 'Nord "TkUL" in the blank next to
the number of the question if the statement is "True", and

write the word "FALSER in the blank next to the number of
the question if the statement is "False."

Example:.

FADE The jacket was invented by the
American Indian.

FALSE Elephants wear red tennis shoes
to lunch on Wednesdays.

TRUE Grape soda is usually preserved
with ascorbic acid.

Ziow _you answer the questions below:,

I. one of China's greatest problems is growing
enough food to feed her people.

2. viina has a history of excellence in the arts.

5. The ,:ninese use chopsticks to paint their vases.

4. ihe ;1.hinese use chopsticks as a utensil tor

eating their food.

5. the .-hinese use canvas instead of rice paper
in the maKing of their paintings.

List what you have learned about Chinese meals. How are they

similar to our meals? :ow are they different from our meals

in tne united gates culture?

List 50M0 cnoracteri:tics you have learned about ,Thinese
arclitecture Compare ft to American arcni tecture.

List some characteristics you nave learned about Chinese art
,:ompare it to American, ark.

- 359-
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OAILY.IESSON.PLAN

MATERIAL: Pencil and paper.

EVALUATION: Evaluation will be based upon the student participation in

the activities, contribution to class discussion, and abliity

. to recognize relationships between humans.

HOMEWORK: Student will be asked to draw a picture of (I) friendship;
, (2) tolerance; (3) a combination of friendship and tolerance.

1.1
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.12. Explain a little about the story of the Junk being pulled up the
Yangtze River Gorge - -the Mainstreet of China.

su

Ar

13. How is an oasis important to people living in the deserts of China?

14. if you were living in the deserts of China, where would you want
to live? Far away from an oasis? Near an oasis? Why?

15. What do you think about when you see a river?

16. List some sources of rivers:

17. what is drought?

18. What is a flood?

19. Why would droughts and floods be dangerous to the people of China?

- 361 -3 7



THREg MAJOR AREAS OF CHINA:

.FILL-IN: List below the three major regions of China;

I.

2.

3.

Short and long Answer Questions:

INSTRUCTIONS: Answer as much of the question as you can--the more
you answer, the more credit you will receive.

I. What type of climate do you have in South China?

2. What type of food might you eat if you lived In South Chino;

3. What occupation would you probably have if you lived in
South China?

4. What type of climate do you have in North China? Explain why.

5. What type of food might you eat if you lived in North China?

6. if North China has many waterfalls, what might you develop
in order to have hydroelectricity?

7. if you have hydroelectricity and minerals for making steel,
would you live in the cities, or would you live on the farms?
why do you think this?
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.

8. if you lived in.OUTER CHINA what type of climate would you
live in?

9. if you lived in OUTER CHINA what would you be (circle the
correct answer or answers):

a. an industrialist

b. a fisherman

c. a businessman in the city

d. a rice farmer

e. a ship repairman

f. a nomad--take care of sheep

g. ride horses

Why do you think this?

fe

10., Which of the three major regions of China would you rather

live in, and why?

COMMUNIST CHINA: SHORT ANSWER QUESIIONS

II. Thirty years ago, if you were a rice farmer in China, would
you belong to the peasant or the gentry class? Why?

12. What happened to the peasant class when the Communists took
control of China's government?

13. What happened to the Manchu Emperor when the Communists took
control of China's government?

-363-
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Whet happened to the gentry class when the Communists took control
of China's government?

A

15. you think China is a threat to the United States? Why or why not?

16. List the differences between the United States and China:

17. List the similarities of the united States and Cninaf

-364 -
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bAUIV LESSON,KANS: (DATE)

'8MAVtORAL OEUECTIVES:

The student will define the basics of "friendship".

:The student On define the basics of "tolerating differences in others."

The Student will define the need for "friendship" and "tolerance" in the
demelopment of a relationship between best of friends.

ACTIVITIES:

, The student will be ask::Io write (on a piece of paper) the basic
Ingredients of "friendship."

The student will be asked to write (on a piece of paper) the basic
'qualities he likes in his best friend.

The student will be asked to write (on a piece of paper) the basic
qualities ho dislikes In his best friend.

The student will be asked to evaluate the nsrm "friendship" in regards
to the validity with which this term successfully identifies dh4 describes
'the relationship he and his best friend have developed.

The student will be asked to relate and share his definition of "tolerating
differences in others" through class discussion.

The student will be asked to evaluate himself in terms of likeable and
dislikeable qualities he sees in himself.

The student will be asked to examine his list, looking for qualities others

will surely like. -

The student will be asked to examine his list, looking for qualities others
may dislike.

The student will be asked to distinguish between his poor qualities and
those poor qualities he sees in his best friend.

The student will be asked to define tae need for "friendship" and "tolerance"
in the development of a relationship between best of friends.

TIME AND ORGANIZATION:

Activity (I) will lake
Activity ;2) will take
Activity (3) will take
Activity (4) will take
Activity (5) will take
Activity (6) will take
Activity (7) will take
Activity (8) will take
Activity (9) will take

approximately
approximately
approximately
approximately
approximately
approximately
approximately
approximately
approximately

seven minutes.

three minutes.
three minutes.
ten minutes.
twenty minutes.

ten minutes.
three minutes.
three minutes.

three minutes.

Activity (o) +gm take approximately ten minutes.
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DAILY.LEAS9NAILAN

WATO'CONTINUE0

MATERtAL: Pencil and paper.

EVALUAtlION; Evaluation will be based upon the student participation in

, the activities, contribution to class discussion, and ability
to reoognIze relationships between humans.

1.10 WORK: Student will be asked to draw a picture of (I) friendship;
,(2) tolerance; (3) a combination of friendship and tolerance.
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DAILY LESSON PLANS:

4

(DATE)

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES:

The student will define the ways of developing "friendship" and "tolerance"'
in the Cultivation of a relationship between best of friends.

,The student will describe ways in which he and his best friend have learned
.to "tolerate differences in each other."

The student will define the basics of "friendship" and "tolerance" portrayed
le the story "CHAD AND THE DRAGON."

The student will define the element of "fear"(and "distrust") that must
be.deeit with when establishing a new relationship with others.

The student will define the similarities and differences existing between
Cheat, the boy, and the fire-breathing dragon in the story "CHAO AND THE
URAGON',

ACTIVITIES

1. The student will be asked to define the ways he and his best friend
have'come to be best of friends.

The student will be asked to define the ways in which he and his best
friend -have developed "friendship" and "tolerance" in the cultivation
of their relationship.

3. Tha student will be asked to define the basics of "friendship" and
"tolerance" portrayed in the story "CHAO AND THE DRAGON."

4. The student will discuss the basic qualities the villagers disliked
about the dragon.

5. The student will discuss the basic qualities the empero and his
soldiers disliked about the dragon.

6. The student will discuss the basic qualities the boy, Chao, liked
in the dragon.

7. The student will discuss the basic qualities the boy, Chao, had
to "tolerate" in the dragon.

8. The student will discuss the basic qualities the dragon had to
"tolerate" in the boy, Chao.

9. The student will discuss the "joint effort" people (and dragons) must
make in order to devetop a "frienaship".

10. The stAent will hypothesize what would have happened to the soldiers
and some of the villagers if they had made attempts to be kind to the
drawn before Chao did so.

'I. The student will hypothesize what benefit, if any, the purpose of

Chao's and the dragon's .isit to see other people achieved. (Spread

goodwill to the rest of the world?).

4'



(40ntinued):

'.1!fiirwAtildOnt will define the similarities and differences existing
, 'between* Chao.and the dragon in regards to the need to "tolerate"

suh qualities and emphasize the likeable qualities in friends.

T114E -SW 6RGA4IZAT

ACtivtty (l)will take
'Actrvity (2) will take
ActIVity (3) will take

ACtIvlty (4) will take
ActiOty () w11
Activity (6) wit

lor.:14.tiyAty 17) wil° 5 AOttifft* (it) Val
AO.tfility wi

ACtivityl (10) wi

'Activity.:(11) wi
-Activity (12) wi

approximately three minutes.
approximately five minutes.
approximately thirty minutes*(inciudes reading. _

and drIcussion timb),
approximately three minutes.

1 take approximately three minutes.
take approximately three minutes.

I take approximately three minutes.
I take approximately ten minutes.
1 take.approximatily five, minutes.

11 take approximately five minutes,
11 take approximately three minutes.
11 take approximately five minutes.

MATERIALS: Short story titled "CHAO AND THE DRAGON".

EVALUATiON: Through the reading of the story and feedback during
class discussion the students should have developed an understanding
for the need to develop friendship and tolerance through "joint effort."

HOMWORK: Students may wish to draw a picture of the dragon or of

Chao.
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CHAO AND THE DRAGON

By Bruce M. Mitchell

Many years ago a little boy named Chao Chung lived in a

wit 1, fishing village on the East China Sea shores. Every

IlikylChao Chung would go with his father to the ocean to see

4fietr luck would be. 'Thay were a ,Jor family but very

y: Chao loved to fish and he spent many long hours

'motchihg the' Water for his father to 'see If there were any.

414 Close to the 'boat. Whirl' they. mwtormed each day with

their catch, Chao would stroll albeithe beach barefooted.

He liked to feel the cool, wet sand between his toes. He

'Would search for beautiful seashells for his collection.

it was a village filled with other happy people. They

were not rich, but they loved their country and their life

was good. But, things were not good in other parts of China.

There was a wicked emperor who was angry because he, too, was

poor. He had a very small supply of gold. Other emperors

would make fun of him because they all had more gold then he

did. An old legend told of a huge pile of gold which lay deep

in the cave of a mean, evil fire-breathing dragon which was

high in the mountains behind Chaots village. Many other

emperors had been mean to the dragon. They sent soldiers

into his cave and he would chase them out, shooting fire at them.

Many soldiers had been killed. The emperor decided that he

must have the gold which he knew was in the dragoWs cave.

-369-
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,1110net deywhen Chao Chung and,hisjother retUrned fin* the

400re were Many soldiers in the vi. l lege. ChaO's mothur

Coro, to greet' 1%00.

'Mhey have coats. to kill the dragon and getthe-gol.d," she

00c Chao and his father hurrted out of the boat. and up to

4iiehOuse.

"WO will wait here until the trouble'passes," said Chao's

ii:ther. The next'day,the soldiers went to the Mountains. They.

illt:eleny spears and other weapons.. The villagers welted down

. 'Soon they heard'faint-screanS and roars frowup ebOve. ,

aw much fire. coming frOm the mountain. They waited and,
.

'-wa4104. Soon 4t was lui-te

They waited longer and finally one of the villagers cried,

"Aaiiii! Look! A soldier comes toward us. He is badly wounded."

The people scrambled up the hill to the injured soldier

who had fallen to the ground. Chao's father was the first to reach

his side.

"What happened my friend? Are you all right?"

The soldier looked up from where he lay.

"I am barely alive. The dragon . . .he. . .he

nil the men except me. See how badly I am burned!"

By this time other villagers had reached the soldier's side.

"Tell us what happened!"

igain the soldier looked up at the mer. lie drank some

water which one of the fishermen offered him.

"I saw the gold! It is there! But the dragon is too

. . .killed

terriole. He will not let anyone have it. When we threw our

spears he snorted fire at us. All but me were killed by the

flames."



ta/q..1

,
Ora I . dayS later a. magnificent oart .cep a they VI Rage,

. . . , .

. r

sus; Cluing soon saw that it 'was the empiror. How beiuti ful he

IoQked in his golden gowns. The villagers bowed to him as he

approached +hem.

"Is there anyone here who can get the gold? I will give

him half." But none of the villagers spoke and.nobcdy moved

forward.

The emperor grew very, angry. He shouted once more.

"I demand that someone go for the gold."

Little Chao moved forward.

"I will try, honorable emperor. I u!!! get the gold."

All the villagers gasped. The emperor laughed.

Ole4o young a lad! But so brave! I am sure you could not

get the gold when all of my soldiers have failed."
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"I will get the gold. The poor People in China need it.

Many of them do not have enough to eat!!"

"Very well," said the emperor, "All else have failed.

You may have a chance."

Chao was very frightened as he climbed the mountain and

approached the cave. He peeked inside and saw t'lo huge eyes

looking back at him. Suddenly, a blast of hot flame shot

through the mouth of the cave. Chao j*smped back to safety.

'Lo not blow your fire at me, kind dragon" yelled Chao.

The dragon was surprised. He had been called by so many

evil names. He nad never been called "kind dragon" before.

"Why do you call mm, kind?"

"Because I believe that all things are kind. Only other

things make them evil."

"Come in the cave so I may see who you are," yelled the

dragon.

Chao entered the cave. His legs shook with fright.

"Do not throw you fire at me. I am your friend," cried

Chao.

"I wzte you are a boy and that you are not armed," said the

dragon. "I will not harm you."

"I have come for your gold," said Chao.

The drlgon threw back his head and laughed until the whole

mountain shook.

"No small boy who I.; unarmed will take my nold."
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"I do not intend to take your gold. I want you to give it

to me. I wnat to help the poor people of China. The emperor

needs the gold for his people. They do not have enough to dear

and they are hungry."

"You are a brave boy to come to my cave. I will give you

the gold to help the people. But, in return, I wish to be left

alone to live my life."

"I have one other request," Chao replied. "I wish to be your

friend."

"My friend?" The dragon was surprisei. "But, why. do you

want to be my friend?" And then the dragon began to cry.

Nobody had ever said this to him before.

"Because, I think you are a nice dragon. People have

treated you mean. But you are really not mean."

"We will always be friends," replied the dragon.

Chao took the gold down the mountain to the emperor. He thanked

Chao and took all the gold with him in his splendid cart. Chao

did not get any of the gold. But he did not care. The emperor

promised the gold would go to the poor. Chao and the dragon saw

each other every day. Some days they even fished together. The

dragon became very kind and helped the people in the village.

He owuld even play with the small children. He started their

fires and heated their homes when it was cold. Several years passed.

One day a runner approached the village. He headed straight

for Chao. I have uad news. The emperor did not give the gold to



the poor people. He kept it all himse:f. He has built many

gold carts for his use. He has one hundred gold suits which

his tailor was ordered to make. His new palace is made of

solid gold. But the people are starving. They have no

clothes. Their babies cry for milk."

Chao was very angry when he heard the news. The emperor

had not kept his word. Chao said goodbye to his mother and

father. He would get rid of the emperor and save the people.

He told the dragon the news and climbed on his back. Together

they stalled toward the emperor's palace. Many days passed

before they reached it.

Suddenly, many soldiers surrounded them. They pointed

terrible weapons at Chao and the dragon.

"Do not hurt them too Pad, my friend," asked Chao.

The dragon turned his head toward the soldiers. A short

burst of flame came from his throat. The soldiers all ran

away fast. Their backs were very warm. They did not get cooled

off until they jumped into the river. Chao and the dragon went

up to the emperor's palace. One huff and the dragon burned down

the door. They went inside one all the people ran out when they

saw the dragon. The evil empeor ran out too. But the dragon

could not resist the temptation. He breathed a very special

huff at him. The emperor screamed and grabbed his back. He

jumped right into the water around the palace. He swam out and

ran away--never to be seen again. Chao became the new emperor
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and ruled wisely. And when he walked through the country to

see how the people were, his kind friend, the dragon, was

always at his side.
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DAILY LESSON PLANS: (DATE)

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES:

The student will define the basics of "friendship" developed and cultivated
between neighbors.

The student will define the basics of "tolerance" developed and cultivated

between neighbors.

The student will define the need to cultivate ".friendship" and 'tolerrnce
of differences in others" between neighbors.

The student will define the need to cultivate "friendship" and "tolerance
of differences in others" between neighborhoods in relation to developing
a "good community."

I. the Student wil
neighbors.

2. The students wi
two strangers.

3. The students wi

two neighbors.

4. The students wi

5. The students wi

6. The class will
tolerance of di
relationship.

7. The class will
tolerance of di

8. The student wil

be 'asked to define the qualities he searches for in his,

II be asked to role play the initial introduction between

II be aslfM1 to role play the initial introduction between

11 be asked to define the qualities of "good neighbors."

II be asked to role play the qualitieS of the "bad neighbor."

be asked to define the need to cultivate "friendship" through
fferences in others in order to develop a good neighbor

be asked to define the need to cultivate "friendship" through
fferences in others in order to develop a "good community."

I write d ,tory oboJt the need I.() develop "friendship" between
states (divisions of 'o.5.A.)

TIME AM) ORGANILATM:

Activity (I) will take approximately
Activity (2) will take approximately
Activity (3) will take approximately
Activity (4) will take approximately
Activity (5) will take approximately
Activity (6) will take approximately

Activity (7) wi;I take approximately
Activity (8) will take approximately

ten minutes.
five minutes.
five minutes.
five minutes.

five minutes.
ten minutes.

ten minutes.
twenty-five minutes.

lATCRIALS:: Perhap3 ts1,), ,,tuiont:; onj) utilizing costumes, pro03, etc.

CVALUATiod: Through discut;,,ion enc role playing the students should develop
an understanding of the noed to develop friendship through tolerance
of differences in others On d larger scale than a personal "friend
and best friend" basis.



DAILY

BEHAV 137--,AL (

The studeni will define the basics "friendship" developed between nations.
The student will define the basics of "tolerance" developed between nations.
The student will define the basics of "friehdhsip" developed between the

People's Republic of China. and the United States of America.
The student will define the define the basics of "tolerance" endured in order

to develop "friendship" between the People's Republic of China and the U.S.A.

ACTIVITIES:

1. Allow the students to brainstorm the basics of "friendship" needed in
r.rder to nourish the development of a "good relationship" or a "good
ov.erance" between nations.

2. Allow the students to define the types of "tolerance" developed between
nations.

3. Allow the students to define the types of "characteristics" which have
been identified in the entire unit in relation to the types of "friend-
ship" ingredients available to the United States of America and the People's
Republic of China in promoting "peace." Allow the students to define the
types of "tolerances" that have been necessary in developing a "friendship."

TIM A:10 (.4-.1%%1,7:,1f-%:

Activity (I) will take approximately ten minutes.
Activity (2) will take approximeely ten minutes.
Activity (3) will take approximately fifty-five minutes.

ATERIAL:3: No special materials required.

EVALUATIO:i
If the students are able to successfully attain the above listed
instructional objectives, the teacher may assume they understand

the concepts as stated.

110;111 0mK ASSI'%";:%7:



DAILY LESSON PLANS: (UATF;

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE(S);,

The student will define the concepts he has learned through this unit study of
the Chinese Civilization unit and compare these concepts to his knowledge of
the United States Culture.

The student will list the similarities ad differences existing between
the People's Republic of China and the United States through the Tabs Listing
Exercise for Concept Diagnosis.

ACTIVITIES:

1. Ask the students how they.might define the relationship existing between
the People's Republic of China 'sod the United States of America.

2. Allow the students to hypothesize how his relationship existing between
the People's Republic of China and the Un;ted States of America.

3. Ask the students to de,ine the Chinese Civilizaticn, in brief.

4. Ask the students to define the United States Culture in Ca few sentences.

5. Ask the students how they have defined the Chinese Civilization in
the "cultural development" progression (agricultural to industrialized)
In comparison to the United States Culture.

6. Ask the students to explain "why" they defined the Chinese Civilization
in the terms they chose, in compdrison with the terms they used in
detininy the United States Culture.

7. The student will tf',4 concepts he has learned about through this
unit study of the Chinese Civilization, in comparison to the concepts
he has learned dealing with the United States Culture through the process
of the Taba Liiting Exercise for Concept Diagnosis. (See; Teacher's Note).

TIME AND ORGANIZATION:

Activity (1)

Activity (2)

Activity (3)

Activity (4)

Activity (5)

Activity (6)

Activity (7)

will take approximate
will take approximate
will take approximc,te
will take approximate
will tlke approximate
will take approximate
will taVe approximate

y five minutes.
y ten minutes.
y three minutes.
y minutes,
y twelve minutes.
y twelve minutes.
y thirty minutes.

MATERIALS: Butcher paper for Taba Listing Exercise for Concept Diagnosis Activity.

EVALUATION: Through discussion and concept diagnosis skills, the students
should successfully attain the instructional behavioral objectives as stated,
in helping the student develop an understanding of the relationships existing
between the People's Republic of China and the United States of America.

4



The list below was actually made by a fourth grade class
having participated in this Taba research method:

UNITZB STATES CHINA

silverware
machines
changeable socks
American flag
Promised land
writing, food, language
houses
clothing
dams

people

Pets
lots of land

art and architecture
time
states
7-Up

decorations in cities
motor boats
schools/education
worship different religions
physical features
customs
transportation
factories make too
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chopsticks
dishes
changeable shoes
dragon fwitivals

Chinese fin
writing, fold, language
houses

clothing
water buffalo
water wheels
people

pets

art and architecture
land

Promised land
Bireleys Carbolated !.,oft urinks

time

be on Pagtdas
schools /education

worship diffe-ent gods
physical featu:es
customs
transportation

grow and pick tea/make tf:o
calligraphy
provinces/regions
junks
decorations in citfes
large desert/outer Gniha
pointed roofs
wells for water
Communistit: government
chop marks

signature block
steam boats
pedicabs



DAILY LESLC.: ('.:ATE)

BEIIAVICT-.AL

,,,11

Through the process )f open class discussion, the students will define the
"tolerance" of cultural relativism in relation to +he People's Republic of
China by introducing similarities and differences between the cultures of
the United States and the PRC., emphasizing the four basic cultural compo-
nents: economic structures, social organizations, religious systems, and
political organizations.

ACTIVITILS:

I. The students will be asked to define the word "tolerance" (review).

2. The students wilt review their remarks offered in response to the Taba
research lesson (previous lesson) as to the "tolerance" of cultural rela-
tivism in relation to similarities and differences existing between the
PRC's culture complex an- that of the U.S.A.

3. The students will he encouraged to discuss +he similar and differinn traits
present in each culture in regards to the need to maintain these traits as
a mean,: of preserving distirot cultures, as well as the need to cultivate
a "tolerance" for cultural relativism,

TiL Aig)

Activity (f), will fake apProximately ten minutes.
Activity (:7), will fake anproximately twenly minutes.
Activity (3) will take anproximately thirt, minutes.
Activity (4) will take approximately fifteen minutes: allow the student to
express hls person3i degress o' tolerance for the Chinese Civilization through
either class discussion and/or through individual writings, drawings, dramatic
presentations, eTC/ done in class or nrepared as homework proiects,

AN"

TEitIALS:.
If activity four is introduced during class time, the student will

need access to art supplies.

EVALUATIO::,

if the student ;5 able to successfully attain the instructional
objectives as stated, then -,he teacher may assume the student was able to
understand the concepts as introduced in this daily lesson.

HOliniOrtr: ASSIM-:;NT:

Assignment four may be eSSirIned AS a homework nr,),r.ct.
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NOTE TO THE TEACHER

This individual activity learning packet is designed to

help the student utilize and determine his understanding of the

concepts introduced in the unit study of the Chinese Civilization.

Through the working of this Packet, the student will realize and

develop a deeper understanding of and a greater tolerance for

the Chinese Culture. Tolerance for cultural relativism in reia-

tion to the Peoples' Republic of China will be Introduced by

allowing and encour3ging the student to associate traits of the

Chinese Culture wi4-1 those traits characteristic in his own

culture.

Emphasis based upon the four basic cultural components--

economic structures, social organization, religious systems, and

Political organizationhas been made. However, attention to

the development of intellectual, affective, and psychomotor skills

have also been introduced in -14..is Packet.

In the beginning of the unit study, the student was introduced

to the basic physical and psychological needs of Man. As Man has

social needs, the student will be able to hypothesize why nations

must make "foint efforts" to develop coonerative and.'nterdependent

relationships. This Aevelopment often stems from the knowledge of

cultural diffusion and cultural traits. The student will have the

opportunity to explore this development as he discovers and/or



strengthens his tolerance for :ultural relativism in attaining

the long range goals established by this unit study of the

Peoples' Republic of China.

The packet allows the student to self-pace his learning t
skills, and permits the student to exnL.re supplementary resources.

The teacher may utilize this packet in a number of ways

not nrevfously indicated: a pre-tes+ is included within the text

of this nacket. An additional pre-test may consist of a slide

presentation, The student will be instructed to view the slide

as it is flashed before him, He will categorize the tilde according

to the classification provided on the following pales:

(I) f]omo.,tely characteristic of the Chinese Culture
'.7) Completely characteristic of the United States Culture

(3< A ,:.ompinatior of the Chinese and United States Cultures
(4) r;h,ra%teristic of neither the Chinese Culture nor the

united states Culture

This slide-classification exercise may he nresented as a nre-test

prior to the unit study of the Chinese Civilization, and later as

a Post-test for the unit study of the Chinese r:iyili :ation. This

technique Plas been included as a post-test for this unit, as a

means of measurino the student's attainment of the long range goal

as es+-.1ishe4 prior to the unit presentation,

The tea -..her may use the materialc in this packet as a device

for introducing additional anfnropolonical concepts of culture. As

an example, the packet contains the pictures of many'cultural materials.

One pi'!.ture Illu-,crates man using tools, the level of technology may

ffer in cultures, but the productivity measure provides an explana-

tion ts thp 1..lrps,, ,f ts.:!rhpnicl dpvolopment and function of the

too A picture of a parade may introduce the rites of intensification

9 t,



--,

practices inherent in cultures. A picture of a church may invite

.,,
..., discussion such as: Does the architecture of a building provide

a greater degrefrof satisfaction for Man in his search for need

fulfilimint? A picture of the family at home may invite discus-

sion suchas: Which culture provides closer family ties and deeper

family relationships? The answers are debateble but worth ponder-

ing.

A creat,i4e project is suggested for the completion of

this unit study. It is suggested that the class write letters

to the President of the United States expressing their awareness

of the Peoples' Republic of China. This project was done by

a fourth grade class at, Eastern Washington State College, Campus

School. The President's response has been included In this

text.
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INSTRUCTIONS: L1OK AT FRAM .

STEP ONE: Describe what you see in frame . Write your
description in the space provided below. (If you need

`additional spc.ce, write your description on a separate
piece of paper and attach to this packet).

STEP TWO: Look at the frame again. Look very closely at those
characteristics in the scene which distinguish cultures.
List those characteristics in the scene that will relate to
one or more of the following categories. List your observa-
tions under the appropriate headings: Chinese Culture;
United States Culture; Either Chinese or United States ogtures;
Neither Chinese or United States Cultures.

(1) (2)

Chinese ; United
Culture States

Culture

(3)

Either
U.S. or
Chinese

Neither
U.S. or
Chinese

86-



STEP TWO, CONTINUED:

(2) (3) (4)

.Chinesa
Culture

United

States
Culture

Either
U.S. or
Chinese

1

Neither
U.S. or
Chinese

1
I

.

.

:,

...

,

.

(

.

.

.

.--

.

t

STEP THREE: Draw something in the frame that will mak4 the scene- -

(1) Completely characteristic of the Chinese Culture

(2) Completely characteristic of the United States Culture

(3) A combination of the Chinese and United States Cultures

(4) Characteristic of neither the Chinese Culture or the
United States Culture

STEP FOUR: Make up a story, poem, song, or something else to show
your creativity. (Perhaps you would like to write a
play or direct a play in class. Classmates may wish to

join you in such an activity). You're the boss.

O



WHY I SHOULD USE THIS LEARNING PACKET

This learning packet will help you and your teacher determine the

progress you have made throughout the unit study of the Chinese

Civilization.

You will be expected to work at your own pace while participating

in packet activities, CibSS discussion, and individual activities out-

.lined and /or suggested in this packet.

. .There will be three parts to this pScket. Each is designed to

help you determine your strengths and weaknesses and creatifte talents'

in evaluating the extent of your understanding and tolerance of the

Chinese Civilization. This-toleranceof similarities and differenc3s

between,the cultures of the United States and China will be emphasized

through four basic cultural components; each introduced in your unit

study: economics, social structures, religion, dnd political organiza-

tion.

To'develop an understanding and determine your tolerance of

cultural relativism in relation to the Chinese Civilization, turn the

page and follow instructions.



WHAT SHOULD 1 DO IN ORDER TO LEARN THIS INFORMATION?

Because students learn at different speeds, and learn in

many different ways, you will be allowed to learn as fast or

as slow as you wish. You will need to follow the instructions

listed on each page. Do not skip ahead in the packet unless

you are instructed to do so. Do not skip packets unless you are

instructed to do so.

You will first need to have a pencil or a pen. Your leacher

should have a resource center for you, equipped with crayons,

scissors, paints; construction paper, magazines, and other supplies.

Make sure you know where this resource center is located in your

classroom.

in order to learn this information, you will need to follow

instructions carefully, and be able to understand the concepts

introduced. What are the concepts?

TURN TO THE NEXT PAGE AND READ: WHAT WILL I LEARN IN THIS PACKET?

340 1.



PART ONE

The reason you need to have three parts was explained earlier

I this packet; however, as a reminder, you will need to complete

this section before turning ahead in the packet.

This section will pre-test your knowledge of the sir:1116H-

ttes and differences existing between the cultures of the Peeples/

Republic of China and the United States.
.

Irstructions For Completing Part One You twill be directed

to draw pictures, write explanations of your opinions, and complete

other tasks.

TURN THE PAGE AND FOLLOW THE DIRECTIONS VERY CAREFULLY.

-400-
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THIS IS A PICTURE OF YOUR WORLD, DRAWN BELOW. WHAT DO YOU SEE IN THE PICTURE?

DRAW THE OBJECTS YOU MAY FIND IN YOUR WORLD.

DESCRIBE WHAT CULTURE THEY BELO,.3 TO--THE CHINESE OR UNITED STATES CULTURES,

NEITHER, OR BOTH.

WHAT DO YOU KOUW ABOUT TOE WORLD?

q

Alt t"

tk.
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DO YOU FIND SUBJECTS SUCH AS THESE DRAWINk.INDICATE, IN YOUR WORLD?
LABEL THE SUBJECTS YOU WOULD FIND.



YOUR WORLD? IF SO, WHERE DO YOU
CAN YOU FIND THESE SUBJECTS IN

FIND THEM - -IN WATER, ON LAND, IN
L
THE SKY?



WHICH OF THESE SUBJECTS WOULD YOU BE ABLE TO
FIND IN YOUR WORLD? WHICH OF THESE SUBJECTS
WOULD YOU S ABLE TO FIND IN YOUR HOME?



This is a picture of ea ATLAS. Do you know what an ATLAS.

_ helps you learn? An ATLAS is a bock containing many maps

of different countries, states, cities, end'oammunitles.

1
C.

Use the ATLAS in your resource center. to "the cov'trv,

0 THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICO., beSiribliliNat you see op

this map.

a

Locate the country of THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA. Describe

what you lee on this map.

Can you use the ATLAS for other means of

researching that areas of the world? if so, how?



BELOW IS A PICTURE OF A PLACE SETTING FOR A MEAL.

DO YOU THINK THE PLACE SETTING BELOW RESEMBLES THE TYPICAL PLACE
SETTING OF THE PEOPLE IN THE UNITED STATES? WHY OR WHY NOT?

DO YOU THINK THE PLACE SETTING BELOW RESEMBLES THE TYPICAL PLACE
SETTING OF THE PEOPLE IN THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA? WHY OR
WHY NOT?

WHY DU PLoPLE USE PLACE SETTIoGS?



THIS IS A PICTURE OF A MAN, O*AWN BELOW. WHAT U0 YOU SEE IN THE PICTURE?

DOES THIS MAN BELONG TO THE CHINESE CULTURE? WHY OR WHY NOT?

DOES THIS MAN BELONG TO THE UNITED STATES CULTURE? WHY OR WHY NOT?

OP.SCRWE'THE. CULTURE OF THIS MAN.

-407_
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BELOW IS A PICTURE OF A MAN.

DESCRIBE THE LAND IN WHICH THE MAN IS LIVING:

DO YOU THINK THIS MAN BELONGS'TO THE CHINESE ;RE? WHY OR WHY NOT?

DU YOU THINK THIS MAN BELONGS TO THE UNITED STATES CULTURE? WHY OH WWI NOT?
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WHICH FARMER MIGHT BELONG TO THE UNITED STATES CULTURE? EXPLAIN.

WHICH FARMER MIGHT BELONG TO THE CHINESE CULTURE? EXPLAIN.

DESCRIBE THE CHARCTIDZISTICS THAT DETERMINE WHICH FARMER BeLONGS TO EACH CULTURE.

ARE THESE FARMERS USING SIMPLE OR COMPLEX TECHNOLOGY? EXPLAIN.

WHAT U0 YOU SUPPOSE EACH FARMER IS GROWING?

41t



BELOW IS A PICTURE OF A PLACE SETTING FUR A MEAL.

DO YOU THINK THE PLACE SETTING BELOW RESEMBLES THE TYPICAL PLACE
SETTING OF THE PEOPLE IN THE UNITED STATES? WHY OR WHY NOT?

DO YOU THINK THE PLACE SETTING BELOW RESEMBLES THE TYPICAL PLACE
SETTING OF THE PEOPLE IN THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA? WHY OR
WHY NOT?

WHY DU PLuPLE USE PLACE SLTTIOGS?



BELOW IS A VARIETY OF FOODS.

OF WHICH FOODS SHOWI4 BELOW ARE YOU FAMILIAR WITH?

DO YOU EVER EAT THE FOODS SHOWN BELOW? WHY OR WHY NOT?

WOULD YOU FIND PAChAGED BREAD IN AN AGRICULTURAL AND/OR
AN INDUSTRIAL NAT I ON? wHY OR WHY NOT?

WHAT FOODS MIGHT YOU DRAW IF YOU WERE LIvING lii CHINA?

WHAT FOODS MIGHT YOU DRAW IF YOU HAO NEVER LIVEU fN ANY
oTHLit COuNTRY OUT THE U.S.A.?



BELOW IS A PICTURE OF A F'

DOES THIS FISH BELONG TO THE CHINESE CULTURE? WHY OR WHY NOT?

DOES THIS FISH BELoNG TO THE uNITEO STATES CULTURE? WCIY OR WHY NOT?

uF WHAT USE r) Ti A CULTURE?

_413-
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BELOW IS A PICTURE OF A FARMING COMMUNITY AND FIELDS.

WHERE DO YOU THINK THIS SCENE IS LOCATED? (CHINA OR THE U.S.A.).
WHY DO YOU THINK THIS?

WHERE DO YOU THINK THIS SCENE IS LOCATED IN THE UNITED STATES?
(EAST, WEST, SOUTH, NORTH). WHY DO YOU THINK THIS?

WHERE 00 YOU THINK THIS SCENE IS LOCATED IN THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC
OF CHINA? (SOUTH CHINA, NORTH CHINA, OUTER CHINA). WHY DO YOU
THINK THIS?

44215



BELOW IS A PICTURE OF A FARMING COMMUNITY ANDLFIELDS.

WHERE DO YOU THINK THIS SCENE IS LOCATED? (CHINA OR THE U.S.A.).
WHY DO YOU THINK THIS?

WHERE DO YOU THINK THIS SCENE IS LOCATED IN THE UNITED STATES?
(EAST, WEST, SOUTH, NORTH). WHY DO YOU THINK THIS?

WHERE DO YOU THINK THIS SCENE IS LOCATED IN THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC'
OF CHINA? (SOUTH CHINA, NORTH ('HINA, OUTER CHINA). WHY DO YOU
THINK THIS?

-415-
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BELOW IS A PICTURE OF A MOUNTAIN RANGE.

DO YOU THINK THE MOUNTAIN RANGE SHOWN BELOW RESEMBLES THE

MOUNTAIN RANGES SEEN IN THE UNITED STATES? WHY OR WHY NOT?

DO YOU THINK THE MOUNTAIN RANGE DRAWN BELOW RESEMBLES THE

MOUNTAIN RANGES SEEN THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA? WHY

OR WHY NOT?



THIS IS A PICTURE OF A BUILDING. WHAT KIND OF A BUILDrNG DO YOU

SUPPOSE IT IS? CJ SCRIBE THE BUILDING.

DOES THIS WILDING BELONG To THE cHINESE CULTURE? WHY OR WHY NOT?

UOES THIS DUILOINC OLLuNC TO TILL UNITED STATES CULTURE? WHY DO YOU

THINK MIS?

-417-
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BELOW IS A PICTURE OF A TENT.

DESCRIBE WHAT YOU SEE IN THE PICTURE.

DOES THIS TENT PROVIDE MAN WITH A BASIC NEED?
IF SO, WHAT NEED DOES A TENT FULFILL?

DOES A TENT PROVIDE MAN WITH SHELTER? WHY DO YOU THINK THIS?

DOES THIS TENT BELONG TO THE CHINESE CULTURE? WHY OR WHY NOT?

DOES THIS TENT BELONG TO THE UNITED STATES CULTURE?
WHY OR WHY NOT?

-418-
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BELOW IS A PICTURE OF A TENT.

WHAT U0 YOU SEE IN THE PICTURE?

DOES THIS TENT PROVIUE SHELTER? WHY OH WHY NOT?

WOULD THE Tr EL'; IN THL PICTURE PROVIDE SHELTER? WHY OR WHY NOT?

DOES THIS TEN1 BELONC; TO THE CHINESE CULTURE? WHY OR WHY NOT?

DUES THIS TEN1 BELONG T,.; THE UNITED STATES CULTURE?
WHY UN WHY HUT?

-4 1
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BELOW IS A PICTURE OF A SHELTER.

DESCRIBE THE TYPE OF SHELTER DRAWN BELOW.

DO SHELTERS HELP MAN SURVIVE? WHY DO YOU THINK THIS?

DO YOU THINK THIS TYPE OF SHELTER BELONGS TO THE UNITED STATES CULTURE?
WHY OR WHY NOT?

DO YOU THI,4K THIS TYPE OF SHLLTER BELONGS TO THE CHINESE CULTURE? WHY

OR WHY NOT:

WOULD YOU LUJuY LIVIraG IN A :JHELTLR SUCH AS THIS?
WHY OR WHY JUT?

49.



BELOW IS A PICTURE OF A HOUSE.

DESCRIBE THE HOUSE.

DOES THE HOUSE LOOK LIKE THE TYPE OF HOUSE YOU WOULD LIVE IN? DESCRIBE
THE TYPE OF HOUSE YOU WOULD LIVE IN.

DOES THE HOUSE LOOK LIKE IHE TYPE OF HOUSE BELONGING IN THE

CHINESE CULTURE? WHY oR WHY NOT?

DESCRIBE THL TYPE OF HOUSE YOU wax) FIND IN THE CHINESE CULTURE.

WHY DOES MAN HILO SHELTER?



DO YUU THINK THIS IS WHAT SHOPS IN CANTON LOOK LIKE? WHY OR WHY NOT?

WHAT MIGHT THE CHINESE PEOPLE PURCHASE IN THIS MARKET?

DO YOU THINK SHOPPING IN CANTON IS SIMILAR TO SH)PPING
IN THE UNITED STATES? WHY DO YOU THINK THIS?

WHAT UO STORE IN YOUR CITY OR TOWN LOOK LIKE?

42;) 429
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WHAT WOULD YOU BUY IN THESE STORES?

IF YOU WERE A CHINESE CITIZEN, COMING TO THE UNITED STATES ON VACATION, WHAT WOULD YOU BUY IN

THESE STORES? EXPLAIN YOUR ANSWER.

431



41_1

CIRCLE THE OBJECTS THAT BELONG TO THE CHINESE CULTURE. I

.a.<"\
STURAW SQUARES AROUND THE OBJECTS THAT BELONG TO THE UNITEu ATE6' CULTURE.

WHY LX) PEOPLE USE FURNITURE?

433



BELOW ARE SOME DRAWINGS OF FURNITURE PIECES.

CAN YOU FINU ANY OF THESE FURNITURE PIECES IN YOUR HOME?

CAN YOU FINO ANY OE THESE FURNITURE PIECESIN OTHER HOMES
IN YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD? WHY OR WHY NOT?

COULD YOU FIND ANY OF THESE FURNITURE PIECES :N THE HOMES
OF THE CHINESE PEOPLE IN THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA?
WHY OR WHY NOT?

IS FURNITURE NECESSARY FOR SURVIVAL? WHY OR WHY NOT?

CAN YOU NAME THE FURNITURE PIECES YOU
SEE IN THESE DRAWINGS? IF SO, LABEL
THEM.

-425 -
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THE PICTURES BELOW ARE ILLUSTRATIONS OF CLOTHING.

DESCRIBE THE TYPES OF CLOTHING YOU CAN SEE:

WHAT TYPES OF CLOTHING DO YOU NEED WHEN YOU LIVE IN A VERY HOT CLIMATE?

WHAT TYPES OF CLOTHING DU YOU NEED WHEN YUU LIVE IN A VERY COLD CLIMATE?

WHAT TYPES OF CLOTHING DO YOU NEED WHEN YOU LIVE IN A COMBINATION OF
CLIMATES-SEASONAL CHANGE OCCURS FOUR TIMES A YEAR?

WHAT TYPES OF CLONING DU YOU WEAR?

WHAT TYPES OF CLOTHING DU THE CHINESE PEOPLE WEAR?

WHAT TYPES OF CLOTHING UU THE PEOPLE OF THE UNITED STATES WEAR?

-42643
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COLOR THE TYPES OF TRANSPORTATION
YOU WOULD FIND IN CHINA. CIRCLE THE TYPES OF TRANSPORTATION

THAT YOU CAN SEE IN THESE DRAWINGS.
CAN YOU THINK OF ANY OTHER
VEHCILES OF TRANSPORTATION?

436 437



COLOR THE TYPE OF
TRANSPORTATION YOU WOULD

FIND IN CHI

Ammmt4.44.

c-)CDO

-_ CIRCLE THE TYPE
OF TRANSPORTATION Y

FIND IN THE UNIT
STATES.

71
7 ... Appole

444.0.

43;1
COULD YOU THINK OF TTIM-WHICLES OF
TRANSPORTAT I ON? CAN YOU TNINK OF ANY MORE
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BELOW ARE DRAWINGS OF TRANSPORTATION VEHICLES.

WHICH VEHICLES MIGHT YOU SEE 114 THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA?

WHICH VEHICLES MIGHT YOU SEE IN THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA?

WHICH VEHICLES ML PROBABLY THE MUST USEFUL TO Au INDUSTRIAL
:4AT kW, wHICH VEHICLES ARE. PROBABLY THE MOST USEFUL TO AN
AGRICULTURAL NAT 1)',1?



BELUW 13 A DvAvil,t0 JF .v JON1',.
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BELOW ARE ILLUSTRATIoNS OF TRANSPORTATION AND TECHNOLOGY TYPES.

DESCRIBE THE TYPES OF TRANSPORTATION AND TECHNOLOGY YOU SEE.

WHAT TYPES OF TRPSPORTATION ARE CHARACTERISTIC OF THE CHINESE
CULTURE? EXPLAIN YOUR ANSWER.

WHAT TYPES OF TECHNOLOGY ML CHARACTERISTIC OF THE CHINESE CULTURE? EXPLAIN.

WHAT TYPES OF TRANSPORTATION AND
TEOHNoLOGY BELONG TO THE
UNITED STATES CULTUIC? EXPLAIN.

DO YOU KNOW THE DIFFERENCE
8ETWEEN SIMPLE ANu CoMPEEX
TE,A;HNoLoUY? IF (.4J, EX:,LAIN.



BELOW IS 4 DRAWING OF A TELEPHONE.

WHERE WAS THE TELEPHONE INVENTED?

HOW U10 THE CHINESE PASS HLSSAGES OVER GREAT DISTANCES
DURING THE DYNASTIC PLRIODS OF THE CHINESE PAST?

How ulv THE AMERICANS (unitea States) PASS MESSAGES PRIOR
Tv THE INVENTION uF THE TELEPHONE?

WHY vU PEuPLC USE THL TELEPHONE?

DO NU USE. THE TLLEPHuNL? IF SO, WHY?

WHERE MIGHT A TELEPHONE BE MUST USEFULIN AN AGRICULTURAL NATION
OR IN AN 1DUSTRIAL NAflutI? EXPLAIN YuUR ANSWER.

-44'1



BELOW ARE DRAWINGS OF SPORT EQUIPMENT.

WHAT DO YOU CALL THE SPORT EQUIPMENT SHOWN?

DU YOU EVER USE THE EQUIPMENT SHOWN BELOW? WHY OR WHY NOT?

COULD YOU USE THE EQUIPMENT SHOWN BELOW TO SATISFY ONE OF YOUR
BASIC HUMAN NEEDS? WHY OR WHY NOT?

IF YoU LIVE IN AN AGRICULTURAL COMMUNITY, WOULD YOU NEED TO
USE iHE EQUIPMLIT SHOWN BELOW? WHY OR WHY NOT?

IF YOU LIVED IN AN INDUSTRIAL

COMMUWITY, WOULD YoU WELD TO
USE THIS EQUIPMENT? WHY OR
WHY AOT?

_433-
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CAN YOU NAME THE OBJECTS DRAWN BELOW? IF SO, LABEL THEM.

WHICH OF THE OBJECTS DRAWN BELOW HELPS YOU SATISFY ONE OF YOUR
BASIC HUMAN NEEDS? CAN YOU FIND ONE? IF YOU CAN NOT WHICH
OBJECTS WOULD BE ABLE TU HELP YOU SATISFY ONE OF YOUR BASIC
HUMAN NEEDS?

WHICH OF THE OBJECTS DRAWN BELOW HELPS YOU COMMUNICATE WITH
OTHER PEOPLE? DOES THIS COMMUNICATION HELP YOU TO SURVIVE?
WHY oR WHY NOT?

WHICH OF THE OBJECTS DRAWN BELOW HELPS YOU TO TRAVEL? DOES
THIS 1HAVEL INDICATE SURVIVAL? DOES THIS TRAVEL INDICATE
RECREATION? WHY DO YOU THINK THIS?

WHICH uF rtlL OBJECTS ORAW1: BELOW HELPS YOU SHARE YOUR
LIFE WITH oTHER PEOPLE?

WHICH uF THE OBJECIS MAWN BELOW HELP YOU
i464EtdER :rAGE3 IN YOUR LIFE?

8/P7,T .

ARE rtiL uBJLUTS SHuwA ABOVE NEuESSARY FOR

SURVIVAL? WHY OR vdlY quT?



WHICH MIGHT BE TITLES OF BOOKS IN THE
UNITED STATES? (select one of the
following titles): The Last Run

or 1S---

WHICH BOOKS MIGHT BE READ BY
THE CHINESE PEOPLE? HOW CAN
YOU JUDGE THIS?

HOW MIGHT YOU INDICATE THAT BOOK
NUMBER 9 IS READ BY THE PEOPLE OF
THE UNITED STATES?

DO YOU THINK THE CHINESE READ BOOKS?
WHY DO YOU THINK THIS?



Sat cr Um. ilbeA
eaVaor,ti
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CICKY, vlasAttavrom

#1 #2

WHAT DO YOU SEE IN THE PICTURES DRAWN ABOVE? WHICH OF THE ABOVE PICTURES RESEMBLES A LETTER AND
ENVELOPE? WHAT COUNTRY DO YOU SUPPOSE THIS ENVELOPE WAS WRITTEN IN?

WHAT CAN YOU ADD TO ENVELOPE #2 TO MAKE IT RESEMBLE A. ENVELOPE WRITTEN AND ADDRESSED IN THE
PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA?

WHAT ARE ENVELOPES AND LETTERS USED FOR?

DO YOU EVER USE LEITERS ANU ENVELOPES? IF SO, WHY?

DO YOU THINK THE CHINESE EVER USE LETTERS AND ENVELOPES? IF SO, WHY?

4 4 41:i
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WHY DO CULTURES HAVE PARADES?

COLOR THE PARADE THAT BELONGS TO THE CHINESE CIVILIZATION.

CIRCLE THE PARADE THAT BELONGS TO THE UNITED STATES CULTURE.

4Y1 451



EXAMPLE - -Look for characteristics within this frame.



F.

FINISHED? TAKE THIS PRE-TEST TO YOUR TEACHER.

STOP! DO NOT GO ANY FURTHER IN THIS PACKET UNTIL
YOUR TEACHER INSTRUCTS YOU TO DO SO.

If.your teacher checks item number one, you do

not need to complete the remainder of this packet.

If your teacher checks item number two, continue to

work with this packet, and turn the page. .

Item one: Go on to the next packet.

Item two: You are ready to start working in this

packet.

TURN THE PAGE ANL, BEGIN.

_440-
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PART TWO

The reason you need to have three parts was explained eariPar

in this packet; however, as a reminder, you will need to complete

this section before *orking ahead in this picket,

This section will introduce key ideas. Your knowledge of

similarities and differences existing between the cultures if the

Peoples' Republic Of China and the United States will help you

in completing this section.

Instructions For Completing Part Two You will be directed

to draw pictures, write explanations of your opinions, and complete

other specified tasks.

TURN THE PAGE AND FOLLOW THE DIRECTIONS VERY CAREFULLY.

-1-
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EXAMPLE:
There are three major sections to this learning packet.
The first section deals with pictures. You are to look
at the first frame. Look for characteristics within the
picture. You may wish to circle the objects you find In
the picture.

Next, look very closely at the frame. Describe what you
see in the frame. Write your description in the space
that is provided on the following pages.

Look again at the frame. Look very closely at those
characteristics in the scene which distinguish cultures.

You may look at the example provided on the following
Haves. The example will help you learn how to list
thole characteristics in the scene that will relate to
one or more of the following categories; list your obser-
vations under the appropriate headings: Chinese Culture;
United States Culture; Either Chinese or United States
Cultures; Neither Chinese or United States Cultures.

Draw something in the frame that will make the scene
(1) completely characteristic of the Chinese Culture;
(2) completely characteristic of the United States Culture;
(3) a combination of the Chinese and United States Cultures;
(4) characteristic of neither the Chinese Culture or the

United States Culture.
`Draw these additions on the frames provided after the
listing columns.

Later, you may wish to write a story,
based upon the objects you see in the

Ready to begin reading the examples?
begin.

-442-4

a poem, or a song

frame.

Turn the page and
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EXAMPLE- -Look for characteristics within this frame.



4LaMAIMM1LL,

EXAMPLE - -When you are looking for characteristics within the frame, you may wish to circle them.



INSTRUCTIONS: LOOK AT FRAME I (Example Frame).

'STEP ONE: Describe what you see in frame 1 . Write your
description in the space provided below. (If you need
additional space, write your description on a separate
piece of paper and attach to this packet).

Example: I see a tree, a Ferris wheel, a street lamp,
a building, a sign, people holding books,
people holding hands, etc.

STEP TWO: Look at the frame again. Look very closely at those
characteristics in the scene which distinguish cultures.
List those characteristics in the scene that will relate to
one or more of the following categories. List your observa-
tions under the appropriate headings: Chinese Culture;
United States Culture; Either Chinese or United States Cultures;
Neither Chinese or United States Cultures.

(1)

Chinese
Culture

(1) Tree is not
characteristi
type of China

(2)

United

States
Culture

Tree is typica
of types found
in the United
States - -Maple

(2) Wheel for Wheelamuse-
water power ment park

-411545:..0

(3)

Either
U.S. or
Chinese

(4)

Nei ler
U.4. or
Chinese

Trees are in Trees grow
both China and from the sky.
the United
-States.

4111100... 41.1.

Wheel and/or Flying saucer
water wheel 1 inAisquise
for irrigation
and electricity



(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

STEP TWO, CONTINUED:

(1)

Chinese
Culture

(2)

United
States
Culture

(3)

Either
U.S. or
Chinese

(4)

Neither
U.S. or
Chinese

Roof shingles Shingled roof
Made of wood common in U.S.
prepared in China

Nay use electric
lights todAy;
may use lanterns

.....
The Chinese
buildings use
more decoration
for the upper
class.

Use street lamp
often during
night to help
people see

-------------

The building is
a very modern
English Depart-
ment at a college
in the U.S.

These people are
not wearing the
Chinese tunic no
the Scholar suit.'

These people ar
wearing clothes
common to peopl
of the U.S.

Roofing is
used in both
cultures- -

Shelter satis-
fies physical
need

Need artifical
light when the
sun is not
shining.

4....m ...ftw
Buildings are
shelters, fox

people and
animals in
both cultures.

People live
everywhere in
our world.

Roof is made
of porcelain
China dishes

This street
lamp talks
in its sleep

The building
is made out
of peanut
butter gum.

The people are
wearing moon-
rocks in their
shoes.

STEP THREE: Draw something in the frame that will make the scene- -

(1) Completely characteristic of tie Chinese Culture

(2) Completely characteristic of the United States Culture

(3) A combination of the Chinese and United States Cultures

(4) Characteristic of neither the Chinese Culture or the
United States Culture

STEP FOUR: Hake up a story, poem, song, or something else to show
your creativity. (Perhaps you would like to write a

play or direct a play in class. Classmates may wish to

join you in such an activity) You're the boss.

-44e:,
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EXAMPLE:
Ural,/ something in the frame that will make it entirely
characteristic of the Chinese Culture.
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EXAMPLI

tiraw something in this frame that will make the scene
completely characteristic of the United States Culture.



FRAME 34 Example

SCENE ONE: Chinese Culture

You may have drawn a dragon, or a water mill, or something else.

S.

f

SCENE TWO: United States Culture

EXAMPLE:

You may have drawn an American flag, or the Empire State Building,
or something else.

-449-
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EXAMPLE:
Draw something in
characteristic of

combined.

,.. NS
SA... V

this scene that will make it completely
the Chinese and United States Cultures



I

EXAMPLE:
Draw something in this frampthat will make the scene
characteristic of neither the Chinese Culture nor the
United States Culture.
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FRAME 44

SCENE THREE: A COMBINATION OF THE CHIMSE AUD
UNITED STATES CULTURES

You may have drawn a railroad car and tracks, or a steamship,
or something else.

074%,

SCENE-0)M: CHARACTERISTICAR.NEINA THE
CHINESE CULTURE OR'THE'UNITED
STATES CULTURE

You may have drawn a spaceship, or Dutch wooden shoes, or something

else.
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eFropE you ;TART WORK1Nq ON PAPT TWO BE SURE THAT

. You understand *he directions comPletely.

2. You understand the exarvIes presented.

3. Y;-)u unlerstand the categnries under which you will

re classIfyint3 your s:ee'es.

AzT vw aFA0( Tr. 5E-::''F! Ir SO, ruRN THE PA(lE

A'n -1-tkRt t4.71,1,4r..
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INSTRUCTIONS: 1.1)0K. AT FRAMI:..1...A .

II It
STEP ONE: Describe what you see in frame ..4.,--s . Write your

description in the space provided below. (If you need
additional space, write your description on a separate
piece of paper and attach to this packet).

4

STEP TWO: Look at the frame again. Look very closely at those
characteristics in the scene which distinguish cultures.
List those characteristics in the scene that will relate to
one or more of the following categories. List your observa-
tions uudcr tLe appropriate headings: Chinese Culture;
United States Culture; Either Chinese or United States Cultures;
Neither Chinese or United States Cultures.

(1) (2)

Chinese United
Culture States

Culture

(3)

Either
U.S. or
Chinese

(4)

Neither

U.S. or
Chinese



STEP TWO, CONTINUED:

(1) (2) (3)

Chinese United Either

Culture States U.S. or
Culture Chinese

(4)

Neither
U.S. or

Chinese

STEP THREE: Draw something in the frar.e that will make the scene- -

(1) Completely characteristic of the Chinese Culture

(2) Completely characteristic of the United States Culture

(3) A combination of the Chinese and United States Cultures

(4) Characteristic of neither the Chinese Culture or the
United States Culture

STEP FOU::: Maiof up a story, pcer, son?, or something else to show
your creativity. (Perhaps you would like to write a

play or Ulroct ..1 play in class. ClaSSmatCS nay wish to

join you in such oa activity),, You're the boss.
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INSTRUCTIONS: LOOK AT FRAME 18 .

STEP ONE: Describe what you see in frame f3 . Write your

STEP TWO: Look ct. the frame again. Look very closely at those

'additional space, write your description on a separate
description in the space provided below. (if you need

piece of paper and attach to this packet).

List those -...lharacteristics in the scene that will relate to

one or L.:re of the following categories. List your observa-

1:either Chinese or Laited States Cultures.

Chinese

characteristics in the scene which distinguish cultures.

Unied States Culture; Lither Chinese or United Stat.os Cultures;
tioLi Lite appropriate headings:

(1)

' United
States

Culture

(2)

4 7t;

U.S. or

Either

Chinese

(3)

Chinese Cultur.?;

Neither
U.S. or
Chinese

(4)

.0



STEP TWO, OWLNUED:

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Chinese
Culture

United .

States
Culture

Either
U.S. or
Chinese

Neither
U.S. or

Chinese

STEP THREE: Draw 6...mething in the frame that will make the scene- -

(1) Completely characteristic of the Chinese Culture

(2) Completely characteristic of the United States Culture

(3) A combination of the Chinese and United States Cultures

(4) Characteristic of neither the Chinese Culture or the
United States Culture

STEP FOUR: Make up a story, poem, song, or something else to show
your creativity. (Perhaps you would like to write a
play or direct a play in class. Classmates may wish to

join you in such an activity) You're the boss.
-463-
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INSTRUCTIONS: LOOK AT FRAME 1 C .

STEP ONE: Describe what you see in frame C . Write your
description in the space provided below. (If you need

'additional space, write your description on a separate
piece of paper and attach to this packet).

STEP TWO: Look at the frame again. Look very closely at those
charadteristics in the scene which distinguish cultures.
List those characteristics in the scene that will relate to
one or more of the following categories. List your observa-
tions under Lhe appropriate headings: Chinese Culture;
United States Culture; Either Chinese or United States Cultures;
Neither Chinese or United States Cultures.

(1) (2)

Chinese ! United
Culture States

.Culture

(3)

Either
U.S. or
Chinese

(4)

Neither
U.S. or
Chinese
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INSTRUCTIO:.S; LOOK :\t ii,An: AI>.

STEP ONE: Ue,,:rihe ...hat you see in tr.m, -_. Write your
descript:..n 'n the s;.ace provided below. (If you need
additional .,p.tL,, write ;.our de.,eription on a separate
piece of parer And atta,i, Lt t;to packet).

STEP TWO: Look at the frar..0. :o!airt, Look very clo:-.ely at those
characteri:.tic,f in the Sektle* villa distfuquish cultures,

List ti)(*.e characterit,fic:-. in Ow s(-ene that will relate to

one or more. of the foliowin8 categories. List your observa-
tions under the appropriate headingst Chinese Culture;
United Stateu Culture; i ither Chinese or initcd States Cultures;
Neither C4inese or' United State t, Cultures.

(1)

Chinese
Culture

(2)

United
Suites
Culture

(3)

Either
U.S. or
Chinese

(4)

Neither
.S. cr
Chinese

,i (1AA/ ,tt

,



STEP TWO, CONT1NULD:

(1)

Chinese
Culture

(2)

United

States
Culture

(3)

Either
U.S. o.
Chinese

1

(4)

Neither
U.S. or
Chinese

STEP THREE: Draw something in the frawe that will make the scene--
(1) Completely characteristic of the Chinese Culture

(2) Completely characteristic of the United States Culture

(3) A combination of the Chinese and United States CulLurc3

(4) Chnractertstic of neither the Chinese Culture or the
United States Culture

STEP FOUR: Make up a story, poem, song, or somethipg else to show
your croativtty. (Perhaps you would like to write a
play or direct a play in class. Classmates may wish to

join you in such aTI activity) You're the boss.

-4874 9 .1)
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INSTRUCTIONS LOOK AT Flt.WliE .

STEP ONE; Describe wnat you see in frame 1E . Write your
description in the space provided below. (lf you need

'additional space, write >our description on a separate
piece of ;ru and attach to this packet).

STEP TWO Look at the ftar.t, again. Look very closely at those
characterintics in the scene which distinguish cultures.
List those characteristics in tho scene that will relate to
one or more of the following categories. List your observa-
tions under the appropriate headings: Chinese Culture';

United States Culture; Either Chinese or United States Cultures;
Neither Chinese or United States Cultures.

(1) (2)

Chinese ' United
Culture States

Culture

(3)

Either
U.S. or
Chinese

(4)

Neither
U.S. or
Chinese

4 1 I.- 5,



STEP TWO, CONTINUED:

(1)

Chinese
Culture

(2)

United

States

Culture

(3)

Either

U.S. or
Chinese

(4)

i Neither
U.S. or

Chinese

STEP THREE: Draw something in the frame that will make the scene- -

(1) Completely characteristic of the Chinese Culture

(2) Completely characteristic of the United States Culture

(3) A combination of the Chinese and United States Cultures

(4) Characteristic of neither the Chinese Culture cr the
United States Culture

STEP POUR: Make up a story, poem, song, or something else to show
your creativity. (Perhaps you would like to write a
play or direct a play in class. Classmates may wish to

join you in such an activity). You're the boss.

(
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INSTRUCTIO::5: LOOK AT FICNE41(7:.

STEP ONE: Dest'ribe ::hat you see in frame.l&-_. Write your
det.cription in the spaces provided b&,1,1w. (If you need

'additional t-4co, write your description on a separate
piece of paper and attach to this packet) .

STEP TWO: Look at thto is r.: again. Look very closely at those
characterit.tic in ti';e seftne which distinguish culture.

List th :.e characteristics in the scene that will reinte to
one or taor of the following categories, List.. your observa-

tions under the appropriate headings: Chines. Culture;
United States Culture; Either Chinese or Unied States Cultures;
Neither Chinese or Lnited States. Cultures.

(1) (2) (3)

Chine!,e United Either
Cu3tore States U.S. or

Culture Chinese

(4)

Neither
U.S. or
Chinese

5 !



STEP TWO, CONTINUED:

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Chinese United Either g Neither
Culture States U.S. or U.S. or

Culture. Chinese Chinese

STEP TURN'.: Draw sometninc: in the frame that. will make the scene--

(1) Completely characteristic of the Chinese Culture

(2) Completely charaeteristix of the United States Culture

(3) A combination of the Chinese and United States Cultures

(4) Characteristic of neither the Chinese Cniture or the
United States Culture

STLP FOUR: nAL.,, tq, a ..,tor... poi r , sonz, or something else to show
your creativity. (Pot-baps you could li!:e to write .1

play or direct a play in class. Classmates may wish to

join you in :aich an activity), You'te the boss.

-50!- C", I
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NSTRUCTIONg: I.JOK AT r&v.a://ti .

STEP ONE: Describe what you see in frame IN . Write your
description in the space provided below. (If you need
additional space, write your description on a separate
piece of paper and attach to tnis packet).

STEP WO; Look at the fraN.! Looi, ver.: at those
characteristics in the ;,cene :mile distinqui:Ai cultures.
List chose, ch..racts.ri,:tics in the '.rant, that will relate to

one or ore of the folio.1n:-: eato$Iorses. List yuur observa-
tions undur C- appropriate hendin.;,.: Chinese Culture;
United Statt:z Culture; :litho( chines... or Lnited States Cul lures;

Neither Chinese or Unitud States Cultures.

(1)

Chinose

Culture

(:t

rutted

States
Culture

(3)

Either
U.S. or
Chinese

(4)

NeitherNeither
U.S. or

Chinese



STEP TWO, CONTINUED:

(1) (2) (3)

Chinese United Either
Culture States U.S. or

culture Chinese

(4)

Neither
U.S. or
Chinese

STEP THREE: Draw something in the frame that will make the scene--
CO Completely characteristic of the Chinese Culture

(2) Completely characteristic of the United States Culture

(3) A combination of the Chinese and United States Cultures

(4) Characterisir of neither the Chinese Culture or the
United States Culture

STEP FOUR !.11;t: up A - :Ivry. peen, song, or something else to show

your cr4tLvit.., (Porhaps you would ii...c to wrxtv a

play or dirvct a pl.iv in clas:,.. Classmates may wish to

join 3,ou in such an activity). You're the boss.

-5r);45 9
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DART THREE

The reason you need to vicrk three Darts was explained

earlier in this Packet: however, as a reminder, vou will need

to comolete this section before workina ahead in this packet.

This section will provide throught processes. Your

knowledle of cultures will help you in comoletina this section.

Instru,:tions "...)r- Complatina Part Three: You will be

cfrected 1-..) drew pictures, wrItc. exoljnations of your oninions,

and r-cmnlete -)thgr sDecified treks.

Pic) Tur 7A'-',E 10," rOLLOW ILli c)IDFUIONS VERY CARErULLY.

.



EX4MPLE:

There are three maior divisions in this learning Packet. You

have just completed Part Two. The directions for completing.
Part Three are very similar to the directions you followed
in Part Two. You are to look at the first frame. Look for
characteristics within the frame., Look for the objects
which helong in the four categories:

(l) Completo, characteristic of the Chinese Culture
(2) Completely characteristic of the United States Culture
(3) A combination of the Chinese Culture and the United

States Culture
(41 Not characteristic of either the Chinese Culture or

the United States Culture.

You will deride what the Picture in the frame means to You.
You will draw pictures which reoresent the four cateeories.
The example provided will help explain this process.
You may wish to use some of the pictures more than once. You

may wish to use only one or two of the pictures. You may wish
to add your own pictures, Be creative and draw your Ideas.

Ready to Pegin readinl the examples? Turn the Pape an' start
learning



STEP TWO CONTINUED:

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Chinese United Either Neither
Culture States U.S. or U.S. or

Culture Chinese Chinese

STEP THREL: Draw something in the frame that will make the scene- -

(1) Completely characteristic of the Chinese Culture

(2) Completely characteristic of the United States Culture

(3) A combination of the Chinese and United States Cultures

(4) Characteristic of neither the Chinese Culture or the
United States Culture

STEP FOUR: Make up a story, poem, song, or something else to show
your creativity. (Perhaps you would like to write a
play or direct a play in class. Classmates may wish to

Join you in such an activity) You're the boss.



INSTRUCTIONS: LOOK AT FRNME

STEP ONE: Describe what you see in frame A _. Write your
description in the space provided below. (If you need

'additional space, write your description on a separate
piece of paper and attach to this packet).

STEP TWO: Look at the frame again. Look very closely at those
characteristics in the scene which distinguish cultures.
List those characteristics in the scene that will relate to
one or more of the following categories. List your observa-
tions under the appropriate headings: Chinese Culture;
United States Culture; Either Chinese or United States Cultures;
Neither Chinese or United States Cultures.

(1)

Chinese
Culture

(2)

United
States
Culture

(3)

Either

U.S. or
Chinese

(4)

Neither
U.S. or
Chinese



STEP TWO, CONTINUED:

(1) (2) (3) (4)

'Chinese
i Culture

United
States

Cultu:e

Either
U.S. or

Chinese

I Neither
U.S. or
Chinese

STEP THREE: Draw something in the frame that will make the scene- -

(1) Completely characteristic of the Chinese Culture

(2) Completely characteristic of the United States Culture

(3) A combination of the Chinese and United States Cultures

(4) Cha-acteristic of neither the Chinese Culture or the
United States Culture

STEP FOUR: Make up a story, poem, song, or something else to show
your creativity. (Perhaps you would like to write a
play or direct a play in class. Classmates may wish to

join you in such an activity). You're the boss.

-517-
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FRAME e)

SCENE ONE: Chinese Culture

I 44

j

(1).

TIT"ipiNkssages in China used
' to be sent and delivered

by runners.

(2) This bike
can be
cities

found in the
of China

today.

*WA*

----- /js,

\

1.ga.
%myk..1100,4424%

I

Peking.

rr I :

SCENE TWO: United States Culture

1 did not show any of the pictures in this United States Culture
because:

(2) Runners were not used in early American cities as messengers.

(2) The cart is not part of an old wagon train, but part of a plow
used in Old China.

(3) The bike was made in Japan.

I

-518- r
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This man is wearing a
that was manufactured
but he is an American

A COIR3INATION OF THE CHINESE AND
UNITED STATES CULTURES

.... rioth cultures usek.

000:7NN .0-"Nrw

NC1%.6-1° ;

silk shirt ilk
in China,
track .'

i
1

:44a.m.~.
This bike was made in

SCENE

the United States
but bought by a man\ n China as a gift

to his brother.

\ .4 ......./.

.... IWIBIPNmei

prpiR: CHARACTERISTIC OF NEITHER THE
CHINESE CULTURE OR THE UNITED
STATLS CULTURE

ALL THE ABOVE COULD BE CHARACTERISTIC OF BOTH CULTURES
BUT A FLYING SAUCER IS NOT.

-51 9-5
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INSTRUCTIONS: LOOK AT FRAME .

STEP ONE: Describe what you see in frame G . Write your
description in the space provided below. (If you need

'additional space, write your description on a separate
piece of paper and attach to this packet).

STEP TWO: Look at the frame again. Look very closely at those
characteritics in thy scene which distinguish cultures.
List Chose characteristics In the scene that will relate to
one or more of the following categories. List your observa-
tions under the appropriate headingb: Chinese Culture;
United States Culture; Either Chinese or United States Cultures;
Neither Chinese or United States Cultures.

(1)

Chinese
Culture

(2)

United
States

Culture

(3)

Either
U.S. or
Chinese

(4)

Neither
U.S. or
Chinese

11



STEP TWO, CONTINUED:

(1) (2) (3) (A)

Chinese United Either Neither
Culture States U.S. or U.S. or

Culture Chinese Chinese

STEP THREE: Draw something in the frame that will make the scene--

(1) Completely characteristic of the Chinese Culture

(2) Completely characteristic of the United States Culture

(3) A combination of the Chinese and United States Cultures

(4) Characteristic of neither the Chinese Culture or the
united States Culture

STEP FOUR: Make up a story, poem, song, or something else to show
your creativity. (Perhaps you would like to write a

play or direct a play in class. Classmates may wish to

join you in such an activity). You're the boss.



FRAME- ...1)

SCENE ONE

%

ta4

,
Rd *4

THIS IS THE ONLY MEANS OF TRANSPORTATION SHOWN
THAT REPRESENTS THE CHINESE CULTURE BECAUSE. .

(1) This could be part of an old Chinese cart.
(2) The bike is not a pedicab.
(3) The runner is not using Chinese letters on

his shirt.--The runner is not Chinese.

-a

-522-5 1



FRAME e

SCENE THRM: A CC:93INATION OF THE CHINESE AND
UNITED STATES CULTURES

For the reasons explained in the scene below, I did not
driv any of the examples in this scene. However, a plane

would be characteristic of both the Chinese and United States
Culture.

,
SCENE FOT1R: CHARACTERISTIC OF NEITHER THE

CHINESE CULTURE OR THE UNITED
STATES CULTURE*

1'61

--itseil#This man is
from Wales.

Aesh tiot :;00111

..."'"o., j ....r.

, .....--_..r...-: 1...

.s. .'''.. ..0:

This wagon can no '. -

/*"7 longer be used
';'..---

,1,

it is of no vain

S This bike was
made in France

\ ; P----s\ and used by
O; 7 Spanish

eilgr"...-,("'''''""'"'"
.

-523-
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INSTRUCTIONS: LOOK AT FRAME 124..f. .

STEP ONE: Describe what you see in frame Dili. . Write your
description in the space provided below. (If you need

'additional space, write your description on a separate
piece of paper and attach to this packet).

STEP TWO: Look at the frame again. Look very closely at those
characteristics in the scene which distinguish cultures.
List el-se characteristics in the scene that will relate to
one or mc of the following categories. List your observa-
tions under the appropriate headings: Chinese Culture;
United States Culture; Either Chinese or United States Cultures;
Neither Chinese or United States Cultures.

(1)

Chinese

Culture

(2)

United
States
Culture

(3)

Either
U.S. or
Chinese

(4)

Neither
U.S. or
Chinese

-54-
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STEP TWO, CONTINUED:

(1)

Chinese
Culture

(2)

United
States
Culture

(3)
Either

U.S. or
Chinese

(4)

Neither
U.S. or
Chinese

STEP THREE: Draw something in the frame that will make the scene --

(1) Completely characteristic of the Chinese Culture

(2) Completely characteristic of the United States Culture

(3) A combination of the Chinese and United States Cultures

(4) Characteristic of neither the Chinese Culture or the
United States Culture

STEP FOUR: Make up a story, poem, song, or something else to show
your creativity. (Perhaps you would like to write a
play or direct a play in class. Classmates may wish to

join you in such an activity). You're the boss.

-525-5 4,1



FRAME F

SCENE ONE

$

A. 01/4

This could be part of
an old Chinese cart.

This bike could be made into a
, Chinese "rldicab".

SCENE TWO

(1) Means of transportation -- running
(2) Means of sport - -track star

(3) Means of satisfying physical
needs -- exercise

This is a track runner--he has
initials of a school on his
shirt--the letters are not
"Chinese Charactures".



FRAME &.

SCENE THREE

61157.1NOW.

ri
t

't 5

I
17.7.

This bike is used 11

by businessmen in China. ti

This bike is used by businessmen
in the United States.
This bike has wheels - -all bikes have wheels --both the Chinese
and United States Cultures have used the wheel in transportation.

iCENE FOUR

This wagon was used by the Dutch in their move across

the restored soils of the Netherlands and hauled many pairs
of golden Ice skate; for the aunt of Han Brinker. It was sold
to the Italians in the next century and carried the paintings
of Michael Angelo across the flooding streets of Rome, Italy.



FRAME I+

SCENE ONE

...:

pOWOM7mmewrim.

WM
s; If you change

If you add a carriste

,Sam to tne back of this
bike, it would re-

;rte.- seMble a "pedicsb".

;

the letters E.W.S.C. to
runner could ue Chinese.

SCENE TWO

...A.%

.... " 4L....6r' 16Ar.., . - 0. til ": f,r_alt. .1...
40 r...t....., ., ...I' 1 4...4,7,,-,

f.'"*-±,... ........0.0. ...
4-

---....., rek..............- i

."."'"46,.,13/4,,...i.....-....rri
%.66,....

----
i6

Mb.

a

If you made this
into a wagon train,
it would be like the
means of transporta-
tion used in the
settling of the West

I did not include the runner because track izntt a common means
of transportation.

I did not include the bicycle because it was not invented by
an American.

-528-



FRAME V

SCENE 0:4E1 Chinese Culture

The man is a runner for the United States Olympic Team- -he

is not Chinese. He is wearing cotton shorts made in the United
State's. He is wearing contact lens sold to him by an American
eye doctor that has never traveled in the People's Republic of
China.

The bike was invented by the French. The Chinese rice farmer
is not rich enough to afford a bike--"Row do you ride a bike
through a flooded rice paadir The import tax on the bike is
far too expensive for the common means of transportation.

The broken-down wagon belonged to the late cousins of
Captain Oregoonsp-4 general sold it to him before the battle of
Muddy water.

'SCENE TWO:

4 e
MAIMMP.I.

United States Culture

MacDonald!ir'-

kr

fMAVA "'V*

X 4 .4" This bike has

n-ts and ',oats-.

This man
lotion made in
permits him to

is wearing suntan
the United States
"Run in the Sun."

which

-52Q-
1-
0 1

V: things molded
in the

ifl

ff United
\ States.
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FRAME r

SCE%E TIInE

I.
....Le

JV

..61111t..0.1,001111i .,:.

WHEELS WERE USED BY THE CHINESE PEOPLE MANY THOUSANDS OF
YEARS BEFORE THE UNITED STATES CULTURE WAS CREATED.

However, once the people of the United States Culture
found use for the rubber wheel, the wagon wheels (which were
wooden) were no longer used --the wagon was deserted. The
bicycle became a popular sport activity, and the American
relations with rubber-exporting countries became very delicate.

SCE:4E FOUR

)
t-.This man is an Olympic . fp

Champion - -Gold !fedal

Winner. He is from the
United States.
Chinese do not
participate in the
Summer Olympics.

The reason he
was drawn in
this scene is

because he
is not a
common means
of transportation,
especially if he is in
the Olympics--because
how many people do yo know that run in the Olympics?

The

A



INSTRUCTIONS: LOOK AT FRAME 4
-1-1-1-

11 r 3:

STEP ONE: Describe what you see in frame .,ii.r3-. Write your
--...74.-4--

description in the space provided oelow. (U you need
'additional space, write your description on a separate
piece of paper and attach to this packet).

STEP TWO: Look at the frame again. Look very closely at those
characteristics in the scene which distinguish cultures.
List those characteristics in the scene that will relate to
one or more of the following categories. List your observa-
tions under the appropriate headings: Chinese Culture;
United States Culture; Either Chinese or United States Cultures;
Neither Chinese or United States Cultures.

(1)

Chinese

Culture

(2)

United
States
Culture

(3)

Either
U.S. or
Chinese

(4)

Neither
U.S. or
Chinese

-53'-

50'1



STEP TWO, CONTINUED:

(1)

Chinese
Culture

(2)

United
States
Culture

(3)

Either
U.S. or
Chinese

(4)

Neither
U.S. or
Chinese

STEP THREE: Draw something in the frame that will make the scene-
(1) Completely characteristic of the Chinese Culture

(2) Completely characteristic of the United States Culture

(3) A combination of the Chinese and United States Cultures

(4) Characteristic of neither the Chinese Culture or the
United States Culture

STEP FOUR: Make up a story, poem, song, or something else to show
your creativity. (Perhaps you would like to write a
play or direct a play in class. Classmates may wish to

join you in such an activity). You're tilt! boss.

-53f_ry



BErORE YOH START WORKM ON PART THREE

BE SURE THAT:

1. You understand the directions completely.

2. You understand the examples presented.

3. You understand the categories under which you w'll be

defining your frames.

A'44- ioy PiAriv T:1 ;t:-,IT? 1r SO, AN THE PArT.
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INSTRUCTIONS: LOOK AT FM:C*0f .

STEP ONE: Describe w4at you see in frame #1/ . Write your
descripticn Iti the space provided below. (If yot need

'additional space, write your description on a separate
piece of paper and attach to this packet).

STEP TWO: Look at the frame again. Look very closely at those
characteristics in the scenu which distinguish cultures.
List those characteristics in the scene that will relate to
one or more of the following categories. List your observa-
tions under the appropriate headings: Chinese Culture;
United States Culture; Either Chinese or United States Cultures;
Neither Chinese or United States Cultures.

(1)

Chinese
Culture

(2)

United
States
Culture

(3)

Either

U.S. or
Chinese

(4)

Neither
U.S. or
Chinese

-53555 -;



STEP TWO, CONTINUED:

(1)

A Chinese
Culture

(2)

United
States
Culture

(3)

Either
U.S. or
Chinese

(4)

Neither
U.S. or

Chinese

-..

STEP THREE: Draw something in the frame that will make the scene- -

(1) Completely characteristic of the Chinese Culture

(2) Completely characteristic of the ::nited States Culture

(3) A combination of the Chinese and United States Cultures

(4) Characteristic of neither the Chinese Culture or the
United States Culture

STEP FOUR: Yake up .i story. poem, song, or something else to show
your crvtivity. (Perhaps you would like to write a

play or direct a play in class. Classmates may wish to

join you in such an activity)* You're the boss.

-t.3645
5
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FRA!.:E ItY

SCENE ONE:' Chinese Culture

SCENE TWO: United States Culture

r r .-537- J a ,



FRY4E

SCENE THREE: A CUWINATION OF CHINESE AND
UNITED STATLS CULTURES

SCENE FOTTR: CHARACTERISTIC OF NEITHER THE
CHINESE CULTURE OR THE UNITED
STATES CULTURE

- 3R - 5
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INSTRUCTIONS: LOOK AT FRAME *02.

STEP ONE: Describe what you see in frame 2.102. . Write your
description in the space provided below. (If you need

'additional space, write your description on a separate
piece of paper and attach to this packet).

STEP TWO: Look at the frame again. Look very closely at those
characteristics in the scene which distinguish cultures.
List those characteristics in the scene that will relate to
one or more of the following categories. List your observa-
tions under the appropriate headings: Chinese Culture;
United States Culture; Either Chinese or United States Cultures;
Neither Chinese or United States Cultures.

(1) (2)

Chinese ' United
Culture States

Culture

(3)

Either
U.S, or
Chinese

(4)

Neither
U,S. or
Chinese

AL



STEP TWO CONTINUED:

(1) (2) (3) (4)

.Chinese United Either I Neither
Culture States U.S. or U.S. or

Culture Chinese " Chinese

STEP THREE: Draw something in the frame that will make the scene--
(1) Completely characteristic of the Chinese Culture

(2) Completely characteristic of the United States Culture

(3) A combinaticn of he Chinese and United States Cultures

(4) Characteristic of neither the Chinese Culture or t!e
United States Culture

STEP FOUR: Make up a story, poem, song, or something else to show
your creativity. (Perhaps you would like to write a
play or direct a play in class. Classmates may wish to

join you in such an activity. You're the bass.

.,541 -
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FRAME *62.

SCE%E 0%E: Cninese Culture
. 1,

..,1111.14/11.1=1.1.

SCENE TWO: United States Culture

--. ..-
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INSTRUCTIONS: LOOK AT ray.E*3

STEP ONE Describe wait you see in franc Write your
descriviog in the space provided below. (11 you need
additiond apace, write your description on a separate
piece of paper and attach to this packet).

STEP TWO: Look at the frame again. Look very closely at those
characteristics in the scene which distinguish cultures.
List those characteristics in the scene that will relate to
one or Lore of the following categories. List your ob.lerva-
tions under the appropriate headings: Chinese Culture;
United States Culture; Either Chinese or United Status Cultures;
Neither Chinese or United States Cultures.

(1) (2)

Chinese United
Culture I States

Culture

(3)

Either
U.S. or
Chinese

(4)

Neither
U..S. or

Chinese

10..=me



STEP TWO, CONTINUED:

(I) (2)

Chinese United

Culture States
Culture

1

(3)

Either

U.S. or
Chinese

1

(4)

Neither
U.S. or
Chinese

t

STEP THRE.h.; Draw something is the frame that will nake the scene--

(1) Completely characteristic of tile Chinese Culture

(2) Completely characteris:ic of the United State& Culture

(3) A combination of the Chinese and United States Cultures

(4) Characceri,,tic of neither the Chinese ClAture or the
Unite' States Culture

STEP FoDURf, Make up a stor, p,er, sonz or so7.cthi.:Ig else to snow

your creat il'ern,ps 7on wouij 11::.e. LO WriLc a

play or dirtct a rlay in CI -13::4 Clas.nates ray wiii to

join you in sixh ao a<tiit0' You're
th''' D°S"



FRAME 03

!11Ii.M.
SCENE C%Ef Chinese Culture

SCENE -14: United States Culture

r
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FPAME

SCEJE TH2:7.=: A CC:ail.:MO.: OF THE CHL4ECE
S':ATLS

VI

SCENE CiiA201.CT:.2ISTIC OF =MIER THE
CUIL:UR-: OR ,TIS

STATES CULTURE

5f:
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INSTRUCTIONS; LOOK AT Fit:W11(.

STEP ONE: Describe what you see in frame Write your
de,cription in the paco provided below. (If you need

'additionil space, write your description oa a separate
piece of paper and attach to this packet).

STEP TWO; Look et the fr,me again. Look very closely at those
characteristioJ in the scene which distinguish cultures.
List thoe characteristics in th scene that will relate to
one or more of the following catet;ories. List your observa-
tions under tut' xroprtate headins Chinese Culture;
United States Culture; Either Chinese. or United States Cultures;
Neither Chinese or Cnited States Cultures.

(1)

Chinese
Culture

(2)

United
States
Culture

(3)

Either
U.S. or
Chinese

I.

(4)

Neither
U.S. or
Chinese



STEF TWO, CONTINUED:

(1)

Chinese
Culture

(2)

1 United
States
Culture

(3)

Either

U.S. or
Chinese

(4)

Neither
U.S. or
Chinese

STEP THREE: Draw something in the frame that will make the scene- -

(1) Completely characteristic of the Chinese Culture

(2) Completely characteristic of the United States Culture

(3) A combination of the Chinese and United States Cultures

(4) Characteristic of neither the Chinese Culture or the
United States Culture

STEP FOUR: M..:ke up a story. poen, song, or something else to show
your creativity. (Perhaps you would iii:e to write a
play or direct a play in class, Classmates may wish to

joia you in suca an activity). You're the boss.



FRAME _#4Z

SCENE ONE: Chinese Culture

f.

SCENE TWO United States Culture

07.f



FRAME #4I

4....1WI

SCI:::11. THREE:, A COniii::AT10:i OF Ti: E CIII:;I:513 KID
IIIITLD ST Ams CULTURES

...

I

SCENE ic1n13: CHAIZACTi:RIST IC Or ::1:ITILEIi TIM
CIII:IESi: CULTURE OR THE UTITED
STATES' CULTURL

-r''; 3-5 7 ...,





INSTRUCTIONS: LOOK AT FRAME.r.

STEP ONE: Describe what you see in frame *lc . Write your
description in the space provided below. (If you need

'additional space, write your description on a separate
piece of paper and attach to this packet).

STEP TWO: Look at the frame again. Look very closely at those
characteristics in the scene which distinguish cultures.
List those characteristics in the scene that will relate to
one or more of the following categories. List your observa-
tions under the appropriate headings: Chinese Culture;
United States Culture; Either Chinese or United States Cultures;
Neither Chinese or United States Cultures.

(1)

Chinese
Culture

(2)

I United
States

Culture

(3)

Ei"her
U.S. or
Chinese

(4)

Neither
U.S. or
Chinese

_555-
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STEP TWO, CONTINUED:

(1)

Chinese
Culture

(2)

United
States
Culture

(3)

Either
U.S. or
Chinese

(4)

I Neither
U.S. or
Chinese

STEP THREE: Draw something in the frame that will make the scene- -

(1) Completely characteristic of the Chinese Culture

(2) Completely characteristic of the United States Culture

(3) A combination of the Chinese and United States Cultures

(4) Characteristic of ncither the Chinese Culture or the
United States Culture

STEP FOUR: Make up a story, poem, song, or something else to show
your creativity. (Perhaps you would like to write a
play or direct a play in :lass. Classmates may wish to

join you in such an activity) You're the boss.

-556- 57,
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FRAME "r',...1"-

SCENE ONE: Chinese Culture

I

SCENE TWO: United States Culture



FRAME 04".

scEn THREE: A COQ BI OF THE CHT:tESE AIID

UNITED STATES CULTURES

.=mEri Im%16

SCENE FOUR: CHARACTERISTIC OF NEITHER THE
CHIRESE CULTURE OR THE U3ITED
STATES CULTURE

-55A-
17i
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INSTRUCTIONS: LOOK AT FRAME46.

STEP ONE: Describe what you see in frame It' . Write your
description in the space provided below. (If you need

'ai.ditional space, write your description on a separate
piece of paper and attach to this packet).

STEP TWO: Look at the frame again. Look very closely at those
charadteristics in the scene which distinguish cultures.
List those characteristics in the scene that will relate to
one or more of the following categories. List your observa-
tions under the appropriate headings: Chinese Culture;
United States Culture; Either Chinese or United States Cultures;
Neither Chinese or United States Cultures.

(1)

Chinese
Culture

(2)

United
States
Culture

(3)

Either
U.S. or
Chinese

(4)

Neither
U.S. or
Chinese

581,

-560-
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STEP TWO, CONTINUED:

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Chinese United Either Neither
Culture States H.S. or U.S. ox

Culture Chinese Chinese

STEP THREE: Draw something in the frame that will make the scene- -
(1) Completely characteristic of the Chinese Culture

(2) Completely characteristic of the United States Culture

(3) A combination of the Chinese and United States Cultures

(4) Characteristic of neither the Chinese Culture or the
United States Culture

STEP FOUR: Make up a story, poem, song, or something else to show
your creativity. (Perhaps you would like to write a
play or direct a play in class. Classmates may wish to

join you in such an activity) . You're the boss.

-561- 552



FPAME 6.

SCENE ONE: Chinese Culture

SCENE TWO: United States Culture

-362-

5 S"I



FR6mE

SCENE THREE: A COMIRATION OF THE CHINESE AND
MUTED STATES CULTURES

SCENE FOUR: CHARACTERISTIC OF NEITHER THE
CHINESE CULTURE OR THE UNITED
STATES CULTURE

4-553- 5S





PUTRUCTIC". LOOK AT FRAME 'Of

STEP ONE: Describe what you see in frame 4111 . Write your
description in the space provided below. (If you need
additional space, write your description on a separate
piece of paper and attach to this packet).

STEP TWO: Look at the frame again. Look very closely at those
charadteristics in the scene which distinguish cultures.
List those characteristics in the scene that will relate to

one or more of the following categories. List your observa-
tions under the appropriate headings: Chinese Culture;
United States Culture; Either Chinese or United States Cultures;
Neither Chinese or United States Cultures.

(1)

Chinese
Culture

(2)

United
States
Culture

(3)
Either
U.S. or
Chinese

(4)

Neither
U.S. or
Chinese

-56558 ti



STEP TWO, CONTINUED:

(1) (2) (3) (4)

'Chinese
Culture

United
States
Culture

Either
U.S. or
Chinese

s Neither 1

U.S or

Chinese

A

4

b

..r..a

STEP THREE: Draw something in the frame that will make the scene- -

(1) Completely characteristic of the Chinese Cuiture

(2) Completely characteristic of the United States Culture

(3) A combination of the Chinese and United States Cultures

(4) Characteristic of neither the Chinese Culture or the
United States Culture

STEP POUR: Make up a story, poem, song, or so;.thing else to show
your creativity. (Perhaps you would like to write a
play or direct a play in class. Classmates may wish to

join you in such an activity) You're the boss.



FRAME f'

SCENE ONE: Chinese Culture

S.

1

SCENE TWO: United States Culture

-.

p.1.1Mmip

5 a-5678
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met *7

SCENE THREE: A COMBINATION OF THE =ESE AND
UNITED STATES CULTURES

SCENE FOT1R: 'CILARACTIMISTIC OF NEITHER THE
CHINESE CULTURE OR THE UNITED
STATES CULTURE,
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INSTRUCTIONS: LOOK AT FRAME

STEP ONE: Describe what you see in frame . Write your
description in the space provided below. (If you need
additional space, write your description on a separate
piece of paper and attach to this packet).

ex.

STEP TWO: Look at the frame again. Look very closely at those
Characteristics in the scene which distinguish cultures.
List those characteristics in the scene that will relate to
one or more of the following categories.. List your observa
tions under the appropriate headings: Chinise Culture;
United States Culture; Either Chinese or United States Cultures;
Neither Chinese or United States Cultures.

(1) (2) , (3) (4)

Chinese I United lather Neither
Culture States U.S. or U.S. or

Culture Chinese Chinese

-570-



STEP TWO, CONTINUED:

(1) (2) (3) (4)

I Chinese
Culture

United
States

Culture

Either
U.S. or
Chinese

Neither
U.S. Or
Chinese

. :

.

t

..

..

&
,

.

,

,

STEP THREE: Draw something in the frame that will matte the scene- -

(1) Completely characteristic of the Chinese Culture

(2) Completely characteristic of the 'United States Culture

(3) A combination of the Chinese and United States Cultures

(4) Characteristic of nei4her the Chinese Curture or the
United States Culture

STEP FOUR: Make up a story, poem, song, or something else to show
your creativity. (Perhaps you would like to write a
play or direct a play in class. Classmates may wish to

join you in,such an activity). You're the boss.



a

FRAME 401

SCEUE ONE: Chinese Culture

s

=M.

1====1.......M.M

SCENE TWO: United States Culture

-5725 9 11



FRAME *r

SCENE THREE: A COMINATION OF Tnr CHINESE AND
UNITED STATES CULTURES

III
SCENE FOUR:,,CHABACTERISTIC OF NEITHER THE

CHINESE CULTURE OR THE UNITED
STATES CULTURE

-573trA
-0
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FRAME 1.447

SCENE ONE: Chinese Culture

SCENE. IWO: United States Culture

-W-
C 0



STEP TWO, CONTINUED:

(l) (2) (3) (4)

Chinese
Culture

United
States
Culture

Either
U.S. or
Chinese

Neither
U.S. or
Chinese

STEP THREE: Draw something in the frame that will make the scene- -

(1) Completely characteristic of the Chinese Culture

(2) Completely characteristic of the United States Culture

(3) A combination of the Chinese and United States Cultures

(4) Characteristic of neither the Chinese Culture or the
United States Culture

STEP FOUR: Make up a story, poem, song, or something else to show
your creativity. (Perhaps you would like to write a
play or direct a play in class. Classmates may wish to

join you in such an activity). You're the boss.

-576590



FRAME

SCENE ONE; Chinese Culture

SCENE TWO: United States Culture

-5775



FRAME liflp

SCLIE THREE: A C0313I:ATI01; OF TIE CHINESE AND
U ;iITEI) STATLS CULTURES

SCENE FOTTR: CHARACTERISTIC OF HEITHER THE
CHIUESE CULTURE OR '22E WNW
STATES CULTURE

-578-
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INSTRUCTIONS: LOOK XI FRAME2t4, .

STEP ONE: Ve:,:ribe what you see in frame JOAD . Write your
description in the space provided below. (If you need

'adt'itional space, write your description on a separate
piece of paper and attach to this packet).

STEP TWO: Look at the frame 'again. Look very closely at those
characteristics in the scene which distinguish cultures,
List those characteristics in the scene that will relate to
one or more of the following categories. List your observa-,
tions under the appropriate. headings: Chinese Culture;
United States Culture; Either Chinese or United States Cultures;
Neither Chinese or United States Cultures.

(1)

Chinese

Culture

(2)

United
States

Culture

(3)

Either

U.S. or
Chinese

(4)

Neither
U.S. or
Chinese



STEP TWO, CONTINEEDf

(1) (2)

Chinese
;

United

Culture States

1

Culture

(3)

Either

U.S. or
Chinese

(4)

Neither
U.S. or

Chinese

STEP THREE: Draw something in the frame that will make the scene- -

(1) Completely characteristic of the Chinese Culture

(2) Completely characteristic of the United States Culture

(3) A combination of the Chinese and United States Cultures

(4) Characteristic of neither the Chinese Culture or the
United States Culture

STEP FOURf Make up a stoty, poem, song, or something else to sow
your creativity. (Perhaps you would like to write a

play or direct a play in class. Classmates may wish to

join you in such an activity)- You're the boss.

-5PI- 60:c



FRAME 14%

SCENE ONE : Chinese Culture

SCENE IWO: United States Culture

..,.,_
1; 9 1



FRAME 4110

SCEdE THREE: A CCI5I;;ATIO:1 OF TEE CIII.Z:SE AND
U.UTED STATES CULTURES

SCENE FrYIR: CHARACTERISTIC OF NEITKER THE
CHINESE CULTUFE OR THE U,;ITED
S'2ATEr.) CUL'arRE



ROST-TrST

This Rost-Test will be a slide-classification exercise.

You will use the catecories nrovi*ded on the tollowina Daces

in distinguishing the characteristics presented in the slides.

You will not know the source of the slides, You will be able

to aoblv the kncwledae you have gained from the study of the

Chinese Civilization in classifying your slides.

This Post-Test may he taken individually, in groups,

cr in class,

READY TO BF.IN? ASk YOUR TEACHER OP YOUR RESOURCE

CENTER '.'.1nr?Vr,r),-). TO nr'F'ARci THE anES, TURN TO THF

NEYT RAr,E =nn 74,1- ('ATEn0Rv-OESFRVATION ("MUM

--i-14-

1."



INSTRUCTIONS: LOOK AT FRAME

STEP ONE; Describe what you see in frame ___ . Write your
description in the space provided below. (If you need

'additional :,pace, write your description on a separate
piece of paper and attach to this packet).

STEP TWO Look at the frame again. Look very closely at those
characteristics in the scene which distinquiz.h cultures.
List those characteristics in the scene ton will relate to
one or more of the following categories. List your observa-
tions under the appropriate headings: Chinese Culture;
United States Culture; Either Chinese or United States Cultures;
Neither Chinese or United States Cultures.

(1) (2)

Chinese United
Cultu-% States

Culture

(3)

Either
U.S. or
Chinese

(4)

Neither

U.S. or
Chinese

-5'35-
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STEP TWO, CONTINUED:

(1)

'Chinese
Culture

....

(2)

United
States

Culture

(3)

Either

U.S. or
Chinese

I

(4)

Neither
U.S. or
Chinese

STEP THREE: Draw something in the frame that will make the scene- -
(1) Completely characteristic of the Chinese Culture

(2) Completely characteristic of the United States Culture

(3) A combination of the Chinese and United States Cultures

(4) Characteristic of neither the Chinese Culture or the
United States Culture

STEP FOUR: Make up a story, poem, song, or something else to show
Your creativity. (Perhaps you would like to write a
play or direct a play in class. Classmates may wish to

join you in such an activity). You're the boss,

-586-6 0 3
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FRAME

SCENE ONE: Chinese Culture

SCENE TWO:' United States Culture



FRAME -
SCE.;i: TIE:LE r A CC!`.13I:iATION OF Ti::. CHI.ESE /CID

wrri.,;;) sATI.]s CULTURES

SCENE r' : CHARACTiRISTIC OF NEITHER Ti
CHINESE CULTURE 02 THE UNITED
SI AT ES CU L7.1 R E

LosiMicits=41,i,"...-.....2-.--1.M.Awasww..nslwe.
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WHAT I DO WHEN I AM rINISHED WITH MY LEARNINr; PACKET

(CREATIVE PRWECTS)

It is suggested that you write a Iftter to the President

of the United States expressing your awareness of the Peoples'

Republic of China and the development of the Chinese Civiliza-

tion.

You may wish to make a collacle representing the colcepts

You have learned during this unit study.

You may wish to make Penn! letters to. stude';*s in

China.

You may wish to write to Your Nnited Nations representa-

tive exrressino your awareness of China.

You mav wiSh to inyont manV other creative proieCtS

dealino with the suhiect of China.

LTC' !



7 ,!11:, WU! i r 1101"SE

N1.v..1 INC 16\

May 8, 1972

Dear Girls and Boys:

It was good to learn that your teacher encouraged
you to study and learn about my trip to the People's
Republic of China.

I was particularly pleased to see your letters, and
I want to take this opportunity to commend your
concern for our nation and your interest in under-
standing the customs of other nations. This is an
important step toward building a better world.
Keep up tilts good work!

With my best wishes for the years ahead,

Pupils of Miss Coweti's Fourth
Grade Class

c/o Dr. Bruce Mitchell
Education Department
Eastern Washington State College
Cheney, Washington 99004

6 / .!
-5q0-
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PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT

SUMMARY REPORT

FOR VALIDATION OF MATERIALS FIELD TESTED

PROJECT:

SOMETHING. ABOUT CHINA

A large part of the input material included in this packet was field

tested in the Eastern Washington State College Campus Elementary School,

Cheney, Washington. During a seven week period, Mrs. Louise Leggett's

fourth grade class utilized the learning concepts by means of the modified

Taba processes. In developing intellectual, affective and psychomotor skills,

the students successfully attained behavioral bjectives designed in the

achieving of a long range goal;; to develop an understanding and toleranace of

cultural relativism in relation to the People's Republic of China by recognizing

similarities and differences which exist between the cultures of the United

States of America and China. In achieving this goal, the students were intro-

duced to, and dealt with, the concepts of four basic cultural components:

(1) economic structures, (2) social organization, (3) religious systems, and

(4) political organization.

The learning concepts, in achieving tne long range goals, emphasized the

structural and functional aspects of the Chinese Civilization as a unique yet

adoptive unit in the development of mankind, concentrating on the aforementioned

basic cultural experiences of Pre-Modern China (Pre-Han and Imperial China) and

Modern China (Revolutionary, Nationalistic, and Communist China).

In the field testing, the students were first introduced to the social

studies unit through the study of maps, and the introduction to river systems,

land formations and climatic regions of the world. The students were encouraged



to compare the general physical and climatic features of the world's land

masses. Later, the students compared the specific geographical formations

and climatic regions of the People's Republic of China with those of the

United States of America.

The study of geographical and political divisions of the People's

Republic of China and the United States followed. Recognizing the importance

of rivers in the development of cultures, the students were able to hypothesize

past, present, and f'ture uses and potentials of river systems and development

in the People's Republic of China and in the United States. Enthusiastic and

perceptive in hypothesizing the potentials of river development, the students

hypothesized the effects of climatic change, ecological development, and

economic growth within a culture.

The additional lessons dealing with the concepts of cultural components

were included in the field testing. Ninety per cent of the students were able

to successfully attain the behavioral objectives during regular class periods.

Because many students learn at different speeds, and learn in many different

ways, we have included the individual learning packets for use in this unit

study.

Through use of the individual learning packets, the students may be

exposed to further study of the key ideaz introduced in daily lessons. If

students find difficulty in attainment of the behavioral objectives, or in

the completion of their daily activities, additional resource time and help

can be provided by means of these learning packets. Enabling the student,

or a small group of students, to learn the original or additional concepts

related to the unit studies, the student works at his own gene. Therefore,

the student not only knows what he is expected to learn, and knows how well he

has demonstrated his learning of new concepts, but demonstrates his learning

by explaining, listing, demonstrating, proving, and evaluating new concepts
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at the completion of the individual learning packet, and later atilthe

completion of the unit as a whole.

Although the individual learning packets included in this packet were

not implemented in the initial field testing, the teacher utilizing this

unit packet will find them useful in not only helping the slower learners

and 1:emoting further study guidelines for higher achievers, but as an

additional menas by which to measure and evaluate student progress in

achievement of the long range goals.

In addition to the utilization of the indiviudal learning packets,

the teacher may implement the use of the Playhouse Reviews and short

stories included in this unit packet, as a menas of encouraging further

individual study through creative projects.

Throughout the study, the students were encouraged to participate in

as much of the class discussion as class time and resource time permitted.

If the students had difficulty in attainment of the objectives, or in

completion of daily activities, resource time was made available to them,

thus allowing students to obtain. additional help from the teacher.

When the students were able to successfully attain the instructional

objectives, the teacher assumed that they had attained a satisfactory under -

Standing of the concepts introduced in each daily lesson. Homework and

creative projects helped in the promotion of further study in vocabulary,

key ideas, and thought questions. Helping the student realize and utilize

his awareness of the Peoplr's Republice of China culture, the various class

activities aad projects included an assignment in which each student wrote

to U.:1. Preslent Richard Nixon- Of interest, some of the students' letters

read:

Dear !or : Nixon

I hope you had a good time in China. Did you eat with chop
sticks? One of these days I hope I meet you.

Love Billy.
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Dear PRESIDENT NIXON

How are you in Washington D.C. ? I'M fine here in cheney.
In School we are learning about CHINA In our studies of CHINA
We have learned about the farmers and Lords of CHINA WE Also
did some roll play and heard Chinies stories and how was your
trip to CHINA?

Also we are learning about EXPO 74 I had an idea that they could
leave some train track and put an old fashiond train engine on the
train tracks for a monument and so children can play on it.

What do you think about that I live in cheney, washington state.
I go to CAMPS school Cheney Washington (state) My addres is
(225 nolan brown place Cheney Washington 99004) just incase you need it

You probably dont no me but I now you qite well. I know quite abit about
You. Cheney is the largest closest town to Spollan Washington

I was born in PROMO UTAH at UTAH VALLEY HOSPITAL I whant to get to now
you real well (write back soon)

incereily

Elmer J. JR.
X0X0X0X0X0X0X0X0X0

P.S. (WRITF SOON)

Presi lent :Vixen

you win this ye,r, because I think that if somebody else becomes
prosiltnt thf, war will never be stopped and we might not get peace with

I just recently read a few letters to you, from a book calle,!: DERE MR.

NIn and I thought they were very funny and good.

(Nc, signature )

Dear President NIsxon

How was your trip to China? I hope you get elected next year. This

letter is fr,r C.S. at, school. We've been studying China of what I've
learned interesting.

Shirely

P.S. Do you think that you were luck to swap must ox for a pantie bear
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Dear president Nixon

How are you. I am fine. Florida is my favirate State. We are
studing china in class. I hope you liked your trip. was it fun?

Sincerely Doug. P.S. Write icon.

Dear President Nixon,

We are studying China in school our teacher is called Miss Cown.
She taught us how to eat with chpsticks, we had a Chinese meal at school one
day and we ate with chopsticks. Did you enjoy your trip to China?
Did you eat with chopsticks while you were there?

While we were studying China we learned all about the Comunists and cvmu-
nism. We also learned about the peasant and gentry classes, food of
China and clothing of China. I would like it very much if you answered
my letter.

Sincerly, Leslie.

Dear Mr. President,

I hope you win We are learning about china and different things in it

Sincerely Yous,
Greg.

Dear mr. president

I hope you had a good time in peking. we have been studying china.
I am 10 years old and I have 1 brother and my mom and Dad and I Dog.
We are talking about Deltas, tribytarys there food, heodro-electricity,
outer china, irrigation.

Rick.

Dear Presedent Nixon,

We are studying China. We learned how it became a communist country.
Our teachers name is Miss Cowen she lived in China for twn years. She

taught us how to use chopstiks and we had a Chinese meal

Why don't you stop the bombing in North Vietnam? I'd like it very much
if you'd answer our letters

Sincerely Tracy.
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Dear precedent Nixon,

My social studies class hays been studing china. We have made a folder
ou what we studied We studied on the dreses, their food, their climate,
the rivers in china and irrigation. I liked studing the food the best
because we learned how to use chop sticks and we ate real chineis food
with them

from Nancy.

Dear Mr. President,

I hope you had a good time in China. We were studying China. I can't
think of much to say.

Sincerely, Susan.

Dear r. president,

I hope you win the primery. Wer you scared when you whent to peeking.

Sincerey Greg.

Dear president:.

How was your trip. It must have been neat. But some of those foods
sound horibbile.

tInug.

Dear prescient Nixon,

My name is Roby my adress is Rt 3 box 12A #80 cheney wash 99004. I

live in thc. traiter park of of touun by the farmers and merchents bank
not the one going from across. We are studing about china and expo 74
when you come to expo will you come to our school we went on a feild
trip to the site.

Roby.

Dar President Nixrpl,

I hope you get renominateri for president. I watched you and your wife
on T.V. when you were at China. We learned about China and there culture
and things like that. We had a trip to expo site in spokane and learned

about ft.
Sincerely, Lori -- P.S. Write back to our class. (I like you).
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Dear President Nixon,

I hope you win the election this year because I think you are doing a
good job as a president. I hope that the wars staop and we can have
peace with China.

I just read a book called Dere Mr. President, I thought it was a very
good book. I hope you will write back to me.

From Nigel
104 Walker Drive

Dear Mr. Presedint

.14

I watched you on TV when you were in China. I have had a class in school
about China. I have learned a lot of things I did not know. I am
coming to Washington D.C. and I hope I will see you witch I doubt. I live
a 114 3rd St. Cheney Wash 99004 I am 10 years old and 154" tall.

Your Friend, Martin R.

Dear President Nixon

We are studying China. Miss, Cowen is our teacher. She taught

Write back,

(No signature)

Dear President Nixon,

We are studying China. Miss Cowen is our teacher. She taught us how
to eat with chop sticks. Did you like Peking? I saw the ballet on
T.V. Did you like it? I also saw the Gymnastics. I thought it was

nice did you? I bet it was quite a experions for you to learn how to
eat with chop sticks.

We are slso studying Expo "74". We went to the sight. I am a member of
the Spokane Figure Skating Club.

(No signature)

Dear 'dr. President

WE are in the study of China. How was your trip to china? How old are you?
I liked our study on China. I don't want expo to come!!! because There
will be much more polloution!

March 31 is my birthday. my whole family does not want expo to come.

please stop expo'!" Sincerely, Dale. 414 3rd street.
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Dear President Nixon,

We're Studying China. In the paper I found 40 articales on you in china.
How's the weather there? It's meserable here in Cheney. Their are a few
boys in this class who were going to say: Dear snoopy,
better stop snooping. But I told them they'd better not.

Sighed
JON

Dear Mr. President

How was your trip to China? I think it would be exiciting. We are
studying China. About a week age we ate a Chinese lunch. I am in
the fourth grade.

Sincerely
Susan

Dear Mr. Pesident

How did you China go? I watched all the news reports on your trip.
We have just been studying about China and I have learned quite a lot
of things. Did you really carry a limousine of your airplanes?

(No signature)

Dear Mr. Nixon,

I don't have anything to say to you except we are studying China.
I hope you had a good time in China.

Sincerely,
Lynne
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